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The introduction of an entirely new family of Mark Levinson amplifiers seldom occurs. Mark Levinson products are not introduced on a
annual schedule, or according to the perceived needs of a marketing department. Rather, Mark Levinson products are introduced when
painstaking research and development pay off in the form of products which greatly mprove upon what was previously possible.

For full details please contact;-
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y long tradition, April is the
month when the British
Federation of Audio, which
represents UK hi-fi makers, holds its
annual awards dinner at the Royal
Lancaster Hotel in London. This
year, circumstances (of which more
later) brought us a second April
awards dinner just two days
after the 25 April BFA event. This
was the gala dinner which opened
the CETI trade conference in Harrogate.
There were some changes in the BFA's British
HiFi Awards. The awards had been sponsored
by Vox, amusic magazine whose involvement
in quality audio was perhaps only peripheral: in
1996, for the first time, ahi-fi magazine (
HiFi
Choice) was brought in as sponsor. For the British
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HiFi Awards, manufacturers (not necessarily
BFA members) submitted their products as
potential nominations, paying anominal fee.
From these entrants, three nominations per
category were shortlisted by the editorial staff of
HiFi Choice. These names appeared on the
voting form, which was printed in half-a-dozen
magazines and placed in dealers. Voting forms
received from the public were then scored to
arrive at the winners.
At the BFA dinner, journalists avidly
scribbled down the names of the winners and
nominees as they were announced. We needn't
have bothered. The information was already
printed in the June issue of HiFi Choice,
copies of which were handed to us on the way
out! For the record, though, the winners are
given on this page.
The last weekend in April brought CETI,
the Consumer Electronics Trade Interface, a
two-day seminar-based conference event for
the retail trade, held in Harrogate. Originated
and sponsored by BADA (the British Audio
Dealers Association) and organised on a
commercial basis by Eagle Tactix Ltd, CETI
had been long in the planning, as a logical
follow-up to the BADA Symposium held in
1992. It's become a truism to say that hi-fi
dealers have to adapt to change in the
consumer electronics market if they are to
survive: CETI's aim was to help them do so.
At one stage, the intention had been to build

the CETI event around the BFA
Awards evening. But last autumn the
BFA announced that although it
would support CETI, the 1996 BFA
awards dinner would have to be held
in London as usual. So CETI had its
own Awards, with votes from the trade
via trade magazine Inside HiFi;
apparently, insufficient votes were
received in time, so the judging was
carried out with the help of atelephone
poll. [The winners are given in News'.]
As it turned out, the real core of the
CETI event was provided by the involvement
of CEDIA (the Custom Electronic Design &
Installation Association), which used CETI to
launch CEDIA UK. Dealers who signed up
for CEDIA membership got a concessionary
saving on the conference fee, and CEDIA's
own seminars (covering all aspects of home
cinema and multi-room system installation)
were well attended. And although the
attendance of dealers at CETI may not have
been as high as the organisers hoped, for those
who did come, the launch of CEDIA UK
pointed the way ahead.
Now, as for awards, it might as well rain
until September. Then, the HFNIRR team
(unencumbered by the industry's own preselection, or by votes from the trade or the
public) will simply choose, for The Hi -Fi
News Awards, the best- sounding products
they know.

E-MAIL
You can contusa us via e-mail on
101574.223g compuserve.com

* in the next issue *
naxt month's equipment reviews cover
Audio Physic, Audiolab,
Meridian, XTC, NVA and much
more. Features include a survey of
today's ( and tomorrow's) surround- sound
options, and afull report from Hi Fi '96
in New York. And don't miss another
exciting £ 2000 free- entry competition.
The August issue will go on sale Friday,
5 July.

UFA AWARDS 1996
Winners of the
(products '
also

British Hi Fi Awards 1996 were as follows

Ay] 100, JVC AX- V6); over £ 350: Arcam Xeta One

nominated' given in brackets): CD players up

(Muidian 541, Denon AV(- 2800). AV speakers up to £ 750,:

to £250: Denon DCD-825 ( Pioneer PD- S703, JVC XL- V284);

Celestion Style ( GLL Arena, Canon SKT1/SKT2); above £ 750:

over £ 250: Nain CD3 ( Amain Alpha 6, Meridian 508 20-

KU' 605/80(/30B ( Polk Audio RT8, Jamo THX System).

bit).Tuners up to ( 250: Aram Alpha 5Plus ( Denon

Sucwoofers: REL Storm, B&W ASA 6, KEF 30B).

up to £200: KEF Codo 7 ( Mordaunt Short 10i,
631); (201-500: Mission 733 ( Castle Severn, TR RTL
3); over £500: BBW P4 ( Epos E522, ProAc Response Two
Point 5); Complete Hi Fi Systems below £ 1000: Akoi TX700
(RC Adagio (330, Philips FW380i); above £1000: Quad 77
amp/CD/speakers ( Denon D-Fi0/S, Noim Six-Pack. HiFi
Accessories: Atacama 5E24 speaker stands ( Beyer DT531
headphones, Chord Company Siren cables). HiFi Choice
Editor's Award for outstanding product of the year ( not voted

TU-215RD, Ratel RT-935AX); over £ 250: Audiolab 80001

Loudspeakers,

(Cyrus FM7, Arcam Delta 280). Cassette Decks up to £ 250:
Denon DRS- 640 ( Philips DCC730, JVC TD-W218); over £ 250,

To -,
noy

Pioneer D-05 ( Pioneer CT- 58305, JVC TD- V6621.
Integrated amplifiers up to £ 300: Musical Fidelity El 0
(Pioneer A- 400X, Harman Kardon HK610); over £ 300:
Cyrus Ill ( Technics SU A900 Mk 2, Nairn NAIT). Pre/power amplifiers: Audiolab 80000/8000M ( Musical
Fidelity F15/F22, Rotel RC-9708X2/RB-9708X2). AV
amplifiers

up to

£350: Denon AVR-900 ( Harman Kardon

by the public): Pioneer PDR-05 CD recorder.

Rotherham, South Yorkshire. ISSN 0142-6230
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18 EASY CONQUEST

43 WIN AROKSAN TURNTABLE
SYSTEM WORTH OVER £2000

Audio Note's Conquest single ended
triode monoblocks
Ken Kessler

this month's free-to-enter
competition consists of Roksan's
landmark Xerxes 10
turntable, Tabriz tonearm,
Corus Black cartridge,
XPS3.5 control unit and
DSU power supply

21 HUBBLE, BUBBLE, COIL AND
TROUBLE
Head-to-head test of two moving coil
cartridges: the Ortofon Rohmann and
Wilson Benesch's The Carbon
Martin CoHorns

24 GO GO IMAGO

18 Note
perfect for

44 £750 SYNERGY
assembling a system on a budget?
Here is a recommended combination
at the £750 mark
Alvin Gold

‘4400

Germany's Meracus has created a
high end CD transport, the Imago
Ken Kessler

26 SECOND QUARTER
Castle Harlech's new loudspeaker is
a double quarter wave design
Peter J Comeau

43 You could be the lucky
winner of this Roksan
turntable system

28 SECRET CONVERSION
does Onkyo's DX- 7510 CD player
offer groundbreaking technology?
Paul Miller

30 DANISH GOLD?
Denmark's Densen
introduces the
integrated DM- 10
amplifier
David Berrirnan

50 PUTTING MONITOR ON
ITS METAL
profile of Cambridge-based
loudspeaker manufacturers Monitor
Audio, the metal cone specialist
Steve Harris

32 KEY SIGNATURE
Marantz's classic CD-63 in a
special ` KI Signature' edition
Ken Kessler

34 NEUTRON BOMB?
AVI has entered the loudspeaker
market with its bookshelf Neutron
Peter j Comeau

30 Another sizzler from Danish
manufacturers Densen

54 PARIS IN THE SPRING
our roving correspondent reports on
the Salon Hi-fi show in Paris
Ken Kessler

60 THE
PARAMETER GAME

36 KIT AND CABOODLE
first in our series of kit building
features is the Audio Innovations
Classic Stereo 25 valve integrated
Matthew Thorne

38 POWER GAMES
group test of three mains power
conditioners: the Power Wedge PW
212p, Audio Engineering's Little
Mead and Trichord's Black Box
Peter J Comeau

the well known loudspeaker
designer and consultant
reassesses the accepted
computer-modelling approach
to speaker design
Ted Jordan

93 REVIEWERS RECOMMEND
the equipment our reviewers
recommend — and what they
actually listen to

40 YOU'VE GOT THE SILVER
a survey of Siltech's top of the range
cables using silver (and a little gold)
Martin Colloms
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26 Double quarter
wave design from Castle
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32 Marantz's CD-65
reborn as the special

34 AV1 has created
this bookshelf speaker

KI Signature
edition

to blow away the
cobwebs

24 Hi-tech CD
transpon from German
manufacturer Meracus

36 Budd your own
integrated valve amp
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99 SUBSCRIPTIONS

the editor's view on the ever
changing audio scene
Steve Harris

get Hi-fi News & Record Review
every month by post — plus
special free gifts

7 VIEWS

100 DEALER GUIDE

readers' letters

your countyby-county guide

11 NEWS

105 CLASSIFIED

products, innovations, events

find the best hi-ii bargains here!

CONTRIBUTORS

17 TECHNOLOGY

114 FINALE

the legal battle over who really
created the Walkman
Barry Fox

the gangster of love is back on CD:
the late Johnny Guitar Watson
reassessed
Ben Watson

49 HEADROOM

HI -Fi: David Beminan. Chris Beeching,
Andrew Canmel, Martin Colloms, Peter I Comeau,
John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold,
Ken Kessler, Paul Miller
CLASSICAL MUSIC: Andrew Achenbach,
Nakn Anthoni, Peter Branscombe,
Christopher Breunig, Robert Cowan, John Crabbe,
Robert Dearling, George Hall, Julian Haylock,
Antony Hodgson, James M Hughes,
Calum MacDonald, Gill Newman, Bill Newman,
David Nice
ROCK/POP/JAZZ: Johnny Black, Fred Dellar,
Ken Kessler, Ben Watson, Valerie Potter

are battery power supplies the answer
to creating hi-fi sound?
Ken Kessler

53 RADIO
a reprieve for Radio Canada
International
John Nelson

Review

56 BOOKS
reviews of the latest publications
on technical issues, pop and
classical music

59 BLACK BOX
probing the mysteries of speaker
cables
Ben Duncan

64 REVIEWS INDEX
65 INTERVIEW
Sir Colin Davis talks to
Gill & Bill Newman

69 RECORD OF THE MONTH

63 SIDELINES

Britten 'sPeter Grimes on Chandos

more reflections on the world of
music and hi-fi
John Crabbe

69 CLASSICAL REVIEWS

96 COMPACT DISC SERVICE

80 CLASSICAL REISSUES
83 ROCK/POP/JAZZ

save on CDs by post

Mark Knopfler's 'Golden Heart' is
the Album in Focus for this _month

97 ACCESSORIES CLUB

91 ROCKePCIP REISSUES

a state of the art test CD

Nat King Cole reissued
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AUDIOPHILES want (1loudspeaker that successfully combines the .slam• of moving coil bass with the
transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic ae The search is orer: Martin Logan Ltd—the
electrostatic loudspeaker technology . company— uniquely satisfies these requirements with its
astonishing electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers
The Martin Logan range incorporates the
classic (LS 11Z full- range. full- height electrostatic. the flagship hybrids Quest Zand SL3 and the
massirely popular Aerius es, The Aerius is the culmination of a decade of advances in hybrid
loudspeaker technology. Compact enough for the smaller room. this rerealiug speaker sacrifices
nothing in performance elk Reviewers opinions are remarkably positive—Alvin Gold (
Audiophile June
1993): '
The impression of life. vitality and sheer exuberant involvement that it generates with agood
system puis it in a class of its own.' m. .1Irin Gold (
11i Fi Choke January 1996) wrote of the SL3: 'more
',limbic, of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to name'. ?a.
luiiin Colloms
News August 1995/1o.und the SL3 to be: 'one of the sweetest. smoothest mid-price
I•lectrostatic hybrids Tre ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: 7'he SL3 can produce images
111(11 don't impress: they convince.' es, Contact Absolute Sounds for adealer list where you can audition
these rellidrkable loudspeakers ak And now Home Cinema speakers ••• titylos surround speakers are
in/on wall full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel uide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid c Martin Logan—the elect rostatir

AS

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE

Telephone

0181-917 3017

Faesimile

0181-879 7%2

views
cable has an impedance of 50 ohms
which within Phillips impedance
parameters for short digital
interconnect cable lengths. Due to
the rigidity of the cable it will need
to be bent into shape when
installing.
Thanks for agreat magazine,
keep up the good work. Can we
have some DIY projects especially
from Ben Duncan?
Mike Beanie, Devon

'It sounds to
me that
from the
early 1980s
the
microphone
has
gradually
crept
forward and
is now
having a
torrid love
affair with
the double
bass'
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THETA FEAT
Dear Sir, Having recently
purchased aTheta TLC jitter
buster and being alittle
disappointed when using it via the
coaxial connection but noting an
improvement via the optical, Iwas
prompted by Paul Miller's article in
May's HFNIRR to investigate the
idea of reducing ground-borne
interference by splitting the input
and output grounds.
Examination of the circuit
revealed these to be connected at
the stereo dual phono sockets and
pin 4of the output isolating
transformer via the circuit board
earth. Ireplaced the dual phono
socket using the existing holes in
the case with Maplin's gold plated
insulated phono sockets, these
proving ideal, only requiring slight
trimming of the Teflon insulator to
provide clearance for the circuit
board on the lower phono socket.
Pin 4of the output transformer
was taken direct to the earth of the
new output phono socket (this is
most easily carried out by removing
the transformer from the circuit
board and bending the pin so it
does not contact the existing circuit
board earth).
On installing the modified jitter
buster between my Phillips
transport and Dacmagic DAC, I
noticed an immediate improvement
when using the coaxial connection.
The sound now had acleaner,
better definition throughout the
whole frequency range. This simple
modification shows more of the full
potential of the Theta TLC, which
Ibelieve is compromised at present
with the input and output grounds
connected.
Your readers may also be
interested in arelatively cheap
digital interconnect cable which I
presently use. The cable is
RG402U available from Farnells,
RS and STC, and comprises a
semi-rigid coaxial copper tube with
an inner silver plated conductor
separated by aPTFE insulator
(about £ 5for ahalf metre). This
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NO APRIL FOOL
Dear Sir, It was not easy deciding
which contained the most 'windup': my old mechanical 78rpm
gramophone or April's ' Sidelines'.
In the end it was felt John Crabbe
took the prize.
Alistair Montgomery, Dundee
CLOSE CALL
Dear Sir, Why do some recording
engineers appear to hate
contemporary jazz? Listening to
Jazz FM it sounds to me that from
the early 1980s the microphone has
gradually crept forward and is now
having atorrid love affair with the
double bass which bing-bong-boings
away orgasmically throughout the
entire recording, every whine and
wheeze of the strings being heard
with embarrassing and irritating
clarity.
Meanwhile, what used to be the
front-line instruments such as the
trumpet, sax and piano cringe in
shame at the back of the studio
almost out of earshot.
Listening to some jazz 78s on the
BBC recently Iwas struck by how
refreshingly balanced they sounded.
Could there be something wrong
with CD technology?
Binggg-bonggg-b000iiinnngggb000iiinngg. Aaaarrrgh — help!
John Taylor, Cambridge
The electric pick-up on an instrument
contributes to this effect — Ed.
PUBLIC ADDRESS
Dear Sir, Last year Ihad aslight
problem with my Roksan CD deck.
Living now along way from the
dealer Ibought it from and not
having easy access to another dealer
(at Eastbourne) Iwrote to the
address on the Roksan owner's
handbook. Weeks later the PO
returned my letter saying the
address no longer existed.
(Meanwhile Ihad solved the
problem myself.)
There must be hundreds owners
of quality equipment who have
moved far from their original
suppliers and are also far from
alternative helpful dealers, and are
stuck for an address to send their
malfunctioning equipment to.

Could you help us all by finding
space to publish manufacturers'
changes of address as they arise and
follow up with aperiodic directory
we can keep for reference?
K Moss, East Sussex
We do publish address changes in `News'
when we're informed of them. Roksan of
course is now amember of the Verity
Group and actually shares premises with
Quad. The company's phone number is
01480 431 577. We continue to publish
suppliers' full names and addresses at the
end of each full length equipment review
and phone numbers for suppliers of
selected products can be found in our
bimonthly `Good HiFi Guide' — Ed
EXPORT ADVICE
Dear Sir, As an overseas reader who
purchased British equipment in
England for export, Ithought
readers considering doing the same
might like to share my rather
sobering experience.
In 1994, Ibought an Orelle
transport and DAC in London
which Itook back to New Zealand.
In the following 14 months, the
units failed twice each and while
the manufacturer was willing to
follow the terms of the warranty
and went so far as to provide
replacement units for the initial
faults, the warranty did not cover
all costs required to send the units
back to the UK (although Ihave
received some subsidisation) nor
allow for the reimbursement of
costs to have the units repaired in
NZ. The problems have also
required agreat deal of
correspondence, largely due to
slowness in responding from both
the manufacturer and retailer and
this has only added to the huge
frustration. In the end Ihad the
DAC repaired in NZ at my own
expense as Ino longer had any faith
in Orelle being able to supply a
reliable unit or parts (in both cases
it was the DAC's transformer
which failed) while Icontinue to
have problems with the transport.
Given the cost of the units
(£1400) and the extent of
unreliability (let alone the
inconvenience), Iassumed the
manufacturer would have been
prepared to give greater support to
their products but this has not
happened. The whole episode has
been along drawn-out affair and in
my opinion aconsumer's
nightmare. In terms of the CD
transport it still continues. Looking
on the bright side it could end up
saving me money because for the
moment it has certainly deterred
me from buying new equipment.
My advice to others contemplating
buying UK products is:

7

e
Sorcerer's
Apprentice

The (..( iiniticroQ at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 3008 per
channel, giving an oubut
of 2 x 8 watts.
The Otièst at £ 2 750
is a twin moncblock
amplifier utilising one 300B
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 watts.

Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review
May 1993

The legendary ' One:alzu .amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best from recorded works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle, wrote:

t

The Co iltitiest al £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per channel, gizing
an output of 2 x 18 watts.

'"Beautiful' comes close to
describing the «Gakuon',
'natural' even closer... The last
time Ihad goose bumps this
big was at a concert, not in
front of a hi-fi."

"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity.., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"
With this heritage in mind. Audio Note
are proud to introduce our new Compact Ñange'.
The Conqui:ror, Ouest & Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same styling aesthetic, and all `eature the
'renowned' 3008 direct heated triode in sngle ended pure
'class A configutation. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are land-wired,

PURE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

"I play the violin and piano,
and think that of all the bits
of hi-fi that I've owned over
the years, this is the nearest
in terms of sounding like a
musical instrument."
John McLaren
l
AFi News & Record Review
October 1993

o

udio Note
Music s Finest Conductor
ALdio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-1 27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511
Fax: + 44 (0)1273 731498
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READERS'
LETTERS
, the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

HIEI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

1) Check the details of the
warranty carefully and don't expect
retailers and manufacturers to do
any more than stated.
2) Take notice of reviewers'
comments on build quality (
I
should have taken Martin
Colloms's advice!) and if you have
doubts, don't buy.
As KJ West One, the retailer who
sold me the units, commented,
(my) ' predicament merely
emphasises the chance you have to
take when buying an item to take to
acountry where there is no repair
back-up and where the
manufacturers guarantee is not
effective'. Little comfort!
If any of your readers have had
problems with their Orelle transport
skipping, Iwould appreciate them
writing to me care of HFNIRR if
they have come up with asolution.
Robert Wong, Auckland
Mr Abbas Hussain of Orelle
responds:
Mr Wong's letter paints a
somewhat distorted picture. I
would also like to take this
opportunity to clarify
manufacturer's warranty and the
supplying retailer's commitment.
1) Mr Wong purchased the
Orelle CD- 10T and DA-180 from
KJ West One, London. KJ West
One or ourselves do not give an
international warranty. The
warranty clearly states the terms
'back to base'. Iam aware of no hifi manufacturer or any company
which will collect and deliver goods
from around the world under
warranty. Where there is alocal
representative, the guarantee is
executed by the importer. We do
not offer ' equipment for export'
through our retailers in the UK.
2) There are several customers
who import products despite alocal
representative. They are well aware
that the manufacturer's warranty
does not apply and the local
representative will charge for repair.
Importing products can result in
considerable savings and this plays
amajor part of such decisions.
3) Mr Wong took the units to
New Zealand with him and soon
returned the CD- 10T as faulty. We
inspected the CD player and found
that it had been damaged in transit.
The clamp that holds the CD was
broken. This is adirect result of the
player been dropped from more
than 0.5m. We provided a
replacement without hesitation.
4) We were then informed that
the DA-180 has developed afault.
We enquired about the fault and
advised that the unit should be
repaired in New Zealand. We were
going to supply the necessary parts
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and service manual, including the
cost of freight to New Zealand.
Despite this Mr Wong returned the
unit. We provided areplacement
unit. The fault with the DA-180
was aburned-out transformer
which is very easy to replace and
took no more than 10 minutes to
do so. If Mr Wong took the unit to
alocal service centre it would have
been far cheaper and quicker.
5) Several months later we were
informed that the CD player had
developed afault. We ask Mr
Wong to send the motherboard.
We provided areplacement board.
Instructions were given to set the
laser current and offset correctly as
this would affect the tracking. The
continued problem which Mr
Wong describes is mistracking
which can be easily resolved by
adjusting the laser current/offset.
6) The DA-180 failure was
reported to us and we again offered
parts free of charge which Mr
Wong declined.
It is very unfortunate that Mr
Wong experienced problems with
our products. Our products are
very reliable and we do not have a
high field failure rate, in fact it is
less than 2%. We have sold several
thousand products around the
world and are pleased to say that
this is the only occasion where a
customer has been unsatisfied with
our standard of service. We along
with KJ West One were very
sympathetic and helpful.
Regrettably Mr Wong's request to
pay all expenses was considered
unreasonable.
SEEING RED
Dear Sir, The usual welcome Igive
to HFNIRR turned to utter dismay
when Isaw the extent in the May
issue to which you had lavishly
used bright and gaudy colours.
Have you become obsessed with
colour? This issue is agarish mess
and it degrades the otherwise
excellent technical content.
For example, Ialways read Barry
Fox's ` Technology' but Ihave not
attempted this one. Ihave no
intention of bending my eyeballs to
concentrate on atext with such a
dark blue background and broken
up with ayellow logo — what is it
supposed to convey?
The least tiring text is black print
on awhite paper. Splashy garish
colour destroys concentration.
D Driver, Stroud
We've had an overwhelmingly positive
response to HFNIRR's new look, which
most people say makes the magazine
more readable; however, the tint on
May's ` Technology' did print darker
than we'd intended — Ed.
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COPLAND CDA 288

KRELL KPS 30i

COPLAND CSA 14
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SONUS FABER CONCERTINO

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE

MARTIN LOGAN SL3

Total Price for System £ 1,840
Deposit £840.00
Balance £ 1,000.00
10 monthly payments of £ 100.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £5,100.00
Deposit £2,100.00
Balance £3,000.00
24 monthly payments of £ 125.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £ 11,400
Deposit £5,100
Balance £6,300
36 monthly payments of £ 175.00
Total charge for credit

Subject to status

Subject to status

Subject to status

pl
AUDIOLAB 8000 S

OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

Opening Times
Mon- Sot lOom-5 30pm. Thurs 10am-7pm
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, Ml, M4 and the A205 South Circular Rood. Our location is on the Twickenham side
of the Richmond Bridge, in the vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on local parking please call.
The nearest Tube and Railway is Richmond and we are about 15 minutes walking distance away.
The area is also served by on excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to status and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Oversea Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote competilvely on shipping

JUST SOME OF THE OTHER BRANDS
THAT WE CARRY
Arcam, Aura, Audio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio Research,
Alphason, Atacama, Audio Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W,
B80, Beyer, Base, Copland, Cable, Talk, chord Company,
Castle Denon, Jadis. Krell, KEF, Meridian, Musical, Fidelity,
Marantz, Micrornego, Michell, Mitsubishi, Musicwave, Mission,
Martin Logan, Monitor, Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Pioneer,
Project Quad, QED, Rotel, Sony, Sonus Faber, Sound Style,
Stands Unique, Senheiser, Stax, Theta, Thorens, Tannoy, TDI,
Totem, Target, Transparent, Wilson, Van Den Hul, Yamaha

news

SONY LOOKS AHEAD TO THE
NEXT 50 YEARS
S

ony, which celebrated its 50th
anniversary
on
7 May,
emphasised the future rather
than the past at its spring UK press
conference. 'There will be no looking
back', said head of public relations
Simon Goodman, as he outlined
current and future developments and
spoke of the coming convergence of
audio,
video
and
computer
technologies in ' the digital age'.
Already a major manufacturer of
computer peripherals and media,
Sony will enter the PC market this
autumn, first with a conventional
PC, following this with 'atrue living
room computer'. On Digital Video
Disc, Sony remains committed to
launching aDVD player in 1996 in
the USA and Japan, with a Europe
to follow in 1997. Estimates put the
US market at 2m units within three
years, and the DVD ROM market
at lm units by year three. Sony will
also launch its Plasmatron flat screen

TV this year, with sizes up to 50in
being possible.
Sony reaffirmed its commitment
to the MiniDisc audio format and
showed four new MiniDisc portable
models.
Questioned
on
the
continuing lack of pre-recorded music
on MiniDisc, Sony drew the
distinction between CD as a prerecorded sound carrier and MiniDisc
as a recording medium: ' it's a
recordable format, that's what it's all
about,' said Goodman. CD-R was
still viewed as aprofessional recording
format, not one for domestic use.
With regard to hi-fi products,
Sony's UK Sound Project (which
started five years ago) had been very
successful. In fact, as the project's
leader Eric Kingdon explained, the
Sony UK-designed and built SS86E
speaker was now being exported to
Japan. The reintroduction of the ES
range of high-quality hi-fi separates
had also been led by the UK.

ANOTHER PROFILE FROM
MONITOR AUDIO

U

lasing Monitor Audio's
Profiled Metal Cone
aluminium/magnesium
alloy bass/mid unit plus a
gold metal dome tweeter,
the
floorstanding
MA
705/PMC speaker embodies
the brand's latest driver
technology. The PMC
bass/mid unit has ahightemperature
aluminium
voice-coil former, bonded
and heat-cured for high
power handling and reliability, with alow-distortion
magnet system and aspecial
phase
plug;
the
cone
surround is in a special
rubber said to be far more
consistent
in
changing
temperatures and over time
than PVC surrounds. A
simple crossover design is
used with anatural roll-off
and only one component in
line with the bass driver. The
tweeter is a26min ferrofluidcooled polyamidesuspended
gold anodised aluminium/
magnesium alloy dome, using
the same vented voice-coil
assembly developed for
Monitor Audio's Studio
Series models. Its first break-

up mode is said to be higher
than 28kHz. With an 8ohm
impedance, sensitivity is
quoted at 90dB/W, with a
recommended
amplifier
power range of 20-200W and
frequency response (no limits
specified) of 35Hz-30kHz.
Measuring 400 x 200 x
250mm (hwd), the MA
702/PMC is made in 18mm
MDF with selected balanced
wood veneers (veneered inside
and out) in grain-matched
pairs. Finishes available are
black, oak and cherry. Retail
price is £ 1399.99 (black) and
£1499.99 (rose mah) per
pair. Monitor Audio, 01223
242 898.
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B&W ADDS ' PRISM'
CENTRE CHANNEL

U

lasing thE Prism cabinet construction featured in
the recently- launched DM302 loudspeaker.

B&W's CC3 centre channel (£ 149) uses two doped
paper 4in ( 1)0mm) cone units flanking a 26mm softdome tweeter. The bass/mid units have nitrile
surrounds anc are built on high- rigidity pressed steel
chassis. A rear-facing port is fitted, and sensitivity is
specified as 91dB/W. Based on the principle of the
anechoic chamber. Prism is a cost-effective
development of B&W's Matrix cabinet construction.
It uses a serias of tapered wedges inside the cabinet
to reduce tha build-up of resonance effects. B&W
Loudspeakers UK. 01903 750 750.

NEW EAR
WARMERS
FROM
GERMANY
VIVANCO have
launched three new
headphones aimed at
'the younger music lover'. They

Neodymium magnetic system. All

feature soft fabric ear pad cusions,

weighing 188g or less, the three

self-adjusting headband and excellent

models are SR 550 (139.99), SR 650

sound reproduction due to a

(f49. 99) and SR 750 (
f59. 99).

AIWA market leader in UK sales of complete audio systems, increased
its market shares further in 1995. to 19.6% of LK mini-system sales.
29.4° of hi-fi systems and no less than 45.2% of Pro- Logic systems.
ARCAM system winner in our March issue competition was
Mr Peter Summers. Wythenshawe, Manchester. He received a complete
package of Arcam electronics consisting of an Arcam Delta 250/Black
Box 500 and Delta 290/290P, complete with phono stage and cables.
Correct answers were: 1. c); 2, cl); 3. c); 4. b).
DUAL turntables from Germany ( as well as the range of UK-made
Revolver speakers) are now distributed in the UK by Revolver UK Ltd,
77 Dane Road. Sale, Cheshire M33 7BP. tel 0161 973 0505
(fax 0161 905 1965).
GUINNESS Publishing's seventh edition of The Guinness Book of British
Hit Albums, bigger than ever at 48C' pages. is published on 7 June. at £12.99.
JAMO now offers black. mahogany and white colour options on its
£89.99 Cornet 20 IV speaker model.
PINK TRIANGLE has signed an exclusive global distribution agreement
With Michael Stevens & Partners. Invicta Works, Elliot Road, Bromley.
Kent BR2 9NT, 0181 460 7299. fax 0181 460 0499. Technical queries and
servicing will still be handled by Pink Triangle Projects on 0171 703 5498.
SOUND BY DESIGN Glasgow-oased turntable specialist, now has two

telephone and fax numbers, 014: 563 9822 and 0141 943 2062.

II

CETI AWARD WINNERS
Winners of the CET! Awards, voted by the trade
and presented at the Consumer Electronics Trade
Interface conference, 27-28 April [see ' Comment'],
were as follows (' runners-up' in brackets): Best
Dealer, Sound Academy (Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi,
Music Matters, Moorgate Acoustics); Best Retail
Salesman, Kapes Patel of Kamla HiFi, London
(John Oalunan, Audio T, Roger Skillman of Darbys
and Chris Henry of Overture); Best Representative,
George Purvis of Linn (Brian Berkovitz of Mission,
Steve Reed of Polk and Alan Davidson of Yamaha);
Best Advertisement by a Supplier,
B&W
Loudspeakers (Linn, NAD and Naim Audio); Best
Ad by a Retailer, The Listening Rooms (Bill
Hutchinson HiFi, Kamla HiFi, Musical Images);
Best HiFi Journalist, Malcom Steward (Andrew
Everard, Barry Fox and Dan Houston); Best Home
Cinema Journalist, Bob Tomalski (Alvin Gold, Andy
Kerr and Paul Messenger); Best HiFi Magazine,
HiFi Choice (What HiFi?); Best Home Cinema
Magazine, Home Entertainment (Home Cinema
Choice, Home Entertainment, VTV and What
Video?); Best Supplier, Arcam (Mission, Linn,
Panasonic); Best Service Support, Mission (Arcam,
Audiolab, Linn); Outstanding Industry Contribution,
Bob Stuart of Meridian (Farad Azima of Mission,
Ivor Tiefenbrun, MBE, of Linn and Peter Walker
OBE, MBE, of Quad); and finally the CET!
organisers'
Special
Award
for Outstanding
Contribution to Industry Retail Marketing, jointly to
Julian Richer of Richer Sounds and Bill Hutchinson
of Bill Hutchinson HiFi.

DIALOGUE FROM RUARK
Ruark Acoustics has launched the Dialogue One centre-channel speaker,
retailing at £ 289. In this two-way, three-drive unit system, the two
140mm ( 5in) bass/mid drivers use
pentagonal cones of doped felt fibre,
said to dissipate vibrations in a
controlled manner for a
significantly smoother response. A
well- proven 28mm woven-silk
soft-dome tweeter with
neodymium magnet is used,
via a second-order
crossover, split to
allow bi-wiring or
bi-amping if desired.
All units are fully shielded. The
Dialogue One's dispersion
characteristics allow positioning above or
below the TV screen. With a 6 ohm impedance, the quoted sensitivity is
90dB ( for 2.83V), with 150W continuous power handling. Dimensions are
170 x 480 x 200mm ( hwd). Ruark Acoustics, 01702 601 410.

KRELL BALANCED AT FULL POWER
ree new ' Full Power Balanced'
stereo power amplifiers from
Krell are said to combine the
company's new Current Mode
Gain circuit design and a number
'of other innovations.
All are fully balanced from
input to output and include autocalibration of internal operating
parameters including output bias,
regulator bias, DC offset and so

on. Following a current gain
stage, the new amplifiers have
fully-regulated output stages, like
those in the flagship Krell Audio
Standard models, which are able
to prevent current or voltage
drop at the output regardless of
the speaker, the music played or
the level it is played at. Based on
high-speed output devices made
exclusively for Krell by Motorola,
the output stages use Krell's
patented Sustained Plateau
Biasing system, now improved to
have awider selection of bias
levels, and said to operate in an
even less intrusive fashion than
before. Self-calibration occurs
11.11he bookshelf Symphony 4 ( 189.99) and
every time the unit is switched
floorstanding Symphony 6 ( 239.99) from
on to ensure accurate Class A
Eltax are new ported two-way speakers both
bias regardless of the AC voltage.
based on the combination of 6.5in ( 165mm)
In this way, the amplifiers are
'special coated' bass/mid unit and Vifa 19rnm
claimed to operate in Class A up
dome tweeter.
to their rated power, namely
Both claim 90dB/W sensitivity (8 ohm
600W/ch for the Full Power
nominal impedance) but the Symphony 6
Balanced 600, 300W for the 300,
offers higher power handling at 150W peak
and 150W for the 150.
and bass extension to 37Hz, against the 4's
UK prices are expected to be
90W peak power handling and 40Hz bass
around £ 10,000, around £9000
rolloff point. Cabinet dimensions are
and around £ 5000 respectively.
835x220x26Ornm and 320x220z260mm (hwd)
Also now available from Krell is
respectively.
the Krell Audio Plus Video
Cabinets are in 22mm 'resonance dead'
Standard pre-amplifier/processor,
construction with beech finish. Contact Eltax
providing Dolby AC- 3 capability
Electronic UK, 01908 226 264.
(DTS can be ordered as an
additional option) and
designed with the aim
Denon's two new remote-control amplifiers PMA-425R
of retaining the
(£229.99) and PMA-725R (£349.99) have handsets which
highest possible audio
will also operate most recent Denon CD players, and are
quality for the front
designed to facilitate extended multi-room systems when used
three channels.
with an interface such as QED's Systemline controller. Six
It will retail around
sets of audio inputs are provided. Both amps use have some
£10,000 in this
features of the Denon S-1 high-end range, and the motorised volume control and switching for remote
country. Further
operation are said not to compromise sound quality. While the PMA-425R offers 45W/ch into an 8 ohm
details from UK
load, the PMA-725R gives 65W/ch and, with its new SuperStable A circuit' and dual EI transformers,
distributor Absolute
claims over 180W into a2 ohm load. Contact UK distributor, Hayden Laboratories 01753 888 447.
Sounds, 0181 947
5047.

THE NEW SYMPHONY
LOUDSPEAKERS
FROM ELTAX

REMOTE AMPS FROM DENON
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FIVE DISC MULTIPLAYER AND RECEIVER FROM HK

A

lower-cost successor to the
FL8400 and FL8450 players,

the new Harman Kardon FL8300,
(£279.99, upper picture, right), is a
five- disc carousel- type multi- player
using ` bitstream' D/A conversion
with a differential discrete output
stage. It offers a 32- track memory
and four repeat modes, with
random play across one or all
discs, intro- scan, programme check
and delete, auto/manual edit modes
and three time display modes.
Harman Kardon's new HK3250
'entry level' receiver (£ 249.99,
seen below right), offers three
line- level inputs and two tape
inputs/outputs, and includes a 30preset FM/AM tuner with pre-set
scan, sleep timer and display
dimmer. Pre- out sockets are
provided and two pairs of speakers

Harman Kardon's system- remote
handset, which includes 10 direct- access
keys. UK distribution is through Harman
Audio ( UK), 0181 207 5050.

Acoustic Energy has followed its

BUDGET PRICED
CD PLAYERS
FROM TECHNICS

T

hree low-cost CD players from Technics
are the SL-PG380A ((. 119.95), SL-

PG480A (£ 139.95) and SL-PG580A
(£159.95). All are based on Technics' Super

One LSI chip, now in its second year, which
replaces the three separate chips previously
needed to provide MASH ' l-bit' digital-toanalogue conversion, signal processing and
digital servo control for the optical system.
The one-chip design is said to simplify the
audio signal path by isolating the digital
section from the musical section and thus
contributing to improved sound reproduction.
The ` super- quiet'
high-speed
traverse
mechanism is centre-mounted with a 'floating'
chassis construction. The basic SL-PG380A

c'y

model

includes

20-track

only and is loaded by a large
flared port in the rear of the
cabinet. A 25mm soft-dome

features including Edit Guide and Time Fade,
while the ' 580 has remote control along with

tweeter completes the AE109's

10-key selection on the front panel, and is built

18mm MDF cabinet is finished in

using Technics' Hybrid Construction Base
(THCB), claimed to improve sonics by

black ash or rosewood and comes
with 8mm floor spikes. Retail
price is £329.95 per pair.
Acoustic Energy, 01285 654 432.

driver line-up. Fully-braced, the

controlling vibration. Technics' existing SLPGT570A, SL-PS670A and SL-PS770A
models continue alongside
the new players. Contact
Technics (Panasonic UK),
0990 357 357.

The Hi-Fi Show last September) Wilson
Benesch's turntable support furniture is
now available in the UK.
The design combines very low mass for
the principal structural components, while
the contrasting high-mass, 10mm-thick glass
plates provide maximum external isolation
from highfrequency resonance.
For more information contact Wilson
Benesch on 0114 2852656.

JULY 1195

twin front- panel ports, while the
lower one covers the bass range

access

products.
The ' 480A has its own remote and added

C
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random

programming, peak level search and is remotecontrollable when matched with other echnics

Completing the company's analogue
player system (first demonstrated at

Jamo has launched asix-speaker
Surround Sound combination at
£299.99, in acarry- home package
comprising SW80 passive subwoofer,
two SAT 80 satellite speakers, two
Surround 50s and a Centre 40
dialogue speaker. Contact Jamo UK
on 01327 301300.

low-cost AE100 model with a
floorstanding three-way version.

Sq..

the AE109. The upper of the two
fully-shielded 110mm drivers
covers mid/bass frequencies, with

WILSON BENESCH
GIVES SUPPORT

JAMO SUPER-SIX

LOW-COST
FLOORSTANDER
FROM ACOUSTIC
ENERGY

can be connected. The unit comes with

EVENTS

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS

6 JUNE Richer Sounds Roadshow at Richer's
Liverpool store. featuring Celestion, Mission. HarmanKardon. JBL and TEAC. Contact 0151 708 7484.
12 JUNE Richer Sounds Roadshow at Richer's
Stockport store. featuring Yamaha products. Contact
0161 480 1700.
13 JUNE Richer Sounds Roadshow at Richer's
Sheffield stcre, featuring Mordaunt-Short and TEAC.
Contact 0114 266 1616.
7-10 SEPTEMBER British Music Fair. Earls Court,
London. Contact 01442 215435.
12-15 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, Ramada Hotel,
London Heathrow Airport. sponsored by Hi Fi News &
Record Review. Trade only. 12th and 13th. open to
the public 14th and 15th. Contact Janet Belton,
0181 686 2599.
19-23 SEPTEMBER SIM Show 96. International
Multimedia Show at the Milan Fairground, Milan.
Italy. Contact ( 0)2 481 5541.
25-29 SEPTEMBER Euro Hi Fi, Essen. Germany.
organised by The High- End Society. Contact + 49 ( 0)
202 70 20 22.
26-29 SEPTEMBER Sound & Vision London.
Cumberland Hotel, London.
18-27 OCTOBER Connect 96 consumer electronics
show. NEC, Birmingham, organised by DMG
Exhibitions. Contact 0171- 3851 4505.

The
Power House
of Choice
Technology continues to march

accessories, you'll find nothing is too

forward at an alarming rate —

much trouble for the people at

since the advent of Compact

Musical Images.

Home Cinema - The
Future Beckons
Dolby AC- 3, Dolby Pro Logic and

Disc in the early eighties there

An Audiophile's
Delight

THX — you've read about them in

Keeping abreast of all this new

Award winning and well- reviewed Hi -

you're really interested in Home

technology is difficult for both

Fi separates from all the top

Cinema there can be no substitute

seems to have been an almost
endless stream of new ideas,
some successful, some not.

the magazines and have probably
heard one or more formats, but if

newcomer and enthusiast alike.

manufacturers form amajor part of

for awell conducted demonstration

So where do you go to receive

Musical Images' product line-up...

carried out by professionals.

expert, unbiased advice? Which

However, as the old saying goes,

equipment will suit your budget

"one man's meat is another man's

branch, for example, has installed a

and, just as importantly, your

poison", so you owe it to yourself to

full Dolby AC- 3facility featuring the

listening or viewing

take advantage of the superb

top brands.

environment?

demonstration facilities and let
Musical Images' staff guide you

Musical Images' Covent Garden

This stunning, six- channel
digital system replicates the sound

An Isle of Sanity in
a Sea of Madness

through the various options that are

heard in aDolby SR- D cinema and

available.

shows just what can be achieved by

Or, if you feel so inclined, why not

'state-of-the-art' equipment.

As an authorised dealer for over 100

enquire about Home Trial Facilities?

of the world's premier
manufacturers, Musical Images are

Lovers of vinyl have certainly
not been neglected, because Musical

able to offer superb choice for their

Images realise that many of those

customers and, having attended

treasured recordings will never be

numerous Supplier Training Courses,

committed to CD. Therefore, you

their staff are fully qualified to offer

will find acomprehensive range of

expert advice on all aspects of Hi Fi

integrated turntables together with

and Home Cinema.

separate arms and cartridges at all

The three branches in
Hounslow, Edgware and Covent

branches.
And, if you're upgrading and are

Full THX facilities are available at

Garden offer atotal of six

not sure what to do with your old

Hounslow and Edgware whilst many

demonstration rooms, with ' single

equipment, don't ' Boot Sale' it! Talk

forms of Dolby Pro Logic products —

speaker dems' aspeciality. So

to Musical Images about their Trade

including TVs, system packages and

whether you're looking to invest in a

In scheme — you could be in for a

separates — can be auditioned at all 3

dream system or simply shopping for

nice surprise!

branches. Whatever your budget

spotlight
Club members can also take
advantage of Musical Images' unique
Value Added Purchasing offers.
Details on how to join are
available from all branches.

The Musical Images
Pledge and Service
Commitment
Established in 1984, Musical Images
have gained an enviable reputation in
the world of Hi Fi retailing by getting
the formula exactly right — asuperb
choice of products, qualified advice, a
professional home installation service
Musical Images' staff will guide you

The Musical Images

carefully through your options.

Club

Prices range from around
£1000 for agood basic system right
up to £ 30,000 for the ultimate
cinematic experience. And, if an
extra- large picture appeals to you, a
CRT or LCD Projector may be tne
answer — the possibilities are endless.

and total commitment to customer
care and satisfaction.
Together with aworldwide mail

By joining Musical Images' Privlege

order service, interest-free credit

Club you'll receive benefits such as

facilities, design consultancy, full

exclusive and priority offers on both

service and repair back-up and three

new and ex- demo equipment,

stores open seven days aweek,

inv .tations to select demonstration

Musical Images are the one stop

evenings plus regular newsletters and

shops for every audio visual need.

up-dates.

We look forward to welcoming you.

Multi- room Hi -Fi
There's nothing new about running a
pair of extension speakers in the
kitchen ( or indeed in any other room
of the house), but what happens
when you want to try anew CD and
another member of the family insists
on listening to aradio play?
This is where Multi- room Hi Fi
comes in. Any source connected to
your system can now be routed to
the room of your choice, and its all
controlled by asimple handset.
Expert installation is handled by
Musical Images with minimal
disruption and you won't even have
to redecorate. The control unit
stacks neatly with your existing Hi Fi
and can feed four rooms — simply add
another unit for further expansion.
Multi- room Hi Fi is becoming
incredibly popular, it can cost alot
less than you'd think and it's or
permanent demonstration at Musical
Images' Covent Garden store.

45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TVV3 1RH
0181 569 5802

173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7ff
0181 952 5535

18 Monmouth St,
Covent Gdn,
London WC2H 9HB
0171 497 1346

"Clearly Rogers' star is rising once more and with an amplifier
such as this it seems

shining bright as well"

DAN HOUSTÓK, WI-lX1411-F1 MAY '96

Rogers' return to electronics marks the arrival of two new Pure Class 'A'
integrated valve amplifiers.

The E20a is designed for perfect matching with the BBC LS3/5a monitors
whilst the E40a is suitable for the AB 1/LS3/5a combination. The E40a is
designed to drive most transducer based systems. Both amplifiers have
high quality phono stages and selectable impedance facilities.

"The merging of digital and valve technology is the perfect marriage
between source and loudspeaker" Speak to your Rogers dealer
and find out why.

Rogers
BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY
IT'S WHAT INSIDE THAT COUNTS
ROGERS INTERNATIONAL ( UK) LIMITED - Unit 3, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 I
HX.
Tel: 0181 640 2172. Sales & Marketing Tel: 0181 683 2101 Fax: 0181 684 6469. International Audio Club e-mail: gloots@rogerinter.win-uk.net

technology
succeeded in persuading the British
Legal Aid Board that he was broke,

The legal
battle over
who really
invented the
Walkman
ooks as
though it
has finally
been won...
or should
that
be ` Icst'?

million appeal costs from the Legal
Aid Board, which means the British
taxpayer pays.
'But Sony did not believe he
should have been granted Legal Aid',
says Don Jerrard, a partner with
solicitors Baker McKenzie. ` He has
substantial assets and income which
were above the Legal Aid limit. And
it is acommercial claim. We objected
three times, but the Legal Aid Board
gave him funds to pursue what we
believe to be acompletely groundless
claim. We have done no more than
was necessary to resist'.
Pavel's
submissions
were

and eligible for aid.
The case went to the Appeal Court
in the Strand in March 1996, with
Lord Justices Hobhouse, Aldous and
Neill presiding. Even the skeleton
documents which listed the points at
issue run to nearly ahundred pages.
The case opened with the small
court room packed with fourteen
lawyers, including five wigged
Counsel. Almost the entire press
bench area was filled with exhibits,
various Walkman and prototype
mock-ups. The US Patent Office had
'untenable', agreed the judges,
flown over two of its solicitors,
because the US PO had by then also deeming it ' indefensible' to argue that
he long running saga of
there was any invention in changing a
been dragged into the dispute.
Andreas Pavel's case against
Last December, the US patent mono recorder or radio to stereo; it
Sony and Toshiba looks finally
examiners finally rejected the last of a was ' fallacious' to argue that the
to be drawing to a close. Quite
string of six applications which Pavel commercial success of the Walkman
simply the man who claims to have
has filed since 1978. Pavel responded made the patent valid.
patented the Walkman ahead of Sony
'I do not feel able to conclude this
to the final rejection by personally
is running out of court options.
suing Bruce Lehman, Commissioner judgement without drawing attention
Andreas Pavel filed his patent in
of the US Patent Office in to the progress of this case', said
Italy, in March 1977, and then in the
Washington. In documents filed at Judge Aldous, reminding that the
UK a year later ( BP 1 601 447).
the District Court of Columbia, Pavel Patents County Court was created by
Under the law at that time the British
the Copyright, Designs and Patents
'demands judgement... directing the
Patent Office granted patents on any
Act 1988 to make patent litigation
Commissioner to issue aUS patent'.
idea that was not directly anticipated
quicker, easier and
Pavel's writ claims that
by another published patent or
cheaper.
he is ' dissatisfied' with
document.
Although Pavel's
the US Patent Office's
Examiners were not obliged to
handling of his case,
judge whether the idea was obvious
=1 patent has only two and
ahalf pages of written
especially
that
the
(and thus unpatentable) or a true
description 'which can
examiners ' failed to give
inventive step over prior common
be understood without
proper consideration to
knowledge (and thus patentable). So
any scientific help', the
the commercial success
British patents had no real value until
pre-trial arguments ran
of, and the accolades
tested in court.
to 261 pages, with
In 1987, Pavel issued astring of received for, Pavel's
extensive
annexes.
invention'. The success
writs against all companies which
There were nearly eight
of the Walkman, he
had been selling personal stereos
days of hearings about
argues, ' demonstrates
since 1982. Pavel let most of these
side issues and then the
the non- obviousness of
actions drop, setting his sights solely
trial proper lasted nearly
the claimed invention
on Sony and Toshiba. He did not
four weeks.
(which has) revolutionhave the funds to fight these actions
Andreas Pay I: is this the en d
`Both parties were
ised the audio industry'.
in the High Court. Instead he waited
of his battle with Sony?
chasing every point,
On the first day in the
for Britain's new ' low cost' Patents
British court the three judges went whether material or not' said LJ
County Court to open in 19 ,/0.
off for ten minutes, and announced Aldous, describing the events as
The case went to lengthy trial in
'lamentable'.
that they had decided to refuse Pavel
October 1992. In January 1993 Judge
Hobhouse says the trial
his right to amend.
Peter Ford decided that Pavel's
'achieved the worst of both worlds'
The case ran or another week and
patent was invalid because it claimed
a week later the three judges and ` the result has been inefficiency,
ideas which were old and obvious.
unanimously ruled against Pavel on delay and excessive cost'.
The judge gave Pavel hope, by also
LJ Neill reminds that the Patents
all counts and said he must pay the
holding that if his patent had been
full cost of the appeal, totalling County Court was established to save
valid, Toshiba and Sony would have
costs but ' it is plain beyond argument
£0.5m, to Sony and Toshiba.
infringed it. But he refused Pavel
Pavel brands the appeal judgement that savings in time and expense have
permission to amend the wording of
'superficial beyond belief'. He says not been achieved'.
his patent, to make it valid.
'Some alteration is necessary if the
he will now be taking the case to the
In March 1993 Judge Ford ordered
House of Lords, the highest court in purposes of the Patents County Court
Pavel to pay costs run up by Toshiba
the land. But first he must find the are to be achieved' concludes Aldous.
and Sony in fighting his claim. Pavel
The sooner the alterations are
money. From Legal Aid again? Pavel
appealed to the High Court. Sony won
must also raise the money to pursue made, the better it will be for
an injunction to control Pavel's assets
inventors and industry alike.
his court action in the USA, where
'2 and also sued the patent attorney
O
Japanese giants like Sony and
there is no legal aid.
t...; Keith Beresford who had acted for
•C
Sony and Toshiba expect to see little Toshiba can afford to lose what it has
Pavel in the Patents County Court,
of the £ 2m costs they are claiming cost them to fight the multi-million
cr:1 claiming the costs owing. This case
>,
from Pavel for the first action, and an claim made against them. But a
: was 'settled amicably' during the court
unsuccessful side appeal to start a smaller electronics company could
%•- hearing in 1995.
t.4
easily have been bankrupted by a
.9.
Although Pavel is actually a parallel case in Singapore.
similar court 'victory'.
Barry Fox
Sony can however claim the £0.5
é, German national living in Italy, he

,
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EASY
Audio Note's Conquest nionoblocks
offer 'budget' single ended triode
amplification, and drive some
'difficult' speakers surprisingly well
by KEN KESSLER

N

eh, heh... Ican picture you
saying, ` Oh, no — here come
more
toys
with
prices
courtesy of L Frank Baum.' Close,
but no (Monte Cristo) cigar: there
are two ranges in the Audio Note
catalogue, the models made in Japan
with tariffs which have no grounding
in reality; and the UK-made stuff for
Gaku-Onnabees who just can't
stretch to Ferrari prices. The
Conquest monoblock power amps
I've been playing with for a few
weeks represent the upper reaches of
Audio Note's British-built ' budget'
range, so they sell for anot-absurd
£4400 per pair. And if the words
'budget' and ' Audio Note' seem
oxymoronic, remember that the
company has kits for as little as
£300, and what seems dozens of
other models below four figures.
This new ' entry level' series is an
attempt to provide ' proper' Audio
Note performance for an audience
other than the one consisting of oil
sheiks, Russian mafiosi and lottery
winners. And while it probably galls
Peter Qvortrup to sell something for
less than ten grand, he has at least
gone all the way with this range: this
line-up also includes a stereo
amplifier at less than half the price
of the Conquests, and a less
powerful version of the Conquest for
a price closer to £2500. What's on
offer, then, is the joy of single-ended
triode performance at sane prices
plus the right to wear the coolest
badge in the single ended triode
firmament. ( Unless you're so
certifiably hip that you're already into
Wavac, Shishido or one of the other
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new-wave Japanese SET masters...)
What's immediately apparent is the
house style which differentiates
between UK product and the dearer
Japanese stuff. While Gaku-On, OnGaku and the rest of the Eastern
wares feature stunning construction,
exquisite front panels that look like
they were crafted in Schaffhausen
and styling which causes palpitations
in Sound Practices subscribers, the
British cousins look like, well, crap.
Plain black perspex front panels,
copper top plates held by lots of
exposed black screws, cheap foldedmetal transformer covers — even the
Spark
amplifier
from
China,
imported yet costing half the price
while bearing the same number of
300Bs as the Conquests, showed
greater build-quality finesse.
Leaving aside my fear and loathing
of Audio Note practices, Ibowed to
protocol and showed the amps all
the respect I could muster — a
tough one given that the front panel
fell off of one Conquest because it
was held in place with Blu-Tack.
And the amplifiers actually started
smoking within five minutes of
switch-on because of an assembly
fault. It turned out that a couple
of components had slipped
during shipping,
shorting
a
track
below
and causing the
melt-down. Two
hours
after
I
cleared my lounge
of smoke, Ireached
the estimable Dave
Spiers of Audio Note,

They're
rated at only
18W each,
but they act
like 50
wafters. Iwas
astonished
by the
levels they
allowed the
WATT/Puppies
to deliver

Pre-amplifter to
match the Conquests:
Audio Note's M2

who responded with afresh pair the
next day. Irecount this only because
I'm sick and tired of the Audio Note
fanatics out in the audio community
who go around bad-mouthing guys
like Tim de Paravicini or David
Chessell, acting as if everything
which issues forth from Audio Note
has the dependability of aLexus.
Note that I'm talking about Audio
Note supporters, not its employees.
To Audio Note's credit, however,
the replacement arrived post-haste,
and Ihave every reason to believe
that this is how a private customer
— as opposed to a pampered
reviewer — would be treated. And
luckily Iwas spared hours of audio
propaganda, snide cracks about my
failure to understand sound because
I don't use horns or Snells,
aspersions about my manhood
because Iown amps capable of more
than 25W/channel. No tales of tennines silver wire, hand-rolled against
the thighs of virgins in Papua, no
stories about octogenarian craftsmen
hand-winding the transformers, no
cockeyed world view about the price
of silver-versus-copper.
Basically,
the
Audio
Note
Conquest Compact Amplifier is a
straightforward, almost directlycoupled single-ended triode
amplifier. No mysteries, no
bullshit. Half of the 6SN7
double triode serves as the
input tube, while the other is
the driver. The two 300Bs in
true
singled-ended
configuration, in parallel, rectified
by the 5U4G. Each chassis measures
180x200x500mm (hwd), in what

MY MS
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seems to be the now-standard format
for single-ended triode monoblocks:
long and narrow and just right for
placing alongside abig horn system
or a pseudo- Snell. Me? I drove
vintage Quad ESLs, LS3/5As,
Wilson WATT/Puppy System V and
any other speakers Icould muster
which anger the worshippers of SET.
And that's where the Conquests
present the most wonderful of
contradictions: they don't need
absurdly sensitive speakers to work.
It's almost as if Audio Note set out
to disprove the years of selfdestructive, self-defeating codswallop
about the superiority of highsensitivity speakers, when we knew
all along that that was merely an
excuse for low power output. It's just
like a clever psychopath who leaves
a deliberate clue because, deep
down, he wants to get caught...
True, they're rated at only 18W
each, but they act like 50 watters. I
was astonished by the levels they
allowed the WATT/Puppies to
deliver, with no sign of clipping, no
trace of susceptibility to the System
V's weird impedance characteristics.
And with the old ESLs, whew — it
was a match made in, well,
Canterbury. I was stunned, and
that's putting it mildly.
Audio Note supplied an M2
line-level pre-amp, but stopped
short of insisting on Audio Note
wires, DAC, speakers, ad
nauseum. So I drove the
aforementioned speakers and
used the Meracus Imago
and
Marantz
CD- 12
transports, the Marantz
turbo DA-12 converter,
Marantz CD-63SE and
KI 63SE, a couple of
Audio
Alchemy
converters and a
Sony Walkman Pro.
Wires
included
Harmonix speaker
cables,
and
Nirvana
and
X
interconnects,
and
eschewed any
crazy tweaks,
though these
amps are responsive
to the Shakti bricks...
As middle age makes me less and
less tolerant, Ifind myself swearing
by aregimen of music, most which
bears the alarming common trait of
having been recorded in the valve
era. And it's this material, mono
chart hits, from the 1950s, which
favours the single-ended triode. Is it
less demanding? Frequency-limited,
softer and less aggressive than digital
recordings? Ihaven't a clue. But
there was no mistaking the utter

synergy created by feeding Tennessee
Ernie Ford's ' Sixteen Tons' or the
Chordettes"Mr Sandman' into the
Audio Notes. These amplifiers caress
vocals, they convey all of the warmth
and, well, humanity that vocal
recordings possess. Even when the
vocalist is barely human himself, like
an Iggy or an Ozzy.
It's like this: the Conquests are
classic SETs if by that description
you mean or simply expect a lush,
sweet midband like no other,
compromised by deep but wildly
uncontrollable bass and a top-end
that veers from the dull to the bright
depending
on
the
ambient
temperature in the room, how you
cast your rune stones and whether
or not there's an ' R' in the day of
the week. It's this unpredictability
which plays no small part in making
SETs so exciting, so much of a
godsend for the no-lifers who
embrace the technology. And Ihave
to admit that the mid-band is
something truly special, particularly
when
it's
used
to
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complement mid-band champions
like Quad ESLs and LS3/5As.
An inescapable reason why those
two classic transducers are actually
better with SETs than the prescribed
horns or pseudo-Snells is their
behaviour at the frequency extremes.
As neither speaker is endowed with
much capability down into doublefigure Hertzes, and as their upper
frequencies are far from what you'd
deem compression-driver-like, they
act almost as complementary filters
to the Conquests. It's only when I
turned to the WATT/Puppies that I
was faced yet again with that waffly
300B bass. Which kinda makes me
wonder if ' 300B' is the preferred bra
size of SET users.
None of which stopped me loving
the Conquests, in the way that Todd
Browning
loved
his
freaks.

The Conquest
monoblock power
amplifiers are the
top model in Audio
Note's new
Compact series

Accompanying the peerless midband
is rock-solid image placement,
transparency of an uncommonly high
order (but confined to the midband),
and far greater speed that you'd ever
credit afarty old tube like the 300B.
And while the Conquests will not
impress even slightly the Onga-Ku
or Gaku-On veteran, they will steal
sales from lesser SETs costing up to
eight grand a pair. Why? Because,
politicking aside, they make music.
If not over-driven, they'll behave as
politely as an integrated transistor
amp of the mass-market persuasion.
And even the looks will grow on you.
Like afungus, perhaps, but they will
grow on you.
Yes, Ireally am sorry
C

t<k)

to see them go. But
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just don't tell Peter
Qvortrup...

The
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Audiolab 8000S

Imagine an amplifier which offers
the simplicity of an Integrated
Amplifier and the flexibility of a
separate Pre-Power Amplifier.
It is the new Audiolab 8000S
Stereo Amplifier.
At the turn of aswitch you can
use it as an Integrated Amplifier,
as aPre-Power Amplifier together

• 8000C Pre-amplifier

with the Audiolab 8000P Stereo

• 8000P Stereo Power Amplifier

Power Amplifier in abi-amplified
system, as ahigh performance
stand alone Pre-amplifier, with an
external surround sound processor,
or with asub-woofer. It has remote

Audiolab 8000A

• 8000A Integrated Amplifier

Audiolab 8000C/P
Audiolab 8000CDM/DAC

• 8000M Monobloc Power Amplifier
• 81100T Tuner

Audiolab 8000T

• 8000QPre-amplifier
• 800OPPA Phono Pre-amplifier

control and outstanding sound
quality. We couldn't think of

• 8000CD1%1 Compact Disc Transport

anything else an Amplifier needs
to do!

• 8000S Stereo Amplifier

• 8000DAC Digital-Analogue Convener

For more information about
Audiolab products and details ofyour
Audiolab dealer, call or write.

Ask your Audiolab dealer
for ademonstration.
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Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6XY
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CARTRIDGES

How does Ortofon's £ 1000
Rohmann stack up against
Wilson Benesch's £1500
The Carbon?
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

HUBBLE,
BUBBLE,
COIL

AND
TROUBLE

V

inyl
reproduction
has
cropped up once more in
my reviewing schedule, in
the shape of not one but two high
quality moving- coil
cartridges.
There's the Rohmann from Ortofon,
one of the pioneers of the art which
has stayed the course through thick
and thin. Ortofon's SL! 5E movingcoil model graced the pages of this
magazine nearly 30 years ago [Sept
'67]. The modern offering is named
in memory of the company's owner
during the 1980s, the late Eric
Rohmann, and costs around £ 1000.
We also have anew top of the line
model, `The Carbon', from the UK's
Wilson Benesch. This elegant little
number is built using carbon fibre
(something of a trademark for this
company) and retails at £1500.
Turntables certainly don't sell in
the quantities they used to, but
there's an enduring market for
expensive cartridges, many of them
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serving as replacements or upgrades
for older designs. The cost of repair
and retipping an existing cartridge
can be prohibitively high and the
enthusiast may be persuaded to
invest
in
a more
modern
replacement.
So far as Wilson Benesch is
concerned, this isn't the end of the
story. This company is actually
expanding its sales of turntables and
can offer three m-c cartridges: in
addition to The Carbon, there's The
Matrix, a nude or skeleton model
(£650) and The Hybrid (£ 1000).

'THE ROHMANN
This isn't the company's most
expensive model but there's enough
budget for Ortofon to have included
some very fancy parts in this
ambitious design. Where most
cheaper
cartridge
bodies
are
fabricated, the Rohmann sports a
one-part casing, milled from asolid
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block of tough, blue anodised
aluminium alloy. Technically, this
can reduce resonances and provide
acleaner, clearer sound. This block
is threaded to take the fixing screws
directly.
The output is higher than for
earlier Ortofon designs, rated at
0.25mV for 5cm/sec lateral IkHz,
thanks to a powerful neodymium
alloy magnet. The coil former is of
bonded carbon fibre while the coils
are pure silver (in van den Hul MCOne style).

when compounded by a less than
2.3g tracking force, resulted in
additional brightness.
By the sound of it, the Rohmann
design subscribes to that Ortofon
school of minimal phase shift to the
edge of the audible bandwidth, and
which necessitates arising frequency
response.
Certainly I couldn't find any
combination of loading or pre- amp
which
really
dealt
with
the

Grain-orientated, the naked, low
tip mass (claimed 0.25mg) diamond
stylus is avery extended line contact,

some tens of hours of use, but not
enough to alter my opinion.
Conversely, it never descended to

called Orto-IMe. The minor radius
of this tip is specified at just 4.5
microns, the major at 100 microns.
Compliance is sensibly moderate at
12 ' units' (1.1m/mN, or in old speak,
centimetres per dyne). Total mass is
9g (quite typical) while the claimed
coil resistance is quite low at 6ohms,
tolerant of a range of loadings. A
true high-sensitivity moving- coil
input may not be required, and some
of the quieter FET pre- amplifiers
might accept adirect connection.

hardness or brittleness. The lightened
treble often added atouch of sparkle
and air not commonly found on LP
replay, but there was also apervasive
zingy quality, an additional sheen
above the presence range, in my view
adding aglaze to orchestral strings.
String tone was appreciably lightened
and sounded almost as if the
turntable had been speeded up.
The mid also suffered from this
tonal imbalance, though in return it
gave an effect of heightened clarity.
It was judged to be well focused in
the mid, with secure, stable imaging
of
fairly
good
depth
and
transparency.
The bass had quite good punch,
nearer the top Linn moving- coils
than I can recall for previous
Ortofons. With our bi-wire speaker
(Spendor SP2-2) I added more
resistive attenuation in the treble line
to tilt the tonal balance and then

Mounting centres and stylus
overhang are standard while down
force is rated at 2.0 to 2.5g. An
overall bandwidth of 55kHz is
claimed, with 20-20kHz ± 2dB.

SOUND QUALITY
Setting- up was more critical than
usual with this cartridge, probably
because of the fine line stylus tip.
Even slight misalignment, especially

characteristic brightness of this
cartridge. Yes, it did mellow after

Where most
cheaper
cartridge
bodies are
fabricated, the
Rohmann, in
common with
a number of
other upmarket
models, sports
a one- part
casing, milled
from a solid
block of tough,
blue anodised
aluminium
alloy

found the Rohmann to be quite
pacey and involving rhythmically.
High-level sections were not
particularly clear and my older, more
distorted records sounded rougher
than usual with this design, which I
felt decreased listener tolerance of
disc faults.

WILSON BENESCH
THE CARBON
With on-site manufacture at present
out of the question, Wilson Benesch
sought to design three cartridges in
their own idiom with the cooperation
of
an
experienced
European producer, Benz Micro of
Switzerland. They went for the
established Ruby generator system.
Factors affecting the WB versions
included winding details relating to
output voltage, which offer trade-offs
in terms of matching and coil
dynamics, the revision of the vertical
tracking angle ( VTA) down to an
optimised 20°, and not least the
technology of the fixing platform and
integrated cover/shell.
The windings are of copper on a
sapphire (' ruby') core, giving a
medium rated claimed impedance of
25 ohms suited to loadings between
1000 and 47k ohms, the latter
incidentally preferred by Wilson
Benesch. The output of 0.3mV rates
as ` medium' for a moving-coil and
many non m-cpre-amps with agood
sensitivity and low noise performance
will accept this output directly.
Using a boron cantilever, the
stylus is a naked, grain oriented

WILSON BENESCH THE CARBON
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LAB REPORT
Channel balance was
satisfactory at a
typical 0.4dB,
with pure left and
right excitation, a
slightly better
0.3dB for `central
image' L+R drive.
The output was
0.31 mV left and
0.28m V right, which was
above average for a moving coil but
below spec. Coil inductance was
44pH on the left channel, 34pH right
with corresponding resistances of 91
and 74 ohms. This is an interesting
imbalance and is due to the winding
geometry on the ruby plate, one
channel wound over the other but
with an equal number of turns. The
higher-than-average coil resistance
indicated loads greater than 1kohm,
in partial agreement with the 47k
ohm recommendation.
Good frequency response matching
was seen for the two channels up to
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14kHz, above which
there was some
divergence (using 25
ohm test loading —
ahigher impedance
gives better balance.)
The left channel
showed some rolloff in
the high treble while L+R
drive gave a better 'central
image' result, the deviation of
just + 1dB 30Hz to 17kHz,
considered very neutral.
Tracking was very good at 2.0g,
clearing + 18dB lateral at 300Hz and
needing only asmall lift to 2.2g to
clear the highest vertical modulation
torture test. Groove stability was fine,
while the infrasonic arm/cartridge
resonance was near perfect at 11Hz
with a moderate +8dB resonance rise;
additional arm damping wasn't
required. This figure also confirmed
the sensibly moderate value for
dynamic compliance, agood match
for modern high performance
tonearms.
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Fig 1. Wilson Benesch The Carbon: frequency response and channel
separation (crosstalk)
Microscopic examination revealed
the tiny low mass diamond stylus to be
awell-shaped, well-polished elliptical,
of low tip mass.
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Channel separation was fine,
averaging 35dB across the two
channels and remaining better than
30dB to beyond 15kHz, asignificant
achievement.
Distortion was typically 0.1 to 0.2%
mid band at OdB, Driven to +6dB at
300Hz lateral, it rose to amoderate
0.4% of second harmonic and 0.15% of
third. On vertical modulation + 6dB
distortion was rather higher at 1.3%
second and 0.2% third, both still quite
typical results for m-ccartridges.
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ORTOFON ROHMANN
LAB REPORT
The Rohmann is almost
4dB quieter than The
Carbon, reading
180pV left and
184pV right. This
close 0.2dB channel
match was
complemented by wellmatched coil windings,
6.9 and 7pH, accompanying
10.4 and 10.5 ohms DC resistance
readings.
Bandwidth was wide, only 5dB down
at 40kHz according to my
measurements, but achieved at the
expense of some lift above 6kHz.
Relative to the octave, 2.0kHz to
4.0kHz, the upper range of the
Rohmann is lifted by 2to 3dB averaged
across the channels. It measured and
sounded audibly bright, though by no
means excessively so. In any case, with
elliptical form, of radii, 7.6 x
17.71.tm. Weighing 8g the body is
threaded to take 2.5mm diameter
screws directly while the compliance
is a moderate 15 units, suitable for
tone arms of effective mass 8to 14g,
with
no
damping
required.
Downforce is 1.8 to 2g.
Last but not least it has that
proprietary carbon fibre composite
body and chassis which is partially
conducting. This is amazingly stiff
and light and yet is much less
resonant than ceramic or metal
equivalents. In addition to its
screening property, achieved without
ferromagnetic interaction with the
generator, the body is uniquely
matched to the ‘V13 carbon fibre tone
arm, the bond between the two
achieved without any reflections or
mechanical mismatch at the interface.

SOUND QUALITY
From the moment the Carbon
entered the groove Ifelt that it had
established its character. I could
swear that the decisive, crisp snap
which defines the moment of groove
engagement also defined this
cartridge's performance. Regardless
of other issues it sounded confident,
decisive, stable and well mannered.
In partnership with the current series
of Wilson Benesch turntables, there
was a sense of firm grip with fine
poise, and no chassis related
variations in surface noise. Groove
tracing for The Carbon can be
compared with the on-road grip of
a Formula One racer.
The latest WB turntable plus the
ACT Two tonearm, mounted with
this, the company's top-of-the-range
cartridge, inspired confidence. In
effect it moved the listener closer to
the
mastertape,
by
seemingly
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analogue playback this is often a
matter of taste.
There was some
difference in channel
separation, more
strictly
crosstalk, for
left on right, and
right on left. L
on R was
optimum in the
presence range at
38dB while the other channel gave
26dB in this region. Nevertheless, the
overall result was near 30dB mid band
on average, and no cause for concern.
Offairly low stylus compliance the
arm/cartridge resonance was at 13Hz
with 12dB of kft, suggesting that atouch
of damping, if available, might settle
matters. Tracking was excellent at 2g
downforce, disposing of all the torture
tracks. For +6e1B lateral groove second
disposing of the occasionally audible
mechanics of groove tracing. It often
left the competition sounding
indecisive and nervy.
At its best, The Carbon sounded very
neutral with awide, even frequency
range, very good focus and stage depth
plus fine image width. High levels of
detail were present over the whole
range, low levels remaining highly
resolved, while high levels were stable
and free from breakup or muddle.
Spacious and transparent, the sound
was essentially grain free in the manner
of the legendary Koetsus, something
which can't be said of anumber of
other examples in The Carbon's price
territory. Overall there was ameasure
of calmness, of restraint, which tipped
the balance for programme preference
nearer to classical than rock, even
though it performed rather better than
most on the latter. Dynamics were a
little subdued compared with aKoetsu
Rosewood Signature II for example,
never
mind
the
more
costly
Grasshopper IV GLA, but there was
sufficient to keep up the listener's
interest. I felt that dynamics were
significantly improved over earlier
incarnations of the precursor Benz
Ruby [
HFNIRR, June '93].
The complete Wilson Benesch LP
player is cool, clean, even handed
and the more Iused it the more I
came to value its well judged balance
of performance factors.

CONCLUSION
The Ortofon Rohmann was a fast
sounding, elegant and dynamic
cartridge, in some respects acrisper
sounding kind of Lyra Clavis DC
Bass was tight and boppy, focus and
detail were both fine, while Iwould
have preferred aricher, more neutral
tonal balance and a touch more
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Fig 2. Ortofon Rohmann: frequency response and channel separation
(crosstalk)

harmonic distortion was 0.4% with third
alow 0.1%. Vertical modulation readings
SUPPLIER
()rWirt' UK Ltd
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Pets.
Bucks
SL9 9UG
Ti: 01753
n.49
From the
moment the
Carbon
entered the
groove Ifen
that it had
established its
character. I
could swear
that the
decisive, crisp
snap which
defines the
moment of
groove
engagement
also defined
this cartridge's
performance

were 1.9% for second and 0.4% for third
harmonic again at aloud +6dB.
A wide range of inputs from 100
ohms upwards are suitable, with up to
22nF of shunt capacitance to help trim
the treble abit. Through the microscope
the low-mass line-contact stylus was seen
to be of excellent finish and alignment.
depth and ambience.
Technically, it tracked really well,
and the windings are accurately
balanced. This was a cartridge that
would happily partner some of the
heavier tonearms around, a useful
matching detail.
Iwould favour true moving-coil
pre-amp inputs for this design, the
output falling just below the threshold
for direct valve pre-amp inputs.
Built with great care and fitted
with a high resolution, well made
line contact stylus, it deserves to be
heard even though it wouldn't be my
first choice.
Costing £ 500 more, with afairly
high output and high structural
integrity, good arm matching plus
good tracking and a neutral, low
distortion response, Wilson Benesch's
The Carbon is aserious contender. Its
low coloration and superior dynamics
may well have something to do with
that unique, handsomely finished body
engineered in carbon fibre.
Providing great sound, particularly
in the latest series, chassis-stabilised
Wilson Benesch turntable, it is well
matched to the company's latest and
best carbon fibre tonearm the ACTTwo. If this design isn't on your
cartridge shortlist, assuming of
course the price is right, then you
just aren't serious enough about
analogue replay.

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
Turntables: Linn LP12 /Lingo/ Naim Aro; Wilson
Benesch The Turntable/ACT Two arm
Reference cartridges: van den Hul Grasshopper IV
GLA; Koetsu Rosewood Signature II; Lyra Clavis DC
Pre-amplifier: Conrad-Johnson PV12
Power amplifiers: Meridian 605; Krell KAS 2; Krell
KAV 300i
Cables: Siltech and van den Hul.
Speakers: Wilson WITT; Spendor SP2-2; Quad ESL63

The Meracus Imago CD
tranport from Germany promises
high end sound to match its
avant garde styling
by KEN KESSLER

Go Go INLAGo
N

o, I don't know what
`Meracus' means, and I
stopped playing around with
anagrams after Ireached ' ear scum'.
How about ' US Cream'? No way:
Meracus is so decidedly, unabashedly
aGerman company that it couldn't
possibly apply. Oh, is it German! If
you've ever studied ahi-fi magazine
from the Fatherland or visited the
Frankfurt or Berlin shows, you'll
know what Imean: staggering build
quality, weird shapes, bold colours,
lots of glass, wholly unique operational procedures. And the £4000
Meracus Imago is almost deliberately
`un exportable', because the customer has to be on some Teutonic
wave-length to get to grips with it.
Study the photos. You've never
seen another CD transport like it,
right? Now check out the excerpt
from the instructions [see box]. It's
certainly unlike any CD spinner I
can recall. It uses the same case as
the larger Meracus components,
what they label atrapezium but what
I'd call abox with sloped sides. The
chassis is made from varnished
12mm thick MDF, mounted to a
2mm thick steel sheet, and it's
available in myriad colours if you're
prepared to pay extra to banish the
basic black; the review sample was
a gorgeous blue designed to soften
the hearts of Bugatti fanciers. The
finish is superb, the paintwork so
smooth and glossy that you could
mistake it for an automotive body
part. Porsche, of course.
And it's huge. You'll need alot of
de-e-ep shelf space to house this
sucker, possessing as it does aserious
420x405mm (wd) footprint. The
sloping sides reduce the top surface
to 295x405mm (wd); this area is
covered with the 4mm thick sheet of
bronze-coloured glass, which ' floats'
above the chassis courtesy of aspacer
in each corner. Amusingly, the oddball glass lid in the middle actually
saves space compared to a rearhinged lid; the Imago is 100mm tall,
but you only need 20mm clearance
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for the lid itself. What you do have
to allow on top of that, though, is
enough space for your hand,
clutching a disc, to enter the area
above the opening.
The way the aperture cover works
is reason enough to buy an Imago,
especially if you're the type who
covets things like cameras with clear
bodies so you can see the works, or
wristwatches with skeleton backs.
That large round disc is fitted to a
barrel at the back of the opening for
access to the CD transport itself.
Press ` open' and the glass disc lifts
up and swings out of the way, with
the smoothness of a Japanese
autofocus camera lens. It took along
while before Igrew tired of watching
the Imago open and close; then
again, Iwas in apretty stupid, easilyamused mood the day it arrived.
Eventually, the novelty will wear off
and it will be reduced to aparty trick
for amusing friends that have
audiophile/gimmick tendencies. And
let's face it: all this hydraulic hoohah really isn't necessary, when you
consider that the world's most costly
transports feature slide-back doors...
usually manual. But it is alot of fun.
Not, I hasten to add, something
expected of German goods.
Meracus has also had ftm with the
controls. The front panel contains
only the on/off switch, the large
machined-brass rotary control to the
left of the comprehensive display.
The basic controls themselves are
ranged along the front edge of the
glass top plate, ' non-switches' which
operate in contact-less fashion via
`light barrier' methods. Touch the
glass lid in the appropriate place and
the CD aperture cover lifts and
lowers, or play commences or stops;
green or red LEDs shine through the
lid to tell you what's been activated,
too. Every other operation is
accessed via aremote control which
also performs all of the functions for
other Meracus components.
But it's not just novel ergonomics
which
motivate
the
Meracus

4e-

designers. The secret weapon is a
floppy internal suspension designed
to isolate the transport from external
interference, vibration, resonance, ad
nauseum. The mechanism itself is the
well-respected Philips CDM-9,
mounted with its servo
C
board to the 1.3kg subchassis. Within the main
chassis
itself is
a
screened and cased
toroidal
transformer
with three separate
secondary
coils
for
feeding the relevant stages.
Imago's
sub- chassis
is
machined from asynthetic material
with high damping characteristics,
which is further damped by mats
glued to its underside. It is then
decoupled
by
eight
rubber
'absorbers', and attached to the main
cabinet through alever mechanism.
Since the Imago is a top-loader
without an integral clamp in the lid,
a stabiliser disc is supplied which
locks the CD to the hub. This clamp
covers the CD entirely, avoiding the
current fashion for ' spoked' clamps.
Arriving as standard with Toslink
optical and 75 ohm BNC-socketed
coaxial outputs, the Imago can be
fitted with ST optical an option. Also
fitted is a ' CD function link' output,
for clock synchronisation when using
the company's matching Flagrare

UNDER INSTRUCTION
Here is an edited portion of the Meracus Imago's
instruction booklet: just part of the initial assembly
once the transport screws have been removed and
its component parts are spread out in front of you
like some Kid's Toy From Hell:
'Next, using the three screws provided, fit the
brass ring to the underside of the glass top. DO NOT
OVERTIGHTEN THE THREE SCREWS. The cut-out in
the ring should be at the back of the glass top: that
is. the furthest away from the MERACUS writing. Fit
the assembled glass top to the main unit using the
four screws and spacers provided: the spacers go
between the unit and tht

glass. Finally fit the glass

ring CD aperture cover into the barrel provided.'
And that's just for the CD aperture lid: you can
see that owning an Imag.) will be an adventure...
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there are myriad other
benefits.
Link them in whatever way you
prefer, or discard them as wholly
which was designed to work with a accidental/co-incidental, but the
impression of aquieter background
top-end Philips-based transport, the
Theta Pro Gen V, and a herd of improved three areas in particular.
cheap Audio Alchemy DACs, which The first was a greater sense of
seem to be breeding and multiplying dynamic contrasts — and not
necessarily the actual speed at which
behind my hi-fi rack.
dynamic events take place. Rather,
Imago confirmed every pro-digital
bore's worst fears: separate, highly it was the relationship between the
tweaked transports
do sound softest and loudest sounds, the
apparently lower noise floor making
different.. Icompared the Imago
it that much easier to discern the
(always using identical leads and
comparing like-with-like as regards softer sounds during raucous or
optical or coaxial transmission) with complex passages.
Allied to this was the second
the Theta Data III, the Marantz
CD- 12 and the Marantz CD-63SE, benefit, asense of greater clarity or
even though the latter is not in the transparency. Maybe I'm being
simplistic, but the ease with which
same price category.
the softer sounds and the finer details
It soon emerged that the Imago
liked the Ishiwata-hot-rodded DA- could be detected suggested a
12 better than any of the other cleaner window into the soundstage.
DACs in my arsenal, so Istuck with Amusingly, the effect wasn't overly
it throughout the ' serious' listening hygienic or clinical, two accusations
often
levelled
at
Teutonic
sessions, with the other transports
wired in for A/B comparisons. Ain't transistorware. Instead, it was simply
it marvellous what a little isolation acase of more information breaking
free of the system. Which leads to
can do?
Anyway, the Imago somehow the third apparent bonus.
At no time did the Imago
endowed CD playback with blacker,
more velvety silences, a cleaner demonstrate any displays of digital
landscape against which to position 'edge', however crisp the transients
the
musical
events.
However or vivid and energetic the highs.
pretentious that may sound, Ican't Partly, I'm sure, this is down to the
think of any other way to describe simply sensational DA-12, which has
the presentation the Meracus its own method of reassembling the
transport produces, almost making parts into an analogue whole. But,
and I'm staggered to see myself
the
CD- 12
transport
sound
'romantic' in comparison. And writing it, the Meracus Imago makes
because the Meracus gives the music which is positively relaxed.
musical
event
such
a quiet Again, this is not a trait Iassociate
background against which to occur, with hardware from Germany.
converter, which I
didn't have access
to at the time.
Instead, Iused the Marantz DA-12,
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The basic
controls are
ranged along
the front edge
of the glass
top plate,
'non- switches'
which operate
in contact- less
fashion via
'light barrier'
methods

Selecting a repertoire to test these
findings involved use of Willy
DeVille's hyper-dynamic `Assassin of
Love', with more sonic contrasts
than any single track deserves, Lou
Rawls's `At Last', which offers aduet
of utterly opposing vocal textures,
the pseudo Anita Kerr Singers on
Big Daddy's ' With A Little Help
From My Friends' to test the
smoothness and Keb' Mo's ' Am I
Wrong' because it's so vicious. Oh,
and the Chordettes"Sandman' just
because it gives me achuckle.
Imago passed my listening tests
with flying colours. Because it
contains such a comprehensive
suspension system, the Meracus is

SUPPLIER
Aanvil Audio
1Voodvak,
Heath Road,
Woo!pit:
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Edmunds
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Tel/fax: 01359
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easy
to
site (bar
the
size
considerations, that is): you don't
have to spend a fortune on bombproof platforms, and experimenting
with trick feet yielded no audible
gains. It's fussy enough about
converters to demand an audition
with precisely the DAC that the
potential owner will be using. The
ergonomics? You'll get used to its
operational quirks in about two
minutes flat.
The only reservation I have is
about the looks. We're talking real
love/hate here, because components
this individualistic-styled usually
preclude happy visual marriages with
other products. In which case, some
intending purchasers would be better
off considering the Imago in its
stand-alone CD player form; at least
then one needn't worry about it
looking stupid on top of any other
less pyramidal device.
Now, where were we? 'rum case',
`car muse', 'race sum', 'rue scam'...
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C

astle has really caught the
quarter-wave loading bug.
Close on the heels of the
Howard S2 [
HFNIRR, May ' 96]
comes the Harlech — smaller,
slimmer and cheaper (£800) but still
finding room to accomodate the long
organ- like pipe with adrive unit a
third of the way along the column
to produce atuned bass extension.
Like the Howard, the Harlech exits
the pipe using asmall gap between
the cabinet and the wooden plinth
on which this slim floorstander is
supported. Unlike the Howard,
however, the Harlech manages to fit
two quarter-wave pipes into the one
cabinet [see text box]!
Why two pipes, and how did they
do it in such a slim cabinet? In
Castle's words two pipes are better
than one because they can be tuned
to different frequencies to help avoid
room resonance. This in itself is
nothing new — the principle of
differential bass resonance has been
promoted for decades.
A vertical division up the inside of
the cabinet separates the enclosure
into two pipes, one of which is much
shorter than the other to save space.
Both are narrower than Harlech's
pipe, but this still suits the reduced
diameter of the bass/mid units.
These are 130mm polypropylene
cones with nitrile rubber surrounds
and soft PVC dust caps built on to
cast chassis. Kapton formers to the
bass unit voice-coils plus ventilated
pole- pieces allows high power
handling suitable for amplifiers up
to 150W. This is just as well as the
Harlechs like to be driven hard, and
the low distortion allows you to
reach high listening levels from
100W amplifiers without being too
aware of the loudness until the
neighbours start to complain.
Treble comes from one 25mm
metal-dome driver with protective
phase plate positioned below the
front bass/mid unit. The second

bass/mid unit at the top of the
cabinet provides adistributed output
that brings aspacious sound to the
stereo image but doesn't seem to
disturb its accuracy.
At the rear is a crossover panel
holding two pairs of terminals for biamping. It is not Castle's fault that
you will have difficulty fitting speaker
cables to these terminals in nonbiwired mode. The terminals have
little plastic plugs covering their
4mm entry holes in order to meet
the supposed European regulations
that stop Swedish owners plugging
their speakers into the AC mains (I
still don't see how plugging up the
terminals stops them doing this, but
mine is not to reason why). Solid
links between the terminals fill up
the cross holes into which cable bare
ends are meant to go, so physically
there is little room for any
connection to your amplifier! Luckily
the plastic lugs can be levered out
with a screwdriver, so 4mm plugs
can easily be inserted.
The crossover is built onto aPCB
with a second-order network with
equalisation for the bass and third
order for the treble. High powered
coils and polypropylene capacitors
are crammed together on the PCB,
which could perhaps lead to alittle
coloration, though the capacitors are
of ' audiophile' quality.

SOUND QUALITY
Distributed resonance from the two
pipes means that Harlech can be
used with its back in close proximity
to arear wall. In fact it is only here
that you begin to appreciate the
depth of the bass that the quarterwave loading provides. Unfortunately
this is not as free breathing as the
Howard, but then you shouldn't
expect it to be considering the price
and size of cabinet. What you do get
is an extremely clean and detailed
midrange and treble — this seems
to benefit more from the quarter

SECOND
QUARTEkq
Castle's Harlech loudspeaker is a
double quarter wave design
by
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PETER 1 COMEAU

Vocals are
deliciously
clear and
precise. The
integration
with the treble
unit is
excellent, and
there is no
trace of any
metal dome
hardness

wave loading than the bass does.
Perhaps this shouldn't be too
surprising. The bass/midrange units
are working into what seems, to
them, to be afree space without any
of the compression effects of aclosed
cabinet. The pipe should also carry
away the higher order components
of the enclosure resonance, leaving
the midrange to perform almost as
though it were on an open baffle.
Whatever the reason, vocals are
deliciously clear and precise. The
integration with the treble unit is
excellent, and there is no trace of
any metal dome hardness. All you
are left with is a window into the
performance, revealing rarely heard
details of your favourite discs.
I wish the lower frequencies
carried
the
same
order
of
magnificence, because then the
Harlech would be unbeatable at the
price. But quarter-wave loading as
implemented here brings with it
some of the same colorations
as can be heard from
small horns,

LOUDSPEAKERS
admittedly better-damped and less
obvious, but still distinguishable as
the midrange moves into the bass.
Typical is a boxy note to
percussion and ahonk added to bass
voices. How strong these colorations
are depends to aremarkable degree
on choice of amplifier and speaker
cable. The Harlechs are incredibly
sensitive to both, and show cable
changes with heightened degree,
whether single or bi-wired. Ifound
the combination of AVI S2000MI
amplifier and van den Hul CS122
cables gave a stunning balance
between the Harlech's strengths
while almost completely dialling out
the colorations.
With
this
combination
the
Harlechs could be played at any
volume and still yield musical
satisfaction. Bass was now rich and
full, yet maintained aclarity that was
very much in accord with the
midrange. Classical works were
enhanced by the large stereo
image which maintained
good
depth
and
excellent

stability. Extreme left and right
sound images remain glued to the
loudspeakers, however, so the
Harlechs never completely disappear.
Between the speakers the height and
size of the image was superb,
perhaps not surprising given the extra
contribution of the upward facing
bass/mid unit. The best image was
attained by angling the speakers
directly towards the listener, yet the
soundstage was still presentable when
sitting well off- axis.
Dynamic range was considered
excellent, the swell and flow of the
music blossoming in the room in
entirely natural fashion. Thrills don't
come naturally to tingle the nape of
the neck, but rather the performance
is laid bare as though one were
following ascore. Rhythm is carried
through well and the Harlechs can
be bouncy when the music requires,
and use their tightness of bass to
avoid any plodding as the music
slows down.

CONCLUSION
Iwas somewhat surprised to find the
Harlech so different from the
Howard S2. The Harlech is abetter
balanced speaker overall, and doesn't
extend the bass beyond what is
natural for this class of speaker. The
twin resonance technique does seem
to work well, though not quite as
claimed,
and
puts
many
floorstanding speakers in the same
range to shame with its unforced
nature and general clarity.
Midrange detail is outstanding and
presented in a deep and high
soundstage which can be appreciated
over a wide listening area. Results
from all sources and types of music
were enjoyable, and radio offers a
marvellous depiction of the human
voice.
Of
course
there
are
colorations, but instead of being
concentrated in the midband as with
conventional box speakers, there are
pipe-like resonance harmonics which
lie lower towards the bass. Choose
amplifier and cable carefully, and
these can begin to disappear, leaving
aspeaker of excellent clarity.

TWO PIPES IN ONE
Two bass/midrange drive units are used: the forward facing unit works
into a relatively short pipe tuned to 78Hz and an upward facing unit
drives the second, longer pipe tuned to 54Hz. Both join together to exit
through a single hole in the base of the cabinet, and this exit is then
extended through afurther porting effect of the slot running round the
cabinet base as it is spaced 3mm off the wooden plinth. The effect is of
a distributed port, with the overall tuning occurring around 45Hz with a
medium Q that is less likely
Behind the bass units the
BAF wadding, and a plug of
third of the way along each

to excite room modes.
pipes taper away to a sealed end filled with
foam adds damping to the nodal point a
pipe where the drive units are positioned.

There is no other damping in the pipe from this point other than an
angled piece of foam to cut off the sharp corner at the point where the
pipe exits through a hole in the cabinet base.
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CEEM=IMIMO
LAB REPORT
The response
measurements
taken at Imetre
show aphase
cancellation effect
between the two
bass/mid units
resulting in a
depression
between 400Hz
and IkHz. This
is less serious
than it seems, as
the overall Room
Averaged
Response [top
trace on Fig 3]
indicates that this
is reduced
considerably as
the microphone is
moved out to 2
metres. A
listening distance
of 2metres or
more is thus
recommended in
order to combute
the drive unit
outputs.
Apart from
this the family of
responses lies
within + 4dB
limits and is very
consistent over a
wide angle. The
response on the
treble unit axis
is, perhaps, the
best balance. A
dominant node at
I.3kHz is
matched to ablip
on the impedance
response, and is
either acone
effect or a
reflection from
the interior
pipework.
Though the
extreme treble
appears to rise
above 10kHz onaxis with the
drive units, and
fall dramatically
Test results

Fig I. Castle Hurled,: response fannly at 1
metre: on-axis (top trace); 15° above vertical
axis (middle trace); 15° below vertical axis
(lower trace); 30° horizontally off-axis
(bottom trace)

Fig 2. Castle Harlech: MISSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig 3. Castle Harlech: Room Averaged
Response (upper trace); impedance, 4ohms
per division (lower trace)
off-axis, the RAR
indicates aresult
in tune with the
listening tests,
which showed a
well balanced
performance
overall. In- room
the bass is
extended to 60Hz
and is well
integrated with the
midrange.
Impedance is a
benign 8ohms,
but the sharp peak
below the crossover
region with its
accompanying
sudden phase
change is an
indication of the
way the speaker
responds to
amplifier and
Castle liarloch

Dimensions ihwd.
940x200x320
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30 - 150W
Recommended placement
near rear wall
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dB point in room)
60Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
88dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.2/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
£800
(deluxe veneer versionf950

cable changes.
Similarly the bass
pipe and port
system, though
broad at the base
and loading the
cones heavily at
45Hz produces a
resonance of
highish Q at
68Hz. This is
clearly acomplex
system and defies
the usual analysis
of ported or
labyrinth
enclosures.
Fig 2shows the
analysis of delayed
resonances.
Ignoring the pipe
effects below
500Hz, the fall
away after the
initial impulse is
impressively fast,
and the remainder
of the spectrum
very clean indeed.
SUPPLIER
Castle
Acoustics Ltd,
Park Mill,
Shortbank Road,
Skipton
BD23 2TT
Tel: 01756
795 333
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Onkyo's DX- 7510
CD player appears to

S

omething of awallflower in the CD
ballroom, Onkyo may lack the kudos
garnered by big-name brands like
Marantz, Pioneer and Sony and yet, for the
last two seasons at least, its players have
been harbouring a unique twist. This is
Fine Pulse Conversion System (FPCS),
described in Onkyo's literature as
'reconstituting frequencies lost through the
D/A conversion process' and ' reducing
ringing with transients'. Sound familiar? If
not, then cast your mind back to the same
claims made by Pioneer and Wadia in the
distant past [
HFNIRR July ' 92, Feb ' 96].
Superficially, Onkyo's £ 350 DX-7510
looks entirely representative of amodern,
feature-packed CD player with its direct
track access, a 36-track program, shuffle
and various repeat play options, amotorised
volume control and Music File facility that
automatically recognises your favourite
tracks from up to 204 different CDs. Full
remote control and asoft greenish-coloured
fluorescent display complete this attractive
package.

TECHNOLOGY

new digital technology
at a budget price
by PAUL MILLER
and after the ' event' (the impulse). The
extent of these ripples is determined by the
number of filter taps, as is the player'
frequency response, passband ripple an ..
rejection of stopband images.
The Onkyo digital filter ( the SM5843
produced by NPC) produces an 8x
oversampled output by comparing a

ji

Rather like Pioneer's LL filter, Onkyo's

post-event echoes ( 2 and 3) because its
Fourier mathematics operates both before
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Both FPCS and LL enjoy the low levels
of distortion associated with bitstream
DAC's (NPC's SM5861 DAC is used
here) but Onkyo's application does suffer
adrift of up to + 5dB in linearity (20kHz,
re. - 100dB) together with ahigher level of
requantisation noise both within and
beyond the audioband ( 8). Hence the DX7510 is saddled with a 96dB S/N ratio:
16-bit performance by the skin of its chips.
The elevated level of background noise
(9), and corresponding reduction in
dynamic range, is just as evident from the
jitter
spectrum
which,
otherwise,
demonstrates a very modest level of
interference.

FPCS causes amild -0.9dB drop at 20kHz
(-3.8dB for LL), falling at something in
excess of 60dB/octave thereafter. This gives

, ••

the appearance of aresponse that extends
beyond the Nyquist point of 22.05kHz (half
the 44.1kHz sample rate). However, it's
important to appreciate that any output
above 22.05kHz is not l̀ost' musical detail
but adigital image ( 5). This is areflection

S -0 3
04

LEGATOjam DIZTORTON AND STOPIZAND WEEP 41-38011

number of concurrent samples andá
interpolating 7 new samples between eachIll
pair using coefficients derived from aROM
look-up table. This algorithm is responsible?"
for the gentle treble roll-off (response) o
the player which, in turn, is directly
gu
reflected in the minimal pre- and post event
echoes (4).

Onkyo's Fine Pulse Conversion System
(FPCS) is not unlike a mild version of
Pioneer's original Legato Link (LL), using
a low- order digital filter to interpolate
between successive groups of samples and
furnish agentle treble roll-off at the expense
of poor stopband rejection.
Here we see the difference in treatment
of a musical transient (represented by a
digital impulse ( 1)) by aconventional FIR
digital filter (in red) and the type of loworder interpolative filter used by Pioneer
and Onkyo (in black). A typical high-order,
high-Q digital filter produces both pre- and

The similarity between Onkyo's FPCS
and Pioneer's LL digital filtering is clearly
revealed by the equivalent 3D plot obtained
from an old PD-S802, exposing a similar
digital image ( 5) released by an audio
frequency sweep ( 6) at - 30dB. Onkyo's
implementation is superior, however,
because it avoids the higher-order stopband
images (
7) which persisted with Pioneer's
digital filter.

incorporate groundbreaking

1000

of the 0-22.05kHz audioband ( 6) off the
44.1kHz sample frequency and, as aresult,
is not harmonically related to the musical
signal itself.

Figure 4
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ONKYO DX- 7510: JITTER SPECTRUM

Sin
Concertante, this player
captures the vibrancy of

CD-PLAYER: ONKYO DX-751.0
Channel Balance:

20Hz

lkHz

20kHz

0.0dB

0.0dB

0.2dB

67dB
85dB
102dB
the strings and the darting
Channel Separation
-0.9dB
0.0dB
-0.1dB
Frequency Respor 3e:
movements
of
the
-86dB
-97dB
-95dB
THD vs Level @ 0.16
woodwind
with
slick
-70dB
-71dB
-75dB
-30dB
efficiency. Sure enough,
-37dB
-40dB
-46dB
-60dB
the player can sound a
-17dB
-21dB
-27dB
-SOdB
little too big and blowsy
-10dB
-15dB
-7dB
Dithered @ -00dB
with pop material but then
-5dB
Dithered @ - 100dB
overcooked vocals feature
-1dB
Dithered - 110dB
regularly
in
popular
0.0dB
-0.1dB
Resolution @ - 60dB
+0.6dB
program. Listen through
+0.3dB
-80dB
Figure 5
+2.5dB
-0.1dB
-90dB
the generous bass and
+5.7dB
-0.4dB
-100dB
bubbly vocals, however,
SOUND QUALITY
2.209V/2.217V
Peak Output Level: L/R
and
the
underlying
sense
'Bold' hardly begins to describe the big and
+0.9dB
Relative Output Level:
boisterous sound of Onkyo's DX-7510, a of detail ensures its music
367ohm
Output Impedance:
is
never
less
than
player that strides with disarming
-100dB
CCIR IMD. OdB:
assertiveness —
some
might
say entertaining.
7.5dB
Suppression of stop-band images:
overconfidence — through the vast majority
+3.9dB
1Hz Noise Modulation:
of musical styles. Whether the sheer finality
S/N Ratio:
110.6dB
(A-wtd), with emp, OLSB:
of its presentation is all part-and-parcel of CONCLUSION
110.7dB
w/o emp, OLSB:
Both
technically
and
FPCS is tricky to say, though its freedom
96.0dB
w/o emp, 1LSB:
from complex jitter patterns almost certainly subjectively, Onkyo's DX227psec
Total Correlated litter:
7510 amounts to a very
contributes to its crisp, secure imagery and
Optical
Digital Output(s):
intriguing
player
and
one
smooth, grit-free treble. So although the
+66ppm
Crystal Clock Accuracy:
DX- 7510 never pulls its punches, at least that's well placed at £350.
3.5secs
Track Access Tirne ( 99):
Yet,
the
fact
that
the
sheer
the hammer blows of percussive detail all
Typical Retail Price: £350
novelty of FPCS has not
land above the belt!
appreciated
by
Personally, I'd hesitate to describe the been
intriguing. In practice there is much about
player as heavy-handed because, rather than Onkyo's marketing, and therefore the
mangle the delicate phrasing throughout mainstream press in this country, is equally the DX- 7510 that's genuinely innovative,
though whether its authoritarian hand is
JITTER ANALYSIS
judged to be impressive or just alittle too
dogmatic will, Ifeel, depend wholly on the
Peak -to-peak Jitter
Graph Caption
Nature
Origin
ears of the beholder. Whatever else might
be written by way of recommendation, the
172psecs
mkrl
Fundamental
PSU switching
DX7510 turns out to be awallflower with
75psecs
mkr2
2nd harmonic
PSU switching
attitude.
65psecs
mkr3
3rd harmonic
Data- induced
73psecs
mkr4
5th harmonic
SUPPLIER
Data- induced
71psecs
mkr5
7th harmonic
Data- induced
Onkro (Audio Club)
401-405 Nether Street
Loudon N3 1GQ
227psecs
Weighted Total
Tel: 0181 343 2082
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is a stylish and sturdy new
"ç%,'---- --integrated amplifier

DANISI
D

ensen's DM1 0 is no wimp.
It challenges in more ways
than one. For a start, there
are those two giant gold-plated, solid
metal knobs. They cannot be ignored
— even from the other side of the
room! The amplifier's front panel,
in polished black acrylic, just begs
to be touched and when the occasion
comes to lift it — well, the weight
tells you this is no faint-hearted
product. The price, too, at £ 1300,
is higher than a typical 75W per
channel amp. But then this is not a
typical piece of hi fi.
Densen's motto is ` life is too short
for boring hi-fi' — asentiment with
which few would disagree. The
philosophy is clear — music above
technology. • It's
what
most
manufacturers claim these days, but
not so many deliver.
Lifting the lid off the DM- 10's Ushaped under- tray, my eyes were
greeted by two massive 300VA
potted mains transformers and arow

30

4111161, 0 1 0

of eight
10,000µF smoothing
capacitors (four per channel). These,
with associated rectifier diodes make
up two entirely independent highcurrent power supplies (each with
two separate bridge rectifiers for plus
and minus voltages) for the output
transistors, plus another two similar
smaller power supplies fed by
separate secondary windings for the
voltage gain/driver stages (completely
isolating the high and low current
sections of the power amp as far as
power supplies are concerned — an
unusual arrangement which Densen
has apparently found to be highly
beneficial).
A central bundle of cables runs
from front to rear, connecting the
output transistors to the rear output
sockets. The latter are doubled up,
providing two pairs per channel to
simplify bi-wiring.
The power amplifier board is ajoy
to behold, quality components neatly
laid out on a cream coloured glass-

fibre PCB. This runs front-to-back
on the right and houses the two

SUPPLIER
Densen Audio
Technologies,
Randersvej 28,
6700 Esbjerg,.
Denmark
Tel: 01582
561 227 (calls
free of charge for
UK customers)

independent power amplifiers. The
large Sanken output transistors,
chosen for their wide bandwidth
(read ' fast') and robustness are on
the right, bolted on to an angled
black alluminium heatsink which also
uses the aluminium base to increase
its thermal efficiency. At right rear
sits another smaller printed circuit
board holding the input sockets,
large ALPS volume control pot and
input selector switch . A long shaft
from the front panel runs to the
volume potentiometer on this board
and a mechanical ribbon connects
the input front-panel selector knob
to the rotary input selector switch.
By this means, the signal input paths
are kept short and direct. Signals are
routed direct to the volume control
and thence to the power amplifier
— avoiding pre amplifier circuitry.
There is provision inside the DM10 for plugging in amoving-magnet
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phono stage (no moving-coil as yet)
on a small circuit board (using
Surface Mount technology) which is
then selected at Line 1position by
the right-hand front panel knob. My
review sample was supplied without
this extra board, so had four linelevel inputs only.
As with aesthetics, Densen ploughs
its own furrow technically, in line
with
their
music-comes- first
philosophy. ' Zero-feedback' circuit
configurations are used which, the
manufacturer
claims,
provide
superior
transparency,
detail,
soundstage and dynamics. As a
philosophy, this approach may strike
apleasing chord, but is not so easy
to achieve in practice.
It means that, without feedback as
a safety net, all circuitry must be
designed, basically, to be very linear.
Feedback is commonly used in
various amounts (depending on the
design
approach
adopted)
to
straighten out amplifiers, reducing
distortion and also reducing output
impedance ( in
other
words,
increasing the damping factor).
Damping factor with zero feedback
is unlikely to be as great as with
high-feedback designs, which could
possibly make a non- feedback
amplifier more susceptible to
variations in loudspeaker impedance
with frequency (see test results).
Densen claims a very wide
bandwidth for the DM- 10 ( 0400kHz) but also warns not to insert
or remove signal input plugs while
the amplifier is switched on because
this could easily inject radio
frequencies into the input and ' take
out' the output transistors. You have
been warned!

quality of the DM- 10 was excellent,
powerful and unstrained, with no
hint of nasality but initially with
slight hardening . This vanished after
thorough warming up, Densen
DeMagic treatment and the addition
of Nordost Red Dawn cables and
Moon Glow digital interconnects.
Singers were placed further back in
the soundstage than with the Bryston
but no less convincingly.
Hearing bass like this from a
relatively small integrated amplifier
came as a surprise. It's unusual for
an amplifier to marry this level of
power with clarity, for there was no
boom or waffle associated with it.
The Bryston goes deeper but the
Densen digs deep too and has
tremendous bass presence, equally
good bass timing and rhythm (in
other words, excellent). Perhaps the
DM- 10 was not strictly neutral, being
just a little generous in the whole
bass/lower-midrange area, reinforcing
its slightly laid-back balance. So many
amplifiers sound ' cold', creating an
insubstantial if superficially clear
sound. This criticism cannot be
levelled at the DM- 10. The treble is
certainly crisper than the Bryston's,
providing sharper leading edges to
guitar, for example. Some may look
for amore conventional bass delivery
(in other words, leaner and drier)
and may find the DM- 10 balance a
little distant for them, but musically,
the DM- 10 has got it in spade fulls.
As claimed, the sound does draw
you into it. After ashort while, you
just enjoy the scale of the music, the
performance and its nuances.

CONCLUSION

DENSEN DM-10
LAB REPORT

output of the
DM- 10 was
bang on the 75W
rating
(18.7dBlY0 at 8
ohms 20Hz to
20kHz and at
this level
produced 0.08%
distortion
(-62dB), mainly
second harmonic,
up to 7kHz, but
with higher
harmonics
diminishing to
-91dB (that's
around 0.003%)
up to the 15th
(see fig. 1).
Above 7kHz
third harmonic
began to exceed
the second. As
the amplifier
warmed up, for
mid-frequency
fundamentals the
odd harmonics
seemed to drop,
leaving mainly
even harmonics,
which are
theoretically
more pleasant to
the ear. At
outputs of
I25mW or less,
distortion
reduced to
0.05%, again
mainly second
harmonic (Fig
2). At no power
level did it
measure as low
as the 0.01%
specification.
Signal-tonoise ratio
measured at a
creditable 86dB
unweighted, ref

Istill prefer my Bryston pre-power
— just. Ilike what it does. Ialso like
SOUND QUALITY
what the Densen DM- 10 does,
though it does it differently if you
So, just how well does it reproduce
understand what Imean, and Icould
music? The answer is very well
indeed. My resident amplifier is the quite happily live with it. The
Densen DM- 10 at £ 1300 ( the
Bryston BP- 5 pre- and 3B NRB
Bryston combination is over £ 2000)
power- amp combination ( 167W).
is not cheap, but it is a serious
This is in essence the complete
opposite technically to the Densen amplifier for people who are serious
DM- 10: the Bryston uses feedback about music. It is fussy about the
and has aseparate pre-amp, yet still source (and interconnects too)
reproduces music very satisfyingly simply on the basis of garbage in
while delivering it in aneutral, even- equals garbage
Densen DM-10
Test results
out: you need
handed way.
Power output
Putting the Densen DM- 10 in the music in first to Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 75W
system for the first time was a get it down the (18.7d8W*)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
surprise to say the least. The Densen speaker cables.
One chasnel 8ohm load (W)
75
75
75
If you are fed Distortion (dB)
made such a big sound, with
THD, rated power, aux
-62 (0.08%)
generous, powerful bass and highly up with ` pro- Noise (dB)
hi-fi Aux/CD ( 111F, unweighted) -68.7 (-56 ref 75w)
articulate if slightly laid-back delivery cessed'
DC output offset L/R (mV)
37/-118
sound, visit your Stereo separation ( dB)
through the rest of the audio range.
Aux
87
63
36
Densen
Treble frequencies were clearly local
Output impedance (
damping) 0.2 ohms
armed Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
etched, not harsh or brash, but just dealer
0.06 +0.15 +0.22
the tiniest bit ragged compared to with your fav- Aux (dB)
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
the Bryston (which has possibly the ourite CDs or Aux
RCA phono (( HF)
38mV
Dimensions,
(
whd)
440x330x78mm
most urbane, well-mannered high- records. Just be
Typical price ( inc VAT) £1300
ends of any transistor amplifier I prepared for a
culture shock! 4- 'where OM =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
have heard at any price). Vocal
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Fig I. Densen DM- 10: spectrogram for 75
watts at lkHz into 8 ohms: mainly second
harmonic, evens predominate, decreasing with
frequency (OdB on scale = -20dB)

Fig 2. Densen DM- 10: spectrogram for 11,1-1z
tone, 75mW into 8 ohms, showing mainly
second harmonic (no

upper

harmonics), which

indicates virtual elimination of crossover
distortion without using feedback.

Fig 3. Densen DM- 10: frequency response
at 1W/8 ohms, note marginal lift at high
frequencies

75W (69dB IHF,
ref 1W). Stereo
separation
(crosstalk) at 75W
output was
excellent at 20Hz
(87dB) but
diminished to a
modest 63dB at
'kHz. However,
channel separation
was alow 36dB
at 20kHz,
indicating
capacitive coupling
(perhaps via the
central cable
bundle, which
carries high
currents to the
loudspeakers for
both channels).
Sensitivity was
334mV for full
output, or 38mV
IHF (for 1W)).
Interestingly,
output impedance
was acreditable
0.2 ohms (a
damping factor of
40). This output
impedance is
about the same as

that of alength
of speaker cable
— nowhere near
as low as that of
ahigh-feedback
amp, but this
should not cause
aproblem at may
introduce sonie
very minor
changes in
frequency response
with loudspeakers
having different
impedance curves,
but no more than
alonger or
thinner speaker
cable). Frequency
response at IWI8
ohms (Fig 3)
showed aslight
rise from 200Hz
to 12kHz. All in
all agood set of
test results, with
the proviso that
the high-frequency
crosstalk could be
better and the DC
offset was a
fraction high on
the net-hand
channel.
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n the surface, it's just
another set of modifications,
right? Another way to sell
CD-63s, eh? Isuppose that acynic
could look at it that way, but — after
hearing the ` KI Signature' — the
cynic would have to recant.
Moreover, the lateral thinker rather
than the cynic would recognise in
the Marantz CD-631I KI Signature

sympathetic manufacturers — the
retailer shows you atrio of models
identical but for details which
enhance the performance. At extra
cost, of course. Prices? The basic
CD- 63 can be found for around
£270, the 63SE for £350. The new
KI Signature? £ 500.

Fundamentally, aCD-63 is aslimline budget unit jam-packed with
CD player (to give this machine its every facility expected of a CD
full name) an opportunity rare in player, plus remote volume control.
audio to convey vividly the meaning It uses Philips' CDM12.3 threeof the term ' upgrade'.
beam laser assembly with digital
Traditionally, models dubbed servo- drive ( DSD), a single-bit
`Signature' tend to be hot-rodded converter and Hyper Dynamic Amp
versions of products which are
Modules (HDAM) to reduce noise
upmarket from the outset. But hi-fi in the analogue output section. The
manufacturers do not tend to run
latter devices are probably the secret
numerous concurrent versions; it's to the CD- 63's supremacy in the
confusing and messy. So usually,
entry-level arena. What Ken Ishiwata
when aproduct undergoes extensive has added to the SE's recipe to
modification,
it
becomes
a justify the Signature tag are anew,
replacement for the model on which over-sized
ultra- low-impedance
it was based. With the latest version toroidal transformer, a completely
of the CD- 63, however, the copper-plated anti-vibration chassis
consumer — like the car buyer — and improved copper versions of
can choose according to price and Marantz's HDAMs. To give you
desire within asame model 'family'.
some idea of what the KI Signature
Think about it. If you want acar,
HDAMs do, they improve the
any car, the odds are that it's
15V/µs slew rate of cheap'n'nasty op
available in myriad forms, to suit amps to typically 80V/µs.
your budget and social and/or driving
Only two external details identify
needs. A Peugeot 106? 1.1 or 1.4
the KI Signature: the flashy name
litre engines, diesel, three- or five- plate on the front and large copperdoor, sporty or plain. A Ford Fiesta?
coloured areas visible underneath.
You'd need awhole magazine to list It's this which is particularly
the options. In hi-fi, it's take it or Ishiwata-esque, harking back to the
leave it. But Marantz has given us high-end Marantz CD players with
the plain vanilla CD-63 (now Mk II, which he's been involved, including
that is), then the CD-63SE with
the CD-12/DA-12 which started the
uprated chassis and improved ball rolling. The overkill power
components, and now the Ken
supply, matched components and
Ishiwata Signature version.
greater resistance to vibration are also
As all three are currently available,
Ishiwata trademarks, so the KI
this gives the retailer a unique
Signature labelling is no mere
opportunity to perform vivid A/B/C conceit. Marantz Europe has
demonstrations. Imagine, if you will, recognised Ken's deserved
going into a shop to buy a CD pan-European
celebrity
player for £ 500 or under, and — status and its market value.
instead of being offered three wildly And putting a designer's
different models from three non- name on aproduct must be

The overkill
power supply,
matched
components
and greater
resistance to
vibration are
Ishiwata
trademarks

a first of some sort for aJapanese
electronics firm, even one that's
Dutch-owned.
Given that Ikeep a ' 63SE as my
budget reference and a bunch of
duplicated CD titles for such
comparisons, I was able to A/B
myself into oblivion. Alas, the results
were more difficult to confirm
because the gains were of the most
subtle sort, and certainly not as gross
as the difference between astandard
63 and the SE. It's asituation which,
ironically, provides us with another
unique opportunity: an audition
consisting of the standard CD- 631I
versus CD-63SE versus KI Signature
provides painful proof of ` The Law
of Diminishing Returns'.
Consistently and repeatedly, the SE
versions of Marantz CD players have
bettered
their
bog-standard
progenitors with superior dynamic
capability, better retrieval of detail and
greater coherence. For afee typically
30% dearer, Marantz provides a
higher level of performance for those
who could justify it. Can't hear the
difference? Then don't buy an SE.
Can't afford an SE? Then buy the
standard model, because it's still
pretty damned good.
Only this time it's not quite so
clear. For one thing, the price
difference between the Signature and
the

SE

is £ 150, or
nearly

Marantz's CD- 63 can claim to be
one of the key budget CD players
of all time. Now it is available in
a special 'Signature' edition
by KEN KESSLER

KEY-SIGNATURE
32
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double the difference between the
stock 63 and the SE. And the £80
it costs to go from stock 63 to 63SE
yields more than the £ 150 which
takes you from SE to Signature. And
unless you consider yourself to be
somewhat golden- eared, you'll
probably go for the savings.
Even so, anyone who cannot hear
the differences between an SE and
a Signature needs a course in
Remedial Hearing. The gains may

presentation of the competition.
Rotels, for example, seem far more
genteel because of this.
But since a CD-63SE is so
coherent, commanding and generally
hard-to-fault, what does your extra
£150 for Ken Ishiwata's stamp
actually buy? Perhaps the only
consistent complaint one can muster
about these extremely affordable
players is that they can show traces
of coarseness, minute amounts of
excessive sibilance and the occasional
bit of shout; with the Signature, such
displays of errant behaviour grow less

The gains were
of the most
subtle sort,
and certainly
not as gross
as tie
difference
between a
standard 63
and the SE

be subtle, but they're not what you
could deride as ' barely audible'. If
you can't hear them, fine — you've
saved £ 150 which you could spend frequent.
Indeed, the one recorded passage
on having your ears syringed by a
professional. The differences, while which IA/B'd continuously for a
not exactly night and day, will be good half-hour was Keb' Mo's 'Am
apparent even through the kind of IWrong', which seems to upset CD
systems you'd expect to host a £500- players the way heavily modulated
or-less CD player. Or, to put it tracks on LPs could (physically)
another way, you don't have to
arrange for an audition via Krell
amps and WATT/Puppies.
It's all a matter of presentation.
One local Marantz dealer tells me that
he finds the Marantz ' 63s grow more
'in your face' as they acquire added
status. And it's true that the various
CD-63s are not laid-back or shy. On
the other hand, they're graceful
enough to survive comparison with
far dearer players, so the 'in your face'
aspect relates more to physical
presentation rather than sonic
aggression. Or, to put it another way,
the images are more forward through
the Marantzes, almost in front of the
line of the speakers, when
compared with the
spatial
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aggravate astylus. There's so much
energy in the recording — amix of
powerful dynamics, scary transients
and over-burdened upper frequencies
— that it has a tendency to
embarrass systems with the facility
of adeliberately nasty test disc. Hell,
one of the reasons Ilove the track
so much is the element of surprise
it contains; you never know when a
system's going to fall apart. Through
the KI Signature, the risks were
lowered to barely negligible levels,
while the SE consistently turned raw.
What makes A/B-ing the SE and
the Signature so difficult is the
similarities; you'd think that their
common traits would make it easier
to hear the differences. Not so. Both
produce an identically- sized and
shaped soundstage, with the stage
width, depth and
height

SUPPLIER
Marantz
UK Ltd,
Kingsbridge
House,
Padbuty Oaks,
575-583
Bath Road,
Longford,
Middlesex
UB7 0E11
Tel 01753
680 868

varying not acentimetre, the images
reside in identical planes, the bass
extension is interchangeable, the
output levels match closely enough
to tax my trusty Tandy SPL meter.
But a few weeks of to-ing and froing turned up other subtle variations
which might not manifest themselves
in aquickie demo in astore: the M's
bass is richer but better-controlled,
despite identical extension. The
dynamic range seems wider, with
low-level sounds enjoying greater
security. The midband is warmer
and less clinical. And similar
soundstages or not, the KI offers
greater stage depth when the
recording demands it.
But there's acaveat Ican't avoid.
Even though it's possible to ascribe
the above differences, it's much
harder placing a value on them in
this context. C'mon guys: if we were
talking about two pre-amps at three
and four grand respectively, and the
dearer one demonstrated just one
area of supremacy, we would
probably justify it. At this price point,
however, £ 150 is ahuge percentage
of the cost to accommodate so glibly.
And it's arguable that just going
from the standard cables which come
free with the CD-63SE to some
prime interconnect for £ 50 would
yield improvements (if not exactly
the same ones) of asimilar degree.
Insofar as the existence of three
versions of the same CD player has
provided hi-fi retailers with afoolproof
way of silencing the kind of spouses
who try to embarrass their partners
with, ' Gee, dear, I can't hear a
difference', it also shows how
undeniably good is the basic machine.
And, as aresult, how much we have
to pay for incremental improvements.
The KI Signature is, equally
undeniably, the more refined
and 'mature' player and
the one Iprefer across
the board. But Ican't
avoid telling you that
the cheaper CD63SE is too damned
admirable for its
own —
and
Marantz's
good.
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NEUTRON
Electronics specialist AVI is entering the
loudspeaker market with the diminutive Neutron.
Will it blow the listener away?
by

I

PETER

nto the forest of floorstanders
which currently seems to cover
the market, the £ 500 AVI
Neutrons blow like agale of fresh
air. Small, petite, unassuming... call
them what you will, but here is a
true bookshelf speaker that doesn't
cut corners. Put them alongside the
cheaper competition, and visually
there is little to separate the Neutron
from any other small box. But fire
them up with adecent amplifier and
prepare to be surprised.
Look closely and you will see that
the box is veneered with real wood
and has asolid, rather than boomy,
ring to its panels. Remove the front
grille and you are faced with flush
mounted drive units and a large,
slotted port. If you were to remove
the woodscrews that hold the units
firmly in position you would find a
huge magnet on the back of the cast
aluminium chassis bass unit. The
cabinet is lightly filled with fluffy
wool and behind this lies a large
PCB carrying the simple crossover.

1 COMEAU

high purity copper tracks for good
current capacity.
In this day and age it might seem
unusual not to include bi-wired
terminals for the crossover, but with
such ahigh crossover point there is
little to be gained from midrange and
treble separation. Treble output is
provided by a 19mm cloth dome
unit with mild front plate horn
loading. Both units were chosen after
extended listening tests.

SOUND QUALITY

Most small speakers adopt ruses to
make themselves sound bigger.
These include added boomy cabinet
output to fill in the bass, or bass
doubling to give apparent weight to
low frequencies. The Neutron does
not compromise but lays down its
output without frills or additions.
With a bass response that drops
rapidly below 100Hz, the Neutron
needs all the help it can get from
rear walls and floor. The latter is a
large part of the equation — position
the speakers too high, and they start
TECHNOLOGY
to sound thin and mid-forward. The
Most of the acoustic range is covered optimum for abalanced performance
by the doped paper cone bass/mid is to have the top of the cabinets at
unit with rubber surround, chosen or just below the head height of a
to give natural midrange charac- seated listener. Here, bass is nicely
teristics up to 10kHz. This two-way weighted without being warm, the
system thus behaves more like afull mid balanced to give an ideal vocal
range unit with treble fill-in. Many exposition. Treble is so smooth and
designers have aimed to move the well integrated that the overall effect
crossover out of harm's way, but really is of a full range unit, fully
rarely has this been accomplished justifying the crossover technique.
so well as in the Neutron.
Unlike most full- range units,
In conjunction with the natural
however, the Neutron's colorations
roll-off of the unit, all that is needed are few, and can be dismissed as of
for the midrange crossover is a little consequence. There is atinge
relatively low-value inductor coil. In of upper bass honk from the
this case the coil is amassively-built undamped cabinet side walls and just
air-cored type with low resistive loss
the faintest notion of change in treble
and high copper purity. The coil,
structure as one approaches the
shunted by a high-power resistor,
crossover region. The latter manifests
equalises amild midrange rise from itself on cymbals which show a
the bass unit. To match the mainly change in ' clash' character between
acoustic midrange crossover the
midrange and treble units. You have
treble filter is electrically second- to listen hard to notice either of
order, utilising a polypropylene
these. Small speakers that have taken
capacitor and air- cored inductor.
a slot in the hi-fi history books are
High-power
resistors
provide
those which sound larger than their
crossover alignment. All these are visible cabinet dimensions. The
built onto a PCB with extra thick, Neutrons are masters at fooling the
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Visually, there
is little to
separate the
Neutrons from
any other
small boxes.
But fire them
up with a
decent
amplifier and
prepare to be
surprised

SUPPLIER
AVI Ltd
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Gloucestershire
GL5 3QF
Tel: 01453
765 682

eye and ear, producing a
big
soundstage
with
enough bass to pass muster
as larger speakers if you close
your eyes. The sonic image is
tremendous, stretching deep,
wide and high, disassociating
itself from the speakers in
spectacular
fashion.
So
the
Neutrons can easily make a singer
swim into focus in the room,
providing plenty of midrange energy
without sounding forward.
Only the bass lets the scale of the
performance down, but it is difficult
to criticise too hard given the size of
the speakers. But just so that you
know what you are
missing
compared to the Neutron's floor
standing competitors, low frequency
output is limited both in extent and
power. What is there is clean and
tuneful, but the rapid cut-off below
100Hz is obvious and begs for an
active subwoofer. The difficulty is
finding a ` sub' which is as clean and
fast as the Neutron bass. My REL
Stadium managed quite well, but
tended to slow the bass down alittle.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
jobbies please) or oak bookshelves
loaded with heavy tomes!
Nor is bass alignment ideal for
close-to-wall mounting on stands. As
output is virtually flat to 100Hz, the
reinforcement below 300Hz from a
rear wall in a small room produces
aslightly lumpy bass. The bass Q is
too well controlled to excite any
boom in this position, but a slight
rise in response above 300Hz would
have suited wall mounting better.
But the great success of the
Neutrons is that they overcome such
quibbles with one of the most
charming and detailed midrange
performances
you
will
find.
Transparency is first class, strings
shimmer with real, unadulterated
presence
and
vocals
are
excitingly realistic. Plucked
basses thrum with adepth
that belies the size, and
percussion's attack is
tight
with
no
suggestion
of
overhang.
Dynamic
range
will
depend
on
amplifier quality.
The Neutrons were
used with a Meridian
508 CD player and,
naturally, AVI S2000MI
integrated
amp
with
Chord Siren and Rumour
speaker cabling. With 100W
of amplifier power on tap the
speakers did not lack headroom,
hitting peak sound levels of over
100dB
with
little
sign
of
compression. But the low sensitivity,
with efficiency sacrificed for bass
extension, does demand good peak
amplifier capability if the amp is not
going to run out of breath. Suffice
it to say, the limitation is not in the
speaker, so choose your amplifier
with care.

CONCLUSION

Iunderstand that AVI may introduce
amatching subwoofer later.
Also difficult is stand choice. None
of the single pillar stands worked as
well as perching the Neutrons on top
of spaceframe Heybrook Sis, though
with a top plate twice the width of
the cabinet these stands are too large
to match! This pointed to the
requirement for arigid, non-resonant
stand without the bass-slowing
encumbrance of lead or sand filling,
and I'm still looking for such an
item. Good results were obtained
from strong, rigid wall brackets (no
flimsy bent steel or articulated plastic
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AVI NEUTRON
LAB REPORT
Sensitivity is low
at 84dB for IW,
midrange output
having been
sacrificed for linear
bass extension.

"*1
-

This leads to a
minimum
suggested amplifier
power of 50W;
100W is

Fig I. AVI Neutron: response family at Ini.
On-axis (top trace); 15° above vertical axis
(middle trace); 30° horizontally off-axis
(bottom trace)

recommended for
larger rooms.
The Room
Averaged
Response shows
the effect of wall
loading, lifting the
bass relative to the
upper mid, though
the audible effect

Fig 2. AVI Neutron: MLSSA waterfall
display of delayed resonance

is not as obvious
as the graph might
suggest. Overall,
response falls
within +2dB
limits, excellent for
this class of
speaker.
At a closer
measurement
distance of 1nr,

Fig 3. AVI Neutron: Room Averaged
Response at 2m (upper trace); impedance, 4
ohms per division (lower trace)

the family of
Impedance is an

responses is not

mounting, the

quite so smooth.

speakers can be

easy-to-drive 8

There is apeak at

faced straight out

ohms. Another few

9kHz where the

into the room. A

dB of sensitivity

crossover region

slight toe-in may be

might have been

intrudes. A dip at

needed to focus the

claimed had a 4-6

1.1kHz, with an

stereo image.

ohm drive unit been

impedance glitch

MLSSA's

chosen, but there is

at the same

delayed-resonance

nothing here to

frequency,

'waterfall' (Fig 21

upset any amplifier.

indicates a break-

shows afast fall-

The port is tuned to

up mode in the

away from the

75Hz; this and the

cone. At such a

initial impulse for a

bass unit's natural

high frequency,

clean output across

resonance are well

this suggests that

the bandwidth. The

damped, so room

the bass/mid unit

extended resonance

placement should

below IkHz could
is offering a
From full orchestral works to vocal
be port or cabinet
`clean' output over
solos, the Neutrons are practically
side wall output. At
much of the
irresistible, bringing all the detail and
the top limit of the
midrange.
life of the performance into the
bass/mid unit's
The smoothest
listening room. That the energy and
range, at 8-9kHz,
result is from the
scale
of recordings
are
not
there are two sharp
30° off-axis trace,
diminished by such diminutive
resonant peaks
where the treble
speakers is a feat of engineering
before the very
and mid are
rarely encountered in a bookshelf
clean tweeter output
ideally balanced.
speaker. Of course you lose out on
takes over.
So for wallbass extension and power compared
to
larger
cabinet
AVI Neutron
Test results
competitors, but you gain
midrange detail and clarity
Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
254x135x205
Recommended amplifier power
that is stunning and a pair
per channel
50 - 200W
of transducers that make
Recommended placement
wall mounted
minimal
demands
on
Bass frequency rolloff (-3dB point in room) 60Hz
Voltage sensitivity
relocation
of
room
(ref 2.83V) at lm
84dB/W
furnishing.
Highly
Impedance ( typical)
8ohms
Forward response uniformity
excellent
recommended for lovers of
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
MOO
all things miniature.

not be critical for
quality.
Bass extends to
60Hz, -3dB,
relative to the
¡kHz in-room
level, but in
practice this
extension is
diminished by the
increased level in
the upper bass. The
bass roll-off should
prove an easy
match for an active
subwoofer if you
need the lowest
octaves, but few
subs will be as
last' as the
Neutron in the bass.
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y five year-old, Jake, was
delighted to receive alarge,
heavy
box
from
Mr
Postman one morning, which turned
out to be Audio Innovation's £700 kit
version of the £ 1100 Classic Stereo
25 integrated valve amplifier ( Tires'
Jake calls them, because they glow and
they're hot).
Having seen the appaling instruction
manuals bundled with some of the
other kits around, I think Audio
Innovations should be pleased with
the Stereo 25. A clearer, more
unambiguous and well laid-out guide
to construction you are unlikely to see
in the nutty world of DIY hi-fi.
The manual begins with an
informative introduction to the
amplifier, the concepts behind its
design, and aclear explanation of how
it turns those li'l' squeaks from your
favourite Buddy Holly record into a
room full of music. Each channel of
the Classic 25 uses aweighty output
transformer (with 4 and 8 ohm
loudspeaker taps), each supplied by
two pentode EL34s in an ultra-linear
push-pull configuration. These in turn
are driven by an ECC82 driver stage,
itself supplied by the phase and
antiphase signals from an ECC83
'floating paraphase splitter' (dilithium
crystals are optional). This strange
creature sees the input signal, which
has been amplified by yet another
ECC83 anode follower, at which point
negative feedback is applied. The
input and phase-splitter valves are
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Well known for its tube amplifiers,
Audio Innovations has produced
a kit version of its Classic
Stereo 25 integrated design
by MATTHEW THORNE

heated with DC, biasing is automatic
throughout, and the EL34s operate in
`pure class A'.
In my own simple way, Ithink I
understand all that: this amp is
powerful, sensitive and of sufficient
'fidelity' to be at home in some really
quite good systems. Four inputs and
atape loop are handy, too.
The components are then described
in detail, how to form them (including
precise pitches for bending bendy bits
of wire) and their functions in the
circuit, as well as tips on soldering,
desoldering(!), tools needed, and some
general good principles to follow
during construction.

CONSTRUCTION
The building of the thing, happily, was
simplicity itself. Aided at all times by
the trusty colour photograph of its
innards (invaluable, if you ask me) and
comprehensive instructions, the Classic
25 is built with ease from 14
numbered component packs, each
with an inventory. This means that

The Classic
25 is built
with ease f
run
14 numbered
component
packs,
each with
an inventory

SUPPLIER
Audio
Innovations,
Albany Court,
Albany Rood.
Granby I
I
id
Estate,
Wevmelah,
Do rscr
DT4 9111
Tel: 01;05
761 017

the first thing to do is check that all
the little blighters are present and
correct. Ipoked them into apiece of
expanded polystyrene which came as
packaging with Jake's birthday
microscope: the tooth-jarring squeaks
resulting from the insertion of 50 or
so resistors is worth it for the
organisation
brought
to
the
proceedings.
To begin with, three small boards
are dealt with, one for the the input
phono sockets, another for the volume
and balance pots and the third for the
source selector and tape monitor
switches. The two output transformers
are then removed, their leads are
trimmed and they are methodically
connected in turn to the output
terminals, leaving the high voltage
connections from the output tubes
until the main board is in place.
Imust say that stuffing that large,
clearly printed board was easy-peasy.
Despite the fact that it is two-sided
and needs some soldering on top as
well as underneath, all the components
are mounted on the upper face of the
board, which simplifies construction.
After the umpteen test pins, the
various components are soldered into
place in order of physical size. I
thought the valve bases might be a
problem, but agood general principle
is: if you haven't checked that the
component is in the right place, firmly
seated and with the right orientation,
don't bloody solder it!
Wiring the boards and transformers
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KIT CONSTRUCTION
must always be done with the utmost
care, preferably whilst listening to
Mozart (according to Tomorrow's
World). Not that you need to be superintelligent here. A pre-assembled
feedback cable bundle, shrinkwrap
tubing and ties are all supplied, and
the stripped and tinned wires are
soldered to the main board via large
flat pads (easy, although Iprefer the
security provided by tags, which allow
agood mechanical joint to be formed
before soldering). Strict colour-coding,
clear diagrams and the precious colour
photograph means that, again, you have
to be an air-head to get it wrong.
Being an air-head myself, Idid, but
the mistake was easily spotted and
corrected before Iblew everything up
As for the quality of these connections,
asharp tug can tell you as much as
an AVO meter! A 13-way ribbon cable
is used to connect the inputs and the
source selector, via plug-in headers,
which provide as good an electrical
joint as any, although Idon't know
what the triode mob would make of
their precious source signals being
treated in this way...
The look of the thing borders on
the gorgeous. Without using inches of
polished brass, Audio Innovations has
come up with avery chic design here,
definitely not an ugly box to be hidden
away. A fine black mesh hides glowing
valves
and
the ( less
pretty)
transformers and other components,
its simplicity and elegance reminding
me, at least, of some of the classic
Beard and Radford beasts.
It's also very quiet! The only
comparable valve amps I've heard, in
terms of transformer hum (physically
from the box, as well as from the
speakers), are the Quad Ils. Dealers
and engineers alike declare that the
audible hum I'm turning my nose up
at will ' disappear when listening to
music'. Iwill always remember the
manufacturer and dealer of awellknown amplifier advising me earnestly
to put aheavy book on top of it to
stop it vibrating — Idon't see why,
when I've spent big bucks, I've got to
listen to a50Hz buzz as anoise floor!
Switching ( suppressed, for any CE
geeks out there) on and off showed
how well behaved the 25 was
generally, with no pops, clicks or the
sometimes frightening surge I've
observed with valve amplifiers. Finally,
acomprehensive, step-by-step testing
procedure shows that the thing
actually works (blimey).
The gear used up front with the 25
consisted of aMicroMega Duo CD3.1
transport and Audio Synthesis DAC,
aLinn LP12/Avondale Audio power
supply/Akito/Ortofon MC15 Super II
or Audio Technica 005, a Naim
tuner and aSony DAT Walkman (or
is that Walk DATman?). The
venerable
direct-coupled
Audio
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Synthesis ADEQ was employed for
vinyl replay, all the 25's inputs being
at line level. Downstream, Itried some
big Celestion 7000 ribbon hybrids, a
trusty pair of KEF 102 References and
the odd, but interesting Sequence 30s,
with their piezo-electric tweeters.
Amplifiers used for comparison
included amodified Beard P35 and a
pair of Quad Ils — admittedly heavily
breathed-on with polypropylenes and
Holcos, but quite recognisable in
character.
Cables varied from the perfectly
ordinary but capable to outrageous
purple things. Irepeatedly find that
short, tidy cable runs and tight, clean
connections make far more difference

to
the
sound
than
all
the
titanium/carbon fibre/silver
and
whatever else people put in them, but
then that's just my humble opinion. I
have a friend whose £ 600 speaker
cables are so loosely plugged in that
they fall out at the merest disturbance;
rather defeats the object...
After agood couple of days' burnin, Isat down to listen, with pleasing
results. In orchestral music (for
instance Rattle and the CBSO's
Petrushka on EMI) the timbres of
wood, brass and strings were all
subjectively correct, although Ifelt that
the percussion was slightly more
emphasised and 'forward' than I'd like.
In the louder, more complex passages,
what was previously aperfectly good
sound stage seemed to physically
contract. There was also some loss of
detail and aslightly muffled boxiness
around viola pitch. That this wasn't
simply due to lack of power, or
inefficient loudspeakers, was easily
confirmed by plugging in the Quads.
These are subjectively half as powerful,
if lacking somewhat in the lower bass
department. Using the 4 ohm taps
didn't help either, but the problem
was far less audible when Ichanged
speakers, so it may just be me and my
Celestion ribbons.
A lovely warm richness emerged in
chamber music. The Gabrielli's
atmospheric recording of Haydn's
'sunrise' quartet ( Chandos) was truly
typical of a 'valve sound', my delight
at this being only slightly tempered by
areedy quality from the violins. This
could become uncomfortable after a
while, but I'm sure there's aboffin out

The Stereo 25's
main PCB (above)
and the chassis with
transformers mounted

there somewhere with `just the cable
you need to sort that out, sir'. Trouble
is, it probably costs more than the
bleeding amplifier, mate.
The human voice, spoken or sung,
must be one of the most revealing
audio sources, our ears and brains
being so exquisitely tuned for its
reception. A NICAM video of
Postman Pat was particularly lifelike,
receiving serious nods of recognition
and approval from guess who.
The wonderful Cecilia Bartholdy
(Rossini arias, Decca) shone, as did
Bffirk, Nina Simone, Peter Pears,
whoever.

(top)

CONCLUSION
This amplifier reveals the things about
voices that makes me want to play
more, and their reproduction was, for
me, utterly natural (Ionce had aplig,
of aCD player which made most r,
the above unrecognisable, the..
immediately
boosting
vinyl

Volume and balance
pots (below right)

purchases!).
With agood Ninja tune (say, Up,
Bustle and Out's 'Y Ahora Tu') the
25 showed its authority over bass and
rhythm to levels that were loud
enough, but Icouldn't help wondering
whether some more microFarads in
the power supply would be in order
— or what it would sound like,
hooked up to a couple of 108dB
Klipschoms
If you insist on Richter-scale
performances of the War Requiem in
your living room, perhaps these, and
other options should be explored.
Otherwise, the Classic 25 is atruthful,
tuneful and satisfying bit of kit, with
the advantage that it's adoddle for us
non-engineers to build.
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hether you are beset by
interference
clicks
through your system or
just want to ' clean up' your AC
sinewave, there are a range of AC
power conditioners that promise to
deliver a mains supply to your
equipment that enables it to perform
at its best. But do they really work?
Imust say Ihave an aversion to
putting anything in series with my
mains supply. Having rewired my
living room with adirect cable from
the consumer box, it seems ashame
to insert some sort of impedance
between wall socket and hi-fi.
On the other hand, Iam troubled
by power clicks as my fridge and deep
freeze thermostats switch on and off,
and I live a long way from the
electricity substation so there is always
interference from other houses' TVs
and vacuum cleaners on the line.
Also, should we be so pernickety
about AC connections? The great
British AC plug is an imperfect
device for carrying high current
surges. The contacts are sliding and
often poorly sprung, and the
necessity for an extra fuse as well as
the thin piece of wire in the
consumer unit seems to make a
mockery of fat cables.
Followers of Ben Duncan's pieces
on mains pollution in ' Black Box'
[HFNIRR, Nov ' 95 — May
'96]* will have seen
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`Black Box'

such thing as a univer sal cure, and
that you should ideally match the
conditioner to the equipment you are
using?

AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES
POWER WEDGE
Distributed in this country by
Audiofreaks, Power Wedges hail from
the USA and come in avariety of
sizes. The standard Power Wedges
include outlets to isolate source
components that draw little current,
such as CD players and preamplifiers. In addition, high current
outlets should be used for power or
integrated amplifiers. There are also
Do mains power conditioners
versions for remote power amps or
active loudspeakers and for AV
make any significant difference?
systems to include aTV or projector
(the most common source of
We survey three of them: the Power
interference in the home).
All the Wedges have USA AC
Wedge PW 212p, Little Mead
outlet sockets, and the importer
supplies USA mains leads terminated
and Trichord Black Box
with IEC plugs to fit directly into
your equipment in place of the
standard mains leads. Another option
by PETER 1 COMEAU
provided
by
Audiofreaks,
for
equipment with captive leads, is a
that it is not necessary to remove
high quality 3-pin US mains plug to
harmonics of the 50Hz waveform.
replace the UK plug. Both
The damaging interference lies over
-0,1%.
options are only an additional
300Hz. There are plenty of power
%-/ (./
DO. If your equipment
/(..›•
supply conditioners for computer use
does not have an IEC AC
which will remove such interference,
)
socket you can wire it to
but these rely heavily on large
aUSA plug.
values of inductance in series with
Isolated outlets are fuse
the equipment. This does not
protected, while the power
trouble a computer which
ES
amp supplies are fed via an
draws
relatively
steady
input circuit breaker which is
current, but will emasculate
unlikely to trip unless afault on
apower amplifier which has
your amplifier occurs. We were
high value peak current
supplied with the PW 212p, which
demands to charge its
has two isolated outlets and four
reservoir capacitors.
* Ben Duncan's
power amp sockets and costs £ 500.
So thin fuse wire full treatise on
Put into asystem using aMeridian
notwithstanding, the hi- AC interference
508 integrated CD player and an
fi power conditioner is available as a
AVI S2000 MI integrated amplifier,
must
have
low reprint of
the results during aquiet time of the
inductance and series
`Studio Mains
day when there was virtually no
resistance or its effect Supplies'
interference on the line were
will be heard in a originally
disappointing. The PW 212p served
deleterious manner. published in
only to reduce bass resolution,
Such requirement H&SR in 1985.
adding what sounded like frequency
ensures that every SAE or 2xIRCs
doubling to increase bass weight with
mains conditioner will for details do
the additional coloration, and cast a
sound different, that there is no HFNIRR
veil over the stereo soundstage. There
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was some apparent removal of asmall
amount of musical detail. Although
to many ears this could be considered
only a marginal intrusion on the
sound of the amplifier, it certainly
wasn't an enhancement.
With increased mains noise during
the evening, the Power Wedge
started to do its proper work. With
TV sourced interference the PW
212p was relatively successful at
reducing muddy bass and improving
midrange projection, though Istill
felt the bass was over-full and
unnaturally enhanced. Mains-borne
clicks and pops were considerably
reduced in annoyance value, showing
that the box was doing its job.
Perhaps in areas of high interference
the Power Wedge might be an
undisputed success, but for quieter
supplies its intrusion is a little too
obvious. Use where mains-borne noise
is an obvious source of sonic problems.

THE LITTLE MEAD
Housed in an attractive mahogany
box, Audio Engineering Systems'
Little Mead is aparallel interference
suppressor which retails at £ 230.
With no series connection between
mains supply and equipment there
should be no deleterious effect from

midrange projection of instrumental
detail, but these are generally smaller
than, say, a change in interconnect
cable. In more built-up areas you
might get greater benefits, but in my
rural location the box could only
justify its cost via the enhanced
soundstage and did little to reduce
real interference. For some, this may
be the improvement they are looking
for, while others may not notice the
difference at all. At least it doesn't
change equipment performance for
the worse and is therefore worth
auditioning at the very least.

TRICHORD RESEARCH
BLACK BOX
Trichord's Black Box (£ 120 plus £5
delivery) is a mains conditioner
primarily designed for CD players,
but can also be used for pre-amps
or anything else consuming less than
50W. The concept is to reduce RF
transmission — in both directions.
Trichord has found out that digital
telecommunications are used over
the AC network of cables, and cite
this as just one of the interference
patterns to upset items of source
equipment.
The Black Box is exactly that —
asmall cube with amains lead with
moulded plug on one end and a 13A
socket on its face. An LED
illuminates to show power is
connected and indicates the status
of the auto-resettable circuit breaker.

the unit, but neither can it stand in
the way of areally powerful source
of interference. The box has an IEC
socket and its lead is simply plugged
into the same row of mains sockets
As ablock for noise to and from
as your equipment. The only
drawback is that you must have a a CD player or pre-amplifier the
spare socket — it can't do much if Black Box works well, bringing an
you plug it in on the other side of improvement in soundstage depth
and overall level of detail throughout
the room!
Plugged into the same row of the day. Its effect was fairly constant
sockets as the AVI S2000 MI in the CD player/integrated amp
system, not varying so much as the
amplifier, the Little Mead had
virtually no discernible effect during other units, which could be put
quiet times of the day. As the down to its ability to separate the
evening approached and the mains amplifier and CD supplies effectively.
began to sag with the switching on Even so the change in sound quality
of ovens and televisions, however, was small, and could be duplicated
the results started to come in. Most by plugging the CD player into an
extension lead run from a different
obvious was an improvement in
stereo image which not only gained ring mains socket to the amplifier.
During the evening the Black Box
extra depth but also acquired
gave abetter account, still managing
superior placement and stability.
Looking for changes in musical the improvement in stereo image
balance came to naught. With aTV focus and depth noted during the
switched on to the same mains day, but also managing to separate
circuit the Little Mead was just able out and project midrange and treble
to reduce the resulting muddiness detail clear of bass muddiness
and restore to the bass to something brought on by the interfering TV set.
But there was no effect on the switch
approaching its original tightness,
clicks
from
my
offending
and develop the midrange detail
more. But it couldn't act as a filter thermostats.
to remove TV interference, nor
could it stop clicks and pops from CONCLUSION
My test for system tweaks
external switching sources.
The Little Mead does manage to is if the music makes me
as the
enhance the sound through an smile as soon
increase in ambience retrieval and 'improvement' is applied. If I
corresponding improvement in image have to listen again and again,
calibre. There are benefits too in removing and reapplying the
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Iam troubled
by power
clicks as my
fridge and
deep freeze
thermostats
switch on and
off, and there
is always
interference
from TVs and
vacuum
cleaners

modification, before Ican ascertain
any real difference then it is usually
not dramatic enough to be worth
bothering with.
This isn't ahard and fast rule, but
it has served well when inserting
different speaker and interconnect
cables and other such obvious
'improvements'. With these mains
conditioners Ihave to say that the
smiles were few and far between.
Don't expect anything sensational
when you plug them in — the effects

are subtle and might not be noticed
in asystem that is not performing at
its best because of other factors such
as equipment mismatching, or the
use of poor interconnect or speaker
cables. So spend the money on
optimising the system before investing
in any power conditioning units.
The three power conditioners here
show the various ways that mains
clean-up can be managed. The
Power Wedge is aseries impedance
SUPPLIERS
filter that effectively reduces all types
(Little Mead)
of interference entering the system.
Audio
The concept of isolation of CD
Engineering
players and pre-amps from the power
Systems,
amp is a good one, and provides a
100 Wood Lane,
Sonning
complete system solution in one box.
Common,
Unfortunately its series inductance
Reading,
of 1.6 mH does alter the sound of
Berks
amps, and this change of character
RG4 9SL
Tel: 01734
needs to be offset against the
721 006
`improvement' brought by removing
interference from the AC supply.
(Power Wedge)
Parallel absorption is attempted by
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
The Little Mead, which does not
Ham,
interfere with the system supply at
Surrey
all. This is an attractive idea in an
TW10 7QT
attractive box, but has only minor
Tel: 0181
948 4153
benefits and cannot cure interference
problems. But if you find your
system suffers during periods of
(Black Box)
heavy power consumption, the Little
Trichord
Research,
Mead may well help significantly.
73 Church Street,
Trichord's solution is aimed
Malvern,
mainly
at CD player RF and does
Worcestershire
seem to meet the maker's claims. It
WR14 2AE
Tel: 01684
cannot reduce the annoyance value
573 524
of mains-borne interference from the
amplifier, but then neither does it
interfere with its supply. Rather it is
a special solution
The Power Wedge PW
that is worth
212p
trying.
+
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hen Iwas first introduced
to the subtleties of cable
performance, in the shape
of Siltech's silver designs, Isuggested
how to use silver cables while
minimising the cost. (This won me
few friends at the distributor!) Using
monoblock amplification allowed the
shortest possible lengths of the costly
silver ribbon speaker cable (now
designated FT12). Longer runs of
less expensive silver cable could be
used between pre- and power amp.
Now under new ownership, with
van den Kleij operating the company
and trading as STC, Siitech's
original, largely trial-and-error R&D
methods have been supplanted by
high-grade material analysis, with the
detailed design now carried out by
highly-qualified metallurgists.
Metals generally develop micro
fractures of their crystal structure
when handled, bent or processed
during
manufacture,
or even
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...and a touch of gold.
Siltech, the silver cable specialist,
has added a little gold to its
top- of- the- range designs
by MARTIN COLLOMS
subsequently when installed. With
most
metals,
atmospheric
contaminants penetrate the voids,
the resulting oxidation preventing
any natural reforming of the
structure. But silver is resistant to
oxidation, and with time a wellconnected larger crystal structure will
reform after initial deformation. In
fact, Siltech used to suggest
conditioning their cables in a
moderate oven to speed up breakingin or to reform them after heavy use.

Siltech has acommercial interest
in silver mining and claims that there
is a subtle sound quality difference
between native silver and the more
common form produced as a byproduct of the copper industry, even
when both types are highly refined.
The difference is said to reside in the
different mix of residual impurities.
Siltech has also researched conductor
linearity with material of up to 6
nines purity (one part per million of
impurity). Working with DC signals
at very low (nanovolt) levels, the
non-linearities may be detected at
-120 to - 150dB relative to normal
signal amplitudes, well below normal
measurement limits.
Siltech metal processing includes
the use of aproprietory dopant to
enhance
the crystal
structure,
especially in view of the reduced speed
multi-stage drawing process developed
to reduce wire stresses and voids. The
company has even developed ion
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CABLES
bombardment of the wire to improve
the surface, harden it and enhance
resistance to contamination.
Aside from the original singleribbon FT series cable, most of
the present range employ stranded
conductors, while there are also a
couple of exotic variants, hybrids
which include a proportion of
gold strands in the mix, this
providing for further control of
both sound quality and tonality.
In general, the more you pay, the
more silver you get, with lowered
loop resistance. Some Siltech
designs,
though,
are
quite
economical in their use of these
costly materials, their prices
comparing
quite
favourably
with
middle- priced
copper
wire ' audiophile' cables. Siltech
bravely agreed to put all its cards
on the table and supply a great
tranche
of
product
for
comparative assessment. This also
included its approach to an
'absolute best' speaker cable of
silver and gold construction, no
doubt spurred on by the presence
of Ray Kimber's Black Pearl
[reviewed in April] in residence!
In addition to the designs assessed
below, Siltech also makes custom
sets
to
individual
customer
specification. One special 3m pair of
speaker cables costing £40,000 has
been produced, while another
customer installed tri wired FT12
speaker cable, plus six sets of FTM4,
at over £20,000 for that system.

THE SYSTEM
To help in the comparisons Ihad
samples of the main competition
including Kimber Black Pearl, van
den Hul's carbon series The
Revelation, The First and The
Second; Transparent Reference
interconnect ( balanced
and
unbalanced)
plus
Transparent
Reference speaker cable. Power
amplifiers included the Audio
Research VTM150SE, Krell KSA
200-S and KAS -2 plus ConradJohnson Premier 12. Speakers
included the Quad 63, Wilson
WITT and System 5, the Monitor
Audio Studio 50 and KEF Reference
Model 4. Sources included the Krell
KPS20i/l, used with balanced and
normal connections.

INTERCONNECTS
MC2-18S: at the base level in the
range, this is a twisted pair cable,
each conductor made of three strands
of 0.5mm pure silver and an 0.6m
stereo pair complete with selected
WBT phono plugs will cost around
£202. The cable is fully shielded by
asilver plated copper braid.
The sound was most rewarding,
well-balanced and with a firm bass
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and full midrange, countered by a
slightly soft treble. Grain was low,
sibilants cleanly rendered and this
cable also showed very good focus
and stereo depth plus ahigh level of
transparency usually associated with
more costly designs. In context, it
represents good value and is firmly
recommended.
There are four other ' S' series
cables, all costing rather more and all
use the star quad formation. The is
now made of 0.3mm strands while
the number of strands rises quickly.
`MC4-24S' has six per conductor,
giving a total of 24. Pro rata for
`MC4-56S', ` MC4-72S' and ` MC480S'. For example '4-24S' would cost
£290 for ametre set. Iliked both the
'4-24S' and the ' 4-56S' £ 680, in a
brief informal trial their performance
more than commensurate with their
cost, similar to but improved upon
the ` MC2-18S' result.
Balanced Series BA 5-60Si, BA560GI: the all-silver 5-60Si and the
gold hybrid 5-60G1 version are both
fitted with double shields and
optimised for balanced working
(though all the interconnects will
work well in balanced or normal
mode). There is a big price
differential between the two (a one
metre stereo set costs around £980
and £ 2600 for the ' S' and ` G'
versions respectively) and Ican't say
that the sound quality difference fully
reflected this.
Working with 2.5m sets of 5-60Si,
balanced mode, I found the high
Siltech standard to be maintained,
though with aslightly thinner, lighter
tonal balance including a trace of
extra presence, and an extra sparkle
in the treble. Grain and other
distortions were very low, and
the cable didn't tend either
to hardness or glare. By
comparison
the bass was
fast and clean,
but a little
dry.
Comparing
with the 560G1
gold
hybrid, there was a
significantly across the
board improvement. The bass
was accorded its full weight,
while stereo focus was sharper, in
character more ' present', but in an
attractive manner. Better clarity and
perspectives were evident, and its
ability to highlight fine detail could be
abonus in some systems. This is an
excellent cable, despite deviating a
little from what Ifeel to be absolute
neutrality, but the price is very high.
FTM Series: there were still more
interconnects to try, these top grade
coaxial designs for normal mode

The top-ofthe-line
FT61-4 GI Gold,
with the centre
core made
up of eight
0.5mm, silver
strands and
two 24K gold
strands, by
weight 17%
of the core.
This coaxial
wonder is
priced at
£2956 per
stereo metre
set and is one
of the most
expensive
interconnect
cables
available

connection and fitted with the best
WBT phono plugs. At around £840
a stereo set, FTM-3Si is the latest
version of an established design using
concentric, helical silver ribbons for
the outer line, with ten 0.5mm silver
strands lying within the high grade
Teflon (TM) dielectric. FTM-4Si,
at £ 1264 has the central core
upgraded to 28x0.3mm strands.
With one gold strand, amounting to
3% by weight, there is FTM-4SG at
£2080. Finally, the top-of- the-line
FTM-4 GI Gold, with the centre
core made up of eight 0.5mm, silver
strinds and two 24K gold strands,
by weight 17% of the core. This
coaxial wonder is priced at £ 2956
per stereo metre set and is one of
the most expensive interconnect
cables available.
Iauditioned a2m length of FTM3Si and was impressed by its very
neutral and wide ranging tonality.
This cable has quite negligible
coloration
and
no
emphasis
anywhere. Essentially grainless in the
treble, it was neither dim nor bright.
The mid was natural, even sweet but
naturally so when compared with
lesser cables. Timing is very good,
as is the transparency and would be
still better in the shorter lengths.
While the standard is high, Ifeel that
only specific system matching
requirements would suggest its use
over MC4-24s for example.
FTM4-Si is said to be very similar
but with a touch more focus and
transparency which is fine with me,
though Ihaven't tried it personally.
Moving on to FTM4-GI, Iwas
surprised at how different it sounded
to the above types. In fact on
absolute accuracy and merit Iwould
score this gold cable a little lower
due to its 'altered' sound, in my view
a more exaggerated ' hi fi' effect,
somehow more restless with a
brighter, more forward tonality.
Nevertheless the Siltech hallmarks
were there, namely excellent clarity,
definition and transparency.
You could use this otherwise
commendable cable as a control
element for matching purposes, to
liven up a system which has erred
on the darker and duller side; it
could just be the tonic required.

SPEAKER CABLES
With my old friend the FT- 12, 5m
stereo on hand, now listed as a
special product (£ 2500 stereo
x5m), Ifirst looked at Siltech's
cheapest speaker cable, the
LS2-60. This is a shielded
twisted pair cable where
each signal polarity
comprises
10 x
0.5m
strands.
Priced
at
£280
a

41

stereo metre, in fact this ' starter'
cable is as expensive as some of the
top cables in the industry from such
manufacturers as Audioquest, van
den Hul and Transparent. Pay
£1490 for the standard 5metre set.
At £ 1170 astereo metre, LS4-120
upgrades to star quad form with 28
x 0.5mm silver strands per polarity,
quite an increase. Next comes LS4180, £ 1750 2x lm, with 44 strands
per ' phase' and then LS4-240 with
56 strands. Don't even ask the price.
Specially made in time for this
survey, the astonishing top grade
speaker cable LS8-288G incorporates
Teflon insulation with the stranded
silver conductors augmented by gold.
If a 2x5metres the test pair would
cost abreathtaking
22,600, almost
Black Pearl pricing, and it comes
with Siltech spades of solid silver.
Checked separately these are the best
spades Ihave heard yet.
In auditioning the LS2-60 set a
high standard. It may be the 'junior'
Siltech type but it successfully
competes directly with some of the
best from other top sources. Ifound
it to be generally very well balanced,
neutral and clear though with the
merest hint of grain and sibilant
roughening evident in the central
region of the treble. It stands
comparison with the other reference

cables in this sector. FT12 has
similar bass but a touch more
refinement and transparency, though
at rather higher cost.
Reaching up to the LS2-140 the
story was much the same, though
with ashade more control as well a
slightly greater clarity and purity.
You would have to satisfy yourself
whether it was worth the substantial
price lift. It compares pretty well
with the original FT12 though with
firmer bass.
The very serious expenditure on
LS2-180 did result in asignificantly
greater boost in performance over
LS2-140. Bass was truly excellent
and the sound had an unmistakably
audiophile character, very smooth,
pure and neutral. Stereo was
excellent, with sharp focus as well as
very good width and depth. The
treble is slightly rich, which isn't a
bad thing, considering the sound of
many digital sources. This contrasts
with another fine cable, van den Hul
Revelation, which has a tinge of
treble excess and requires some extra
care in system matching.
Reaching for the stars with the
silver-gold hybrid LS8-288G, the
sound was significantly different from
the LS2-180. Certainly it sounded
clearer, more open and more
exuberant with a more holographic

and more palpable stereo image.
There was excellent purity right
across the frequency range, definition
was very good and that marvellous
power and control remained in the
bass. Conversely Ifelt that there was
ahint of emphasis, a ' spotlit' quality
suggesting it was a tad less neutral
and that it was exerting more control
on the sound of the system. Despite
this reservation and indeed noting
that this difference may well be
preferred in some systems, there's
no doubt that taken overall this gold
hybrid design does indeed lift the
Siltech speaker cable standard. It was
fascinating to note that common
thread running through the sound of
all the Siltech gold- silver hybrid
cables tried.

CONCLUSION
The best references age gracefully.
These original Siltech silver cables
still stand up very well to the passage
of time but the company has also
managed to successfully advance
their art over subsequent years as
well as greatly expanded their range
of designs. Regardless of price and
style they all set very high standard;
even the least expensive designs are
of genuine audiophile quality and
may
be
recommended
with
confidence.

COLOURED BY
In the comparative test of jitter- reducing devices [' Jitterbugging', p25, May],
Paul Miller's computer-generated plots unfortunately appeared as black and white,
making rather a nonsense of the commentary. Here they are in colour.
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COMPETITION

IOW

THIS ROKSAN TURNTABLE
SYSTEM WORTH OVER
£2000!
WITH the advent of the Xerxes
turntable Roksan Audio became
one of the major contenders in the
vinyl replay sweepstakes. Offering
outstanding stability and rhythmic
qualities, the Xerxes was a
milestone in turntable design. Now,
ten years on, Roksan has launched its
successor in the shape of the Xerxes 10 and has
joined with HiFi News & Record Review in offering a
lucky reader the chance to win one of these splendid turntable
systems absolutely free.
Retaining the arm board cutout of the original Xerxes, the
Xerxes 10 has improved on the design by isolating it and making it
removable. Other improvements include atriple layer isolation system
and ade-coupled low torque AC synchronous motor, both derived
from Roksan's flagship TMS turntable.
The Xerxes 10 is designed to accept most tonearms, but the
competition prize comes complete with aTabriz arm with the
arm-tube/headshell fabricated in one piece from solid aluminium alloy
for high rigidity. Also included in the prize is aCorus Black
moving-magnet cartridge which features the Gyger II super fineline
stylus profile.
The system comes complete with an XPS3.5 control unit and
DSU power supply, allowing 33 or 45rpm play.
All you have to do is answer the four questions correctly and
submit atie-breaker slogan (
not longer than 10 words) related to
Roksan or any one of its products: cg 'Your system will really rock
with aRoksan'.
THE QUESTIONS
1. What does the Xerxes 10

3.

is the Tabriz tonear_

Xerxes?

fabricated? •

a) plinth suspension

a) solid aluminium alloy

b) arm board cutout

b) carbon fibre

c) perspex cover

c) stainless steel tubing

d) power supply

d) titanium alloy

2. Which playing speeds are

4. What kind of cartridge is

available on the prize system?

the Corns Black?

a) 78 and 33rpm

a) ceramic

b) 78, 45 and 33rpm

b) moving coil

c) 78 and 45rpm

c) ribbon

d) 45 and 33rpm

d) moving magnet
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closing date of Friday 26 July 1996.
RULES: 1)
neention u open to 1:1( readers only. All entne. nne, he on tIlL cntn
forrn provided. Ni' «inner correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form. 2) There
will be no cash or rittcr alternatives to the prizes offered. The winners will be the tint
correct entries opened. 3) Employees of lank House Magazines and Roksan and their
agents will not be eegible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday 26
July 1996, when inegng will be carried out.
Ed 's decision will be final and binding.
No correspondence will be entered into regarditg the competition. 5) The prizewinner. will
be notified by post aid the results will be pubENhed in the October 1996
Neu,
Record Reviese. 6) Entry forms received become the property of Link House 2.1agazines Ltd.

1?ceezeczrz Competitiorz
THE ANSWERS
1.

retain from the original

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

HOW TO ENTER: To win these superb prizes, just
answer the questions and send your completed entry
form to: Rokson Competition Hi-fi News & Record
Review Editorial, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive by the

»min what material
le

2.

II

3.

ri

4.

El

I Tie breaker slogan:

IName
Address
1
1
Postcode
IDaytime telephone no
If you would prefer NOT to rereite

_ I

her direct mail, please tick this box
.1
43

£750

SYNERGY

Our series on system building at various price
points reaches a new level this month
by

T

he moving finger writes, and
having written, moves onwards

and (as it were) upwards, as
we're now looking at sensible ways
of buying asystem that delivers the
goods for about £ 750. To achieve
this goal, we have managed to claw
in arange of CD players, amplifiers
and loudspeakers from all points of
the compass, concentrating as usual
on brands that have wide distribution
and a track record of excellence in
music making — widely available
specialist brands in fact. This month,
we have assembled models from
B&W, Denon, Heybrook, Kenwood,
Marantz, NAD, Rega, Rogers, Royd
and Sony.

ALVIN

GOLD

EQUIPMENT
Amplifiers
Denon PMA-35011
£230
Kenwood KA-3020SE £200
Marantz PM55 £250
Rega Brio
£229
CD players
Denon DCD-825
NAD 512

£200
£250

Sony CDP-761E

£250

Loudspeakers
B&W DM601
Heybrook HB1
Rogers LS33
Royd Minstrel
Rega EL8

£199
£269
£249
£259
£298

totally unexpected gem in the cheapo
Sony SS-86 speaker, aproduct that
is sure to set the (metaphorical) cat
among the pigeons. Is anything
remotely similar on the cards this
month?
It depends, Isuppose, on which
team you cheer at the moment; and
to an extent it depends on what you
LOUDSPEAKERS
want from your loudspeakers. Take
First, let's take aquick spin though
for example the B&W DM601,
the individual components, starting which is the latest, brightest and
with the loudspeakers, which as usual
shiniest in the B&W firmament.
show the grossest differences, and
Actually its ambitions are strictly
are generally the easiest to divide into limited. This is acompact design, a
the good guys and the bad guys.
little smaller than the Rogers LS33
This is how it was in the last
(the next smallest). It is also
instalment [
HFNIRR, May ' 96]
comparatively inexpensive, though it
when we uncovered a has the full roster of B&W goodies
— the aluminium dome tweeter used
in more costly designs, the bright
yellow woven Kevlar cone that was
formerly restricted to top of the
line hardware, an air-flowed port
and shiny golden biwire terminals
in the new kosher style ECfriendly terminal block.
Some lack of bass would be
understandable on size grounds,
but in practice this wasn't a
problem: the bass was there all
right in respectable quantities,
but it was sometimes concealed
behind a bright, aggressive
quality which pushed voices
forward in the mix, yet did so
only
according
to
the
frequency content of the
music, so that odd notes
would shift sharply back and
forwards over different parts
of the singers.

The bass
was there all
right, but it
was sometimes
concealed
behind a
bright,
aggressive
quality which
pushed
voices forward
in the mix

Rogers LS33 and
(right) FLybrook
1-1131 speakers

Other speakers, and the Rogers
LS33 was the best example here,
were more relaxed and sweeter, yet
the voice was more sharply etched
in space, and more stably presented
against the backing musicians, and
it stared there despite any amount
of vocal gyrations ( this is written
after listening to Alison Krauss's Oh,
Atlanta, but it could have been a
dozen or ahundred other albums).
Iwas favourably impressed by the
Heybrook HB I. Idon't really know
why: it is after all one of the longestrunning loudspeakers around, and a
seminal loudspeaker so far as my
own
audio
apprenticeship
is
concerned. Along with ageneration
of other scribblers, and the moneywielding public alike, I always
regarded the HB1 as asolid, physical
sounding loudspeaker, which with a
modicum
of
help
from
a
sympathetically chosen system was
more than capable of breathing life
into the most turgid material.
However it was generally held by
those who claimed to know that each
generation of ' improved' HB1 was
progressively worse than the one that
preceded it. One acquaintance with
whom I discussed this test was
particularly dismissive
of the
Heybrook's charms.
Well, it is some decades since I
was last able to form my own
opinion, but I'm glad Iwas finally
able to do so. The HB1 looks as
dumpy and as unaerodynamic as it
always did, but it remains easily the
most muscular and aurally imposing
loudspeaker in the group. There was
no lack of detail either, but there was
some boxiness and middle frequency
coloration, and even a trace of
raucousness when stressed hard.
Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night 's
Dream, [
Leipzig Gewandhaus/Masur
on Teldec], played probably at a
slight too exuberant a volume,
ultimately sounded less disciplined
and coherent through the Heybrook
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than through most of the others. It
remains an excellent speaker, if
lacking in the seductive charms of
the best.
The last thing that can be said of
the Rega Brio was that it is
'seductive'. It has less front than the
others; and its voicing — which is
light and clear, with astrong feeling
of presence but without any great
treble extension or bass weight — is
almost idiosyncratic. It tended to
throw images in, or even behind the
plane of the speakers, where the
others mainly imaged forward of the
plane of the speaker. Although the
Rega is less ' obvious' than the others,
it imposes a tremendous discipline
on the music which was not always
the case elsewhere. There is no
attempt to dress the music up, and
despite the unusual voicing, the Brio
does not sound coloured in the
conventional sense. If it favours one
kind of material, it is naturally
recorded acoustic music, where its
natural airiness comes into its own.
The Royd is the most radicallooking speaker of the five, but it is
far from radical in sound. In fact it
is a thoroughly competent and
enjoyable loudspeaker, roughly
middle of the group in voicing and
near the top in overall quality. It is
asmoother and less ' wooden' than
the Heybrook, giving ahoney-toned
Alison Krauss (thanks Roy Gandy!)
and Beethoven sonatas from the
latest Brendel/Philips cycle. It was

NAD 512 CD player

Denon PMA- 35011

Denon DCD 825

AMPLIFIERS

pretty convincing on full orchestral The loudspeakers may have exhibited
the grossest brand-to-brand variation,
material too.
Is there a winner from all this? but somewhat to my surprise, the
Well yes there is, the one that hasn't amplifiers weren't far behind. The
Kenwood KA-3020SE, for example,
been described except by default so
far: the Rogers LS33, which is a is all light and air. It is an attractive
design, with aclean midband, and
compact, conventional-looking 2avivid, even translucent top end. It
way, consistently outpointed the rest
with awide range of music. The key ran out of steam earlier than the
Denon
or
Marantz
though,
word here though is ` outpointed'.
Thanks to the general level of producing atrain of high frequency
distortion when pressed hard.
competence, there is no room for the
The Denon PMA-350II and the
unequivocal certainty that greeted
Marantz PM55 repay their additional
the Sony SS- 86 in May. Iwould
up-front cost. The Denon is abetter
place the Royd at number two, with
amplifier than the Kenwood. It has
the others to be ranked according to
personal priorities: the Heybrook is more punch, and a more solid
the great rock ' n' roll advocate, and sounding bottom end, and when the
fur is flying, the Denon has amore
the B&W is the one if you like it
aggressive — or if your earsight is meaningful, businesslike air, attacking
the Mendelssohn with real energy
failing.
and enthusiasm. Ultimately it
The Rega fits none of the
conventional stereotypes, but Ifound delivers the goods with greater
its
unglamorous honesty and
conviction, though it may not be as
'nice' as the Kenwood.
transparency refreshing, and good
The Marantz PM55, however, is
for the long haul — it is very easy to
hear details of expression and tonality better still.
It combines the
Kenwood's vivid top end and the
that escaped some of the more
glamorous competition — though the Denon's solidity with something of
its own: an ability to deal with
lack of bass is agenuine limitation
that must be faced. The Royd is also texture and complexity in away that
sometimes eluded the others. Cello
an excellent all-rounder, though its
odd physical shape will take some passages in orchestral material, the
Overture from the Mendelssohn
getting used to.
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being a good example, sounded
articulate and realistic, not just when
played on their own, but also with
the whole orchestra playing, where
they tended to be masked through
the other amplifiers.
It also sustained the feeling of real
music taking place in areal acoustic
better than the others, which tended
to became more disembodied as the
music became louder and more
complex.
Finally, the Rega Brio is less
powerful than the others, and as a
result becomes short of breath

Radlett Audio<
HEARING AIDS
MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF HIGH END AUDIO/VIDEO ACCESSORIES
AUDIO ALCHEMY

MIT

MIT

CARTRIDGES

DAC-in-the-Box £ 229.00

MITerminator 4 1m pr

£59.95

MITerminator 48h pr

£ 119.00

Sumiko Blue Point

DDE vil/PS]

£ 399.00

MITerminator 3 lm pr

£89.95

MITerminator 38h pr

£ 174.00

DAC-Man

£ 149.00

MITerminator 3 1m digital £99.95

Sumiko Blue Point

MITerminator 28ft pr

DDE v3.0/PS4

£699.00

MITerminator 2 1m pr ....£ 129.95

MH 750 8ft pr

MI 330 lm pr

MH 750 Plus 8h pr

£594.00

MH 750 HE2 8ft pr

£694.00

DST

£ 199.00

DTI Plus

£ 249.00

Vac- in- the- Box

£ 249.00

Power Stn 2

£ 219.00

Power Stn 3

£ 239.00

DLC Pre/PSI

£449.00

HPA v1.0/PS1
Head/p Amp

£ 249.95

Robyn 1battery power

£ 249.95

ACD II CD player

£ 449.95

DDS 3the transport to beat
below £ 2000.00 only £ 699.00
All A/A products post free

£ 194.95

MI 330 Plus 1m pr

£ 249.95

MI 330 High energy lm £ 349.95
Digital Ref 1m

£ 324.95

MI 350 Ref CVT 1m pr £994.95
MI 350 Twin CVT
lm pr

£ 1294.95

MI 350 Ref CVT 1m pr £1994.95

MH 770 8ft pr

£ 239.00
£494.00

£ 1594.00

MH 750 8ft pr

£994.00

Please phone for other lengths
Custom service available.

Pro 150 lm pr

£49.95

Pro 100 lm pr

£ 120.00

Pro 102 1m pr

£ 130.00

Standard.] 1m pr

£ 249.95

Lyra Lydian

£ 700.00

Lyra Clavis Da Capo .£ 1089.00
£ 2295.00

MITerminator 28ft pr £ 398.00

on all incons and speaker cables.

XLO

Special

Lyra Parnassus

Bi wire

£99.95

PLUS
Ortofon, Goldring and Grado
cartridges. Sennheiser and
Grado headphones. Target
and Soundstyle racks and

WBT THE ULTIMATE PLUGS

stands.

£ 180.00

0101 lockable RCA x4 .£64.95

Plus lots, lots more:Audio Alchemy, AVI, Apogee,
Audiolab, Aura, B&W, Cable

Standard.ls lm pr

£ 240.00

0108 lockable RCA x4 _ 172.95

INTERCONNECTS

Standard.2 1m pr

£ 210.00

0144 lockable RCA x4

£ 29.95

Cable Talk

Ref 11m pr

0150 lockable RCA x4

£ 39.95

£ 275.00

Ref Is 1m pr

£ 375.00

0600 4mm Banana x4 _ 169.95

Ref 2 1m pr

£330.00

0644 4mm Banana x4

£ 29.95

0201 RCA socket x2

£29.95

Talk, Castle, Creek, Denon
Ear, Harbeth, Heybrook,

Improved 2 1m pr

£ 25.95

Improved 2tape

£49.95

Ref 3a lm pr

£400.00

Advanced 2 1m pr

£ 34.95

Sig 1.1 lm pr

£625.00

0700 speaker terminal x2 £ 39.95

Monitor 2 1m pr

£49.95

Sig 1.1s 1m pr

£725.00

0730 speaker terminal x244.95

Mark Levinson, MIT,

Sig 2.1 lm pr

£675.00

Sig 3.1 1m pr

£ 750.00

Silver solder

Micromega, Michell, Musical

Studio 2 1m pr

£64.95

Prof 2 1m pr

£ 84.95

Ref 2 lm pr

£ 149.95

IXOS
£99.95

102 1m pr

£59.95

103 lm pr

£45.00

104 1m pr

£ 19.95

105 lm digital

£99.95
£ 89.95

Link 505 lm digital cable

49.95

Link 505 0.5m digital cable £39.95
LFD
Spirolink 10.7m pr

£ 34.95

Spirolink 20.7m pr

£69.95

Trilink 0.7m pr
Digilink copper 1m
Digilink silver 1m

£55.00
£90.00

Ref 4RCA/BNC digital .£ 150.00
Ref 46 AES/EBU digital ..£ 175.00
SPEAKER CABLES
Cable Talk
Talk 3per mtr

KONTAK

Spirolink 30.7m pr

Pro 104 1m digital
0.4 RCA/BNC digital

£ 24.95

All with WBT plugs

Link 502 1m XLR

£ 34.95

0.46 AES/EBU digital .. .£ 110.00

101 1m pr

Link 502 lm pr

VDO ER6 1m digital

79.95
£ 149.95
£ 29.95
£99.95

£2.25

£7.95

Harman, Imps, Kontak,
Klipsch, LFD, Lyra, Marantz,

Technology, Myryad,
JA MICHELL
Gold Banana x4

£9.95

Speaker terminal x4

£9.95

Speaker clip adaptor x4

£ 9.95

Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pro Ac,
Proceed, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, SD, SME, Spendor,

£ 14.95

Stax, Sumiko, Target, Teac,

Sureloc Rhod x4

£ 18.95

Trichord, Tube Technology,

Record clamp

£ 18.95

Tenderfeet small x3

£9.00

Tenderfeet large x3

£ 12.00

Sureloc gold x4

Kontak-The contact treatment

Talk 3bi-wire per mtr

£4.50

fluid. New, improved

Overture 2per mtr

£ 3.25

formula £ 14.95

WBT, XLO.
We ship practically
everything world-wide.
If you can't see it here,
phone for details and prices.

Talk 4per mtr

£4.25

Concert 2per mtr

£7.00

Kontak hard gold plate MK

All our prices include VAT.

Talk 4bi-wire per mtr

£ 8.50

mains plug

Tax free export available.

£ 13.95

Concert 2bi-wire per mtr..£14.00
LFD
Airoflex 3m pr

£55.00

Airoflex 5m pr

£75.00

Airoflex Bi 3m pr

£ 90.00

Airoflex Bi 5m pr

£ 115.00

Spiroflex 13m pr

£90.00

Spiroflex 15m pr

£ 120.00

Spiroflex 23m pr

£ 175.00

Spiroflex 25m pr

£ 240.00

This plug really makes a

Postage will be charged at

difference big enough for all

cost. Orders over £ 300 are

mains cables.

post free.
Monday- Saturday

STAX

9.30 am-5.30pm.

Lambda Nova Basic
System

Phone - 01727 855577
£449.95

Lambda Nova Classic
System

£ 749.95

9 Holywell Hill, St Albans,
Herts All lEU.

AtIL

VISA

SYSTEMS
significantly earlier than the rest,
though it is powerful enough to do
a reasonable job on most types of
music at most reasonable volume
levels in medium size or smaller
rooms. In short, it is good enough.
It keeps things in order, and if it
lacks Marantz style clarity, it has a
muscular quality, and sufficient
subtlety and dynamic range to cope.

CD PLAYERS

slightly more physical quality of the
obligatory running- in period, the Above: Maranw
NAD. The Marantz's dynamic and
Sony comes across as more physical PM55
tonal range, and its subtlety and
anew model, had not arrived in the sounding player than the Denon, but
expressiveness worked particularly
country at press time, and had to be it is also subtly less expressive and
well with the Rogers, which has
dropped. At the end of the day, the articulate. Its overall balance is
comparable capabilities, though it
test proceeded with just three CD preferable, but in the final analysis
should be said it was no less
players: the Denon DCD-825, the it is the Denon that provides the
successful with the Royd Minstrel,
more
moving
musical
experiences.
Spony CDP-761E and the NAD512,
for example. Again there is no special
The NAD is different. Your £ 50
which cost £ 200, £ 250 and £ 250
synergy involved, it is just acase of
extra buys a stripped down set of
(again) respectively. The Denon,
well behaved components working
which
was
examined
in features, though everything necessary
well in each other's company.
preproduction form in an earlier and afew besides are there on tap,
The Rogers has one additional
system synergy feature, looks like a aMASH converter (the Denon is 18
feature
that hasn't been mentioned
bit),
and
an
improved
level
of
sound
typical Japanese everything-but-theso far. Uniquely of the speakers
kitchen-sink player, but in fact has quality that amply replays the extra
tested, it is upgradeable, using apair
been extensively reworked internally cost. The NAD sounds more solid
of passive subwoofers (model AB33)
and has greater presence, and it
in this country with improved
which can double as supports for the
holds
its
own
through
complex
'audiophile' components. The result
LS33s. Itried this combination at
Below left: B&W
is an odd hybrid, a lightweight passages better than the Denon.
the end of the test, and was
DM601
However
the
Denon
is
the
sounding player, but one that can
impressed by the homogeneity of the
smoothest, sweetest sounding player
reproduce awealth of detail off disc,
combination, and by the well formed
in this group. If you find most CD
and organise it into a coherent
bass (officially extended from 75Hz/players harsh or edgy, the Denon or
account of the music.
Below: Row' and
2dB to 45Hz/-3dB). Impressed, but
Sony's contribution to this test the Sony may suit you better, and Rega speakers
not surprised.
the Denon best overall. In any case,
shares with the Denon abusy, well
endowed front panel and aphysically there is room here for system
SUPPLIERS
synergy, for choosing according to
rather insubstantial construction,
Tel: 01903 750 750
B&WINakatnichi
the particular bias of the rest of the
01753 888 447
though unlike the Denon but in
Denon (Hayden Labs)
01752 731 313
Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd
common with the NAD, the Sony system, or even according to the
01923 816 444
Trio-Kenwood UK Ltd
whims
of
personal
taste.
The
has no headphone socket. After the
01753 680 868
Marantz HiFi Ltd
differences weren't large given the
0181 343 3240
NAD Marketing Ltd
marginal of transparency of the
01702 333 071
Rega Research Ltd
0181 640 2172
Rogers (Swisstane)
complete systems.
01952 290 700
Royd Loudspeakers Co Ltd

Moving on, we started with a
shortlist of four CD players, but one,

CONCLUSION
Are there any natural systems that
fall out of this collection? One
obvious candidate is the Rega CD
player and amplifier, which are
presented and sold together by many
Rega dealers, and where the amp
sure enough worked well with either
of the two CD players — though the
NAD's strengths seemed slightly
more in keeping with the rest of the
system. In fact it is the Rega EL,8
loudspeaker that is the most
distinctive element in the package,
and there was nothing uniquely
suitable,
or
for
that
matter
unsuitable, about the Rega amplifier.
They did suit each other, but not
necessarily with overt synergy.
Rega aside, several very fine
systems can be constructed from the
raw ingredients to hand.
Iparticularly enjoyed using the
Rogers LS33 and Marantz PM55,
which Ifelt was genuinely compelling
with either of the two CD players,
though as before I preferred the
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You be the judge!

(AU 1[0
ILLUSION
23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8Nli
TEL: ( 01753 542761: Fax: ( 01753) 772532
10am-8pm Monday - Saturday

Who4 Q94,(40.
The new DAC 1was reviewed by
Stereophile December 1995 "The DAC l's overall sense of
power and slam were extraordinary.
Orchestral climaxes were huge,
powerful and seemingly
unconstricted".
FOR COMPREHENSIVE DETAILS
INCLUDING A COPY OF THE FULL
REVIEW CONTACT

AUDIO ILLUSION
INFORMATION ALSO MMLABLE ON THE FOLLOWING:Enlightened Audio Designs
Kora Electronic Concept
Mirage Bipolar Loudspeakers

Red

1-1/‘

Cfy

DANISH HARD CORE! Amplifiers that is. Check out the
outstanding value for money offered by the Densen Beat
100, a minimalist integrated combining articulation and
rhythm with apower delivery that drives all but the most

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec,lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. . . the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. • . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

demanding loudspeakers. The powerful and refined DM10
offers more of the same, but with the advantage of dual
mono operation and massive ( 150wpc) power capability.
The sheer power and presence of these amplifiers contrasts
nicely with the delightfully refined sound produced by the
range of valve and hybrid models from Copland. The
CTA14 integrated combines valve sound with the muscle
of solid state power at avery reasonable cost while the all
valve integrateds and pre-power combos combine the best
of modern valve technology with great build quality and
finish, all at real world prices.

Send
Organisation
London

0171 403 2255
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just like the ones on your nonneedle-metered tape deck. OK, it
won't do tenth-of-a-dB readings, but
it's adequate for most purposes and
it's certainly the easiest-to-use meter
I've found. And Iwon't undertake
any reviewing which requires A/B
comparisons without it.
What's in it for civilians? In the
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American
audiophiles
have a
battery of
suggestions
on how to
improve
your hi-fi...

W

ith so many cool things
happening and so little
space to describe them,
this month's ' Headroom' is an
update/round-up. And the first item
is something that the numbers guys
are just gonna love. No, it's not
another tube checker...
Foreign travel certainly has its
benefits: during arecent visit to the
USA, Ihappened upon something
which I'd love to get for the
Accessories Club. Alas, the local
Tandy shop tells me it's aUS-only
item, so I'm going to give you the
number and you can pester Tandy
to see if they'll yield under the
pressure. It's Cat. No. 33-2055,
described simply as aDigital Sound
connector to
equipment
Chassis

common ground

on/off switch
"off when charging"

Level Meter. I think I paid 859
bucks for it, or £40 in real money.
And it's the best bargain I've

SUPPLIER
The American
Audiomaniac,
PO Box 4744,
Stamford,
CT 06907,
USA,
Tel 001-203357-7600

acquired this year.
You probably remember its lessaccurate but more instinctively
useable analogue predecessor which
came in the same housing, which
Tandy still sells and which we once
were able to buy here with an ADC
badge on it. About the size of ayearold mobile phone, this hand-held
device features a thread on the
underside so it can be fitted to any
standard camera tripod, advisable if
you want an accurate reading. Switch
it on and the LCD reveals adigital
scale in decibels, a choice of
weightings and response speeds and
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Rowland and his battery- driven
power amps. Only Harvey has
determined that different batteries
sound different, and that car batteries

are the cheapskate's way of doing it.
`Ken,' he wrote, ' this is exactly the
same feeling as shopping wholesale!
Now audiomaniacs all over the world
can know the joys of being Jewish!...
without the guilt!' Well, it's a lot
multi-media 1990s, an SPL meter easier than circumcision.
He also wrote that Rolls-Royce
should be as essential apart of your
tool-box as aspare mains plug: SPL batteries sound best, with — and I
meters really come in handy when quote — ' a palpable sheen that is
totally absent in the rock-bottom
setting up surround-sound systems,
especially if the processor's test mode price car batteries.' And he even sent
lacks some form of automatic level- me awiring diagram. With visions
of Armor-All, sand-paper stylus
setting mode, that is, most of ' em.
and
Jimmy
Hughes
But even if you have no intention of cleaners
disconnecting his LEDs with the
adding home cinema to your system,
you still need an SPL meter.
Shopping for a new piece of kit?
Bring this along to make sure that
Speaker B was demo'd at the exact
same level as speaker A. We all know
that, in comparisons, the louder
product
usually ' wins';
the
salespeople know this, too. It's a
psychological
problem
that's
impossible to overcome. An SPL
meter levels the playing field for you.
If you can get one for £40 or even
£60, you could recoup that the first
time you use it if it helps you to
make the right buying decision.
MARANTZ CD-12/DA-12 UPDATE
Wealthy Reader Alert: Remember
back in March Iwrote about the
turbo-charged Marantz CD-12/DA12 CD player? And how Ken
Ishiwata hot-rodded his own and

equipment in an ` on' state, Iread
through
Harvey's
copious
instructions. And I called my
insurance broker. In his exact words,
this is what he told me to do to my
irreplaceable, as-new Dyna PAS3:
'1. Connect car battery cable
connectors to the battery terminals
so that you have something to use
to attach your wiring.
2. Connect on/off switch between
one negative and one positive
terminal. When you charge the
batteries, turn the switch OFF. You
charge each battery separately.
3. You connect the free positive
and negative terminals to either some
connector that 'plugs into' your unit,

for example with Audio Alchemy you
need miniature phono plugs. Ihave
three such connectors coming from
my batteries, one for each DAC,
then decided to do a few for jitter filter, and their powered cable.
fastidious CD- 12 owners? Well, I (Audio Alchemy hasn't approved
owe you guys an apology: Ididn't this! It's just Harvey talking! Honest!)
Or, if you have built-in power
know quite how rare were the
Ishiwata-approved Double Crown supplies, you can disconnect your
DACs. At the time of writing this, power transformer and attach a
there are only six — count ' em — connector at the output of the
six of the hand-picked DACs left in 'onboard' rectifier. A small female
receptacle one the back of the unit
captivity. Which is ashame, because
it would be nice if a few hundred works well. Remember, you are still
deserving audio casualties were able using all of the internal regulators;
to enjoy the wonder of the KI-spec all that you are eliminating is the AC
version of the 1541 DAC. So, if you rectified into raw DC...
4. You can buy multiples of 6and
own a CD-12/DA-12 and were
considering the upgrade, phone
James Lane at Marantz UK
immediately on 01753-680 868 or
fax him on 01753-680 428. Again,
my apologies if you miss this
opportunity because I failed to
comprehend the urgency...
CALLING ALL MANIACS
Speaking of audio casualties, Harvey
Rosenberg faxed me a missive
headed with his new venture, The
American Audiomaniac (
subtitled
'The Journal for the Musically
Insane'). His latest wheeze is
replacing AC mains power supplies
with batteries. You know, like Jeff

12V auto/bike batteries.
5. If you don't need bipolar
supplies, just use one battery.'
Iwanna say, ' Don't try this at
home.' However much Ibelieve in
my heart of hearts that Harvey is
probably right, and that pure DC
power from acar battery (or astack
of 'em if you need 60V or more) is
probably the way to go, I am
haunted by one image of Harvey
which I must share before you
disassemble your Ongaku.
This is the same man who once
tried to secure the services of aNew
York hooker for me with a bag of
grapes.
Ken Kessler
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ON ITS METAL
As Monitor Audio celebrates 25 years
in the speaker business, and the launch of a new type of metalcone driver, founder and owner Mo Iqbal tells the story
by STEVE

M

any were the hopeful young
speaker companies that
sprang up in the 1970s, and
few are those that have survived. When
the going got tougher, brands like
Tangent, Nightingale, SMC, Chartwell
and Griffin disappeared. But among
those that stayed in business through
thick and thin was Monitor Audio, a
company headed by one of the
industry's great survivors, Mo Iqbal.
Unlike other speaker ' assemblers',
Monitor Audio was able to make made
the transition to becoming a true
manufacturer, and acabinet-making
facility was acquired fairly early on.
More
recently,
when
Harman
International acquired Elac and
decided to close down Elac's old
North London factory ( Harman
already owned French drive unit
maker Audax), Mo Iqbal seized
the chance to build his own
drive units. Today, Monitor
Audio's manufacturing is
split
between
three
locations, as the cabinets
and drivers are put
together
in
the
company's
Cambridge
factory. Such is Mo Iqbal's
energy and capacity for hard
work that he frequently spends time

50

There is a
three-stage
process, so
from a bare
aluminium/
magnesium
alloy sheet,
you draw or
pull the
cone through
adie tool

HARRIS

at all three factories during one
working day. You get the impression
that he really is capable of being in
three places at once. And this energy
has brought him rewards. Mo is the
owner of acompany which, while not
one of the largest UK speaker makers,
is believed to be proportionately the
most profitable. And it's worth noting
that this has been achieved by selling
products on quality, rather than price!
Mo came to the UK from Kenya:
'I arrived from Nairobi in the late
1960s. I finished my education in
medical electronics and Igot involved
in aprogramme with Medical Research
Council for quite afew years. We were
working on a new technique called
NMR, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
and developing what is now known as
abody scanner. That was
quite an exciting
project! There is
a similarity
between
loudspeaker
function and
NMR, having
a permanent
magnet, coil and
so on. Iwas very interested
in the audio field and we
started Monitor Audio in

1971. We got the first product on the
market in 1972. This was the MAI, a
big speaker using three good drive
units. Then we had the MA3, using
the large elliptical bass unit. That
speaker really put us in the audiophile
part of the market. We followed that
with the MAS, avery popular speaker
in amidi-sized cabinet, about £200.'
The one many people will
remember is the MA4, one of the first
successful two-way speakers to to prove
you didn't need to have athree-way.
'Exactly. MA4 was a further
development from MAS, although the
numbers don't make sense! But the
best way of controlling everything is
to really do things yourself. So in 1976
we bought the cabinet plant which
became MQ cabinets. That was avery
good move, because it was very
difficult to get agood-quality veneered
cabinets all the time. When we used
to buy cabinets from outside we used
to reject more than 50% of the
cabinets because of poor quality, not
matching and so on.
`When we bought the plant, we
worked very hard to convert this
furniture plant into making only
loudspeaker cabinets. Now, every
review around the world always talks
about our standard of finish and

RAY 1980
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quality; and this is only achieved by
the craftsmanship of the people
working there, some of whom have
been over 25 years in the trade.
'After that acquisition, we wanted
to make our own drive units, because,
again, the magic of the loudspeaker is
to have all the components made
yourself and under control. So we
bought part of Elac, which used to be
abig company making drivers for alot
of our competitors (they made drivers
for KEF in the old C- Series speakers).
Elac had been sold to Harman, on the
automotive side, and we took the
London plant. Now, as part of the
Monitor Audio group, Acoustic
Engineering Ltd makes drive units
completely in-house. We wind our own
coils, do everything ourselves.
'We also worked on original
materials and we were successful in
making a tweeter dome out of
aluminium/magnesium. It surprised a
lot hi-fi critics that one could have
such a clear and detailed sound
without any metallic character from
the tweeter. Then we decided to go a
step further and to anodise this mag
alloy dome gold, which was more of
my own commercial thinking. It was
one of the best decisions Imade in my
life! So in 1989 we created the
Monitor Audio Gold Dome tweeter,
which is now afamous item.
'After four or five years of work, we

difficult. But we persevered, and hence
we completed the Studio Series range
of six models, all with the same
materials; that is to say, the tweeter
dome material is is the same as the
cone material for the bass/mid drivers.
That to my mind was the biggest
breakthrough in audio technology.'
What was the difference between
drawing and spinning the cone?
'The drawing of the cone is aneater
way of doing the work. There is a
three- stage process, so from a bare
aluminium/magnesium alloy sheet, you
draw or pull the cone through adie
tool. If your drawing stages are not
accurately controlled, the material
cracks, and of course once that
happens it's no good.
'Spinning the cone is avery wellknown process. You heat the metal
while you are spinning it and shape it.
The only problem is that you don't get
consistency; the result depends on the
speed of spinning and the heat, and
you can never get the same thickness

succeeded in developing the first alloy
natural ceramic aluminium cone. Of
course, you have to prove what you've
developed by putting it into a
loudspeaker, so we put it in the Studio
10, a small speaker which was very
successful around the world.
'That was a real breakthrough,
because although metal cones have
been known before, many companies
had tried to do something with them,
nobody
evei
succeeded
in
a
commercial market the way we did,
that is with good sound quality and
consistency. This was only possible by
making everything in-house. Imay

who are very knowledgeable. In the
very early days, as you know, Martin
Colloms worked with Monitor Audio,

point out that in the early days 80%
of the metal cones from the metalwork
supplier were rejected, because the
manufacturing processes were very

all the way across the cone.'
Mo Iqbal has been responsible for
much of Monitor Audio's design work
himself, but he has worked with other
well-known speaker designers.
'I never say that Iam the whole and
sole chief engineer of the company. I
know about loudspeakers, Idesign
loudspeakers, Ido most of the things;
but always, Ihave people in my group

and he was part of the company for
many months, with some very good
ideas! But Martin wanted to continue
his reviewing and writing, so we had
to part company. Later Robin Marshall
worked with us.
'So Iam the leader of the team, but
it is ateam effort. At the end of the
day, someone has to carry the can, and
Ido that! The success of the company
has been based on the fact that every
five years there has been something
very special out of the Monitor Audio
stable. In 1975, we had the MA1,
MA4 and MA5. Five years after that,

Above: assembly
work at the
Cambridge factory
Opposite page: Mo
Igbal in his lab

'We decided
to go a step
further and to
anodise this
mag alloy
dome gold,
which was
more of my
own
commercial
thinking. It
was one of
the best
decisions I
made in my
life!'

in 1980, we had the R252 and R352,
one of the best speakers at that time.

MITAI HISTORY
Later. Japanese companies ( notably
Hitachi) used metal-cone bass
units but with little impact on
the UK market. In 1988,
Acoustic Energy launched its
AE1 speaker, using a small
spun aluminium cone bass
hi-fi business, and it seems that
unit. Meanwhile, in around
the next appearance of a metal1982, Celestion introduced a
coned hi-fi unit was the
copper- dome tweeter, in its SL6
Jordan-Watts Module of 1962.
speaker. By 1986. the SL6S model
Designed by E .1Jordan, who had
had been launched, with a 32mm aluminium
been at GEC. this used a pressed cone of
dome tweeter. And Tannoy had been using
flared profile, in gold anodised aluminium
aluminium treble diaphragms in its Dual
[coincidentally, Ted Jordan's feature, The
Concentric units since the 1950s...
Parameter Game', appears in this issue].

Speaker builders experimented with
metal cones in the 1930s. but
the first quality metal-cone drive
unit appears to have been the
8in GEC unit of 1952-3. But
GEC chose not to remain in the
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In 1985 we went on to the first alloy
dome tweeter, and developed speakers
that were very well respected, like
R852 and R152; then in the 1990s we
went on to gold metal domes. And for
us in 1996 the breakthrough is the new
shaped metal cone, the Profiled
Monitor Cone ( PMC). This year
we've bringing out two new series, the
300 AV series and 900 AV series.'
What did Mo think about the home
theatre market, versus pure audio?
'I strongly believe that the hi-fi audio
market is still very important. We must
not ignore the making of good quality,
accurate loudspeakers, and there is no
reason why a good, ccurate hi-fi
tleaker should not be applicable to a
home theatre system (although you do
need more bass). Ithink the market
itself in Europe will still be hifiled, in
other words quality-led. Home theatre
will follow, depending on what sort of
software is available.
You still enjoy it?
'I enjoy it and Ithink the satisfaction
is the result of achieving something in
life and seeing happy faces. We are
working for the customer, working to
give agood sound. By the way, we
listen to every loudspeaker we make.
Not many companies do that.
'I have my three managers at the
three factories. Mr Ron Hammond,
the production manager at MQ
cabinets, has 20 years experience in
the cabinet field; Annette Callum, here
with
me
in
Cambridge
in
administration and running the
company, has been here for 20 years;
and Rex Brighton at AEL was with
Elac for 30 years and has been with
us for six years since we bought the
company. These people have awealth
of knowledge; Ihave people in the
right places, doing the right things!
'Monitor Audio is the only
loudspeaker company in the UK where
management, the ownership and the
philosophy has not changed for 25
years. I'm still working and I'll keep
on doing that.'
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Order Accessory Specialists

Acousticàrts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

CHORD CO. Solid Interconnect Cable
Solid in more ways than one! Not only will it stay bent when you
neatly bend it around your rack but the Chord Solid has bass
control that can only be described by it's name!!! This great value
lead from the Chord Co. can transform your tired old CD player
into a would-be 5 star beater.

Amazing Value at only

£99 + £ 1P+P

Other (tgencle.include:
XL0, Target, Soundstyle, Beyer, Goldring, QED, Audioquest, Bib,
Discwasher, Grado, Maxell, Ortofon, Sound Organisation, MIT. Shure,
Stanton, Pursonic, Platform, Chord Co. Van den hul, Lyra, WBT, Audio
Alchemy, Sennheiser, Kudos, Michell, AKG, Flatline, lxos and many more!!
-

TDL OWNERS!
Are You Getting The Most From Your Speakers?

The new baby Concertino from Sonus Faber
has all the Italian style and knowhow of its
bigger brothers with fabulous Sonus Faber
sound at a mini price of £628
'The new Martin Logan SL3. the finest
electrostatic hybrid speaker we have
ever heard'

TDL Ultraflex
Recommended by TDL as the best speaker cable for your speakers!!
Available by MAIL ORDER
Exclusively By:.
For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Catologue

call

Tel/Fax: 01608 644954
1 Dunthrop Farm Cottage. Heythrop. Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX7 5TJ

This is the latest arrival from Denmark from the Copland stable. CDA 288 cd
player combines stylish good looks with the sonic accuracy and refinement we
have come :o expect from this manufacturer. Price at below £ 1800.00

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

Krell integrated amplifier KAV300i - this unit combines remote control,
together with the build standard and sonic qualities so long admired in Krell
products. An amazing piece of equipment for less than £2500.00.
ALL EQUIPMENT DESCRIBED IS AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION.
EX DEM/NEW/PEX BARGAINS
APOGEE MINI GRAND
£4558 APOGEE CALIPER SPK £ 1100
AUD/ALCH DIG DECOD ENG
£180 AE3 SPEAKERS + STANDS £1050
AUDIO DEFINITION SPKRS
£475 AUDIO RESEARCH LS5/118LK £3000
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 120
£2493 APOGEE SLANT 6SPKR £ 1800
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 AMP £1500 AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAC £550
ANON' GFP555/MK2 PRE
£475
£300 BOSE ACCOUSTAMASS 5
COPLAND CTA 401 INTG
£1096 DUNTECH PC:. 500
£2500
DUNTECH PRINCESS
£3000 EINSTEIN POWER AMP £799
GOLDMUND MM4 TUNER
£4065 GOLDMUND MIM3 AMP £4165
GOLDMUND MM6 AMP
£2082 GOLDMUND MIM 7PRE £3220
KSA5OS AMP
£P0A KRELL KSP 78 PRE
£1300
KRELL KSA 5011 AMP
£1000 MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4 £499
MAGNEPLANAR MG2.5R
£1095 MAGNEPLANAR SMGA £225
MERIDIAN 207 PRE/CD PLYR
£599 MERIDIAN 204 TUNER £250
MERIDIAN 201 PRE REMOTE
£350 PS AUDIO DELTA 100
£999
SIGTECH ROOM TREATMENT £P0A SD ACOUSTIC MK1 SPKR £550
TDL STUDIO 1SPKR
£450 WADIA 8CD TRANS £ 1800
WADIA 15 DAC
£2200 WILSON AUDIO 2/3
£ P0A
* * * SPECIAL DATE * * *
29TH JUNE IS AI \ tUV'S WEDDING DAY AND WE ARE CLOSED FOR THIS VERY SPECIAL DAY,
WE HOPE YOI UHL REAR WITH US AND THAT YOU WILL NOT RE TOO INCONVENIENCED
fYOU CAS II It IFS POP IN ON THURSDAY EVENING DURING OUR LATE OPENING)

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford, WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am- 5.30pm Tues- Sat.
Late Night by appointment Thurs

You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CdiCuLAH 17-LLEMENT SURE°
GAIN lb 9dB F TOB 3:3 hif3

I 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon-Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
MAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

radio
known only to a few initiates, and
that the difference between a good
and bad antenna is enormous.
Neither position has much basis
in reality. First of all, it is important
to be quite clear about the fact that
the gain of aYagi antenna is almost
wholly afunction of the length of its
boom in terms of wavelengths. In
terms of orders of magnitude, the
matter of how many elements it
possesses is neither here nor there.
The disposition of the elements
along aboom of agiven length will
certainly have some effect on factors

A reprieve
for Radio
Canada
International,
and more on
the gain
of aYagi
antenna

F

urther to my remarks in the last
issue
about the possibly
imminent closure of Radio
Canada International, it is pleasant
to be able to report that the position
has improved somewhat. The
Canadian Government was prevailed
upon to find temporary funding for
one year's operation at the current
level, almost at the eleventh hour; to
quote a correspondent, ' they were
apparently astonished at the depth

awavelength long'. An antenna with
a5-metre boom could, by the same
token, be said to have aboom length
of 1.67 wavelengths. Other things
being equal, the gain of these
antennas can be reliably assumed to
be of the order of 8dBd and IldBd
respectively — quite irrespective of
the number, layout, chemical
composition or state of cleanliness

such as front-to-back ratio, overall
polar diagram and feed impedance.
But unless the designer flagrantly
ignores the normal conventions of
antenna design, gain variations can
be expected to be relatively small.
For the typical Band II antenna with
aboom length of less than about two
wavelengths (known for various
interesting although irrelevant reasons
as a' short Yagi') it is actually very
difficult to obtain major variations

in gain and E-plane pattern by
messing about with the number and
disposition of its elements.
of support for RCI'.
For the sake of the example, we
Quite whether the campaigners
will be successful in their wish to see can assume that a figure of three
the service retained for more than a metres is areasonable representation
one-year period is not yet clear, but of the wavelength of the transmitted
no doubt more details will emerge
shortly. Still on the subject of HF
broadcasting, an e-mail message
from Mr Graham Mytton (who is in
charge of audience research at Bush
House) raised several issues. Mr
Mytton corrected my assertion that
the proper collective name for the
non-English language broadcasts was
the 'External Services'. He said 'The
External Services were renamed the
World Service in September 1988.

E-MAIL
John Nelson mar
be contacted via
e-mail on
100014.636g,
compuserve.corn
or john_nelsong
compuserve.COM.
via Telecom
Gold on
83.YNL601

Previously this referred only to the
English service, but everyone outside
seemed always to refer to the whole
thing as World Service, so John Tusa
decided that it made sense to reflect
this in what we called ourselves'.
Speaking as an old Bush House
RCI gets a years stay of execution
hand, this seems a retrograde step
(they'll abolish ' Lilliburlero' and signal. In case you suspect that this
'Imperial Echoes' next) although I number has been plucked out of thin
the
relationship
between
suppose maintaining the distinction air,
might be construed along the lines frequency and wavelength is given
of Michael Flanders' observations on by an equation which can be written
as (wavelength in metres = 300,000
British and foreign stamps.
divided by frequency in kilohertz).
At the higher frequencies, it is
VAGI ANTENNAS
easier
to
express
the
It seems necessary to return to the often
relationship as wavelength = 300
subject of the gain of Yagi antennas,
as previously discussed in this divided by frequency in MHz. If we
column. Many correspondents still take the mid-point of the FM
persist in the wishful belief that the broadcast band as being 98MHz, we
forward gain and front/back ratio of can deduce that the wavelength of a
aYagi are somehow determined by transmission on this frequency would
the number and disposition of its be 300/98 or 3.06 metres. So if we
elements. Several readers also seem have a VHF/FM antenna whose
to be under the mistaken impression boom is 1.5 metres in length, we
could say that the antenna was 'half
that Yagi design is a mystical skill
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of their elements.
Iseem to remember pointing out
some time ago that agraph showing
the relationship between gain and
boom length of aproperly designed
Yagi antenna is aperfectly straight
line. Ialso seem to recall making a
statement to the effect that in no
circumstances can the addition of
more elements to a correctly
optimised Yagi increase its gain. So
if you decide to make an antenna
whose boom is — for the sake of
example — six feet long, the number
and shape of elements it carries is
pretty well academic. You may, if
you are ornithologically minded, feel
that more and fancier elements
benefit the local bird population; if
you have a bent for modernist
sculpture, you might take the view
that exotically formed and twisted
aluminium is better than the usual
boring configuration of three or four
straight elements. But please do not
confuse these inclinations with any
notion that the resulting antenna will
somehow perform any differently.
Part of the problem is that making
meaningful measurements on Yagi
antennas is notoriously difficult, for
several reasons. One is that any
antenna is profoundly influenced by
the ground over which it is mounted
and also by the presence of objects
in its near field. Indeed, one tends
to forget that even in the case of the
Yagi, the ground is an important and
inescapable component in what one
might call the total antenna system.
As with other aspects of consumer
audio, the inability (or, to be
charitable, the extreme difficulty) of
making meaningful and repeatable
measurements leaves the field open
for extravagant performance claims.
In this connection, it is perhaps not
surprising to find some well-known
equipment manufacturers apparently
endorsing some of the wilder
statements
of
the
antenna
manufacturing brigade. In the
country of the blind, the one-eyed
man is king.
In short, when you buy aBand II
Yagi, all you need to recall is the
Monty Python sketch of which the
first line is ' Still no sign of land'.
Knowing the answer will give you
the gain figure to within about half
a decibel, which for terrestrial
wideband FM reception ought to be
more than adequate. John Nelson
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A

fter a fracas last year in
which certain elements of

Diffusion;
it was here
that
Europeans got their first taste of the
production-ready Krell Full Power
Balanced 300 stereo power amp,

the high- end community
broke away for their own show, the
Salon Hi-fi has bounced back with
one of the best yet. And it was
positively riddled with high-end gear,
despite the absence of two or three
key distributors.
But the Salon isn't just about
high-end equipment. No show which
attracts upwards of 60,000 visitors
could survive on lunatic-fringeware.
So, as was expected, brands like
Bose, Onkyo, Cabasse, B&W,
Pioneer, Harman France and JM
Labs/Focal had the largest rooms.
It was B&W, in fact, which had the
classiest display, mounting a navyblue Nautilus on a large, back- lit
rotating dais. JM
Labs was
celebrating its
• ascendancy to
the title of
France's
largest
specialist hi-fi
manufacturer,
launching
a
couple of new
ranges
to
celebrate.
Cabasse's latest
models, including
the two-way, floorstanding
FareIla,
featured a hot new
tweeter called Dom
40. The Japanese, as
expected,
were
touting
DVD,
following its Las
Vegas launch.
Jean Marie Reynaud
was demonstrating
the elegant
Offrande
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If proof were needed that
a hi-fi show can survive audio
politics, then the Salon Hi-Fi 96
in Paris is it

by KEN KESSLER

Jean-Paul Caffi
of jadis

It should be mentioned that the
busiest room at the show was on the
Seventh Level, where Laserdiscs —
yes, Laserdiscs — were on sale,
courtesy of a hardware company
which, in the UK, has threatened its
retailers with a stiff slap if they're
caught selling NTSC titles. But, as
with all things in the EEC, what
we're forbidden to do in Great
Britain is OK on the Continent, so
French film buffs were buying loads
of NTSC discs, alongside the ' legit'
dubbed PAL titles. Yeah, I, too, was
surprised to learn that French
Laserdiscs are PAL format rather
than SECAM. What galled me (or
should that be ` gauled'?) was that
there are more PAL titles available
in France than in the UK. But my
French isn't good enough to justify
buying their edition of Dune...
Largest of the high- end exhibits
was that of Europe Audio

while Transparent launched the new
Reference XL Speaker Cables with
prices which come near enough to
Kimber's absurd costings to suggest
that there's something in the water in
the USA. On the other hand, the Xl_s
come with alifetime warranty which
includes complimentary updates
should you change your mode of
amplification. In the main hall,
Siltech, too, announced some
outrageous new cables, with special
models indicating that 1996 is the
firm's
tenth
anniversary.
The
commemorative wires use amix of
pure gold and 'five-nines' silver.
Sphinx/Transrotor again showed
its luscious Oyster CD player, only
to inform me that it will soon go out
of production — just as it started
earning raves around the globe.
Move your buns if you're interested:
there are only three left. Audio

FocallIMLab launched more than a dozen
new jMLab speaker models. These are the
Profil 55, 66 and 77 floorstanders
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Edwin Van Der
Kleij was on hand to
launch Siltech's
Anniversary cables

The French have better luck with Lowther
than we do, as a roomful of models showed.;

all- tube
integrated
amplifier
containing four EL34s, aquartet of
12AU7s and a pair of I2BH7As.
Inputs included four line level plus
phono, the finish was a lush
champagne colour and Iwant one
desperately. When is someone going
to do something with this brand in
the UK? Equally eye-catching was
the trio of ' replicas' from Marantz,
a first Euroshowing for the revived
Models 7, 8and 9 — respectively the
company's classic all-tube pre-amp,
stereo power amp and monoblock.
Word has it that VAC is overseeing
the project. Club Lowther, which
imports raw Lowther drive units from
the UK (yes, the same ones we can't

this big 'un is the Vivace using a PM2A

Sculpture demonstrated the Ultima
singled- ended
triode
amplifier
launched in Las Vegas, through
some brand-new speakers from
Leedh. I didn't catch the new
model's name, but it looks like the
upper section of last year's Nazca,
all compound curves and an overall
'amorphousness' rivalled only by
B&W's Minipod blobs.
Jadis, too, launched a new
speaker with a nondescript shape.
The Eurythmie 7, unlike the bizarre
horn-creature which preceded it, is
amanageable, waist-high three-way
system looking like Salvador Dali's
idea of a pyramid. The driver
complement consists of a 30cm
woofer, 20cm midrange and aFocal
tweeter, with its 94dB sensitivity
making it aperfect match for Jadis'
latest amp. Yes... another singleended triode. This time, the main
valve is an 845, which gives the amp
its model number, and it fills the
same four chassis used for the more
conventional GM500.
Valves were everywhere, including
the Luxrnan room, where the
company was celebrating its 70th
anniversary
with
some tasty limited
editions. My chain
was pulled by the
glorious Darman
38, a massive

Paris for the
European launch of
the production-ready
Full Power Balanced
300 power amp

Marantz showed all three models in the
Replicas series, brand new editions of the
classics; this is the luscious Model 8 stereo
power amp

horns, the

get here), showed anumber of their
own cabinet designs with names like
Vivace, Fidelio and Academy, driven
by prototype amplifiers from Lowther
Club
members;
particularly
interesting was the Live Sound 2A3,
astereo amp using apair of 2A3s for
3.5W per channel. That's right:
three-and-a-half watts.
Fertin, acompany which markets
a46cm woofer with anon-permanent
magnet, showed a tasty little
monoblock called the AM20. It uses
apair of 12AX7s driving apair of
6550s in operating triode mode.
Particularly novel were the tube
bases: there weren't any.
Instead of the usual ceramic
or plastic cylinder with holes
to accept the pins, the AM20
sports circular arrays of tiny
copper pipes into which the valve
pins are inserted.
French shows are always good for

Eurythmic 7,

Right: B&W showed a lapse in taste with blue

jadis
launched a
smallish 3way to
complement
their giant

with 94dB sensitivity
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Cabasse launched a
slew of products,
including the Fare
with a brand new
tweeter design

and orange Solids; the French can have 'em...

Arion arrived from Ireland with the
production version of the Nemesis amplifier

awide mix of speakers. In addition
to the Leedh and the Jadis, Jean
Marie Reynaud demonstrated the
handsome Offrande, asuperbly crafted
two-way with a ` bullet' tweeter
positioned below the woofer, resting
on dedicated, all-wood stands. Final
displayed
its
new,
downsized
electrostatic, the 0.4, which stands
164cm tall. At the back of the pedestal
is a 170mm cone woofer. Price is
roughly half that of the familiar 1.2.
Floating, the novel range of speakers
consisting of slim, curved enclosure,
showed models in acouple of sizes,
ideal for multi-channel systems. The
house-proud will appreciate the
selection of six grille-cloth colours, and
cabinets in black or white.
As ever, it was a chic, charming
show, marred only by the prices of,
well, everything in Paris. So while
£59 will get you there and back
courtesy of the amazing Eurostar,
expect to budget asmall fortune for
extras if you choose to attend next
March. Unless, that is, you eat like
asupermodel.
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THE DAY JOHN MET PAUL
by Jim O'Donnell. 180pp, soft covers. Price
$10.95. Published by Penguin Books USA, Inc,
375 Hudson Street, New York, New York, 10014,
USA.

O

rhow to stretch the events of one
afternoon into a full-length book.
Then again, the author is providing us
with the details of the most important
meeting in popular music history, the day
John Lennon was introduced to Paul
McCartney. Even casual Beatle fans are
familiar with that evocative photo of a 16year-old Lennon onstage, checked shirt
and cheap guitar, fronting the Quarry
Men skiffle band at a church fete. But
O'Donnell has added colour and dimension to that photo, so convincingly
reconstructing the day's events that you're
well past page 100 when you realise that
Paul has yet to meet John. This is simply one of the most entertaining and
affectionate Beatle books yet, and you
never for amoment worry about the high
ratio of conjecture to fact. How sad that
it isn't even published in the UK.
Ken Kessler
GHOSTS ON THE ROAD: NEIL YOUNG
IN CONCERT
by Pete Long. 282pp, soft covers. Available only
by post, price f19.00 inc P&P. Published by The
Old Homestead Press, 73 Fairfield Road, Bow,
London E3 2QA.

D

espite the many hundreds of rock
books which I've examined over the
decades, Ican't name one title that comes
close to this study of Neil Young's stage
career for sheer, unparalleled trainspotterness. For scholastic research alone it
will stand as the pinnacle of monomaniacal passion, this dissection of over 1200
shows going back to 1961, when Young
was a Shadows-wannabe in Canada.
Somehow, Long managed to record the
itineraries of Young's tours since ' 68, over
100 Buffalo Springfield gigs, set lists, TV
and radio appearances — nothing has
56

been left out of this epic repository of
Neil-lore. OK, so it's only real function
is to help you to identify the tracks on
bootlegs, but hey, only a card-carrying
member of the Neil Young Appreciation
Society (
I'm No 1143) would spring for
it. Still, it's amust-have if Neil's in your
Top 10. Move quickly, though, if you
want the limited edition hardback.
Ken Kessler
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
by John Linsley Hood. 363pp, 256 illustrations.
Soft covers, 235x157mm. Price £18.99. Published
by Newnes, an imprint of Butterworth-Heinemann
Ltd, Linacre House, Jordan Hall, Oxford OX2
8DP.
SOUND ENGINEER'S POCKET ROOK
edited by Michael Talbot-Smith. I65pp, 155 illustrations. Hard covers, tall pocket-book format. Price
.0 2.99. Published by Focal Press, an imprint of
Butterworth-Heinemann as above.
%Iwo very different books, but linked by
a common audio thread. John Linsley Hood's volume is afully argued survey
of circuit functions and practices, comprising nine chapters covering most
aspects of audio design which involve
electronics in one form or another. On
the other hand, Michael Talbot-Smith's
pocket book is an edited compendium of
previously published data with a much
wider span, aimed at professional sound
engineers and presented for quick reference under 31 headings.
They have several hi-fi meeting points,
plus the odd surprise when one book provides information which seemingly should
be in the other. Thus while both list the
pin numbers used for stereo tape recorder
in/out feeds on 5-way DIN-plugs, T- S
fails to designate the notoriously unmemorable 1 / 4/2 / 5 / 3 pin sequence, while
pin layouts for the whole DIN-plug range
are provided by L-H. Conversely, the latter makes only one passing reference to
Dolby noise-reduction, the B type, yet TS covers the full gamut from A to S. But
this echoes the pocket-book's professional aspirations, combining audio basics
with broadcasting, studio work, microphones, mixing, signal processing,
acoustics, etc, plus PA and MIDI (anew
acronym to me, meaning Musical Instrument Digital Interface).
In fact its range is so wide that some
subjects receive rather scant and occasionally misleading coverage. We're told,
for instance, that staccato means ' avery
short sound' instead of separated sounds,
and that 'with speech and music 3dB is
the minimum change of level that is normally detectable', which makes me
wonder why Ioften find avolume control with 21/
2dB steps irritatingly coarse.
Also, transmission-line speakers are
wrongly equated with the pre- Bailey
labyrinth, and thereby misleadingly
described.
One presumes that here and in afew
other dubious passages the editor has
innocently perpetuated existing canards,
but there's surely no excuse when listing

loudspeaker transducers for including
piezo-electric types at the expense of electrostatics, while the printing of ' power'
instead of 'voltage' at the head of adecibel table on page 7 hints at uninformed
proof-reading. Yet various other facts and
figures which Ichecked were found to be
correct, so perhaps the above are mere
drops in an ocean of otherwise reliable
data.
One such faulty ' drop' occurs in both
publications, which give 74 mins as the
maximum playing time of aCD, whereas the figure is now around 80 mins. But
turning to Linsley Hood, while Imay
have missed the odd mistake in his diagrams or formulae (and acknowledging
that other circuit designers won't necessarily agree with his ideas), that ' 74' mins
is the only clear factual error Inoticed
while working through the book. It is an
extremely thorough and level-headed
affair, concerned to provide ' greater
understanding of what is actually done
[in circuits and devices], and how this
will influence what one hears'.
It also contains much good sense
regarding attitudes to hi-fi, steering asensible course between cocksure objectivisim
and hype-inspired self-deception, while
recognising the positive role of reviewers
in keeping designers on their toes. Thus
L-H sings the praises of circuit simplicity, but opines that tone controls have a
useful function; offers reasons why speaker cables may sometimes affect the sound,
but declares that ' any good- quality
screened cable will be entirely adequate'
for pre-amp to power amp line feeds;
refers to ' agreat deal of unscientific and
ill-founded folklore' concerning various
circuit components, but accepts that the
subjectively fashionable polypropylene
capacitor argues its own case via low
dielectric losses (albeit offset by greater
proneness to electret behaviour); and so
on.
Whether it be tape recording, radio
reception, amplification at all levels, digital technology, audio measurements, LS
crossovers, or power supplies, the problems and their electronic solutions are
clearly set out. There's also and extraordinary comprehensive 81/
2 page index.
However, the various sources cited in the
text are not supplemented by aseparate
bibliography (Talbot-Smith scores here)
and L- H, writing in 1994, makes only
one passing reference to digital jitter. Also,
although the illustrations are mostly excellent, I would have liked to see some
caption guidance beneath the computer
plots on pages 240 and 311-314, to ease
interpretation and draw attention to the
scaling.
But this is to nit-pick, as anyone interested in hi-fi's electronic innards should
find this carefully thought-through study
avery worthwhile addition to the audio
bookshelves — even if it ends, not with
aflourish, but with awarning about the
power rating of atransformer!
John Crabbe
JULY letS
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THE FURTWÁNGLER RECORD
by John Ardoin. 376pp. Price £23.99. Published
by Amadeus Press, IO Market Street, Swavesey,
Cambridge, CB4 5QG.

B

efore the appearance of this study,
we have had John Hunt's Furtwängler discography to clarify the many
discrepancies concerning the dating of
studio and live performances; this also
takes up the final 66 pages of Ardoin's
book, with, additionally, a listing of
recordings of Furtwângler talking and on
film.
John Ardoin is already famous, of
course, for The Callas Legacy and Callas
at juilliard. A former editor and critic with
various publications, he is currently working for the Dallas Morning News and
regularly contributes to several magazines.
Between the Introduction and Afterword
of this book are: Part One, The Musician
and the Man (
four headings: The German
School of Conducting, Pathway to the
Podium, Furtwângler and Toscanini and
Furtwüngler in Perspective); Part Two'
The Repertory (
The Baroque Era, The
Classical Era, Beethoven, The Romantic
Era, Wagner, Bruckner and Brahms, The
Post- Romantic Era and The Modern
Era).
Each composer in Furtwângler's repertoire is discussed in relation to his career
with all possible influences to style of performance and recording, where applicable
together with historical data and all other
possible references and associations. There
are Furtwângler's own comments plus
those of contemporaries and by other
well-known enthusiasts and colleagues.
More importantly, the author's pros
and cons come through in aconstant
flow of narrative that enhances
and enriches our knowledge
of the great German conductor.
Ican only reiterate quotes
from the three writeups on
the back of the
dust-jacket:

Ten sets of
Peter Grimes
from Chandos

II

'It is the
lavish use of
Furtwangler's
own words
about music
and his own
music- making
that make
this book
especially
valuable'

n association with Chandos
Records, HFNIRR is offering the
new 2CD set of Benjamin Britten's operatic masterpiece,
Peter Grimes — our
'Record of the Month' —
to the first 10 correct
entries drawn in an easy-toenter competition. Simply
indicate which you think are
the correct answers to the four
questions below (reading Bill Newman's review might help!), complete
and return the coupon.
HOW TO ENTER:
To win this outstanding new Chandos recording, just answer the four
questions below and send your completed entry form to:
Peter Grimes Competition, HFN/RR Editorial, Link Femme Magazines,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive by the closing
date of Friday 26 July 1996.
1.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Peter Grimes was:
A sweep's apprentice
A fisherman
Prince of the Pagodas

2. The role of Grimes
was sung in the Sadlers
Wells premiere by:
(a) Peter Pears
(b) James Bowman
(c) David Hemmings
3. The four ' Sea
Interludes' have become a

popular orchestral
showpiece. The second —
with its ringing church
bells — was entitled:
(a) Friday afternoons
(b) Sunday Morning
(c) Canticle II
4. The character Mrs
Sedley is preoccupied by:
(a) Peter Quince's attentions
(b) Her sleeping pills (and
gossip!)
(c) Falling into Curlew River
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'A remarkable portrait of an artist
who made music in the most uncompromising manner, regardless of taste
or fashion...' [Daniel Barenboim]; ' I
well believe this to be abook of reference for many who may listen with
an enlightened spirit...' [ Elisabeth
Furtwângler] and ' It is the lavish use
of Furtwângler's own words about
music and his own music-making
that make this book especially
valuable...' [ Harold C Schonberg].
Bill Newman
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ROMULUS
A tube amplifier with truly astounding loudspeaker control and sonic
clarity unchallenged by the dynamics of
any music.
True 35+35 Watts
RMS output power.
Designed and built by
engineers and music
lovers.

4,
,

Supplied complete with cover
ROMULUS RRP £ 1189.00
CR DEVELOPMENTS LTD. Unit 8, Craftsman Square, Temple Farm Ind. Est., Southend - on - Sea, Essex SS2 5RH

The best mini- monitor in the world

The new
Harbeth
HL-P3/e
c
'E

HAR BETH
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9

6

ACOUSTICS
For information please contact Heather Lewis, HFN696
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd. Unit 1. Bridge Road. Haywards Heath. W. Sussex. RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax: 440688 E- Mail CompuServe 100624.455

black box

Ben Duncan
leads on,
and on, to
make good
contact

L

ast
month
I introduced
'proximity effect', aname for the
attraction and hence strain,
between closely parallel conductors,
that becomes significant at very high
currents. Here, ' very high' means
currents, however transient, of the
order of 100 ampères and above.
Such current levels are not common
but on the other hand, not unknown
transiently in the speaker (and mains)
cables of high-end systems, when
solid-state, high-current capable
amplifiers drive the more hungry types
of speakers. In these conditions, the
conductors are bound to pulsate
(ultimately generating magnetorestriction noise, and abstracting this
same energy from the music), while
most of the current is constrained to
flow in that small part of the total
cross-sectional area of the cable that
is nearest the adjacent return
conductor. There is irony here, as the
low
inductance
construction
established
last
month
as
fundamentally right is causing an
increased impedance when the least
impedance is most called upon. If it
ever occurs in extremis in speaker and
mains cables, proximity effect can be
ameliorated by simply using paralleled
low inductance pairs.

THE ABSOLUTION
OF CAPACffANCE
There is acommon belief that speaker
cables ought to have low capacitance.
For the majority of conventional
loudspeakers, it may be argued that
the opposite is actually the case.
Many amplifiers cannot handle load
capacitance — but that is another
matter to be looked at. When
transmitting current to speakers from
avoltage source (the amplifier), shunt
capacitance does not figure much.
And inductance is the dual of
capacitance: make one small, and the
other will rear up in the same
proportion. The ratios can be played
with, but past a point the rapid
control of current demands low
inductance, and higher capacitance is
the price. Certainly the frequency
response of awell designed power
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amplifier with high NFB is not
significantly affected (>-0.1dB at
20kHz, say) by the sort of
capacitances that are presented by low
inductance or any other speaker
cables. Even tens of feet. This is the
nature of astiff voltage source. Again,
stability margin is another matter. It
is not the cable's or the speaker's
problem !
PVC is not a good capacitor
dielectric for impulses and HF, and
when burnt by urban incinerator
plants, it's aprime producer of ultratoxic dioxin. On the other hand, as a
cable insulator, particularly in arctic
grades, it has fair aesthetic, tactile and
handling qualities, and performs very
well for its low price. Like any other
polarisable speaker cable insulation,
PVC's effect on the signal is limited
by being adielectric that is driven and
damped by asource impedance well
below 1ohm, and sometimes as low
as 5 milliohms. A low inductance
cable allows this, the amplifier output
impedance, to remain effective at
damping
up
to
high
audio
frequencies. It's the equivalent of an
extended-foil capacitor. Here is a
benefit of high 'damping factor' (really
'stiffness') that is never mentioned by
'the authorities' — and which has
nothing to do with the 25 year old
arguments about speaker voice coils.
The attenuation provided limits the
extent to which delayed signals in any
speaker cable's dielectric can smear.
This does not mean that, for example,
polypropylene or PTFE (trade name
'Teflon') cables should not be better,
but explains why they are not
automatically so.

DEFECTS UNDER THE SKIN
Cables, switches and other contacts
are commonly made of abase metal
that is plated, for avariety of reasons.
What is rarely mentioned is that the
final and intended surface is often
superficial. Thin layers of gold are
Yr. Purz.••
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highly porous (`You can look through
gold lee said Captain Hurd, holding
one of' his reject gilding-leaves up to
the world, before crumpling it and
eating it), so the metal(s) underneath
are unprotected from attack. Also, the
gold or other porous metal is rapidly
contaminated throughout, so contact
wiping becomes fruitless. The real
travesty is the common late 20thcentury disease of skeletons in
cupboards. The costs of putting
'perfect' (but dead)
fruit on
supermarket shelves is the poisoning
of Africa. And the price of laying gold
on other metals is usually the
inclusion of layers of other metals,
notably nickel. The sonic prognosis
of ordinary copper sandwiched with
nickel and gold, the latter with a
porous surface, is bad enough. Still
worse are the intervening chemicals,
often strong acids and alkalis, used to
prepare each surface. With the most
exacting metallurgical cleanliness,
precious metals will end up lying on
top of oxide layers, while every plated
contact in audio is potentially a
metallurgical dog's-breakfast, and one
likely to become more, not less,
chaotic over time, as contaminants
diffuse.
This month's 'world first' graphs
show small but interesting harmonic
spectra in ahigh quality audio signal
path, connected by series relays.
Unlike the advanced relays that were
specified in my AMP-02 project, they
have gold-plated contacts. But they
are sealed. So what is the problem?
See the difference between the two
graphs with the changing of one relay
of the four in the path. The four
relays have not passed any significant
current. Their gold surfaces are
simply tired and poisoned. After just
one relay is replaced by afresh device
of the same kind, the second graph
shows adistinct reduction in the 10th
harmonic but equal increase in the
3rd harmonic by 2dB, while the 2nd,
5th & 9th harmonics all reduce by
-1dB. These tiny residues, individually
less than one part in amillion, get far
bigger with music, as the microproducts multiply.
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Fig. I. Spectral response of a low distortion
signal path, after five years use. Sixteen
averages are used to subtract noise and
increase measurement certainty, which is
better than +0. ¡ dB. The spikes are at the
first 11 harmonics of the I
kHz stimulus,

Fig. 2. With one sealed relay renewed,

from 2nd on the left (2kliz) to Ilth

note the small but certain increases in the

harmonic on the right (11kHz). Although

heights and relative positions of the 3rd and

the harmonics are small at individually below

10th harmonics in particular, with smaller

-I26dB (alias 0.00005% or 0.5ppm), they

decreases in the levels of 2nd, 5th and 9th

generate a masking hash, the effects of which

harmonics. Note also how the noise is lower

is noticeable to some audiophiles.

and less spiky.
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A well-known designer and
consultant suggests that it is time to
reassess the computer- modelling
approach to loudspeaker design
by TED JORDAN

PARÁF
IllETER
GAME

I

n the design and development of
loudspeaker drive units to client's
specifications, the so-called 'Thiel
Small' parameters are often a
contentious issue.
Apart from the occasions when we
are asked for values that are mutually
incompatible, we feel that the now
almost universal use of these
parameters, for the computerised
modelling of enclosure design, can
sometimes produce misleading
results. Further, this totally aseptic
approach to design is not always
accompanied by the necessary
understanding
of fundamental
principles. Ihave no argument with
computer aided designs per se,
provided that the operative word is
'aided'. But it seems almost as
though parameter crunching has
become acomputer game, where the
object is to juggle parameters to
achieve an often arbitrarily chosen
response alignment to quite fatuous
levels of accuracy.
In fact, such accuracy may be far
less than imagined, due to the
difficulties in determining the drive
unit parameters in the first place.
(Words like ' music' and ' listening'
seem almost outdated.)
But firstly, asmall point. Without
wishing to denigrate the work of

Messrs Thiel and Small, Iam sure
they would agree that loudspeaker
parameters were around long before
they were. In my own book
'Loudspeakers', published in 1962,
Iderived all the essential parametric
relationships from first principles and
described methods of measurement.
For this Idrew upon sources dating
back to the mid 1930s. So, nothing
is new.
Any argument must be based
upon accepted premises so Iwill
start with the basics. Fig 1shows a
composite electromechanical circuit
including all the principal players in
the Parameter Game. The dotted
components to the left of the ' 131'
box show what the amplifier ' sees'
and includes the effective impedance
Zem, due to the actual mechanical
impedance Zm.
•
The relationship is
Zem =

B21
2
Zm

It will be seen that series LCR
circuit of the mechanical system is
represented by aparallel LCR circuit
in the electrical side, where Lm is
represented by Cern, Cm by Lem
and Rm by Rem.
The resonant frequency of a
simple circuit may be defined as:-

TABLE 1
Vvc

0.1

0.25

fo

27

Of

.
29

Vas

62.65

65.26

73.58

86.9

Mm

18.4

19.05

19.83

19.98

BI

7.73

8.52

8.31

8.29

7.85

5.8

26
. 24

0.5
24
. 24

1
22
. 22

2
22

22.5

. 24

. 29

. 36

24

86.9

65.35

49.34

19.98

25.4

29.57
8.13

I) Where the reactive terms equate
to zero.
2) The frequency of maximum on
minimum impedance.
3) The frequency of zero phase
shift.
With low loss (high Q) circuits
these occur at substantially the same
frequency. For low Q circuits this is
not so and this should be taken into
consideration.
The quality, ' Q', of the circuit is
defined as the ratio of resistance to
reactance but it is usually measured
in terms of bandwidth at the - 3dB
points, but again this is only reliable
for ` Q' values greater than about 4.
Drive-unit parameters are usually
determined by measurement of the
electrical impedance. An initial
problem with this is that you cannot
actually ' get at' Zem because Rvc
and Lvc are in the way, so all
mechanical values are in effect
'derived'.
The two measurement options are
'constant current', where the voice
coil is connected in series with ahigh
value resistor and the voltage across
the coil monitored, or, where a
'constant voltage' is applied across
the coil and the current monitored.
The resonant frequency fo is that
where Zem is at a maximum. The
reactive terms are assumed infinite
and Zem = Rem.
Although the constant current
method is the one most often used,
it results in large variations of cone
amplitude around the resonant
frequency. I therefore prefer the
constant voltage method which
provides
the
electromagnetic
damping experienced in normal use.

MY UN
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Further, the voltage applied can be
adjusted to examine the driver
parameters at any level within the
power rating of the drive unit. This
cannot easily be done in the presence
of ahigh value series resistor.
All of the following tests were
made with the constant voltage
method at 20°C plus or minus 0.5°
measured by a probe on the drive
unit chassis (and for the pedantic,
20m above sea level at mid-tide); fo
is taken as the frequency for
minimum current.
An immediately obvious anomaly
is the variation of fo with applied V.
Fig 2 shows the characteristics of
aconventional cloth centring device
and our own linear suspension. Both
drivers were otherwise identical.
We will concern ourselves only
with the conventional system.
This characteristic is mainly due
to the elastomeric nature of current
suspension materials. Elastomers do
not obey Hooke's law and the ' S'
shape of the force/extension curve
would largely account for the curves
shown.
Since fo is proportional to the
square of Cm it follows that based
on these curves over the range from
0-3V ( ie,
well
inside
the
displacement limits), Cm and
therefore Vas varies by about 60%
But it gets worse.
Table 1shows the parameters of
a7 inch bass/mid range unit derived
from atypical programme sequence
of calculations.
The sets of parameters are shown
for a range of input voltages from
0.1 to 4V.
The variation of fo with voltage is
clearly shown together with a
corresponding variation in Vas. But
it will be noticed that the values for
Vas are less than the predicted values
based on frequency change alone. If
we now look at the values for Mm
we find, perhaps surprisingly, that
this is also varying.
The explanation is that the value
of Mm was obtained by the ' added
weight' method where a known
weight ( Ma) is added to the cone
and the new lower resonant
frequency ( fa) is noted.
Then

is an apparent reduction in the
calculated value of Mm.
For high level inputs where the
compliance curve has a negative
slope, we get an increase in the
apparent values of Mm.
The value of Cm is obtained from
the relationship
Cm =

_
I

I

I
30
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Figure 1

/ idc \
io

ffi and fl are measured at points
on the Zm curve where

Figure 2

ih = je =(idc . io)Y2
Then

and
Qt = Qm Qe
Qm + Qe
The force factor B1 is found as
follows; assuming a value for Mm
and its corresponding Qm (which
should equal Qem) we can find the
mechanical resistance Rm.
Then

The
so-called
'Thiel Small'
B2 1
2
parameters
Rm =
—
Rem
are often a
contentious
and
issue... the
now almost
BI = ( Rm . Rem) >
universal
use of these
parameters
This all illustrates how a whole
for the
edifice of parametric values can be
computerised
built up, one upon another, from a
modelling
few initial measurements which are
of enclosure
subject to inaccuracies.
design, can
There are of course programmes
sometimes
which measure the impedance response
produce
and then calculate 'best fit' values but
misleading
the same basic problems remain.
results
How can this be improved? We
offer the following suggestions:
Ma
1) Measurements be made at a
Mm = / f
o \2
constant voltage, the value of which
1
is adjusted to drive the cone to about
A factor representing the air load half its maximum linear excursion.
(1 - 2v in the above example) and
must be added to this.
But the additional weight not only the test conditions should be'
lowers fo to fa but also increases the specified.
2) The moving mass could be
cone amplitude, which at low input
obtained by actually weighing the
levels is working on the positive slope
of the compliance curve, causing a cone/coil and suspension system
before final assembly. The effective
downward shift of fa.
The above formula is very sensitive mass of the suspension could
to small changes in fa and the result reasonably be estimated.

-

I

1
4rr 2Mm

But we have already seen Mm
derived from a frequency ratio
modified by avarying value of Cm
in the first place: the classic ' OozIum
bird' syndrome (The Editor can
explain this if necessary!)
'Q' values are obtained using the
bandwidth' method where
Qm =

,0Mr
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This could provide at least one
stable corner stone for the parametric
edifice.
3) A measured rather than derived
value for BI would be desirable.
Estimating the fringe flux might be
difficult but not impossible.
4) Loudspeaker development
could pay more attention to
parametric stability. It must be 40
years since Ilast put pen to paper
and loudspeaker technology has
nowhere near matched the advances
of all other components in the audio
chain but some of us are, at least,
making the effort.
Finally, the question must be
asked, ' What does it all matter
anyway?'
To many of my customers and
clients, it seems to matter a great
deal. They have their system design
programmes and want drive unit
parameters to punch in. My message
to them is, do not take the
manufacturers' quoted figures for
granted. If you make your own
measurements, be aware of the
problems and make due allowances.
(This is where understanding and
experience counts.)
But what is the reality in practical
system design? Consider aclosed box
system. There are several opening
gambits.
The size of the box is chosen, a), to
adjust the ' Q' to some preconceived
value; b), to adjust fo and the cut-off
frequency to some preconceived values;
and c) to suit the wife. (If you choose
'c', you may now just be able to fiddle
avalue of V to satisfy ' a' and `b1)
Let's look at some practical
examples and assume Cm to be the
only variable with input V. The box
volume is usually chosen in relation
to Vas. Choosing amid voltage value
let Vb = Vas. Then the resonant
frequency th = 1.4fo. If, due to a
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Clearly better..
Like fashions high-end audio cables have conic ,1gone

needs it own unique filter with precision audio components

with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: pick

chosen for sound quality.

the colours you like'. You choose acable sound that best

Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality arid clarity as the

suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

sonic starting pont of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic

Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standard

or ' coloured but truly transparent. Transparent cables are

phono and balanced ( XLR) formats, speaker cables are fitted

available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system.

with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are

Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi

also available

components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components

It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly

in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?

better Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details

The interconnect must act as aphase correct tow- pass filter.

o' Transparent Audio dealers

So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

MusicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network

a low pass filter network that makes

Absolute Sounds Ltd

these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening

58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE

tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and

Telephone 0181-947 5047

minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

Facsimile 0181-879 7962
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THE BEST YOU CAN BUY & SAVE MONEY AS WELL Phone: 0171 233 7225
SYSTEM CLEARANCE
MINI SYSTEMS
Aiwa NSX-430
Arwa NSX- 757
Aiwa NSX-0858
Aiwa OSO-VISO
Aiwa NSX-V20
Aiwa NSX-V25
Aiwa NSX-V30
Aiwa NSX-V90
IVC ADAGIO-055
1VC ADAGIO- S20
1VC ADAGIO- S200
IVC ADAGIO- S30
IVC ADAGIO- S500
IVC 03
Kenwood HD- I000
Kenwood UD-203
Kerwood UD-4030P
Kenwood UD-553
Kenwood 110-751M
Panasonic SC-CH170
Panasonic SC-CH32
Philips FVI-56
Philips FIV-66
Philips 0V-91
Sony HCD-11505
Sony MAC- 490
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£329
£599
£649
£549
£279
£279
£299
£499
£599
£69
£299
£99
£449
£299
£999
£349
£499
£599
£749
£399
£279
£299
£499
£499
£499
£499

£229
£329
£459
£339
£199
£205
£209
£349
£229
£239
£259
£379
£269
£749
£269
£399
£479
£549
£299
£229
£229
£399
£319
£329
£349

£399 £299
£849 £699
£449
f399
£619 £ 579

Sony MAC-801
Technics SC-CH1080
Technics SC-01530
Technics SC-CH730
MIDI SYSTEMS
Aiwa 1-1500
Aiwa 1700
Aiwa l-1800
Aiwa /- 3100
Aiwa /-650
Aiwa /- 720
Aiwa ID-3300
Aiwa 1D-7100
Kenwood M 29
Kenwood M-5/
Kenwood M-58
Kenwood M 77
Kenwood M 97MG

£399
£499
£499
£599
£399
£399
£599
£699
£499
£699
£799
£949
£1299

£2/9
£329
£349
£329
£249
£249
£379
t499
£419
£49
£599
£699
£999

AMPLIFIERS
Alchemist Biagi Phono Stage
Alchemist Genesis Pair
Audio Innovations Alto
Audio Innovations Classic 25
Audio Innovations S200 Mk11
Audio Innovations S300 Mk11
Audio Innovations S800 A
Aura AV 80
Conrad boson PVIOA

£299
£999
£P0A
£799
£29
£449
£1129
£109
£1125

Denon PM450
DPA DAC7
DPA DSA 200S Power
DPA DSP 200SD
DPA Renaissance lnt Amp
AR 834P Phonostage
EAR 859 Integrated
Kinshaw Overture
Kinshaw Peiception Phono
Lumley Reference ST40
Magantz PM44SE
Nakanucho Amp 11
Unix 0A3IM
°retie SP101/SC101
Pink Triangle Cardinal
Pink Triangle DeCaupo
Pioneer A300X
Quad 306 34 FM4
Quad 606 Power
Quad 66 Pre + Remote
Quad 66 Tuner
Quad 77 Remote
Quad 77A
Quad 77CDBUS
Rotel Michi Complete
Sony TAF542
Unison Research 2
Yamaha AX380
Yamaha AX470

£179
MO
£619
£449
£499
gm
£1999

Yamaha AX490
Yamaha AX590

C199
£249

SPEAKERS

Castle Durham (Black)
9
Castle York (Walnut)
29
£2
£
1
6
3
Monitor Audio 9Gold 11
9
0
Orelle Orator
£ 499
£399 Spendor SPI/2
30
£
Ego Spendor SP7 I
£ 1945
Egg Triangle Alcante£ 849
£399UKD Opera Prima£1329

£279
E449
£999

Yamaha CDC 555
Yamaha CDC 645
Yamaha CDX 580
TUNERS
Grundig T1
Kenwood 1060
Musical Fidelity E500
Pioneer F550
Sony STS26I
Yamaha TX4801.
Yamaha TX580

Denon DRM7I0
Denon DRW580
Grundig CD3
£
Knd DP2060£1120
169 Deron DRW760
ewoo
Kenwood KX3060
£999
MarantaC45
Kenwood KX7050
517 CD72 Mk11
£
£
4
1
4
11 !
9
1
£699 NAO
Marantz
Pioneer CTW62OR
£699
E24fi Pioneer C1W803R
NAD 5425
£ 149 Sony TCK215
£2
39
9:Philips CD940
Sony 10(5115
£1
£
1
4
39
9 Sony TCK561S
£650 Philips CDC745
£595 Rotel RCD955AX
199
£
Sony TCK66I
£2299 Sony CDP56IE
£ 179 Technics R580404
£119 Sony CDP76IE
£229 Yamaha M380
£995 Sony CDPC325M
£ 179 Yamaha M480
£159 Sony CDPCXI51
£ 469 Yamaha M580
£179 Sony COPX303ES
£229 Yamaha KXW282
£1199
£149

£99
£89
1359
£1/9
£129
£109
1189

CASSETTE DECKS

CD PLAYERS
Grundug COI

£169
£219
£179

£ 99

£199
£189
£199
£129
£199
£149
£219
£109
£169
£199
LP0A
£159
£189
£229
£149
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A Jordan Watts module ç. ¡ 962 with gold anodised ahtntinium cone

change in input voltage, Cm decreases by 33% then th
= 1.58 fo, an increase of 13% which may be considered
unacceptable.
If now Vb = Vas/3 then fs = 2fo. If again Cm is
decreased by 33%, then fi, = 2.12fo, an increase of 6%
which may be acceptable. Note that if we ignore all
other variations Qb will increase in proportion to tb.
It may be of interest to observe that in the above two
paragraphs we have calculated four ' alignments' by
mental arithmetic, plus afew calculator strokes for the
square root values, probably in about the 'boot up' time
of aPC. A vented box system might take alittle longer
and will be even more susceptible to drive unit
idiosyncrasies.
Ithink, with our obsession with alignments, we are
in danger of losing sight of the fundamental fact that
the primary function of aloudspeaker box is to prevent
the rear radiation cancelling that from the front at low
frequencies and the ultimate way to do this is with an
infinite flat baffle. Not practical Iagree, but a few of
my customers have installed drive units in internal walls.
In this case the ' system' parameters are very close to
those of the unmounted drive unit. If the fo were, say,
20-25Hz and the Qt around 0.8, it would be difficult
to envisage a better arrangement. The Vas would of
course be very high but in this case it wouldn't matter.
This arrangement would be totally free from the usual
problems associated with boxes, such as internal
reflections, panel resonances and defraction effects, not
to mention the inevitable frequency and phase aberration
due to reflections from the rear wall, extending right up
through the midband.
Ihave read that the purpose of the box is to provide
this alignment, or that alignment and there are at least
15 recognised alignments. Iwould say that the purpose
of the box is to provide a practical compromise
solution to the rear radiation problem, whilst
maintaining the closest possible performance to the
ideal system.
Just as Iwas completing this article my eye caught
the following in an old business journal: 'When the
only tool you have is a hammer, everything starts to
look like anail. The more sophisticated the tool, the
graver the risk that its use can seriously skew priorities'.
Hallelujah! There is another one of us out there
somewhere.
Iconclude with my favourite quotation from `Te Tao
ching' by Lao Tzu: 'The Great Way is very level. But
people greatly delight in tortuous paths'.
FOOTNOTE: *After a distinguished career with
Goodmans, Ted Jordan began producing loudspeakers
under his own name, developing his own full- range metalconed drive units. He now designs and consults through
his company EJ Jordan Designs. Ted Jordan would also
like to thank Patrick Hanscomb of Electrofluidics and Tom
Evans of Trichord Research Ltd for their valued
assistance in the preparation of this article.
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egular readers will know of
my interest in transcriptions.
Not just Bach's music
adapted for orchestra by Leopold
Stokowski or for synthesiser by
Wendy Carlos, but works of any
composer presented
by
any
arranger in guises which please or
illuminate.
Stokowski's Bach is well served in
stereo on CD, with the master
conducting his own orchestra on
EMI [ CDM 769 0722] and the
Czech PO on Decca [421 639-2],
while his protégé Matthias Bamert
directs the BBC Phil on Chandos
[CHAN 9259]. Bamert also provides
arrangements of pieces by 15 other
composers [CHAN 9349], paralleled
by nine more (plus some Bach) from
both Sawallisch/ Philadelphia [EMI
CDC 555 5922] and
Kunzel/
Cincinatti [Telarc CD- 80338],
which allowing for duplications, gives
atotal of 44 Stokowski transcriptions
on CD. Regarding Carlos, the
famous 1968 Switched on Bach LP
was echoed by Telarc in 1992 [CD80323], with the same programme
in revised tunings plus a newly
conceived Toccata & Fugue in Dminor. But ( Sony please note)
Carlos's complete Brandenburg
Concertos ought to be on CD.
My main object here, though, is
to widen the field by detailing some
recordings I've found useful when
presenting
programmes
of
adaptations to Recorded Music
Societies. Ialways include something
from Stokowski and Carlos, but the
following transmutations by other
arrangers/performers never fail to
please. But be warned that not every
disc mentioned is currently available.
Despite
its
orchestral
and
electronic incarnations, the most
startling version of the ubiquitous
D-minor Toccata & Fugue occurs on
Jacques Loussier's The Best of Bach
[Music Club MCCD 113], where a
piano/bass/percussion trio glides with
immaculate ease between classical
and jazz styles in amanner apt to
produce abroad grin on the face of
any Bach-lover who's ever tapped
his or her feet to swinging rhythms.
There are ten other pieces of similar
ilk on this disc, including acomplete
Italian Concerto, while on Sony SK
64600 another jazz performer crops
up in the 1st mvt of Bach's A-minor
Violin Concerto. This is Bobby
McFerrin, who sings the solo part
while conducting the Saint Paul CO,
and also vocalises instrumental lines
in works by Boccherini, Fauré,
Vivaldi and Tchaikovsky.
Staying with the voice, the
Swingle Singers tackle Mozart on A
Cappella Amadeus [
Virgin Classics
759 6172], where the most
remarkable item in an extraordinary

concert is a 10V2m version of
Symphony 40. This can bring the
house down, as can the 2nd mvt of
the ' Choral Symphony' on MMG
MCD 10007, where the All Star
Percussion
Ensemble
perform
Beethoven's mighty scherzo with
uncanny conviction via drums,
xylophones etc. Also some Carmen.
In asolo context, equally ambitious
are 14 Scarlatti harpsichord sonatas
played with great elegance and
musicality by Mie Miki on the
accordion [ Freies Kunsthaus LC
8139]. Two or three of these short
pieces add some delightful spice to
any programme, as does the odd
brass-band transcription. For this I
like to play an item from the Williams
Fairy Band's splendid Berlioz
collection [ Stars in Brass SIB CD1]
— usually Frank Wright's famed
arrangement of the Francs juges
Overture — or perhaps something
from Black Dyke Mills' Rossini disc
[Chandos CHAN 4505], where
several overtures are joined by two
arias from the Barber of Seville, one
being ' Largo al factotum' handled by
aeuphonium!
Turning to the piano, Liszt often
promoted music he admired by
means of keyboard transcriptions,
which have their own special appeal.
From
these,
Glenn
Gould's
performance of Beethoven Symphony
5(i) always impresses [Sony Classical
CD 52694], as does the Witches
Sabbath from Idil Biret's version of
the Berlioz/Liszt Fantastic Symphony
[Naxos 8.550725], a gloriously
flamboyant display.
Flamboyance is the name of game too
in ¡sao Tomita's electronic 'realisations'
of Holst, Mussorgsky, Stravinsky,
Debussy et al, found respectively on
RCA GD 60518/60576/60578/60579/
82616. His obsessive pannings, sci-fi
lead-ins, intermissions and fade-outs can
be tiresome, but there are many
imaginative and amusing episodes in
these arrangements, while mvts from the
above join other items for sampling on
Tomita's Greatest Hits [
RD 85660].
Finally, reverting to bows and gut,
Schubert's Death & the Maiden
quartet, arranged for string orchestra
by Mahler and played by aMontreal
group under Yuli Turovsky [CHAN
8928], can have a very powerful
impact.
Likewise,
Leonard
Bernstein's Viennese versions of
Beethoven's Opp.131/135 quartets
[DG 435 779-2] should be heard by
anyone who's ever felt that despite
its questing intimacy, this music
somehow cries out for magnification.
The VP0 strings seem to be playing
their hearts out here, especially in the
C-sharp-minor work, whose last mvt
is so shattering that it can only ever
be used at aconcert's end.
John Crabbe
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t69, Sir Colin seems
convinced that he is now an
old man, benevolent,
philosophical, even a touch
valedictory. But don't be too sure.
The mellow affability is, however,
deceptive — some of his answers are
decidedly pointed.
His career has switched regularly
from concert hall to opera house.
Was this in any way planned? He
smiles. ' Let's not talk about me,
let's talk about the music. But yes, I
started off in Mozart. The human
voice is the most fascinating
instrument there is. The whole
theatrical apparatus is mesmerising
really, and that's how you start. But
when you get in there you realise
also that that's where you're useful.
'There has to be a conductor for
an opera. It just isn't going to
happen without one, because they
can't hear one another, and
somebody has got to be there as an
umpire. So you learn, you hope,
how to keep these things together.
Or not. Also the chances of success
are always minimal because of the
number of things that can go wrong.
And you have to learn to live with
that too — which Ithink is avery
good thing.'
Opera remains apassion. His
latest recording project for BMG is
Beethoven's FideIto with Ben
Heppner and Deborah Voigt and the
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Princlpal Conductor of the London
Symphony Orchestra, Sir Colin Davis
wrestles with Beethoven — and
with life's contradictions
by

Sir Colin
Davis was
recently
appointed
Principal
Guest
Conductor to
the New York
Philharmcnic
Orchestra

GILL &

BILL

NEWMAN

Bavarian RSO in Munich. ' It is the
work itself which is the obstacle. I
suppose I've conducted it more than
any other opera. On the other hand,
the music depends really on the
passion with which it is delivered,
and if you add to that as much
brain power as you can muster, you
get quite a good balance.
`Wrestling with Beethoven is, of
course an ongoing problem. I'm
reading God knows how many
books at once about the Beethoven
quartets. Idon't know how they've
got the cheek to write what they do
— Idon't care who they are. They
all contradict one another, and they
haven't noticed one or two obvious
things. Take the introduction to the
Op.127. You will find all those
notes except one at the beginning of
the Credo of the Missa Solemnis, but
nobody's ever mentioned it. Iwould
like to write abook about the Missa
Solemnis, but that would entail me

retiring now. Which is
extraordinarily tempting today. I
think it somehow isn't pertinent for
aman of my age to go back to
work after four weeks holiday.'
'But talking of the Op.127
Quartet, there's a nice organisation
for young musicians called Pro
Corda: don't know if you've heard
of it? It's been going for 25 years,
devoted to giving three courses a
year to children, so they can play
chamber music. It hangs out at
Lacedown Abbey in Suffolk, a few
miles from Aldeburgh. They asked
would Ido a concert to help raise
money. So Isaid: "We'll play
Op.127 with all those kids — all
the seniors". They were appalled.
"You can't do that!" " Oh yes I
can", Isaid. " We're not going to
try and prove that we know
everything about this piece. We're
just going to expose these kids to
this music. And if we do, then let's
see how many go away and play it
at home." I'm going to do it at the
Guildhall and the Academy for the
very same reason. The material is
almost Mother Goose; if you think
about the nursery-rhyme patterns of
some of those tunes, it is the most
easily accessible. And Beethoven
combines it with the most obtuse
counterpoint. In fact it's a fantastic
mixture of gristle and custard.'
But not even international
quartets can play the slow
movement slow enough and keep
the line. ' No, but if you've got more
people you can't play it so fast
anyway. If you did it well, an
orchestral version would have a
sensuality which Beethoven himself
never experienced because he never
heard it. Admittedly there is a
certain grittiness and spareness, a
leanness about the texture in astring
quartet, which you would inevitably
lose because you'd get tempted to
put in octaves. Some of the passages
are so fiendishly difficult and they
would bridge that gap.'
He finds working with youngsters
invigorating. Sir Colin would
certainly appear to have mellowed
over the 30 years since he was
known for screaming at orchestras
he considered obdurate. Is it the
orchestras who are less hard-boiled
nowadays, or is it his attitude that
has changed?
`Well,' he says with a grin, ` Iwas
avery ferocious and crazy young
man. Of course it's much easier
when one's older, and one doesn't
generally haunt those places where
people have an aversion to you! But
Ido think, yes, the musicians are
much better now.
'There are a lot of women in the
orchestras. First of all they're
technically amazingly good, they
make the most beautiful sounds, and
they have a different attitude. In
those days there weren't many
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women in orchestras at all; they
were exclusively male clubs. That's
one of the abominations of England,
Ithink. The Philharmonia were one
of the first. Now even the LSO has
got lots. It's very nice to have
women; it's amuch more natural
situation. The only orchestra which
doesn't have any is the Vienna
Philharmonic, as far as Ican see.
'The American orchestras are very
virtuoso, but no more so than the
London Symphony is now. They're
the absolute tops. You can play
anything with them. The German
orchestras were not, Iwould say,
like that. Ifound they required more
rehearsal, that they were slower. But
Ithink perhaps that's changing. The
Bavarian Radio, for example, they're
every bit as good sight-readers as
British musicians. The real
difference is between the Bavarians
and an orchestra like the Dresden
Staatskapelle, which for so many
years only had East Germans in it.
They took their intake from the
Hochschüle, so there was ahanding
on through generations of acertain
style of playing, and they still have
it. Before the Wall collapsed they
couldn't employ anybody else
anyway.'
His years spent at Sadler's Wells
Opera and the Royal Opera House
— especially directing Wagner's
`Ring' cycle — provided him with a
first view of the bigger canvas
needed to cope with Bruckner
Symphonies and the like. Youngsters
today on the other hand tend to
jump in at the deep end with the
monumental works.
`Immediate success is what people
seem to be running after. The social
climate has changed. After the war,
when Istarted, there was an
idealism, adetermination to do abit
better and gradually that has fallen
away. We are now left once more in
afree-for-all society in which there
are no given standards of any kind,
and each man has to make his own.
The easiest one is: " I'm going all
out for myself", and that is not
always the best climate in which to
develop great art. Personally, Ithink
that the people who mince slowly
and mince again, and then go back
and have another look, are the
people who do better than those
who fly from orchestra to orchestra
and never have time to think what
they're doing.'

S

ir Colin performed great
quantities of modern music after
being put in charge of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra in the late
1960s, but is not so involved with
composers on the present scene.
'After the BBC Iwent into the
opera house where there were few
opportunities for things of that kind
— they only came now and again.
Then Iwent to Munich where the
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same was true. And now here Iam
back in London, and there are other
people doing these things. There's
an immense amount of
contemporary music being played.
`Mind you, it's easy to take refuge
in contemporary music, because
there is no problem dealing with the
first performance of acompletely
new piece that nobody knows. It's
much more daunting doing the
Missa Solemnis because so many
people have tried to do it before
you.'

C

currently he is championing
Sibelius, whose music has been
so long in the doldrums. 'Ican't
understand why that should be. In
the same way Ichampioned the
Sixth Symphony of Vaughan
Williams, which Ithink is afantastic
piece. At the moment I'm trying to
persuade the National Youth
Orchestra that they're going to play
it. That'll keep them busy — the
third movement has got alot of
horrible notes! Ialso did bits of
Birtwistle and Maxwell Davies at the
BBC which were incredibly difficult.

Sir Colin
would
certainly
appear to
have
mellowed
over the 30
years since he
was known
for screaming
at orchestras
he considered
obdurate

Tm very grateful to all those people
who have played all those
wonderful notes and sung all those
beautiful things for me'
But it isn't really the kind of thing
an old man like me would be
interested in.
'I live avery isolated kind of
existence. Iconsume what interests
me. Idon't have agreat deal of
contact with musical journalism, or
fashions, or anything of that kind.
T S Eliot put it beautifully when he
said that mankind cannot bear too
much reality, and Ithink that really
my whole life is having only that
amount of contact with reality that I
can cope with. And Ithink that
artists being egomaniacs — however
small they may be — have to pursue
their own lines of thought. But I'm
very grateful to all those people who
have played all those wonderful
notes and sung all those beautiful
things for me. We actually felt we'd
done something between us and
something came out of it.
`I think Iwas most proud to be
part of the Missa Solemnis we did
two or three years ago. That piece is
quite impossible to realise, nobody
can have success with it, but it is
nevertheless wonderful to go down
with the Titanic! For me, it is both
Beethoven's greatest number and the
greatest number of the 19th-century.
It succeeds where parts of the last
movement of the Ninth Symphony
fall down, but it's so different!
'In the Mina Solemnis Beethoven

Davis's latest
recording is
of Mahler's
Fourth
Symphony,
profound in
insight and
gloriously
played by the
Bavarian RSO
(RCA 09026
62521 2)

is serving the only person he
considered to be his superior: God.
His ferocious will comes into the
Ninth Symphony in which he
behaves like Peter Grimes when he
says "This is whatever day Isay it
is" and "My will be done". In the
Missa he says "Thy will be done",
and awhole different kind of music
comes out, some of the most
beautiful music he ever wrote.
'Nobody much likes the piece; I
can't understand why. I've read the
most appalling gibberish — that's
why Iwanted to write afew
hundred words in praise of this
stupendous piece.'
Saint-Saens said `There is nothing
so difficult as writing about music'.
Davis is in full agreement. 'That is
why I'll never do it. But the desire
to do so is an indication of how
important athing it is.'
Would he agree that many
contemporary composers seem to be
writing entirely for themselves and
are not interested in communicating?
There should be some emotional
interaction but so often there is
nothing.
'Don't you think that's because
there are no accepted images any
more? The Agnus Dei from Missa
Solemnis, for instance, is afuneral
march for the human race — Idon't
know what else to call it. It's one of
the most terrible pieces ever penned
to depict human beings trapped in
their own mud, unable to move. A
great poetic image everybody can
understand. Poetry has to deal with
the mysteries of life and death and
one or two other nice things like
falling in love. But today there are
no such accepted images any more.'

A nd when he gets away from it
Mall? ' I've just had amonth's
holiday in Suffolk. There are lots of
trees there, lots of things that need
looking after, and Icook. Iknit
beautiful things for my womenfolk
which they wouldn't have the
patience to do; so Ido it. Iread a
great deal and Ilike to think about
things. At the end of my life when
I'm about to leave this extraordinary
exhibition of vitality, this mixture of
hideousness and wonder, Iwonder
like all old men "What's all the fuss
about?"
'Which doesn't mean to say I
don't enjoy it any more. I'm furious
that Ican't stay down in Suffolk and
watch spring turn to summer, day
by day, and count the ducklings and
the great tits and all the rest of it. I
can't really claim to be acity gent.
Life is only really good when I'm
not in the city.
'But that's the basic contradiction
that runs through everything. You
can't have music if you're not in the
city. So I'm schizophrenic: I'm
always at war with what I'm doing.
Which is, of course, an affliction.' #
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KRELL-INTEGRATED AMP - yes, we've finally got it!! - product of the year 1996

NOW DA
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KRELL FBP300 - YES A NEW AMPLIFIER FROM KRELL - SENSATIONAL!
COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER - incredible sound quality for £ 1800
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO - a £600 knockout!
KRELL KPS30i CD PLAYER - a ' budget' version of the KPS20
WILSON WITT & SYSTEM 5 - the ultimate!
MUSICAL FIDELITY F23 / F16 - new and much improved!
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 POWER AMPS - whew!
CASTLE HOWARD MK2, HARLECH & SEVERN - quality wood finish
SPENDOR SP7 - floor standing speakers
SHUN MOOK ACCESSORIES/POWER WEDGE MAINS CONDITIONERS fascinating!
MARANTZ CD17 AND 63 SIGNATURE CD PLAYERS
ONKYO THX919 AN RECEIVER - simply stunning!
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS & SL3 - electrostatics at their best
ROGERS LS33 SPEAKERS - a replacement for the LS2
TEAC VRDS 10SE CD PLAYER - the follow up to the very successful 10
THORENS AMPS AND CD PLAYER B & W SILVER SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKERS - a work of art
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER AND NEW 77 PRE AND POWER
QUAD ESL 63 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE - superb value for money
REL STORM/STRATA/STADIUM 11/STENTOR - redefines our ideas about
subwoofers
RUARK PALADIN - A worthy big brother to the Talismans
TDL NUCLEUS SUBWOOFER - astonishing value for money

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
KRELL KRC 3PREAMPLIFIER
KRELL MD1 CD TRANSPORT
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B
B&WCDM 1
SPENDOR PRELUDE 2/2
DPA RENAISSANCE INTERGRATED AMP
DPA PRE/POWER
NAD 302
NAD 402 TUNER
KRELL KSA100S EX DEM
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4
MARANTZ PM44SE MK 2NEW
KRELL KSA5OS EX DEM
ARCAM XETA ONE
ARCAM DELTA 290P POWER AMPS
DELTA BKACK BOX 500
ATC 20 LOUDSPEAKERS
SNELL J2SPEAKERS INC PIRATE STANDS
BURMESTER 785 PREAMP
ARCAM 250 CD TRANSPORT
AVI 2000 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIERS
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT
DPA LITTLE BIT DAC
LINX STRATOS PREAMP
LINN INDEX WITH STANDS
ORELLE CD480 CD PLAYER
TEAC 3500 CD PLAYER
LINN KABERS WALNUT
AUDIO RESEARCH 0200 POWER AMP EX DEM
ROTEL RT950 TUNER
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 MK 1PREAMP
CLASSE DAIS POWER AMP
ORELLE CD1OT
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMPLIFIER
KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC
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APOGEE CENTAUR
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IS YOUR SYSTEM THIS WELL BALANCED?

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS.
Agencies include, Energy. Air Tangent. Apogee. Audio Alchemy. Audio Research. Audio Technicii
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Subwoofers. Rogers. Roksan. Rotel. Roark. Seismic Sink. Sennheiser. Slate Audio. SME. Sonus Faber.
Spendor Sra Tionet TDL . Teac. Theta. Thorens. Transparent Cables, van den Hid. Wilson

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665

We are not just another HiFi shop selling boxes. Our speciality
is balancing and composing atruly musical system to suit your
particular needs and tastes.
The HiFi jungle needs considerable experience and enthusiasm
to determine just what works best with what and at
Zottch 2tibio we specialise in making the perfect match.
Book an appointment in our prestigious studio to listen to some of
the worlds very best HiFi systems. We guarantee your total
satisfaction and we offer service and civility that is second to none.
Our location is one of the best and most central in the UK
positioned between Derby, Leicester and Birmingham and we
are just 3minutes from the M42 motorway.
We offer anationwide service on supply and installation plus a
worldwide export service and of ('ourse, good prices too.
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Spendor SP7/1 Loudspeakers
Lumley ST70/LV 1.5 Pre-t-Power
AVI 52000 MC Reference CD
This is asuperbly balanced system and can not be beaten at the pm e
FREE with above system. Cables + stands worth £ 500
Midlands main dealers for; A.V.I. IMPULSE. LUMLEY. RESTEK.
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classical REVIEWS

Rec
of the Month

ARNOLD:
Symphonies 1 & 2
National SO Ireland/Penny
Naxos 8.553406

BRITTEN:
Peter Grimes
Philip Langridge (ten)1.7anice
Watson (sop)/Alan Opie (bar)/
Ameral Gunson (con) et al/Opera
London/LSO ChICLSIHickox.
Chandos CHAN 9447/8

(
2CDs, 147m 08$)

If there is still any Doubting Thomas who thinks of the character of Grimes as

Richard Hickox

afusion of the vocal powers and characterisation of Pears, Vickers and Rolfe

and the cast

Johnson, he should listen to Philip Langridge in the role. Here is the starkest
study yet of the tormented soul floating between one invidious situation and the
next, unable to combat his own preordained fate.
Vocally, it is all realized in a maze
do so again with this magnificent
of sinuous slurrings and shadings
Peter Grimes. From the Prologue
that builds dramatically to a
onwards singers and orchestra are
scream of self-pity and personal
magically balanced, with
derision. Even with Ellen, the only
marvellous clarity at each and
person he can turn to in his
every point of the drama. The
distressful situation, his actions are
words in the court scene are so
a caustic contrast between
clear that you don't need the
tenderness and hurtfulness,
libretto, and Peter and Ellen's duet
Janice Watson is perfect as Ellen.
evolves out of the orchestral
Her change from sweetness and
textures with wonderful
light to amazed concern at her
naturalness.
lover's uncontrollable hardness and
The conductor's perception of a
his cruelty to the young John, and
storm brewing: 'God's storm... will
the way she adopts a central,
drown... your hot desires!'
defensive attitude to his actions, [ BolesP`God stay the tide, or I
parallel Alan Opie's humane
shall share your fears' [Balstrode]
portrayal of Captain Balstrode,
develops gradually until ' Look! The
who adds a wonderful sense of
storm cone. The wind veers in
forward purpose as the plot
from sea at gale force' [from the
thickens. Opie is quietly optimistic
whole party of characters] prepares
early on, giant-like and heartfelt in
us for the orchestral tempest. Here,
accepting the outcome.
Hickox highlights the brass with
John Graham Hall as Bob Boles,
awesome splendour during the
fisherman and Methodist, and
Presto con fuoco, which makes the
Roderick Williams as Ned Keene,
abrupt change of scene inside 'The
apothecary and quack (both weak
Boar' so much more pronounced.
and easily manipulated), are
Listen, slightly further on, how
superbly caught up in the turn of
the chorus merges with the other
events alongside John Fryatt's
protaganists with splendid
Reverend Horace Adams, John
exactness in 'Old Joe has gone
Connell's Swallow, a lawyer, and
Matthew Best's Hobson, the
carrier,
Arneral Gunson as Auntie,
landlady of 'The Boar', is
characteristically apt. Her two
nieces — Yvonne Barclay and
Pamela Helen Stephen — make
vivacious foils, but it is Anne
Collins's whining Mrs Sedley,
continually worried about her pills,
who finally turns into the female
dragon behind the scenes, just as
intent as the others to achieve
Grimes's downfall.
The other great hero in this set
is Richard Hickox. Ihave written
elsewhere that his Britten War
Requiem was the best ever, and I
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fishing', and the variety of
vocal ,orchestral colours achieved in
the tricky ensemble passages.
Brian and Ralph Couzens excel
themselves afresh in this new
Chandos recording [ All Saints,
Tooting]. An enormous amount of
time and trouble has gone into this
production for CD: ' he haunting
stillness following the grief-stricken
Passacaglia; Grimes's frenzied
bursts of despair against the chorus
back- drop; and the lengthy,
poignant close — all the results of
painstaking attention to score
detail. This leave, all rivals
standing.
Bill Newman

of Peter Grimes
on the steps of
Blackheath
Concert Hall.
(Below)
Kenneth Green's
portrait
of Britten

(
55m 4Is)

Andrew Penny, much-lauded young
conductor (who numbers Groves,
Hickox and Downes — all fine
Arnold interpreters — as his
teacher), captures the essence of the
young composer with his precocious
talent to shock, cajole and finally
charm his listeners. Many
commentators have dreamt their
own stories up when listening to this
music, but its true meaning will
never entirely be revealed.
Arnold's First Symphony
(Cheltenham Festival — 1951) is
typically obtuse in its discordant
fanfare opening that peters out into
a more lyrical episode, before a
traumatic outburst. The slow
movement is again a play of
opposites with brass and percussion
offshoots to confuse the calm
listener, whereas the Finale is more
like the Grand National played
backwards, with its fugal mishaps
eventually transformed into amockMahler 3 coda where basses, tuba,
timpani and full percussion turn
stately solemnity into some kind of
chaotic celebration.
The Second will probably remain
Arnold's most popular symphony.
The beguiling tone at the start is
flavoured by gorgeous harmonies
and transcendent episodes either

side that suggest he is an old softy,
after all. The next movement dispels
all that with an uncontrollable
wildness in the form of a series of
violent episodes, brilliantly
orchestrated and fateful in their
journey to nowhere. Berlioz would
have been delirious with joy if he
had lived to hear it! The slow
movement is like London after dark:
a murky River Thames, buildings
shrouded by fog and somewhere
Jack the Ripper waiting to pounce,
but the Finale — despite a middle
section full of doubts and twisting
fears is all bounce and delirium.
Arnold's old Philips LP where he
directs the RPO is still unequalled
(will some daring and enterprising
rebel please reissue it on CD?) but
Penny's is apretty tine substitute.
Bill Newman
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The Open Sound of the
21st CENTURY

SYSTEMS

Introducing the new Alón range of
loudspeakers featuring:

o

•
Akin V NIkll

Akin petite

The open window into the 21st Centuiy. coffientional wisdom suggests that there is
no perfect loudspeaker. We disagree. Exceeding the musical performance of exotic
Planar, electrostatic and ribbon designs. The Alón V Mk11 unusually realistic
transducer arare connoisseur's speaker. convenient, easy to place in the average
listening room. Work with it and you should experience anew level of musical
immediacy and pleasure.
In our experience Alón speakers provide the closest approach to the sound of live
music. The principle of Archmedes* is now proven in the context of Alón speakers.
'That abody weighed when immersed wholly or panly in afluid shows aloss ot weight equal to
the weight of fluid it displaces

103a Colney Hatch Lane
Muswell Hill, London N10 11,R
Tel: 0181 883 6068 Fax: 0181 883 6142
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classical REVIEWS
From then on Barenboim leaves the
orchestra to look after itself. Its tone
coarsens from time to time and the
engineers seem unable to stabilise its
image, which widens and narrows at
will. The performance has many
moments of sensitivity, as in (ii), but
also many moments of bucolic
unsubtlety, particularly in (in).
Reservations also apply to the
Choral Fantasy. A shallow-toned
piano moves from centre to right of
stage and stays there most of the
time. Mercifully, the orchestra
remains stereophonic. The chorus
likewise, but it has a top-heavy
balance that emphasises lusty
sopranos. There is some lusty
pianism too. The moments of
bucolic unsubtlety surface once

JS BACH:
Adagio & Allegro (for obbligato
harpsichord and violin) BWV1019
Sonata in G (for obbligato
harpsichord and violin) BWV1019a J
Violin Sonata BINV1024/VERACINI:
Sonata Accademica/WESTHOFF: Suite
for solo violin
Capriccio Straragante
BMG/DHM 05472 77314 2

(
57m 35s)

Two violins are used here, both rare:
a 1691 Stradivarius and a 1669
Amati. Neither has the modifications
sometimes made to give greater
tonal power, but it would be difficult
to imagine a more forthright sound
than that which Manfredo Kremer
obtains. The notes do not tell us
which instrument was used for
which piece (for that matter they tell
us little about the music:
BWV1019/1019a are not mentioned,
and BWV1024 is discussed only in
the context of the ongoing dispute
as to whether Bach or Johann Georg
Pisendal composed the piece).
Michel Murgier's Italian cello is
from 1720, and Skip Sempé's fine
harpsichord is amodern
reproduction.
Sempé is an exciting player,
amazingly virtuosic in the two works
which specify obbligato harpsichord
— especially BWV1019a, which
starts with awild Presto that is
repeated to represent the last of the
five movts also: aprocedure of
arguable authenticity.
The recording is curious. The
ensemble reaches the ear with much
impact through a generous acoustic.
Harshness is avoided and all the
instruments are clearly audible, yet
none seems to be located in any
particular position. There is a
permanent background roar rather
like an organ blower: wisely, the
engineers retain this during silences,
and after awhile one forgets it. A
disc for connoisseurs of Baroque
violin virtuosity.
Antony Hodgson MU=
BEETHOVEN:
Overture Leonora 1 1
-1 Symphony 7
Choral Fantasy
Edith litgel (pno)IBBC Singers/BBC
SO & ChlPritchard
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91322
(73m 20.,.) recorded 1985
Hansel and Gretel apart, how many
Pritchard recordings come to mind?
Perhaps he's an unsung hero
(apologies to readers who already
knew that!) for these are splendid
performances — only the sequence
and the changes of acoustic prevent
the ' feel' of acomplete Beethoven
concert. Placed midway, the
symphony is aMaida Vale studio
recording, whereas the wonderful,
but so often ignored, Leonora 1and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Daniel
Barenboirr
directs concert
performances
of Beethoven's
Tripe Concerto
and Choral
Fantasy.
(Below)
Skip Sempé:
'amazingly
virtuosie

Fantasy are live from the RFH, with
its drier, more focused sound. Sir
John's account of the Seventh
excellent tempi and every repeat
taken) put me in mind of Beecham's:
especially the ' devil take the
hindmost' finale. And pianist and
conductor work together to make
this perhaps the most stylistically
aware Choral Fantasy on records;
only the mushy spread of choral
sound, with hissing sibilants, mars
the conclusion — the BBC Singers
are set to the left, and their clarity is
exemplary. Especially delightful are
the solo flute — ' Vogel' [bird]
indeed! — winds and string-quartet
sequences from 5m 13s.
Christopher Breunig
A-B(C):1*-11:11
BEETHOVEN:
Triple Concerto J Choral Fantasy
ltzhak Perlman (v1n)1Yo-Yo Ma
(vie) /Daniel Barenboim (pnoldir)I
Deutschen Staatsoper ChIBP0
EMI CDC 555 5162
(55m 13s) live recordings
It doesn't measure up. Poor
technical quality alone would rule

'pianist Edith Vogel and
Sir John Pritchard work

again. Overall, this is not a
[
Berlin Philharmonie]
worthy of EMI.

/production

àdèlen Anthoni

C- D:2-3

BERLIOZ:
Harold in Italy _ILes Nuits d'Été —I
Le jeune Patte Breton
Bruno Giuranna (v1a)IBBC SOI
M ShostakovIclzljennifer Smith
(sop)IPhilharntonialMackerras
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91532

(
76m 36s)

An attractive and unique pairing of
two major Berlioz works. Maxim
Shostakovich and the BBC SO offer
a sturdy foil to Bruno Giuranna's
musing viola in Berlioz's ' Italian'
symphony, set in the slightly dry
Usher Hall acoustic [Edinburgh
Festival 1982] but with good
recorded dynamics to offset an
occasional touch of audience noise.
In the Nuits d'Été song cycle the
Philharmonia and Sir Charles
Mackerras provide a nicely judged
accompaniment, with the gentle
Young Breton Shepherd thrown in for
good measure; but Jennifer Smith is
rather deeply set in acloudy
ambience [London's Henry Wood
Hall, 1979], and for my taste is
helped by some treble lift.
While not challenging the top
recommendations for either work,
this is an ideal coupling for anyone
seeking good versions of both pieces
at modest cost.

together to make this
perhaps the most
stylistically aware Choral
Fantasy on records'

BRAHMS:
Piano Trios in B Op.8
(i?

J

Virgin Classics VC 545 1842
this disc out of court. The Triple
Concerto starts well enough. Spread
and depth in the exposition of (i)
are good and the sound is fairly
clean. Barenboim the conductor is
good too. Enter the soloists and the
rot sets in. They are bunched
together, dead centre. The aural
impression is of a mono source.

in C Op.87
(
63m 44s)

The air of relaxed certainty is
striking. A finer acoustic, not slightly
unfocused as here (a church —
thoroughly inappropriate), may
create a different impression.
Whatever, it's an uncommon
experience to hear Brahms trios
played without strain. Don't get me
wrong though; there is absolutely
71
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Why does Brian Rivas deal only with
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Mail

LONDON, W14 OQH.
Tel: 0171 371 3037
Fax: 0171 371 1790
We are open Mon-Sat

VISA
10.00 - n.00

We offer home
demos on Hi-Fi
equipment and
cables.
So you can make
your choice

Presents:

Thorens
CD Player

KRELL
KRELL AUDIO STANDARD
WILSON AUDIO SPECIALTIES
AUDIO RESEARCH
SONUS FABER
COPLAND

Agents for: Alchmist, Audio Innovations, Audiolab, Aura, Alphason, Atacama, Audio
Technica, Boston, B&W, Chord Compary, Castle, Denon, Dynavector, Harmon-Kardon,
Neybrook, JBL, Jecklin, Jamo, Oriel, °retie, KEF, LED, Marant 3, Mitchell, Moth,
Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Oroton, Fro-ject, S.M.E., Sequence, Stemford,
Sugden, Teac, Thorny,, Totem, Tannoy, Town:lend, Tube Technology, Van-Den-Hul,
TDL Electronics Studios Series and many more.

* Home Installation *
* Free Local Deliveries *

TRANSPARENT CABLE
GM RESONANCE TUNER SUPPORTS
These names are at the cutting edge of domestic
music reproduction, the names that have established
themselves over the years with a reputation for the

"Introducing anew brand of
amplifiers exclusive to
Studio One Sonnetter
Campion Intergrated."

"Call Joesph or Ossie now for Free advice"
"Audition the ECA Servo aPoint 2True Ribbon
Loud Speaker" Be Amazed"
"Records cleaned and sleeved on Nakgaoka antistatic
for £1.50 per album"

unsurpassed excellence in sound quality, design,
build and reliability. These are the names by which

RINGMAT

the others are judged. Remember this when you

FOR RECORD LOVERS

make your high end choices. And remember this

First record support to be properly designed

also: no one ever regretted buying the best.
Whatever your high end budget, you are invited to
telephone Brian Revas at Pinewood Music for a
discussion and demonstration. You will receive the
kind of personal service and support you would
hope for at this level.

RINGMAT is the leading support for a record on a
turntable platter and has been acclaimed around the world
for its outstanding performance and cost-effectiveness.

NEW XLR VERSION OF 330 Mk11
AVAILABLE NOW
Tracking even more secure. Sound is fuller and
more natural. Greater power and expressiveness.

Component of the month - no, the year no, the decade!! The KRELL KAV-300i
intergrated amplifier. What adarling!

Bass line goes much deeper.
See Christopher Breunigs review in
HiFi News & Record Review April 1996 issue.
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Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

RINGMAT 330 Mk11 XLR

£47.50

RINGMATS can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers.
There is an exchange scheme for earlier RINGMATS.
For more information on this or on RINGAMT generally,
or for mail order ( including VISA/MasterCard), contact:

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 8QG
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: 01277 200 210 Fax: 01277 201 225
(Mail order p&p: additional £2.50 UK; £5.50 outside UK)
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In the Berlioz, too, you get the
sense of his players absolutely at one
with his intentions. Like Markevitch's,

nothing mincing about these
interpretations. They have power aplenty, warmth and sensitivity too;
and a technical expertise that
achieves objectives apparently
without physical stress or stiffmuscled strenuousness. The
examples are impressive:
astonishingly fleet scherzos, that of
Op.87 irresistibly conjuring up an
image of flitting fireflies, with no
mawkishness in approach when the

though far less extreme, his is a
reading of considerable individuality;
he seems to have taken awholly fresh
look at the Symphonie and its
possibilities, yet never draws attention
either to himself or the orchestral
playing per se.
The opening of ( ii) has agauzy
lightness that not even the VP0
match [ Davis/Philips], and from
around 4m the cornet is audaciously
prominent. The cor anglais and
distant oboe are beautifully staged in
(iii), and Iliked the attention to

tempo changes to Poco men° presto;
(iii) of Op.8, still and quietly
rapturous, astar performance. The
engineering raises the most
reservations. Perhaps in different
circircumstances the violinist
wouldn't sound as slender- toned, the
cellist as diffuse. We'll see.
Meanwhile this debut deserves
everyone's attention.

dynamic gradings in the tolling bells
in (v). Chung gives the March agay,
rather celebratory slant, which is
perhaps valid.
This is altogether less weightily
symphonic than, say, Davis's; it has
much more fantasy and contrast, eg
between ' Reveries' and ' Passions'
(truly agitato and appassionato assai —
repeat taken too, though not in the
March). Critics might say it supports
Debussy's stricture that, preoccupied
with colour, Berlioz forgot about the
music. My one reservation is that
Chung is over-fussy in the first part
of the Waltz.
The Gounod Hall offers along
decay, but, with plenty of

Nolen Anthoni
DUTILLEUX:
Métaboles/BERLIOZ: Symphonie
fantastique
Bastille Opera Orch Chum,'
DG 445 878-2

(6 7m 07s)

The four linked movements of
Métaboles (
Incantatory-LinearObsessional-Torpid-Flamboyant)
follow the principle of metabolism in
that successive ideas are varied to
form the basis of the next part —
each in turn ( i) -(iv) favouring an
orchestral section: winds, strings,
Sheila RocklEMI

brass, percussion (DG's notes
confuse this order). Iimagine the
gravity of the two inner slow
movements would greatly have
appealed to George Szell, who
commissioned and premiered the
work in 1965, and equally the
technical demands of the Scherzando
(iii). The Sacrelike surfacing winds
at the very beginning [ 31s] hold the
attention, and Dutilleux's
discriminating scoring and sense of
economy (the duration is only 16m
28s) maintains that fascination
throughout. Myung-Miun Chung's
account is exemplary.

depth information, DG's
excellent 1993 ' 4D'
production seems to me
clear without spotlighting.

Myung-Whun
Chung
(Below)
Tafelmusik:
'freshness
and vigour'
in Handel

Bass-drum sounds out
splendidly in the closing
bars! (Whilst in broad
agreement with this review,
John Crabbe points out
that in (v), at bars
187-206 [4m 15-33s] the
score calls for arun of 20 syncopated
bass-drum strokes, which have either
been omitted or reduced from the
marked inf to an inaudible ppp.)
It would be a shame if the
coupling deterred enthusiasts of
either French. composer.
Christopher Breunig

AVA:1

1

Ouvertures in d ...: in B-flat J in g J
in B-flat
Il fondantentolPaul Dombrecht
(obldir)
Vanguard Classics 99707

(
60m 29s)

There are hardly any recordings of
the music of Johann Joseph Fux
(1660-1741). Many reference books
go little further than referring to him
as an influential teacher and
theoretician. Perhaps this damnation
by faint praise parallels that of
Johann Mattheson, Fux's
contemporary enemy. No less an
authority than Kochel, in his 1872
biography of Fux, was very positive
in his appreciation, but the damage
had already been done.
These splendid Ouvertures (
or
French Suites) certainly give the lie
to posterity's reserved assessments.
The recording has just the right
texture: gorgeously rich in acoustic,
with glowing tone from the small
orchestra (a dozen strings, two each
of oboes and bassoons, with lute and
harpsichord continuo). The form of
each six-movt work is fairly free: eg
not every Menuet has an alternativo
section, and the final Gigue of the
second B-flat Suite leads into varied
restatements, including adelightfully
eccentric and amazingly rapid part
for the bassoons. The orchestration
concentrates on richness, becoming
more detailed in fugal episodes;
changes of texture are frequent, and
the woodwind ensemble sometimes
expounds themes on their own.
Dombrecht imbues firm rhythm
into the performances, making the
dances lively and even in pulse. The
full-blooded ' symphonic' sound of
each of the extensive opening
movements is very suitable. The
moulding into the overall texture of
oboes, bassoons and harpsichord is
unusual for a period band, but
makes for interesting sounds — the
originality of the lute continuo also
adds an intriguingly different colour.
The notes mention some 80
Suites and Overtures, so perhaps this
is the beginning of a Fux revival.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 0

HANDEL:
Suite from II Pastor Fido J
Water Music
Tafelniusik1Lamon
Sony Classical CD 68 257

(75m 35s)

The freshness and vigour of
Tafelmusik are well suited to Handel
in the mainly extravert mood of his
Water Music, here generously
complemented by a suite of 12
movements from the final version of
the opera 11 pastor fido, which was
revived with new dances in
November 1734. Most of these
dances are brief, but the concluding
Chaconne is an extended number
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'this is one of Handel's
most inventive scores, with
striking contributions from
theorbo and triple harp,
and virile writing for
horns and trumpets'
revised from its original Mrm in
Radamisto. The order of the Water
Music numbers differs from the
usual but is justified by the result.
The neatness and rhythmic impulse
of the playing under Jeanne Lamon
will make new friends for this
talented Canadian period instrument
group, and the recording (Glenn
Gould Studio, Toronto) has
considerable presence.
Peter Branscombe

A:1

HANDEL:
Esther J Oboe Sonata in g, HMV404
RusselIlArgentalChancelRandlel
PadmorclGeorgelThe Sixteen Orch &
ChIChristophers
Collins Classics 70402

(
2CDs, 105m 20s)

"Ibis delightful Issue presents the
original Esther, composed in 1718 for
the Earl of Carnarvon at Cannons,
the direct precursor to Handel's long
series of English oratorios which
began in the 1730s. Compared to
them, it is arelatively small-scaled
and (apart from the extensive final
chorus) intimate piece: qualities well
reflected in this excellent new
recording, with Thomas Randle a
youthful and lovestruck Ahasuerus.
If the dramatic structure lacks the
statuesque architecture of the later
oratorios, the libretto is among the
finest — contemporary gossip
ascribed it to Alexander Pope, who
certainly seems to have been
involved, but never put his name to
it. Pope ( like Carnarvon) was a
Jacobite sympathiser. Ruth Smith's
recent book on the oratorios [CUP]
shows the depiction of the captive
Israelites under Persian tyranny may
be a plea for toleration of the
Catholic community in Britain, in
the wake of the ' 15 Rebellion. Later
versions of Esther were variously
`Hanoverised'.
One would naturally expect a
vocally distinguished account from
these singers. Mark Padmore's 'Tune
your harps' is only the first in a long
sequence of plums. But the delicacy
and character of the instrumental
playing is outstanding: colouristically
this is one of Handel's most inventive
scores, with striking contributions
from theorbo and triple harp, and
virile writing for horns and trumpets
held back till the last two scenes.

Sonata with strings and continuo
becomes an imaginative interlude
between the two parts of the
oratorio.
Calum MacDonald

KREISLER:
Recitativo & Scherzo- Caprice J
Caprice Viennois J Liebeslied/ERNST:
Der Erlkonig/PAGANINI: Introduction
& Variations on ' Dal tuo stellato

A":1

soglio J Cantabile in D J Variations
on '
Gcd Save the King'/TARTINI:
Sonata in g/SARASATE: Habanera J
Zigeurenveisen/YSAYE: Solo Violin
Sonata 6/WIENIAWSKI: Polonaise de
Conce.1
Matthew "Maier (vIn)IGordon Back
(pilo)

HOLST:
Seven Part- Songs J A Choral
Fantasia J A Dirge for Two Veterans
J Ode to Death
Patricia Rosario (sop)ILSChljoyffil
Co of SingersICLSIHickox
Chandos CHAN 9437

(59m I9s)

National Trust NTCD 007
(73ni 22s) dist. Discovery Records

Here is ' the vision beyond earthly
sense... perpetually present'. VW was
never more right about Ho1st. Some
of the visions are piercing. The
control of form is, mostly, masterly.

Forget the few technical lapses and
the occasional want of tonal variety.
Listen instead for a purity of style
and a sense of personal communion
with the music. Truster (b.1976 and

And these performances do drag you
into the nub, to glimpse the heights
through the depths. But to be
objective, there's the matter of
timing. The published figure for the
Ode to Death is 10m. Hickox extends
it to 12m 36s, but his grip is so sure
that the interpretation isn't a
millisecond too long.
Choirs are throughout of the
highest quality; the organ in the
Choral Fantasia tremendous.
Chandos's engineering, both here
and in the Dirge, is state of the art.

eighteen at the time of this recording
— a pupil of Kantorow) is no sleek,
shrink-wrapped showman but an
instrumentalist of solid artistic
perception. His recreation of
Kreisler's Liebeslied and Paganini's
Cantabile shows how his judgement
of vibrato and rubato serve to
produce chaste, songful lines,
genuinely moving in their restraint
and lack of false varnish. Given such
good taste, it isn't surprising that

To be objective again: Rosario often
seems vocally stretched but, granted,
she is asympathetic musician. And
you end as you began, with the
ineffability of Hoist's own
imagination. At its noblest it even
makes redundant the question why
he set a poem (` Say who is this with
silver'd hair' from the Seven PartSongs) about which meaning he was
always undecided.
Nolen Anthoni

A*-A:1*- 1 çl

Sarah Chang:
virtuoso
showpieces by
Lalo and
Vieuxtemps

Sarasate's Zigeunerweisen is shorn of
all the meretricious histrionics that
are often inflicted on this piece.
This is not adisc (generally well
recorded, though there are
differences in levels) to set the
musical world alight today, but there
is enough here to suggest that, given
time and careful nurturing
(emphatically no competitions),
Truster may well be one of the best
musicians of the next century.
Nolen Anthoni

B:1-2

LALO:
Symphonie Espagnole/VIEUXTEMPS:
Violin Concerto 5'
Sarah Chang (vIn)IRoyal
(;)iicertgeholeze,»PhilharmonialDutoit
EMI CDC 555 2922

(
5Im 43s)
—
—
Both works are out-and-out virtuoso
showpieces, and Sarah Chang is
more than equal to all the demands
made. Her playing has the hairraising brilliance needed, yet this is
more than just adisplay of
pyrotechnics. Ican't recall hearing
the Vieuxtemps played with such
passionate intensity before (as if it
were the finest violin concerto ever
written) and she almost succeeds in
convincing the listener that it is great
music. Imay be wrong, but the
intensity of her performance sounds
as if it has inspired Dutoit and the
Philharmonia to play with
comparable passion: the tension is

an able soloist, the exquisite G-minor

there from the opening bars, and it
never sags. Lab's colourful score is
given avery sultry performance —
one that alternately smoulders and

74
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Collins' recording is beautifully clear
and natural. With Anthony Robson

S'
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bursts into flames — which grabs
attention from first bar to last.
Recorded live, this receives
rapturous applause. The Vieuxtemps
is astudio recording, but also has
the sort of intensity one hopes for
from apublic performance. The
recordings are ripe and powerful,
with perhaps the better sound in the
Vieuxtemps (Henry Wood Hall). Not
to be missed.
•
MAHLER:
Symphony 9
BBC PO/Sanderling
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91562

(
78m Ois)

Kurt Sanderling's performances can
often be so dogged as to suggest a
dislike of expressivity: his full-priced
2CD Mahler 9 on Erato comes to
mind. But here, in a 1982 recording,
with speeds consistently faster
(Philharmonia Orchestra 82m 16s),
the BBC Philharmonic clearly find
inspiration — above all in agreat
outpouring of unbroken line in (iv).
You won't find Bruno Walter's

In concerts and on his recording
with the COE, Harnoncourt has
conducted the original version of
Schumann's Fourth Symphony, but
he has remained
open-minded,
always intending
to record the
more familiar
revised score;
indeed, he says
study of one
helps
interpretation of
the other. He
and the Berlin
Philharmonic are
more than
compatible (this
is their first
recording
together: it was
made ' live' at the
Philharmonie in

superb conducting, with every
phrase and orchestral solo balanced
and blended with drama and loving
care. But where is Zimmermann?
Yes, he is performing with the
Berlin Philharmonic, but in such a
way that his tonal projection is way
below that of his partners. [
His 1995

January 1995). Harnoncourt's is
perhaps the most compelling Fourth
on records since Furtwângler's. The
elements of dance, lyricism, suspense
and impulse are persuasively
balanced; moreover it has all the
repeats. Some may find his Schubert
too severe — Isee that (i) (ii) are

Kurt
Sanderling:
a remarkable
Mahler Ninth
Symphony

just 2m longer than in
Harnoncourt's complementary
recording in the 1992
Concertgebouw cycle (the two
versions are quite different in
characterisation). But has
Mendelssohn's ' Fair Melusine'
overture ever sounded lovelier? It
has asweep in the allegro that quite

with the BBC
Philharmonic
Orchestra,
recorded
in 1982

sweetness or Karajan's refined
textures; this is ablunt Ninth with
more in common with Horenstein's
or Klemperer's style. Sanderling
starkly, at times even crudely,
underlines Mahler's black
pessimism, and gives afascinating
reading of what Deryck Cooke
called ' the glimpse of peace amidst
the inferno of the Rondo Burleske'.
For, where Solti (in his earlier LSO
version — well w.rth revisiting)
clings for as long as he can to this
visionary episode, Sanderling [from
the great cymbal clash at 5m 53s]
never even countenances its
possibility. The music shifts uneasily,
shadowy figures appear and fade
away, shrill elements ever ready to
resume their nihilistic cries.
This BBC Philharmonic version
completely supersedes that on Erato,
and should be heard (even though
the Manchester Studio 7 sound is
too recessed).
rthristopher Breunig

MENDELSSOHN:
Die schiine Melusine/SCHUBERT:
Symphony 4 'Traffics/SCHUMANN:
Symphony 4 in d
BPOIHarnoncourt
(76m 34s)
%lac 4509 94543 2

IS:1()1

displaces Chmura's DG version, in
the LSO's excellent DG overtures
collection of 1977.
Christopher Breunig
MOZART:
Violin Concerto 3/BRAHMS: Violin
Concerto
Frank Peter Zimmermann (v1n)1
BPOISawallisch
(59m 36s)
EMI CDC 555 4262
The Mozart is fine. Zimmermann is
always an immaculate, clean-toned
performer, perfectly in tune
throughout, with anice sense of
phrasing and anatural pathos that
keeps the musical thread moving
forward without deteriorating into
some kind of Hollywood-type
emoting in the slow-movt.
Sawallisch, aMozartian born and
bred in the higher echelons of great
music-making, partners him with
great zest and spontaneity.
The Brahms is foremost,
sometimes solely, an example of

Prom performance with BBC
SO/Davis was not dissimilar — Mus
Ed.] As aresult his contribution
sounds dull as ditchwater, no match
for any of the great performers. The
ideal musical performance and
recording is still, for me, Szigeti and
the LSO under Herbert Menges
[Mercury nia], but we seem to be
living in an age when some kind of
virtuoso perfection is the main
requirement for reviewerrecommendation in this work, and a
few others. What ashame!
Bill Newman
MOZART:
Complete Works for Flute and
Orchestra
Konrad Hünteler (fit)1Helga Storck
(hp)1Orch 18th CenturylBrüggen
Philips 442 148-2

(
78m 21s)

The works are the Flute Concertos
in G, K313 and in D, K314, plus the
Concerto for flute and harp K299
and the Andante in C, K315, which
may be all that survives of afurther
concerto. This is the sort of
recording to drive from one's mind
the old chestnut of Mozart's dislike
of the flute: the music is urbane,
tuneful, thoroughly attractive, and
the period instrument performances
are vigorous, warm and stylish
(except in one or two of the
cadenzas — those by Marius
Flothuis for the double concerto are
perfectly apt). Konrad Hünteler, who
also provides the insert essay, is a
neat and eloquent flautist, and Frans
Brüggen and the Orchestra of the
18th Century provide him with
exemplary accompaniments. The
recordings (various venues and dates)
are of Philips' usual high quality.
Branscombe

All

MOZART:
Die Zauberfiiite
DessaylMannionlKitchenlBlochwitzl
ColelScharingerlHagen1Les Arts
Florissants/Christie
Erato 0630-12705-2

(
2CDs, 150m 23s)

This is afascinating Zaubeete, with
interesting old/new insights, but it is
not an obvious first choice. William
Christie approaches the familiar
score with refreshing openmindedness; he is not afraid to
broaden or hurry on the tempo
within amovement; and he is the
first conductor in my experience to
restore the extensive (but in part
lost) cadenza for the Ladies at the
75
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MTT

San Francisc

MICHAEL TILSO
SAN FRANCISCO
PROK
ROMEO

FP1t1

PROKOFIEV:
Romeo & Juliet - highlights
San Francisco SO/ii/son Thomas
RCA 09026 68288 2

Peter Branscombe

(
78m ¡ Os) recorded live

The booklet cover is more akin to a pop release
than classical — browsed casually you might think
it was the new Michael Bolton album rather than
Michael Tilson Thomas's, or ` MTT' as RCA like
to dub him. It marks his San Francisco debut on
RCA, and certainly augurs well. Tilson Thomas
has put together his own selection from
Prokofiev's score, drawing on both the complete
ballet and concert suites to make a logical
sequence of numbers that follows the story of the
ballet. The orchestral playing is superbly
disciplined and secure, reminding us (if such a
reminder were needed) what agreat orchestra this
is. The love music is played with soaring passion,
while the fast numbers sound light and athletic,
with some terrific virtuoso playing from the
strings. RCA's recording is wonderfully clear,
allowing even the tiniest detail to tell with absolute
clarity, yet there is no sense of instruments being
spotlit. Tonally the sound is very open, with only a
slight lack of front-to-back depth — the balance is
close and forward, though not oppressively so.
Taped live in Davies Hall, it allows one to savour
the orchestration of this music as perhaps never
before. The brass sound wonderfully sonorous and
pungent, and all instruments have ample space
despite the close/dry balance — note how vividly
the bell rings out in 'The Fight' [track 5, lm 48s].
[The very example I'd cite as indicative of a brashness
here that makes MTT's Prokofiev sound more like
Bernstein! — Mus Ed.] If Ihave a criticism, it is
that the music sometimes sounds just a little too
self-consciously moulded at times: the playing
itself is fabulous, but sounds just a shade overcalculated. Even so, I'd still say this is comfortably
the best highlights disc of Romeo & Juliet
available, ahead even of Dutoit on Decca,
musically and sonically. It certainly promises well
for MTT and the SFSO!
James M Hugh,,

end of the Introduction. He has a
good if not outstanding cast, and he
encourages the singers to decorate
the vocal line, usually to convincing
effect. The dialogue is quite full, not
entirely authentic; Iwas sometimes
aware of the physical and
psychological distance between
singers and the actors who speak for
some of them. A plus are the
impressive thunderclaps (no lions,
though); on the minus side, the
dynamic range of the dialogue
scenes is far too wide.
The pick of the cast is the
endearingly Viennese Anton
Scharinger as Papageno, closely
followed by Natalie Dessay and Rosa
Mannion as Queen and Pamina, yet
all give pleasure with their alert,
responsive singing. The Three Boys
are indeed young males: rather
obviously French, and endearing.
The attractive libretto booklet is a
bonus. Iwelcome this new Magic
Flute warmly, especially for its
exciting and largely convincing
attempt to recreate what we know of
Mozart's expectations of vocal
decoration

As:I*(2)

Andrew Achenbach

A-B:1 -2

A-B:1-2

ROUSSEL:
Symphonies 1-4
Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio
France/Janowski
RCA 09026-62511-2

by the way). This latest Third falls
into the ' very good' rather than
'outstanding' category. True, in (iii)
Janowski finds greater emotional
intensity than did Dutoit, but the
remaining movements lack
something in characterful, freewheeling flair, especially by the side
of Bernstein's impulsive, big-boned
live recording with the FNO from
1981 ( DG ' Masters' — Ido wish
Sony would get round to reissuing
his electrifying earlier NYPO
account).
Ifeel much the same way about
Janowski's reading of the Fourth. It
is a commendable display, if, in all
honesty, just a little efficient and
under-motivated for my own liking by the side of Karajan, Ansermet
and Munch (all, alas, deleted) the
slow movement seems just a little
short on the necessary inner rapture.
Immensely full-blooded, if slightly
'cramped' sound on this Radio
France/BMG co-production.
Recommended for the sake of the
repertoire, albeit with minor artistic
reservations.

(2CDs, I29m IIs)

A very useful set, especially now that
Charles Dutoit's admirable Erato
survey with the French Nat Orch
has (only temporarily, one hopes)
succumbed to the deletion axe.
Indeed, at the present time only the
Third Symphony is at all decently
served in the catalogues; elsewhere,
the only contender in the Fourth is
a rather cautious-sounding Chandos
offering from Detroit SO/Jârvi, while
the remarkable Second isn't
represented at all — ascandalous
state of affairs!
The First Symphony, ` Le poème
de la forèt', is an endearing,
impressionistic essay in the realm of
nature music, dating from 1904-7.
Marek Janowski does full justice to
its delicate colourings and evocative
moods, and he draws some sensitive,
finely committed playing from his
excellent group. The dark-hued
Second ( 1919-21) is a much more
imposing creature than its freshfaced predecessor. Rich in strong
ideas and opulently scored, it
possesses a riveting, slumbering
power that has always put me in
mind of another Second Symphony:
that of our own Arnold Bax.
Again, Janowski presides over an
authoritative, beautifully prepared
rendering, though perhaps Dutoit
uncovered more in the way of earburning internal detail ( the Durand
study score makes a terrific ' read',

RUBBRA:
Sym lhony 9' Sinfonia Sacra' J The
Morning Watch
Daztson (sop) Jones (con)IRoberts
(bar) /BBC Nat Ch & Orch of
WalesIHickox
Chandos CHAN 9441

(
56m 55s)

Many commentators hold Rubbra's
lofty Sinfonia Sacra (
the ninth of his
eleven, eventually finished in 1972)
to be this composer's most visionary,
all-embracing creation. Scored for
three soloists, chorus and orchestra,
the work was originally conceived in
1961 as an oratorio depicting the
Resurrection. However, following the
completion of his Eighth Symphony
in 1968, Rubbra returned to his
initial idea and resolved to fashion it
into a large-scale choral symphony.
Inspiration runs consistently high
throughout this deeply-felt,
profoundly serene utterance, and I'm
delighted to report that Hickox and
company do full justice to Rubbra's
glowing, luminously textured
writing. Apparently, the composer's
dying wish was that his Sinfonia
Sacra be recorded; he would surely
have been delighted with the
present, utterly dedicated account.
The main offering is preceded here
by The Morning Watch, a gloriously
noble setting of Henry Vaughan's
mystic poem. First heard under
Boult in 1946, it possesses a power
and radiance that cannot fail to
impress. Outstandingly refined,
sumptuous Chandos sound. This
splendid issue deserves the widest
possible currency.
Andrew Achenbach

JULY 1996
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Elsewhere, the pianist and various
instrumental groupings alternate in
stating the melodic argument, rather

RUBBRA:
String Quartets 1-4
Sterling Qt
Conifer Classics 75605 51260 2
(2CDs, 83m 02s)
Rubbra's four masterly string
quartets span almost his entire
compositional career. The first
version of the String Quartet 1
(which bears adedication to VW)
dates from 1933, though a revision,
containing an entirely new finale,
subsequently appeared in 1946. It is
a most invigorating, concentrated
essay, beautifully laid out for the
medium. If anything, the Second
Quartet ( 1951) is even finer, a
marvellously inventive piece,
unfailingly purposeful and full of the
most beguilingly subtle rhythmic and
harmonic resource. The three
movements of the Third Quartet
(1963) play without abreak. This is
another hugely eloquent, seamlessly
evolving affair, boasting a
particularly memorable central
Adagio.
The two-movt Fourth Quartet of
1975 was one of Rubbra's very last
major works. Probing and intensely
poignant, it well repays repeated
hearings; indeed, the patient listener
will find enormous long-term
rewards in all four quartets. The
Sterling Quartet's impassioned
advocacy is accorded vivid, if rather
close, occasionally astringent sound
(the ear tends to tire after awhile).
Rubbra's music, however, is
wonderful, and the set as awhole
deserves ahearty welcome. (In case
you're wondering, the two discs
retail for the price of one.)
Andrew Achenbach

composers'
Shura Cherkassky (pno)IRPOI
Ashkenazy
Decca 448 063-2
(76m 06s) '
recorded live 1974
Rubinstein was 17 years
Cherkassky's senior, standing in the
forefront of distinguished Russian
Teachers of the Pianoforte, as
revered as Mikhail Glinka but of an
entirely different mentality in
musical tastes and outlook. The
'bigness' of his gestures in
symphonic terms (eg The Ocean
Symphony) is poles away from this
concerto, a three-movement work
full of pretty melodies, tempered by
passages of grandiloquence, but
hardly on a large scale. The
arpeggio left-hand accompaniment,
romantically shaped and expressively
treated by the loving Cherkassky, is
carefully held back for the central
climax of (i), where piano and
orchestra really combine forces to
show off the mettle of the work.
JULY 19%

SHOSTAKOVICrie
SYMPHOM HO 7
"LEHISPAU

yurii TEMiRKANIN

heights of eloquence, couching the
simple melodies with quiet support
from the orchestra. The highspirited Finale, a vigorous Russian
dance, with virtually no let-up in
pace and revelry, shows the obvious
sympathy that Ashkenazy enjoys
with all the soloists he works with.
The work as awhole is no great
shakes, but this performance
transforms it from the humdrum to
the ecstatic. Excellent recorded

ST. PETEFURG
PHILHA GNIC
MICH TUA
I

machine' image, the
centrepiece of (i) —
which Temirkanov
shapes with masterly
relish — in favour of
'a committee of the
Soviet Composers'
Union [trying] to
rewrite Ravel's Bolero'. I
must say Idon't see the
opening section with
piccolo and violin solos
(beautifully integrated

sound.
In May 1974 the pianist was
caught to perfection at All Saints
Church, Petersham, performing a
succession of encores: Wine, Women
and Song, The Swan, Godowsky's
Waltz poem for the left hand and Alt
Wein, the famous Rubinstein Melody
in F and tit-bits by Schubert/
Godowsky, Tchaikovsky, Glazunov
and Chaminade — ending with the
fabulous Caprice Espagnol by
Moszkowski. A ' must' for
Cherkassky fans.
Bill Newman

A:1,

Shostakovich
photographed
as a fire
fighter during

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 7, ' Leningrad'
St Petersburg POITemirkanov
RCA 0902662548 2

(76m 38s)

What a fascinating encumbrance of
facts and Revisionism surrounds the
Seventh Symphony: ' Stalingrad...
siege of'; ' composer's withdrawal of
associated programme'; ` Bartok...
parody of material'; ' microfilm score
to USA... Toscanini/Stokowski argue

RUBINSTEIN:
Piano Concerto 4/Encores, various

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

as Rimsky-Korsakov did in his
shorter piano concerto. In the slow
movement Cherkassky reaches the

rights to premiere'; ` Volkov's
Testimony.., implications thereon
and so on. The RCA booklet even
rejects the ' oncoming Nazi war

the war.
RCA's new
recording of
his Leningrad
Symphony
is 'sumptuous'.
(Below)
Dame Ethel
Smyth

in this 1995 recording
from Shostakovich
Hall) as merely a ' sleepy world': this
is one of Shostakovich's rare pieces
of idyllic writing in a symphony.
It's a rare pleasure to hear a
Russian orchestra playing this
composer recorded so sumptuously.
(Incidentally, Temirkanov has his
double-basses ranged rear left.) I
have returned to Temirkanov's
account — midway between the
extremes of Bernstein, at 85m, and
Kondrashin, 71m — several times in
recent weeks. It's like abroad-paced
Eroica performance and perhaps
ultimately too comfortable to listen
to. Irecommend it nonetheless,
since the St Petersburg Orchestra
make out such a good case for the
work.
Christopher Breunig

A:1

SMYTH:
Serenade in D J Concerto for violin,
horn and orchestra
Sophie Langdon (v1&/Richard
Watkins (hrn)IBBC POI
de la Martinez
Chanties CHAN 9449

(63m 46s)

There are welcome signs of a revival
of interest in Ethel Smyth, who is
far more than an interesting
historical figure and prose writer of
genius. The Serenade, written for
Crystal Palace in 1890 and one of
her first mature works, is an absolute
delight, full of engaging melody, wit
and original ideas. The double
concerto ( 1927) is a late work,
written when deafness was afflicting
her; it is apowerful piece with an
elegiac Adagio between alternately
energetic and expressive Allegros.
There is an interesting German
recording of this work in Smyth's
77
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JEAN SIBELIUS
SYMPHONY No.5 IN E FLAT MAJOR, Op. 52
(ORIGINAL 1915 VERSION)

EN SAGA, Op.9 (
ORIGINAL um VERSION)

LAHTI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
OEIMO VANS

SIBELIUS:
Symphony 5 11915 original)
En Saga ( 1892 original)
Lahti SOIVanska
BM CD-8®

nn

78

J

(58m 05s)

Back in 1983, when BIS began their
recording of the complete orchestral
music of Sibelius, it was said the
project would include many rarities,
not least the original four-movt
version of the Fifth Symphony heard
only once ( 1970) since its premiere
in 1915. But there were problems;
those who control Sibelius's estate
were apparently reluctant to allow a
recording to be made. The fact that
it has taken over a decade to appear
indicates just how protracted
negotiations must have been.
Sibelius's familiar revised threemovt work sounds so rich and selfassured it is very difficult to imagine
the music other than in finished
form. If nothing else, this CD gives
aunique insight into how Sibelius
reshaped and structured the score to
achieve amiracle of compelling
symphonic logic. It is interesting to
discover that two of the most
memorable and telling features, the
magical opening horn call, and the
dramatic staggered brass chords that
conclude the work, were not there in
1915. But Sibelius's greatest stroke
of genius was to combine (i) and
(ii); the original first-movt ends
rather tersely after a little over 8m,
only to pick up the thread (sort of)
in (ii). The effect is strange and
incomplete, needing Sibelius's final
revision to make it a unified whole.
The 1915 Fifth is also much less
rich-sounding and lushly scored,
reminding one of the cooler, more
austere Fourth and Sixth
Symphonies. Judged musically, the
work is overall a disappointment:
Sibelius would not have completely
revised it, had it been right. But
hearing the original is fascinating,
and it heightens one's appreciation
of Sibelius's ability to reshape a
symphonic work to seamless effect.
The first version of En Saga is
likewise more episodic, less tautly
argued; it sounds wilder, perhaps at
times more imaginative, if a shade
rough and unpolished. The later
1903 score is unquestionably
better, but some good ideas were

sacrificed in the revision.
The performances are very well
rehearsed and cleanly played, though
Icould imagine Neeme Jârvi
bringing agreater forward
momentum and fire to both pieces,
judging from his accounts of the
revised scores on BIS. Vanska is a
shade tepid in the symphony (or am
Iunreasonably expecting too much
of the music?) and the playing could
be a shade more vigorous and alert.
The recordings sound clean and
open, with a nice spacious acoustic
that nevertheless allows every detail
to be heard.
James M Hughes
Symphonies 1 & 7
San Francisco SO/Blomstedt
Decca 444 541-2

(
61m 53s)

With certain musical hiccups in his
other Sibelius recordings, Blomstedt
has at last hit the jackpot.
This is the most exciting Sibelius
1since Ormandy's Minneapolis
78rpm recording, Beecham's Royal
Philharmonic LP (inexplicably
absent from the CD catalogue) and
de Sabata's live NYP performance.
Today, except for the underpraised
José Serebrier, conductors have gone
through the motions of turning
Sibelius 1into some kind of frenetic,
second-hand Tchaikovsky. Blomstedt
is too devoted to the timbre of his
magnificent San Francisco forces to
let cheap effects stand in his way. He
turns in aperformance which is
carefully graded in terms of balance,
but masterly in its freedom of
dramatic utterance, so that the
mysterious opening measures grow
menacingly, then proudly, into a
vision of onslaught with every fibre
highlighted in the orchestral texture.
The slow movement is similarly
equipped, making its emotional
point without cloying the
message.
The third has a
rhythmic impact capable
of arresting astampede in
full flight, while the
marvellous Finale sounds
so truly heroic, it makes
me want to play the
whole work over again!
If Koussevitzky, at just
over 20m in his live
interpretation, is the last
word for the Seventh
Symphony, Blomstedt
allows more breadth to
his vision by
imperceptibly slowing
some of the phrase
lengths in the main
central episode. This
results in superb
instrumental clarity in
interplay motives, and
prepares for the massive
build-up of the long

coda. Andrew Cornell and a team of
four engineers make it all possible.
We await Davis and the LSO on
BMG Classics, but no Sibelius fan
can afford to miss out on
Blomstedt's magnificent achievement.
Bill Newman

Ae:1*

Violin concerto _I2 Serenades _I
Humoresque 1
Anne-Sophie Alutter (viii), Dresden
StaatskapellelPrevin
DC 447 895-2

(48m 42s)

Mutter's performance of the
concerto is acommanding one:
meltingly rich and honeyed, yet taut
and sinewy too when the music
demands. Intonation is flawless, her
tone brilliant yet absolutely pure.
This is playing of effortless
accomplishment. At under 32m, her
reading is not in the least bit slow,
yet the impression is one of leisurely
spaciousness, such is the sovereign
ease which makes light of even the
trickiest passages. This is a real
virtuoso account, though not in any
shallow pejorative sense — rather it
is the exhilarating way challenges are
met and overcome that makes it so
thrilling to listen to.
The two Serenades offer vintage
Sibelius in his lighter vein and
contain some excellent music. The
second is especially impressive, its
mood of bitter-sweet lyricism nicely
offset by atmospheric scoring for
chamber forces. The first of the six
Humoresques makes a fine encore,
though it's a pity Mutter was not
persuaded to play the rest!
DG's recording is sharp and
detailed, yet warm and spacious, and
Previn gets asmooth, refined
response from the Dresden
Staatskapelle who play with relaxed
precision. Detail tells easily without
obvious microphone spotlighting,
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including the snarling horns at 1m
17s of the finale — a Previn
trademark in this work, as those
knowing his earlier recordings with
Kyung-Wha Chung and Itzhak
Perlman [ Decca and EMI
respectively] will appreciate. At
under 50m, this is short measure,
but the playing is of the very highest
quality.
James M Hughes

own reduction of the orchestral parts
for piano, but the original version is
to be preferred, especially since
Odaline de la Martinez shows
herself again as a committed and
eloquent Smythian. The soloists are
fine, and the orchestral playing and
recorded quality are, if not always
precisely focused, thoroughly
acceptable. Now for The Boatswain's
Mate, please, and some of the
chamber works!

A-Ae:1-1•

Peter Branscombe

Songs WO
Anne Sofie von Otter (ines-sop.)/
Bengt Iiirsberg (p)l()
(
67m Ns)
— - Sibelius's songs have been largely
neglected by non-Scandinavian
singers for linguistic reasons: the
bulk of them are in the composer's
first language,
Swedish, with a far
smaller number in
Finnish ( there are
actually more in
German than in the
language of his
native country).
Without this
impediment, the
obvious quality of
many of these items
would surely have
earned them a more central place in
the repertoire.
Anne Sotie von Otter and her
disciplined, responsive accompanist
were featured in the first volume in
this series, issued several years back.
They return here for: the early SCZVI
Songs Op.13, of 1891-2, all to
poems by the 19th-century Swedish
writer Johan Ludvig Runeberg; the
Six Songs Op. 50, of 1906, which set
a variety of German texts; Sibelius's
final set, the Six Songs Op.90 of
1917, once again to texts by
Runeberg; and half adozen
individual items, five of them
unpublished and not previously
recorded, even in the ` complete'
Decca edition. Lovers of Sibelius's
orchestral works will find his
characteristic harmonic and textural
concerns regularly adumbrated
throughout the disc.
It's hard to pick highlights when
interpretative excellence and insight
are everywhere in evidence. In
complete control of her instrument,
Von Otter confirms her status as an
exceptional artist to whom no
legitimate interpretative means seem
to be closed. With purposeful
diction, she approaches each song as
a unique entity, seeking out and
finding the precise range of colours
to do it full justice.
Though the piano tone lacks
depth of resonance, the voice has
been finely recorded and the balance
well managed.

VIVALDI:
Concertos - La tempesta di mare
RV253 J in d RV 242 & 236 J La
caccia RV362 J in D RV210 J II
piacere RV 180 J in C RV178 & 449
II Giardina ArmonicolAntonini

BIS CD757

George Hall

111111111111111:11
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Teidec 4509 94566 2

(
73m 38s)

These Op.8 concertos, with RV449
the oboe alternative to Op.8:12 also
here with violin, complement this
group's 1994 ' Four Seasons' CD

[4509 96158 2 — with No.8 & the
oboe alternative to No.9], which I
thought mannered, more like the
work of L'Europa Galante, much
preferring Teldec's COE/Blankestijn
version [4509 91683 2]. But here,
the fearless virtuosity of violinist
Enrico Onofri, the group's fine
oboist Paolo Grazzi — also an
instrument-maker — and vibrant
accompaniments with different
continuo combinations matched to
the character of each work, make for
an exciting collection, vividly
projected. The disc begins with an
explosion of energy (` Storm at Sea'),
whilst La caccia (
iii) typifies this
group's rhythmic vitality. Even more
memorable here are Gazzi in the
floridly decorated aria that is the
Largo of RV449, where bassoon
replaces continuo cello, and Il
Giardino's eloquently dark Largo of
RV236. In both D-minor Concertos
harpsichord is replaced by organ.
Christopher &cuing

A•:1•

WHITE MOON

Anne Sof ie
von Otter:
'interpretative
excellence
and
insight'

Songs to Morpheus
Dawn Upshaw (sop)IMargo Garrett (pno)ISérgio &
Odair Assad (ges)1 Members of the Orpheus CO et al
Nonesudi 7559.79364 2

(
46m 343)

Morpheus, one of the three sons of Sleep, is
supposedly responsible for our dreams of human
forms: hence the reference to him in the subtitle to
this thoughtfully planned collection of songs relating
to night, the moon, sleep and dreams.
The most impressively delivered are the 20thcentury American items. George Crumb's substantial
Night of the Four Moons, to texts by Lorca for soprano
and adiverse instrumental quartet (alto flute/piccolo/
banjo/electric cello/ percussion), are epigrammatic in
their quasiOriental sparseness, with ahint of
Mahler's ` Abschied' here and there.
Somewhat similar in style, Joseph Schwantner's
piano-accompanied Black Anemones (
poem by the
Columbian American Agueda Pizarro) proves
evocative if garrulous, while Ruth Crawford Seeger's
White Moon has a fragile, moonstruck beauty and a
memorable semitone drop onto the final ' moon' that
bespeaks a composer with an ear for effective wordsetting.
All of these sound stylistically assured in Dawn
Upshaw's wide-eyed, white-toned accounts. Less
successful are the Handel, Purcell, Dowland,
Monteverdi and Warlock items, in which the singer
indulges in a kind of crossover technique in reverse,
whereby crooning with the weight taken off the tone,
sliding from note to note, vocalising on consonants
and other devices outside the classical vocal tradition
are employed. They sound misplaced and indeed
curiously inept. Her sloppy, American pronunciation
in Warlock's Sleep (` Let me know some liddle joy') is
symptomatic. A shame, because there's some
worthwhile material here.
George Hall

B:1-3
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Reissue

cast their spell' in K459(ii), suggests
the notes [ Bill & Gill Newman]. Er:
not here, chum!

of the

You may be prepared to put up
with all of this, too, for the sake of
hearing early Brendel: the expected
insightful playing, but unexpected
'banging' at times. For outer movts,
fast tempi are set by both Paul

BERWALD:
Symphonies 1-4
Gothenburg SOjiirvi
DG 445 581-2

Angerer and Wilfried Bhttcher, and

(
2CDs, 111m 4(is)

R

Brendel joins first-movt expositions.

1985

Christopher Breunig

`Singulière' indeed the music of the
19th-century Swedish composer Franz

D:H

Berwald, as anyone who has heard, say,
the opening of Symphony 3, a nervy circling like swifts over heathlands, will

Neeme

agree. There's an odd comparison made by Robert Layton, ' not for him the

kirvi

white heat produced by Berlioz's... symphonies', yet surely that is the very
composer who comes to mind in the Adagio—Scherzo movt's ravishing first
theme 3(ii) and its dynamic expansion, then even more so at 1m 56s?
Setting aside DG's baffling decision to perpetuate the 2LP set's sequence
3, 2, 4, 1, this special-priced reissue, well recorded and attentively
conducted by Jârvi, can only be welcomed heartily. A ' must' if you don't
know these symphonies.
Christopher Breunig

patchy affair: at times electrifying, at
times plodding. But when Decca
took on the Vox/Turnabout

DG 447 433-2

catalogue, they released in 1974 an
'electronic stereo' transcription
sourced from NY - and that
abomination has been
reissued here.
Instead of the
original Vox set
cover Carlton have
copied the
MacDomnic portrait,
but knowing better than
Decca (or more likely
knowing nothing!) have
superimposed the
'Stereophonic' flash. As it
happens, for its Heliodor reissue, the
Bohm too was given a fake stereo

1971, ' 80

From Karl BOhm's somewhat
underrated VPO Beethoven cycle of
the early 1970s, the ' Pastoral' — by
common consent one of his finest
achievements in any repertoire —
recoupled with a 1979 recording
(also Musikverein) made when
13Ohni was 85. It is surprising that
this was selected in preference to the
Fifth from his earlier Berlin
Schubert cycle: far more animated
and with some exquisite string
playing.
Christopher Breunig
BO` / B-C:3
BEETHOVEN: Missa Solemnis
Steingruber,SchuerhofflMajlatt.
Wiener I'ienna Academy Chi l'ienna
SOIKlemperer
(
72m 29s)

R

1974

MOZART: Piano Concertos in G,
K453 _Iin F, K459
Alfred Brendel (pno)IVienna
i'olksoper Orch AngererIBintcher
Turnabout 30371 00162

(
60m 19s) K1967

In the 1950s, for anyone wanting
an alternative to the Toscanini Missa
Soleninis on RCA, there was
Klemperer's 1953 Vox recording.
But the imported pressings were
appalling. Isettled, more than
pleased, with the earlier Bohm/DG
(very underrated), with the
marvellous St Hedwig's Cathedral
Choir. The Klemperer/EMI then
appeared, yet Istill hankered after
that Vox, which is, Inow feel, a
80

effect. But that was far better done
than here: at times with a decent
mono image, dim but recognisable
as of its period, the sound divides all
over the place, with sections pulled
to the left and sheer sonic mud on
the right; there's frequent hum. It's
a complete travesty; no texts; no
production dates — just the totally
misleading (it4996. You may care to
persevere for the sake of some
inspired moments, but Klemperer's
overall perspective is hopelessly
obscured by such crude reengineering.
When Vox did begin to record in
stereo, results were inept. In
Mozart's K453, the piano is fed to
the right channel; winds and horns
are extreme right, with upper strings
bunched to the left. The soloist is
centred in K459, but flute and
bassoons are prominent at opposite
sides of the soundstage. The general
quality is pinched and distorted ( the
G- major first appeared here in mono
in 1960). ' Merged strings ano winds

ELGAR: The Dream of Gerontius/
DELIUS: Sea Drift/HOLST: The Hymn
of Jesus

Gothenburg

Minion/Pears/Shirley Quirk/King's

Orchestra

College ChILSO & ChlBrittenIRPOI
HickoxIBBC Ch & SOIBoult
Decca 448 170-2
(2CDs, 140m 07s) *1962, '72, ' 81

A- B:1 - 1 •

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6/
SCHUBERT: Symphony 5
I "Pr )11011

Turnabout 30371 00022

and the

C- D:3 ( H)

An outstanding triptych and superb
value. To the original ' British
Collection' Elgar/Hoist coupling
[421 381-2] Decca have now added
Richard Hickox's masterly 1980
account of Sea Drift, featuring John
Shirley-Quirk on truly inspirational
form. This remains, in my
estimation, the finest modem
recording of Delius's sublime vision
currently available, and the
Kingsway Hall sound [Hazell/

Canton's new
Turnabout
series gets off
on the wrong
foot with this
1953 Missa
Solemnis
in ' electronic
stereo'

Moorfoot] combines bloom and
detail to well-nigh perfect effect.
Boult's trusty 1962 performance of
the Hoist has now been outflanked
by Hickox's sumptuous Chandos
recording, yet it remains a fervent,
uplifting experience for all that.
Britten's intensely dedicated 1971
Makings recording of Gerontius is a
prime specimen of his re-creative
genius on the conductor's podium.
Not only does he uncover
innumerable revelatory details within
Elgar's lovingly woven orchestral
tapestry, his interpretation has a
dramatic thrust and sense of awe
that Ifind consistently riveting. The
overall effect is not only thrillingly
powerful and passionate but also
profoundly moving. One of the most
desirable Decca ' Doubles' so far
issued.
Andrew Achenbach
A:1* A-A*:1• B- C:1
HANDEL: 5 Organ Concertos 0p.4:2 J Op.7:3-5 _I 'The cuckoo
and the nightingale'
Simon Preston (org),English
ConcertlPinnock (hpdldir)
Archly 447 300-Z

(
66m 25s)

R

1984

From Finchcocks Goudhurst and
Rugely Staffordshire ( 1982-3), a
more pleasing Pinnock reissue than
the Vivaldi reviewed this month.
The earliest recording, Op.4:2, is
JULY 1916
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classical REISSUES
whole, the sheer ( Brahmsian?)
euphony and orchestral
perfectionism of Karajan's reading
make it aprofoundly absorbing,
even revelatory Fifth: one where
Karajan's aesthetic standpoint
bypasses the conventional Mahlerian
sound-world to project an
unexpected alternative vision.

slightly rough-edged, but these are
good performances — if less
imaginative than Hurford's complete
Op.7 with the Concergebouw
CO/Rifkin [ Decca, 2CDs
J.
Authenticists, though, may reject
that modern-instrument set (with
Concertos 15, 16/16a) as overly
romantic. Both have the original
menuet finale to No.3 ( Handel's last
orchestral work), replacing that in
Walsh's printed edition. The
delightful bird-calls in (ii) of the Fmajor Concerto give this work Wo0
its nickname.
Christopher Breunig

Christopher Breunig

MOZART: String Quintets 1(515,
K516, 1(593, 1(614
Hattsmusik
Virgin Classics VCD 545 1692
(2CDs, I3Ont 38s)

A ( C):1

MAHLER: Symphony 5
Bi'() Karajan
DG 447 450-2

(
73m 45s) 't1)1973

Karajan prepared his orchestra for
his first Mahler recording over a
two-year period; there was a trial
recording; and at the seven final
sessions (frustratingly interrupted by
aircraft en route to Tempelhof
Airport!) he alternated between the
symphony and Strauss's Four Last
Songs — quite different in sound, for
whereas the orchestra has a fine
spread in the Strauss, the Mahler is
more distant with the various
sections popping up all over the
soundstage yet confined to acoustic
pockets. Peter Fuhrmann's note
discusses the adverse critical
response to the outcome. But, even
if it doesn't quite unify as amusical

A

ntonio Meneses was a Karajan
protégé who seems to have lost
out to Maisky in DG's roster of
younger cellists. He can be heard in
Karajan's third (last) recording of
Strauss's Don Quixote with the BPO:
one of the items in the ' Karajan
Gold' remastered series; Till
Eulenspiegel is the coupling [439 0272, 58m 30s ly1987 0]. This version
has remained undervalued — you
only have to compare the opening
minute or so to appreciate the
improvements in perspectives and
tonal qualities over the original.
Hopefully this will revive interest.
Meneses is a sensitive interpreter, an
accurate player (listen to his
`Knight's vigil') but he doesn't
present as vivid a characteristion as
Tortelier's or Rostropovich's.
Karajan seems intent on detail: as in
Strauss's imitation of sheep or
(powerfully projected) 'The Ride
through the Air' and the episode
with the sinking boat.
A:1
A similar feeling for minute detail
pervades Karajan's 1984
Musikverein Verdi Requiem, with
Tomowa-Sintow/Baltsa/Carreras/van
Dam, the Vienna State & Sofia
National Opera Ch, plus the VPO

C:1 n

Karajan: more
reissues in
DG's Original Image BirProcessing
series

K 1992-93

Start with the G- minor K516 and
you will believe that you've
stumbled on something notable.
'Perhaps the most deeply pathetic
chamber music ever written' [ Hugh
Ottaway] strikes the deepest of
chords in Hausmusik who underline
but never overstate the pathos. The
brighter mood of K515 finds them
still in command. Not so for the
rest. Instrumental expertise cannot
be gainsaid but the subjective
response is muted, even
perfunctory. That won't do for ( ii)
of K593, as poignant a slow
movement as its counterpart in
K516. And the sound is different
too, louder and a touch coarse at
times. As they say, it's a curate's
egg.
Nalen Anthoni

[439 033-2, 2CDs, 86m 37s ID1985].
This is asolid, engaging account.
Carreras acquits himself well in the
`Ingemisco', but it is Agnes Baltsa
whose accomplishment makes this
(expensive!) set very worthwhile.
The sound is good, rather clouded
in parts — DG's best-sounding
Requiem is the Abbado-Vienna.
A- B:1
Sound is paramount in a 1984
Berlin Philharmonie Wagner
collection: the Tannhauser Overture
& Baccchanale; Mastersingers Act 3
Prelude; and Tristan Prelude &
Liebestod [439 022-2, 50m 05s1. It
overlaps Karajan's 1988 live Vienna
disc, with Jessye Norman in the
Liebestod. The orchestral playing is
of superlative quality in the
Mastersingers excerpt, especially the
brass; but this is, alas, apiece which
simply breaks off — at least the
Tristan pieces bring resolution.
These spacious, superbly controlled
performances (not ones to slip into
Roger Norrington's Christmas
stocking!) serve to remind us of the
Berlin Philharmonic sound as it
once was.
A:1/1•
Christopher Breunig

A-B:1-3

RAVEL: Boléro a Menuet antique
J Piano Concerto in G J Concerto
for the Left-hand J Don Quichotte à
Dulcinée J Ronsard à son âme
Alarguerite Long, Alfred Cortot
(pnos)IMartial Singher (bar)
OrchlPiero Coppola/de Frettas
Bronco/Paris Cons OrchIMunch
EMI CDM 565 4992

These are Ravel's last six
compositions. Each of the soloists in
these vintage recordings — in
convincing transfers by Andy
Walters - - benefited from the
composer's guidance. Their
interpretations consequently display
a degree of authenticity only partly
realized by many of their
compatriots today.
Two things strike home
immediately: not one work is
rushed; and the orchestra rarely
plays above prie. It was Coppola
who gave the world premiere
recording of Boléro: after the
composer had criticised Toscanini
for his ' ridiculous speed'. Toscanini
claimed
was the only way to save
the work', yet Coppola, with the
expertise of asnake- charmer,
quickens the high turns of phrase, as
his wind and brass soloists cajole the
sinuous return of the tune. Even the
big climax for strings and brass is
held in check, and by so doing
Ravel's ' orchestra without music' is
transformed into a minor
masterpiece. Menuet antique
however, is still infinitely preferable
in the piano version; Ravers
orchestration is just too awkward to
negotiate.
Iam flabbergasted that biographer
James Harding should find Cortot
«admirably equipped to meet the
formidable demands' of the Lefthand Concerto. Cortot annoyed Ravel
in rewriting it for both hands, and
consequently only dared record this
version in 1939, after the composer's
death. Frankly it's a travesty, with
mistakes in every other bar. His
visionary treatment of the opening
orchestral tutti over, Munch treats
the whole thing as a huge joke. On
the other hand, Marguerite Long,
already exhausted by working on the
Gmajor Concerto recording through
to the small hours, was amazed
when Ravel ordered her to start
again. But mistakes and the
frustrations of the studio apart, this
is marvellous playing, with de
Branco throwing the inner
counterpoint figurations into relief.
Best of all are Singher and
Coppola in Ravel's vocal
masterpiece Don Quichotte à Dulcinée
and the tiny Ronsard orchestration.
With his plum- ripe delivery, Singher
is superior even to Panzera, Bernac
or Souzay as Cervantes's loveable
knight.
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The UK's only High-End DAC
ATrue World Class Performer
DAX-2 is a milestone in
digital
to
analogue
conversion, you just have to
listen to appreciate why. The
transparency it displays is
unique, there is nothing
between
you
and
the
performance. Vocals are true
to life conveying character
and emotion. DAX-2 sets the
stage superbly with precision
and focus allowing you to
relax into the music.
Distinguishing between the
many bass instruments in a
recording no longer requires
any effort - they're just laid
out in front of you, complete

with textures and tonal
qualities.
High frequencies, so often
a serious shortfall, benefit
from
the
overall
transparency of DAX-2. A
full, open and uncurtailed
treble results, with no
sudden limit or sibilant
edginess often associated
with digital sound.
Previously unidentifiable
sounds reveal themselves as
DAX-2 digs deeper into the
recording, revealing more
than you ever realised
existed.

As standard DAX-2 comes complete with 4 inputs - AES, SPDIF coax, Toslink optical and AT&T ( ST) glass
optical. Options are available for HDCD decoding and digital domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
HDCD' and High Definition Compatible Digital are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

For further details, brochures and prices please contact:
Audio Synthesis P.O. Box 100, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. I,S29 9XW. Tel: +44 ( 0) 1943 600404 Fax: +44 ( 0) 1943 600383
Demonstrated at: Sound Products. Hampshire. Tel: 01420 542060
The Right Note, Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728
Premier Audio. Yorkshire. Tel: 01226 382530
Peter McCullough. Ireland. Tel: 01960 372845
Lynden Audio. Birmingham. Tel: 0121 445 5057
Armchair Audio. Nottinghamshire. Tel: 01909 479203
Orpheus Audio. Manchester Tel: 01257 473175

For those of you that think
that modern life has been
immeasurably improved by
the advent of nuclear power,
soap operas and the ending
of all wars, you should replace

ortufon
MC 3000
Mk II

all your records with CD's.

Wen

01753-889949

classical REISSUES
VIVALDI: Concertos - for 2
violins & 2 cellos RV575' J for 2
mandolins RV 532 U for oboe &
violin FtV548 J for flute RV 439 J
'alla rustica' RV151 U for 4 violins
RV549 J for bassoon RV484 U 'con
morn istromenti' RV558
English ConcertlPinnock (hpdlorgldir)
lk

447 301-2
(71m 34s) 01986-88, ' 1995

'Sturdy' is the word which mostly
came to mind whilst listening to
this remastered collection [earlier,
without RV575, on 431 710-2].
The best played item is the Concerto
`alla rustica' (
only 3m 40s), and ' It
sonno' from the flute concerto La
Norte — somewhat variable overall
though. One never feels Pinnock
grasps the imaginative potential of
Vivaldi's music (contrast Il
Giardino Armonico in, say, the
Concerto for two mandolins) and
one wonders how much of a gruff
edge to the sound should be
attributed to the period instrument
group rather than to Archiv's digital
recordings.

ALEXANDER BRAILOWSKY
CHOPIN: Piano Sonatas 2 & 3 _I
8 Waltzes J 10 Nocturnes J 6
Etudes etc
VIRTUOSO SHOWPIECES
SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto 4 J
Works by Bartok, Beethoven,
Brahms, Debussy, Falla, Liapunov,
Liszt, Mendelssohn, Rachmaninov,
Ravel, Rimsky-Korsakov & Scriabin
Alexander Brailowsky (pno)IBoston
SO/Munch
RCA 09026 68164 2 & 68165 2
(2CDs, 153m 04sI2CDs, 155m 33")
mono recordings from 1938-58
Along with his sister Zena,
Alexander Brailowsky studied piano
at Kiev Conservatory, then they
were among Leschetizky's last pupils
in Vienna. There followed afamily
tragedy; but from the time of his
1919 Paris debut he soon won
world-wide acclaim.
Whether or not because of a
failure of the existing technology to
represent his playing accurately —
and Brailowsky's studio work never
satisfied him — the pianist's
reputation has lingered in the UK as
that of a less than sensitive, indeed

hard-as-nails Chopin specialist: a
view scarcely diminished by this
RCA compilation. Recital audiences
equally associated him with Chopin
(he gave 30 six-concert Chopin
marathon cycles), for they saw in
Brailowsky acertain frail, physical
likeness to the composer.
The second of these reissue sets
gives abroader picture, and is
certainly worth hearing in the SaintSaens concerto under Munch. He
recorded most of the solo material
in his fifties — and unfortunately,
these later performances became
disappointingly crude (contrast
the1940 E-minor Scherzo with his
other Mendelssohn). His Ravel was
decently elegant; there is an
excellent 1938 Beethoven Rondo,
'Rage over aLost Penny', from
Abbey Road; and from 1941, Liszt's
'La Campanella' — attractively
capricious, the pianist clearly
enjoying himself.
The inconsistencies in transfer
levels are surely inexcusable.

Alexander
Brailowsky
(and
dachshund):
two 2CD
compilations
on RCA

Christopher Breunig
C- D:3 / 1-4

photo: Marlene Callahan Wallace/Son)

ISAAC STERN alife in music
Chamber music by the Bach family,
Beethoven, Brahms, Haydn,
Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert,
Telemann, with various encores
Stern (v1n)1Katipns, Laredo (v1a)1
Ma, Parnas, Rose, Rostropovich,
Schneider (v1c)IRampal (1101Spaeter
(ite)1Ritter (hpd & f-pno)IAx,
Istomin (pno)
Sony CD 67195
(12CDs, 792m 21s) * 1957-89
The personality is outsize; and ' A
Life in Music' has been long and,
doubtless, fulfilling. This
retrospective on Isaac Stern is thus
well-deserved. But as with all
compendia spanning many decades,
some tolerance is needed: not, in
this instance, to do with values in
musical interpretation — many of
these can bear any scrutiny — but
with standards of recording. The
techniques used by CBS (as it then
was) sound more contrived than of
yore. True, Sony have added a little
warmth to the arid, airless acoustic
of the 1960s studio recordings, but
they have not been able to mitigate
the claustrophobic perspectives that
invariably place the violinist
insistently upfront. At their worst
(Brahms trios), Stern is stuck in the
left speaker, Rose in the right and
Istomin bang in the middle. Levels
of transfer are inconsistent and some
are absurdly high. Varied volume
1541 NEWS S RECORD REVIEW
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settings are needed to avoid aural
distress.
The performances are, on the
whole, worth the trouble. The finest
have awide sweep to their
conception, rhythmic scansion is
big-boned, phrases are properly
balanced and juxtaposed. Nothing
foppish here, not even in Mozart,
whose E-flat Piano Quartet [ live,
1957] is presented as an openhearted event, of music joyously
lived and recreated for the moment.
Confidence runs high as the
Beethoven trios progress with racy,
stylish elan, but apprehension arises
when Op.70:2 becomes overlaid
with a sententiousness
uncharacteristic of these artists.
Inexplicable too is Istomin's selfconsciously mannered and
portentous playing in the outer
movements of Op.97, effectively
dashing all expectations of an
exalted ' Archduke'.
Disappointing. But there is serious
Mendelssohn; and Schubert,
unusually lithe and strong-limbed —
though this version of D929 doesn't
supplant the inspiring experience
afforded by Schneider/Casals/
Horszowski [also Sony]. In
compensation, there are the Brahms
trios; and you don't often hear them
played with such pulsing vitality —
textures lean and muscular, lines
singing where necessary. Just right;

and repeated many years later when
Stern guided ayounger group of
musicians ( justly balanced) in the
piano quartets, with Ax the equal of
Istomin in his all-embracing grasp of
structures.
Let's ignore the disc of encores or
Stern's contribution to the music of
the Bach family and Telemann. The
modishness surrounding the subject
of authenticity has never attracted
Stern, and he sounds ill at ease in
these tokens to baroque practice.
For the rest of the collection he is,
of course, on home ground. Agree
or disagree with him, you still have
to listen.
Nalen Anthoni

The latest
volume in
Sony's
Stern Edition
is devoted
to chamber
music
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London specialists for systems' building. Our
35 years of combined experience let us get the

give you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
home installation, full export and credit
facilities and can design and install quality
multi-room and home cinema surround systems.
In keeping with our policy of constant
evaluation and testing of new products, we
have singled out this remarkable combination
that we would urge you to listen to.
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you choose exactly the right system equipment
— whatever your budget. Because we only stock
best — you only get the best.
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TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY e THETA
WIISON AUDIO

Audio research LS7 line stage preamplifier and VT60 power amp.
New pure valve designs for £4,3011 the pair!
This is true high end performance with asensible price tag,
and enough power to drive all but the most inefficient speakers.
Phone soon to book your demonstration.

YAMAHA

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 01,1. Tel 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
Monday-Saturday 10ain-hrgn. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

POWER WEDGE
for the

love

of music
To hear the sounds coming thitnigh
your audio system without impurities
and deformations ofyour mains
supply, your components come from
Audiofreaks.
Years of experience in design of
industrial mains jitters and power line
condfieners have defined POWER
WEDGE power line conditioners as
one of the most desired audiophile
ancillary components. Designed with
both critical front end source
components and power consuming
amplifiers in mind, Power Wedges
guarantee solid and consistent power
supply to all parts ofyour audio
system, also eliminating RFI genouted
by digital circuits.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio& Home Theatre Equipment
15, link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 701 Tel. 0181. 948 4153 Fax 0181 948 4250.
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A110 LIM
rnTOCUS
without trying too hard. It's only
when Knopfler opts to become a
stadium-styled rock star on tracks
like ' Imelda' that the yawn ratio
zooms upwards. Otherwise, he
upholds his belief that ' everything
connects' with a fair degree of style.

MA I
.
K KNOPFLER
GOLDEN HEART
Vertige-ibleecury 514732

(
advance tape)

Knopfler has avoice so distinctive
that it will never be mistaken for
another. And everything he issues
(film scores aside) sounds like a
Dire Straits album. Provided you're
dull enough to be a fan, you'll find
Golden Heart aworthy album of the
month. Whatever you call the genre,
Knowler does aperfect job of
emulating the most American of
enthnomusicologists, so this CD —
voice aside — could have come from
Cootie, Cale, Lanois or Lindley.
And there's more than enongh New
Orleans : n it to add a molecule of
interest. Then again, Knopfler has
always been anodyne enough to act
as the perfect musical chameleon.
Ken Kessler

4

F-ed Dellar

A:1-2

Knoptler's usually at his best in lowkey, moving in aJJ Cale direction.
And so it proves on Golden Heart,
where songs such as ' No Can Do', a
tale cf a skint bratpacker touring in
a ma:erial world, and 'Vic And Ray'
involving two rent boys in much the
same predicament, attention-grab

Time for The Big K to re-assess
himself or at least work a tad harder.
He may agree with his record
company's press release which calls
the album ' stunning' but I'm in the
same ship as Nicholas Barber of The
Independent On Sunday who observes
that ' anything beyond midly
agreeable would be pushing it'. Even
an organ as conservative as The
Times no:es that ` Knopfler sounds a
trifle out of touch on his first solo
album._ a collection of sedate rock
and love songs'. Unexpectedly, Mojo
sounds anote of enthusiasm,
declaring it ' a splendid return to
form... infused with a low-key
passion and feeling that recalls the
very best of Dire Straits' early work'.
Me, Ijast thought it was well
recorded, nicely played and very
dull.
Johnny Black

A:2-3

absolute honesty (yes, he's been

RAY CHARLES
STRONG LOVE AFFAIR
Qwest-Warner Bros 9362-46107-2 (
5/m 27s)
Three years in the making, Charles's
first album for Quincy Jones's new
Qwest label is not the potentiallyplatinum ' comeback' he deserves. Or
does Brother Ray even need a career
reviver like John Lee Hooker's The
Healer? After all, Charles has never
been unappreciated, never lost his
'living legend' status. But this laidback-yet-soulful R&B that sounds
too much like retro for retro's sake,
feels like he's coasting. Even so, Ray
Charles makes better music in his
sleep than others do when their

through rehab) sometimes has his
lyrics teetering dangerously close to
mawkishness, but the transparent
sincerity of songs like 'The Way
Things Are' and ' Only New York
Going On hits the spot every time,
while the catchiness of ' 48 Hours',
'Too Much Saturn' and `Grateful
And Thankful' may build on the
success of his 1994 radio hit,
'American Life In The
Summertime'. A much under-rated
songwriter and guitarist.
Valerie Potter

A:1 •

muse is on steroids, so it doesn't
matter: Strong Love Affair will
disappoint not one of the faithful.
Ken Kesder

(
54m /6s)

The kind of band America loves and
Britain tries its best to ignore, The
Freewheelers dispense late 1960s
guitar and organ rock'n'boogie and
feature the kind of frontman on
whose rasping voice you could fry
eggs. The third band to be signed
by George Drakoulias (in the wake
of The Black Crowes and The
Jayhawks), they've been around for a
while, making their debut on Geffen
around five years ago, but now they
seem set to take on the world.
Though Britain could possibly
regard them in much the same light
as common Eurocurrency and try
to opt out.
B:2 •

LEVEL 42
LIVE AT WEMBLEY
Grapevine WFRCD5

(
55m 30s)

Former frontman of It Bites, now
relocated to New York, Dunnery on
his third solo album pushes further
into acoustic guitar strumming,
singersongwriter territory. Francis's
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

American 74321 27966 2

Fred Delrar

A:1 •

FRANCIS DUNNERY
Tall Blonds Helicopter
Atlantic 7567 82824 2

THE FREEWHEELERS
WAITIN' FOR GEORGE

JAY INS

Fron

All The Heroes, Former It Bites frontman,

Dunnery, is. the Toll Blond Hdecopter on his third solo albJm

(
advance tape)

Issued, no doubt, to fulfil some
contractual commitment by the
band which astutely called it a day
some while back, this 1989 live
concert will make long-time fans
85

investigation by German tax
authorities, in the midst of which,
1993's ' Face The Heat' disappeared
without trace in the UK. However,
the band have now found their form
again. Although the heart sinks with
the dated cock-rock sentiments of
opener 'Wild Child', it will
undoubtedly please long-term fans.

very happy while doing little or
nothing for the uncommitted. 01'
Thunderthumb Mark King displays
his prodigious slap-bass technique
throughout and, although they
struggle to keep up at times, the rest
of the band acquits itself
handsomely (with the notable
absence of ` Sun Goes Down') as
they run through the expected roster
of hits from ' Chinese Way' to ' Love
Games', ' Running In The Family',
'Lessens In Love' and ` Something
About You'. Unfortunately, most of
the time, they don't really sound as
if they're enjoying themselves.
Johnny Black

Unable to
(
61m 19s)

Hailed as America's blues sensation
though she's no blues singer, the
Louisville lady does have a habit of
nudging into various roots areas
while fashioning songs for
contemporary rock consumption, so
the appellation is easily understood,
'One Of Us', which insists that God
could easily be the bloke around the
corner, provided an infectious
introduction, and there are a couple
of others, in particular ' Spider Web',
(a surrealistic vision of Ray Charles
regaining his sight, but losing his
voice), that demand a return visit.
Even so, the jury remains out.
Fred Dellar

L'alerte Potter

shock any
longer simply
by being
different, The
Posies now
rely on the
sheer quality
of their
material

STONE TEMPLE PILOTS
TINY MUSIC... FROM THE VATICAN
GIFT SHOP
Atlantic 7567 82871 2

(
41m 53s)

Defying a drug bust and happily
landing aget-out-of-jail-free card,
Scott Weiland and his not so merry
men return with their third album,
which finally puts paid to
accusations that they are little more
than Pearl Jam clones, Aside from
anticipated wig-outs like ' Tumble In

B:1' •

THE POSIES
AMAZING DISGRACE

A:1-2 •

Geffen GED 24910

(
44m Ois)

Among lost rock legends, Perrett
ranks high. He led The Only Ones
to glory and obscurity with three
impeccably crafted mid- 1970s
albums that defied the
era's punk ethic but
remained credible

by combining his visceral no- holdbarred lyrical honesty with stunning
playing from guitarist John Perry.
It's disturbing that, almost two
decades later, this sounds like a
perfectly natural sequel to the final
Only Ones album but Perrett's
refusal to abandon his original
values is the album's strength and its
weakness. A clutch of original songs
(and one Kinks cover) will delight
original fans but could draw adverse
comment from nit-picky critics who
expect artists to follow fashion.
Personally, Irate this one great
album.
Johnny Black

PETER PERRETT IN THE
ONE
WOKE UP STICKY
Demon FIEND CD773

A:2 •

B:2 •

JOAN OSBORNE
RELISH
Blue Gorilla-Mercury 526 699 2

But the most successful tracks are
the more vulnerable self-questioning
ballads, ` Does Anyone Know?' and
'Are You The One?'. And, by the
way, Pure Instinct is awhistle-free
zone.

Joan Osborne:
nudging into
various roots
areas while
fashioning
songs for
contemporary
rock

(
advance tape)

Always the cuckoo in the Seattle
nest, The Posies were ahead of their
time when they started up in 1988
purveying their ultra-unfashionable
Beatlish power pop. These days you
can hear countless bands from
Weezer to Teenage Fanclub, but
back then The Posies were out on a
limb. Unable to shock any longer
simply by being different, The
Posies now rely on the sheer quality
of their material to draw in new
devotees. Happily, everything they
do is stamped with ahallmark of
quality, and even a lyrically wistful
number like 'Throwaway' is
delivered with a restrained power
which adds much to its impact. If
you ever loved a Raspberry or a Big
Star, this is amust.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

Pearl Jam clones after all?

The Rough' and the gloriously
defiant `Trippin' On A Hole In A
Paper Head', 'And So IKnow' is
Beach Boys meets cool lounge jazz;
'Lady Picture Show' gets the
Beatles-esque plaintively melodious
treatment, while ' Big Bang Baby
shakes a cheeky chorus tail feather in
the direction of 'Jumping Jack
Flash'. In its modest way, rather
wonderful.
Valerie Potter

A:1 •

THE TAILGATORS
IT'S A HOG GROOVE!
Upstart 019
(45m 55s) Dist. Direct Distribution

SCORPIONS
Pure Instinct
East West 0630 14524 2

Stone Temple Pilots: more than

(
50m 22s)

After the phenomenal worldwide
success of 'Wind Of Change' from
1990's ' Crazy World' album,
Scorpions hit arough patch, sacking
Francis Buccholz, their bass player
of 18 years, and facing arigorous

Although worthy contenders for the
title of premier bayou boogie band,
the ' Gators (still fronted by guitarist,
sole surviving original member and
former LeRoi Brother Don Leady)
don't quite offer the bite they
showed on their earlier releases on a
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variety of impossible-to-find labels.
By my reckoning this is their seventh
album, and similarities with earlier
efforts remain: tasty versions of
classics, rocking originals and a
scholastic devotion to R&B subgenres like Texas blues and Cajun.
But there are hundreds of bands
doing the same thing, especially on
the hyper-active Antone's label. So,
please, guys: can you recover some
of the strangeness which made
Swamp Rock such a stand-out?
Ken Kessler

8:2 •

RUFUS THOMAS
BLUES THANG!
Sequel NEG CD 280

(60m 56s)

Arista 07822 18814 2

Ken Kessler

A-I1:1 •

VARIOUS ARTISTS
COMMON GROUND
EMI-Premier PRIM CD1

(
advance tape)

"Fhis is really quite, er, nice. EMI
seems to have woken up rather
belatedly to the fact that, for.the size
of its population, Ireland has
provided adisproportionate amount
of good music over the years, and
has (almost single-handedly in the
UK) carried the torch for such oldfangled values as strong tunes,
understandable lyrics and quality
playing. So the Common Ground of
this album that all the artists, from
Tim and Neil Finn of Crowded
House to Bono, Paul Brady, Sinead
O'Connor, Elvis Costello and Kate
Bush all have Irish blood somewhere
in their veins. Pleasing as most of
the tracks are, however, this concept
has been done to death several times
already (most memorably on the
River Of Sound compilation) and it's
hard to know who it will attract
beyond the Irish faithful.
Johnny Black

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(42m 26s)

Fred Dellar

Half the fun of listening to any
previous Steve Wariner release has
been tuning into the guitar licks that
accompanied his vocals. Now the
accomplished Nashville picker has
delivered a mainly instrumental
album. And though it's not entirely
what many fans might have hoped
— too often he opts for a Knopfler
audience instead of playing it down
and dirty — enough happens to
ensure Wanner the cover of Guitar
Player magazine. Leo Kottke, Bela
Fleck, Chet Atkins, Carl Jackson,

A:1 •

MONSTER MIKE WELCH
THESE BLUES ARE MINE
ToneCool CD TC 1154
(49m 23s) Dist. Direct
Distribution

. —

Soul music's self-appointed
Clown Prince is in an
awfully serious mood,
unsurprising for an
almost-octogenarian,
whatever his
reputation. As the
title says, his latest is
ablues album, and
there isn't one single
reference to silly dances,
funky chickens, dogs or
the like. Recorded in
Memphis, Blues Thang! is as
un-Stax-y as can be, instead harking
back to his earlier work with labels
like Sun; if you knew nothing about
his promenades with canines, you'd
swear that Thomas never left the
Mississippi Delta. Given the
undeniable authenticity, the energy
and the period feel, you could
almost imagine his soul man years as
a weird hiatus from his true calling.

Larry Carlton and Richie Sambora
are among those who aid the quest
to cross genre gaps.

STEVE WARINER
NO MORE MR NICE GUY

Rufus Thomas:
soul's clown
prince gets
in a serious
mood

OK, so there's agimmick, and it's
the kind we saw as far back as
Shuggie Otis's debut a quartercentury ago: Welch is a 16-year-old
prodigy. Often a recipe for disaster,
this time it means apremature
veteran, one who's worked with
Steve Cropper, James Cotton, Dr
John, Isaac Hayes, Junior Wells and
other giants who sure as hell
wouldn't patronise a no-talent. And
he delivers like an old pro: selfpenned blues worthy of a 50-yearold, guitar playing that wouldn't
shame ayoung Stevie Ray. No, this
one's a hype-free zone, and you'll
have a great time playing it for
knowledgeable friends who'll swear
the kid's lying about his age.
Ken Kessler

11:1-2 •

SOUNDTRACKS
D

epending on which school of soundtrack collecting you
Mal/attend, this is either abumper month or four weeks in hell.
Skip this round-up if you only like your scores when they're of the
mood music variety; rejoice if you like lots of instant collectables.
Trainspotting [
EMI Premier CDEMC 3739 0], the hottest British film of
1996, has yielded a CD featuring Blur, Iggy Pop, below, Elastica and other
notables, along with previously unreleased songs from Pulp, Leftfield, Sleeper,
Damon Albarn and Primal Scream. A future collectible? Believe it. Even more so is
Songs In The Key Of X [
Warner 9362-46079-2 0], which adds the theme from TV's
X Files to fresh material which featured in the show from Sheryl Crow, Foo Fighters,
Elvis Costello, Meat Puppets, REM and others. No wonder it charted on release.
For single-artist treasures, there's Neil Young's score for the Jim Jarmusch film, Dead
Man Walking [
Warner 9362-46171-2 0]; this oddity also features a poetry reading by
Johnny Depp. Spike Lee, still adored despite a run of crap films, hired the Artist We
Can Again Call Prince for Girl 6 [
Warner 9362-46239-2 0];
he appears here as Prince, the New Power Generation,
Prince and the Revolution, and the Family, along with
Vanity 6, so it's almost astudy of the artist.
But Iwasn't going to leave
conventional soundtrack collectors
empty-handed this month. Mortal
Kombat [
TVT-London 828715-2 0]
is acompanion to the rock-track
,/,2 collection which was issued earlier; this
,' one's pure film score... and it's by none
other than funkmeister George Clinton.
Wonder who'll do the music for the next
il film-of-the-computer-game...Doom?
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dealers with a difference

Ortofon to celebrate the memory of the late chairman
of the company. It has t
een designed to bring much of

We are pleased to offer produits

the excellence of the ME7500 to awider audience. It is

foui GAMMA Acoustics. Their

aserious product commemorating aserious man, so
you will find none of the irreverent puns in this advert
that have become prevclent with our ads

Rhythm integrated single-ended
ampleer, based on the 211 valve, has
one of the most musical, holographic
sounds we have encountered. At

Specialists in valve and vinyl replay
systems for those who appreciate music
rather than hi-fi. One of the largest
selections of valve equipment on
permanent demonstration.

£2,500, including phono stage, it is
remaokable value. 7leir Era
pre-amplifier and Epoch loudspeakers
are oho well worth alisten.
For those not wishing to pursue
the single-ended valve route, or hare
power hungry speakers, should give
serious consideration to amplification
from GRAAE Yet more well

Art Audio
Audio Note
Blue Oasis Cartridge
Cary Audio Design
Gamma Acoustics
Graaf

pre-amplifier with phono stage is
superb value at £ 1,100.
lite CARY SLP-74 line

Impulse Speakers
Nottingham Analogue Turntables
Opera Speakers
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms

pre-ampleer has impressed Ns with

Parasound

its open, rhythmic sound and costs

The Vamp

£1,500 with separate power supply.
The ART AUDIO conductor line

01753-889949

Analogue Tracer Cartridges

from Italy, the 5050 is apush pull
and costs £2,100. Their WEB The

orrofon

Analysis Ribbon Speakers

designed, good looking amplification
design using Si/canna 655013 valves

So don't • • . • about - go out and buy one

Aeon Acoustic Speakers

pre-amplifier now has improved

Trilogy
Unison Research
V- Damp Isolation System

circuitry to include dual-mono
construction, resulting in a
marked improvement over an
already good sound and costs £ 1,250.

Deinontrations
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jazz REVIEWS
ARTHUR BLYTHE
CALLING CARD
Erna EN19051

(72m 06s)

DODO MARMAROSA
ON DIAL: THE COMPLETE SESSIONS
(1946-47)
Spade MO 1128

Alto saxophonist Arthur Blythe has
made some great records. Bush Baby
(1977) was agreat trio outing
backed only by tuba and congas,
while his Monk tribute-album Light
Blue (1983) had conceptual and
musical verve. Maybe the de-luxe
packaging sets up the wrong
expectations, but this live-to-2-track
recording at the Village Vanguard in
1993 is apoor thing compared to
those early efforts. Blythe still plays
unique, whirringly powerful alto, but
here he's prepared to coast on the
supperclub format, feature bass
solos, suffer polite applause: a
tawdry live date, in other words.
Ben Watson

A:2 •

ROUND

(64m)

A brilliant pianist best known for his
Dial recordings with Charlie Parker,
Marmarosa was born to Italian
parents in Pittsburgh in 1925. Two
early piano solos here, ' Deep Purple'
and 'Tea for Two', evince
Tatumesque velocity and precision.
`Ornithology' is poached from
Charlie Parker's Dial Masters, and
six other tracks from Howard
McGhee's set, Marmorosa's spritely
piano zinging right at the heart of
the bebop revolution, Teddy
Edwards's tenor sax lithe and
appealing. Two solo-piano 'Tone
Paintings' are improvisations using
classical motifs, while eleven takes of
five tunes with drums and cello
deliver more swinging fare.
Marmarosa disappeared home in the
late 40s, only surfacing in 1961 with
an album for Argo. This collection is
afine tribute to an unsung bebop
virtuoso, a reminder of those few
years where concision, swing and
invention were held together in a
combo music both tough and
poignant.
Ben Watson

•

FRANK LOWE TRIO
BODIES & SOUL
CIMP ea4

Frank Lowe: an instantly recognisable
style: level and reticent
MATS-MORGAN
TRENDS AND OTHER DISEASES
Ultimate Audio Entertainment UAE DISCI
(68m 27s)
Although there are vocals (Bjerk-like
gurgles courtesy Dilbahar, and the
musicians' own Jack Bruce-style
soarings), this is really afusion
record. Virtuosi from Sweden, Mats
()berg (synths) and Morgan Agren
(drums) are Zappa inspired and
endorsed: they contributed to the
tribute album Zappa's Universe. The
shadow of the Master is less
oppressive than with too many
acolytes. Occasionally they achieve the
frenzy of Soft Machine, or the surreal
hairpin-turns of Egg. However, freezedried recording and inflexible ' difficult
tempo' drumming give it amusoclinic vibe. This'd hit the spot if you
were into, say, New Musik, Steely
Dan and Louis Andriessen; driving
enough, but alittle Scando-hygienic
for blues-hounds.
Ben Watson

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A:1 •

MY UM

(
63m es)

Memphis-born tenor saxophonist
Frank Lowe has an instantly
recognisable style: level and
reticent, it speaks with a plaintive
directness. Younger players dazzle
with their extra notes, but Lowe
makes you stop and listen. In the
late 1950s he worked as a
salesman for Stax Records, and
maybe it's his blues roots that
allow him to play measured and
sober while still packing a
tremendous drive. Since then he's
worked with Sun Ra, Alice
Coltrane, Carla Bley and Billy
Bang. On drums is the great
Charles Moffet from Fort Worth,
Texas, who made his name with
Omette in the early 1960s. Bassist
is Tim Flood. The music has that
understated, firm quality that
results from creative musicians
knowing exactly where they stand.
Marc Rusch's supreme recording —
direct to digital two-track, no
compression — puts that of the
major labels to shame. It's usually
jazz pianists that give you the
sensation of someone sharing their
most intimate meditations on
musical patternmaking. Lowe
manages it, but without
surrendering the burry warmth of
his soulful tenor. Unique.
Ben Watson

A*:1 •

-UP

Charlie Haden's Liberation Music Orchestra
[Impulse! IMP 11882 0] is a great,
sensuous, sprawling work recorded
by a thirteen-piece in 1969.
Forces similar to those directed /
by Michael Mender with the
-.
Jazz Composers Orchestra
play Spanish Civil War
songs, which add a robust
”.>
romanticism to the filmic
eeriness of Carla Bley's
à
i..e arrangements and the freer
jazz squalls. Perry Robinson,
i
Dewey Redman, Gato Barbieri,
e '' • _._,

"dui

Mantler and Don Cherry play
their horns with the fetching
voluptuousness of the times. One wonders if Haden
has seen Ken i-oach's Land & Freedom (
in which
case would he have added Stalin's name to the list
of dictators that allowed the Fascists to smash the
social revolution of the workers and peasants?).
Leo Records continues to issue a flood of
uncompromising material. The Moscow Composers
Orchestra's An Italian Love Affair [
CDLR 019 0]
has the garrulous, open-ended quality characteristic
of Russian jazz, all exaggerated gestures and
sarcastic humour. It's powered by drummer
Vladimir Tarasov of the Ganelin Trio. Leader David
Miller keeps an attractive balance between
spontaneity and ensemble power, ablend of cossack
exoticism and Bitches Brew. Joe Maneri's (above),
Let The Horse Go [
CDLR 232] is another brilliant
record by the ' newly discovered' 70yearold reeds
player. An extension of Lennie Trstano's
experimental impressionism, his jazz is devolved into
small vectors of sound suggesting myriad
relationships. Behind the broken, modernist surface
is a streaming lyncism. Three Men [
ECM 1597 0]
features just Manen, his violinplaying son Joe, and
guitarist Joe Monis. Steve Lake's production is
sumptuously 3-D, bringing out the folk plaintiveness
in Manned's clarinet. As usual, ECM appears to
draw out a resonet, lingering quality in the music.
They credit Paul Bley with 'talent-scouting' Manen:
they don't seem keen to admit that Leo Records
actually issued his debut, Get Ready To Receive
Yourself [
LeoLab CD010], in March last year. Still,
any exposure granted this eerie, mighty music is
welcome: agenuine interrogation of 'world'
microtones and non-4/4 rhythms.
Ben Watson

ANTHONY BRAXTON
TWO COMPOSITIONS
Leo Records CDLR 233

(
advance tape)

Anthony Braxton is becoming a
powerful musical force as his scores
become available to adventurous
ensembles round the world. This
features a posse of brilliant Finnish
¡wizen. They make a stunning leap
over the improvised-composition
opposition: glittering music,
humorous and strange. They're
lucky enough to have the composer
an board playing sax and flute. He
seems to be able to think right into
the music's future, his wayward lines
suddenly snapping into seamless,•
glowing figures: awesome!
Ben Watson

A:1* •
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Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
£6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
£6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
£6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
£10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Singles
£22.50
£22.50
£28.50
£11.50
£36.50
£36.50

Golden Dragon 3006 Range
30013 Super
4.300B
4.300B LX Super

£79.00
£84.00
£124.00

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 Super £65.00 pair
KT90 £65.00 pair
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
274B £ 14.50 each
350B £29.95 pair

Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£50.00
£100.00
£50.00
£100.00
£60.00
£120.00
£25.00
£50.00
£75.00
£150.00
£75.00
£150.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order or Access - Visa
- Mastercard
Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88
KT88 Special (Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special (Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types.
An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K.
£4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD.,

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Sales Desk 01474 560521

Fax 01474 333762

ceter.% - " egreare%

Now that digital reproduction
technology is so advanced, you
can throw away all of your records.

rePele- -

.J•CetiMey-flele
Now on demonstration the Fabulous new Krell 300 Fully Balanced
lower Amplifier with the Krell KRC 3 Pre- Amplifier and the
Krell KAV 300i Integrated Amplifier.
Compare and Contrast

"LOB LOCKS", as they say
on the planet Anagramia

•.717, ,,,X0reer..4vie
• .

only at

I
/i•eovei,

202 Finclan Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel:

01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hot] r
Fax: 01903 872234
email 101542.45@compuserve.com
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
vISA Accrsti _ mAgTISCARD - SWITC1 I
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Loricraft Audio

fj

Specialists in GarranThorens and SNIF:
Supply and service of Garrard, Thorens and other high qualit turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also

manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124
Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and
Thorens TD124 (review copies available)

orrofon

We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment, electronic,
electrical and mechanical.
Loricraft high quality record cleaning machines as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.

01753-889949

4 Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourn, Berks RG16 7XQ

New 1996 catalogue available. Fax/Ansaphone:

01488 72267

rock/pop REISSUES
LOU ANN BARTON
OLD ENOUGH

BO DIDDLEY
HEY! BO DIDDLEY - BO DIDDLEY

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
RICOCHET

Antone's ANT C00021
(32m 38s) Dist. Pinnacle

BG0 BGOCD287

BG0 BGOCD284

Precocious, long out-of-print 1982
debut from America's answer to
Dana Gillespie, who, even at the
beginning of her career, could
attract the support of an Eagle, a
Fab T- Bird and the Muscle Shoals
Horns. Sexy R&B with astraight
rocking edge and a molecule or two
of C&W. Delicious.

Prompted by forthcoming UK tours,
Pye whipped up these albums in
1962-3 to cash in on the events.
And they were influential, reintroducing Chess-period Bo to a
hungry market; you can hear him in
the Yardbirds, the Pretty Things, the
Rolling Stones and others. Classic
rock'n'roll, deliriously monotonous.
B-C:1

A:1 41
DON HENLEY
ACTUAL MILES

NAT KING COLE
SPOTLIGHT ON

Geffen GED24834
(50m 32s)

Capitol 7243 829393 2

Number 17 in the series and
featuring 18 perfect performances
from one of the smoothest singers in
history. The seductive numbers
include 'Embraceable You', ' Say It
Isn't So' and ' She's Funny That
Way', and some rarities, too, like a
previously unissued take of `Too
Marvellous For Words'. An absolute
delight.
A•:1*

Sequel NUM 751

(
69m 09s)

Three- on-one CD (one of the
albums duplicated most of
another, hence the playing time).
Cortez produced the kind of
cheesy organ instrumentals which
could have only existed 30 years
ago, like Ramsey Lewis taking the
mickey. Alas, British taste is such
that they're hip again. Note to
anoraks: Sequel has supplied the
info so you can program your
player to access the original
playing order.
A:1 -2'
JACKIE DESHANNON
YOU'RE THE ONLY DANCER - QUICK
THOUGHTS
(68m 34s)

Two albums-on-one from a
peerless singer-songwriter, the

A-A*:1

(29m 03s)

Second effort from the country-rock
perennials, from 1967. Twangy,
good-time music typical of the era
but surviving it because of the
A-13:2
THE RADIATORS
COCKLES AND MUSSELS
Chiswick CDWIKD 156

(
74m 32s)

'Best of' from one of the speedier
punk-era bands, sounding like a
bastard cross between the Buzzcocks
and the Stray Cats, by way of the
MC5. Relentless, and displaying
more musical talent than was
considered cool at the time.
Collectors note that the founder
later became a Pogue
A-13:1-2 0
THE SUPREMES
SING MOTOWN
Motown 530 443-2

ALBERT KING
BLUES FOR YOU
(
77m 34s)

Perfectly chosen 20-track 'best of'
from the late blues guitar wizard,
including his immortal ' Born Under
A Bad Sign', ' Crosscut Saw'and
both parts of ' I'll Play the Blues For
You'. Inspirational stuff.

(
31m 41s)

Mid-price reissue containing a
curious mix of Supremes hits and
Motown covers. But the girls could
do no wrong while Diana was still a
member, so it's amazing girl group
pop which might never be equalled.
111111111r""e-

A:1-1•

THE TAMS
THE BEST OF

Capitol 7243 829389 2

(32m 28s)

BOO 660CD 266

DEAN MARTIN
SPOTLIGHT ON
(50m 45s)

Volume 13 in the series and
subheaded 'Great Gentlemen of
Song', 18 less-obvious Dino
classics. Though released just
before his death, it's an ideal —
and subtle — tribute, ending
with a fine ' Goodnight,
Sweetheart'.

Fourteen super-smooth pop-soul
tracks from 1963-1968, including
the inane Tye Been Hurt' and ' Be
Young, Be Foolish, Be Happy'. This
is real Smiley Face soul, so bring
along asick-bag if you like your
music abit deeper.
Ken Kessler

A— B:1-3

Nat King Cole:
'Spotlight On'
includes some
rarities

material dating from 1977-8.
DeShannon always was aclass
act who deserved as much
success, at least, as Carole
King. Check this out not
just for her own
compositions but her way
with others' material.

Bo Diddley:
classic rock ' n roll

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
72m 56s)

Sub-titled ` Henley's Greatest Hits',
this set contains 10 of the drumming
Eagle's solo successes, augmented by
two new tracks to suck in
completists. A slick package, though,
and more than ample proof that
Henley's talents transcend band
membership.

Stax CDSXD 120

DAVE ' BABY' CORTEZ
ORGAN SHINDIG - IN ORBIT TWEETIE PIE

Edsel EDCD420

(
62m I9s)

JULY 1996

)1

Country Music International is the UK's
premier country music magazine
Featuring all the latest UK
and Irish news, interviews
11011111.
taw

MOIR

with the biggest names in
country music, plus the
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latest albums and live
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76 pages of pure country every month
SUBSCRIPTION CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0181 597 7335

BetteroffDD
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no vibrations dead sounds perfect

THIS MONTHS PRODUCT FEATURE
Isolation Feet
-Small -

TDDEiî

43mm diameter x 15mm thick

P0LiPODS available from most good Hi Fi shops

£14.95 per pack of 8

-plain sided with hard flat
base - 2mm layer
£3.50 each

43mm diameter o 15mm thick

43mm diameter x 15mm thick
-plain sided with hard conical
base - 5mm layer 150 deg Ind angle
£3.50 each

-plain sided with flat base soft through
£300 each

Maximum recommended weight per 4pads

Isolation feet are precisely replicated energy absorbing pads. They improve

the detail/ stereo imaging of sensitive audio and video equipment. They work
by absorbing vibrations in the component chasis, or from the shelf or rack.
Loosely grouped molecules within the material rub together and transfer the
vibration into heat. The tacky surface eagerly bonds to metal chassis and
wooden shelves, further improving vibration absorption.
DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE IR - Ui Resale Tel 095 917 4385 - Fax 095 917 8762
Spew Tel 34 3 265 82 10 • Fax 34 3 265 77 94
US A 1C. Tel 415 669 7181 • Fax 415 669 7558

Sweden Tel 0660 560 30

40mm diameter x 14mm thick shaped sides with spherical base

Fax 0660 561 01

Singapore Tel 743 7124 - F. 747 5330

Switzerland Tel/Fax 61 361 64 66

Switzerland TeVFax 21 824 1175

US A ( 00Tel 503 389 6821 • Fax 503 389 5273

HORN

5 Kilos

comprehensive information pack and

details of other products from _,, ectr,
POLIPODS (small Focuipods)

S Africa TeVFax 011 462 7290

US A ( WU Tel 608 831 3433 - Fax 608 831 3771

IMMORTAL

For a

amics

(01745) 571600
(01745) 570194
Spec. Dynamic. 1..dniRof iallopoch ', Reno fotale RODOilon Road Oymrlh Clwyd
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LOUDSPEAKERS

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272 686005. Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 895194.
Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London ( W1) 0171 486 8262. ( NW3) 0171 431 7423. ( NW6) 0171 794 7848. Middx 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
Northants 01604 37871. Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon 01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978
364500/01745 343060. W. Mids 0121 429 2811/455 01667/742 01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817

K1,1[1:"SCII r111.1,C Ill WEST END riomn THEATER
WEST END STYLE
kJ WEST ()NE 0171 486 8262

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEN D

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what what would the
HFIVIRR reviewers
pick as their best
hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HFNIRR series (now to appear
bi-monthly) will assemble and update

current listening systems and key recommendations from HFNIRR's reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

DAVE BERRIMAN

CHRIS BEECH»)
CD player: Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord mods/Trichord
Research DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Ann: Xottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS- 1
Pre-amplifier: Audio Note MI
Power amplifier Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

Dave Berriman

CCilE2=111MM
CD player Sugden SDDISDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Ann: SME IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell ¡so phono stage/
Hera p()zter supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
speakers that they could personally recommend
to consumers on the basis of all-round
performance and value. ( In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

CD player: TEAC VRDS IOSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0), Trichord Genesis (also as transport)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: Acoustic Research
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17R
Preamplifier: Bryston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
Power amplifier: Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

l•

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: .\ -aien Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre- amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
,)r Coura,l-Phnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
rtin (-Wimp's

CD player Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Basic III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier: Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LP12
Ann: Linn Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre-amplifier: A VI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: :ITC SCM2OT

Pererf Comeau

CZEMUOMMIIIIIM
CD player Alarcon:. CDI2, Mara= DAI2 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Ann: SME V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V

HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ken Kessler

CD player Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: SME Series V
Cartridge: van den Hul MC Two
Pre-amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHINO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: 7PW Sonata
£200-£350:
M3TL, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse Lail, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Electrostatic Research MII
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: Afarantz CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-I0, Quad 77
£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Pioneer

PD91'Triehord Research DAC
OVER £2000: Nairn CDS, Micromega CD2-1IMetaxas MAS DAC,
Electrostatic Research MII
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Audio Innovations Alto, Nairn Nait
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note MI Phone/Kit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M71Neim, Audion 845 SE, Nairn
NAC521NAP90

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: 71'1V' Sonara, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: Svstentdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £2000: Quad ESL- 63, Posse!! Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: NAD 514
£200-£350: .
1turantz CD63SE
£350-£500: Aream Alpha 5 Plus, Ore/le CD- 100
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, Ore/le CD-1001DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-ILEIDAC-I
OVER £2000: no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: Aream Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity AI, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Nain: Nair, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5I3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Celestion 3 .111:11, GLL Maxim, Tannoy 6315E
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES!!, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: .
Wission 753, ProAc Response IS, Castle Chester
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5112a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannov Westminster
Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Denon DCD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rote! RCD940BX
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Marantz CD- 631I KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz CD72SE, CDI7 Ratel RDD9801RDP980
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CDIDAC, Meridian 5001563
Sugden SDD-1ISDA- 1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-111DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monoblocks, Sugden
Sten duo, tSP60
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Copland CSA-14, LFD LS21PAI
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a111, Sequence 400
£350-£500: B&W DM603, Epos ES!!, Talmo) ,636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £2000 A7'C SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200:
recornmendattons
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Marantz CD63-SE, OreIle CD480

£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Nain: CD3, Teac T-!/DT- I
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £2000: Nan', CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Down l'.11.1250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
El0
£350-£500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000: AVI S2000AIMP, Nain: NAC821NAP180
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RECOMMENDLD SYSTEN IS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tannov 631, Mordaunt Short MSI0i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaient Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ESI I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Pcilormanc,. 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SI. -MM XI, Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
Conrad Phnson PVIO-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson IIA, Audio Research VTI50

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: ,
Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD100SE
£500-£1000: Orelle DA188
£100042000: Micromega T Drive/Orelle DA 180
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
11, India 16

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL !magi° 100, Sony SS-86
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle ISIS, Royd Minstrel
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES1I, Polk RT8
£500-£1000: B&W CDMI, Mission 753, Spendor 2030
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, KEF 10412 REG, Roksan Ojan 3X
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Martin Logan CLSI1z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Technics SL-PG570„Sony CDP-715E, Marantz CD53
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Marantz CD63, Sony CDP-715E
£350-£500: Marantz CD72SE, Pioneer PD-S904, Rotel RCD-965BX
£500-£1000: Meridian 506 (revised), Micromega Stage 1, Quad 67,
()relle (:1)100SE
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal/Ordinal, Roksan AT-DP2

131113=11
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS315A, Apogee Ribbon
.1lonarri
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3I5A plus AB1
su b
in r,ri cr, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Benesch ACT One
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-050: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-0000: Marantz CD63/Audio Akhemy DAC-In-The-Box1772eta

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller declined to offer a list as he doesn't review loudspeakers)
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Sherwood CD-3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: Marantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TRAC P-700ID-700, Mission DiscIDAC Master, Arcane
Pink Triangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II
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MkIIIATT-DA2, Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic II
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Sony LA- 1.2-16, NAD 302,
Alarantz PMA250 Mk III SE
£200-050: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA450SE,
.1111,1,a1 Fidelity EIO
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Musical Fidelity Mission Cyrus III,
Technics SUA900 Mk 2
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Meridian 551, Copland GSA 14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-211/VT-60,
Electrocompamet EC41AW100DMB

T
MAC 11?DS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CDI6, Audio Alchemy DDS 111/Audio
AL licinv DA( :-In-The-BoxITheta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data 111/Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.311No.39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, D.ensen Beat, Original Haller 101
pre- (used) Imint original Quad Hs
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
C11.1 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, LAMM MI . 1 /Unison Research
Mystery One, Graafiti WB Two/50.S0

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD ; 0.2, Down PMA-250111
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HKI400, Mission
(:\•rus Ill
£500-0000: AVI S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
III Polaris II
OVER £2000: Rotel Michi RHA-10IRHB-10
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compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing (
up
to a maximum of £ 150 for three or more discs) The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in pre‘ious issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK Vinyl LPs and tviusicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE- £ 12.25 each • MID PRICE. £7.75 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical: BBC Radio Classics £7.95
Vanguard CDs £9.95
Rubbra String Quartets £ 12.25
Reissues Elgar/Delius/Holst; Karajan 'Gold' £ 12.25
Rock/pop: Common Ground £ 12 75
Trainspotting £ 12.45
Jazz: Charlie Haden £8.45; Frank Lowe Trio £ 14. 25;
Mats-Morgan £ 12.95
Leo Records [ CDLR prefix] £ 10.25
Rock/pop reissues: Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, The Tams £9.25

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

ACCESSORIES CLUB

A TEST OF
HONEY

I

n describing previous Accessory Club test disc offerings, Ialluded
-jokingly, Ithought — to the collector aspect of the genre. (Even
record fair stall-holders group test LPs together... usually in abox
on the floor, under the table where only sad anoraks would even think
of looking.) Me? I'm as guilty as the worst of you, having just scored a
load of execrable albums simply because they're on RCA and Mercury.
Anyway, who'd have believed that test CDs could come in so many
flavours, given the relative ' purity' of adigital test tone? How many
ways can you repackage asignal sweep or aphase check?
Enter XLO, manufacturer of rather tasty cables, who collaborated
with one of America's most respected specialist labels when it issued
the now-out-of-print XLO/Sheffield Lab Test & Burn-In CD. We sold
tons of 'em because they were genuinely useful and helped to establish
the entire concept of `burn-in' tracks which made running in asystem
an easy, consistent job. XLO — spreading the wealth, so to speak —
has followed its test disc debut with another duet. And the new 24k
gold disc, XLO/Reference Recordings Test & Burn-In CD (
Reference RX1000), is just as much of astonker as its predecessor.
Aside from XLO main-man Roger Skoffs gigantic ego preventing
him yet again from choosing amore melodious voice than his own for
the test narration, this one's hard to fault. Its current technological
relevance is enhanced by Reference Recordings' key role in launching
HDCD, so the music tracks are HDCD-encoded. In playing order, you
get channel identification and phase tests, aclap track, a315 Hz test
tone, awonderful 'spatial' set-up track narrated by Professor Keith
Johnson, demagnetising fades and sweeps and a 15 minute burn-in
track. Music selections, all from the Reference Recordings catalogue,
include Eileen Farrell (surprise, surprise), the Turtle Creek Chorale,
the Dallas Wind Symphony conducted by Fennell and others, plus
mono in-phase and mono out-of-phase and stereo ' out of absolute
phase' tracks. The 24 page booklet walks you through the whole lot,
and ensures that (at £28.95) you get your money's worth.
Is it the best test CD yet? Probably not really: there is no such beast
and the myriad test CDs tend to complement each other rather than
negate one another. But this one deals with conventional stereo,
HDCD, and indirectly with surround sound in amost
entertaining manner, so don't feel too guilty
about buying it, even if you are merely
adding to ashelf full of the buggers...
Ken Kessler

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex* Card
Number
' Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD SERVICE HOTLINE
Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subiect to availability. Non-UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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Clockwise from left: XL0's Reference Recordings Test & Burn-In CD pressed
in 24Karat Gold, Kontak Cleaning Kit, the Decca Mk 3 Record Brush and
Sovtek electron tubes from the USSR. Below left: Our very own HiFi News
74 track Test CD Ill
.
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HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The ` magic
I
brick' in ablack-ash box
i

£22.95 C
.HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step'up transformer: £69.95
•HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel
inc fixing kit, set of 8,
£ 10.25 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 334 & 45rpm
;power supply, for most synchronous turn'tables (specify type); black-ash case £81.95
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack!
£8.95._
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone

i
amp; 40mW Class A unit allows use of

headphones at line level; black-ash case;
220/240V for only
£81.95 C11
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V
mains filter, 5A rating £25.95

i
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:

satin black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
LP unit ( 120 capacity) £65.00
CD/cassette unit (40/25) £44.00 E

I
singles unit (200)
£49.00 E
£86.00 D
•4-high CD unit
£96.00 E
ICD 4base unit
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting
.two-level turntable support complete
I
with two shelves; black finish £59.95 E
;HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,
the very latest
£ 12.95 D
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
•headphone output
£ 19.95 D
I
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
;fun x6in x3mm
£ 12.95 D
!Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:
50, £9.95 D
100, £ 18.95
500 £86.95 0
•PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95 2 100, £38 D 500, £ 180 D

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6
GEC Amplifier Design

The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £ 19.95
Search For Musical Ecstasy by
Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 El
Principles of Electron Tubes by
Herbert JReich
£29.95 D
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 [2
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 D
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95 E
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1 £49.95 E]
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 E
Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack
100 discs for £ 15.25 C 200 discs £25.95
Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3 £32.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally'
isolators; set of 3; small £5.95 E large £8.95
Art graphite dampers
set of 3 £ 54.95
set of 4 £69.95 El
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 E
Michell Banana plugs gold on
brass 4-way plugs; 2pairs £9.95 E
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
reduce levels of electromagnetic interference
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £ 11.95

.

.

.

.

.

.

Accessories Club library
please send for full free book list

E I

Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £ 7.75 each EJ.
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each •I
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each D
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 • !
The Tube Checker
£449 • I
Moth Record Cleaning Machine

in kit form
£ 199 D I
ready built machine £369 U .
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)£269 U .
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures) £399 El I
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 D •
£10
I
Densen DeMagic CD
£9 Ui
Decca London tone arm
£179.95 D •
NVA transistor amp kit
£12.950 I
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
£12.95 C
Decca Mk 3Brush
£49.95 0 !
Rockbase Plus CD-ROM
£14.950 I
CD Savers (pack of 10)

XL0fReference Rec Test CD

£28.95 Ll

ECC83 £4.35 D

ICD Jewel Cases (packs of 10):
▪
;standard, 5in complete
£6.50 Lr=1
5in outer £5E slimline 5in £6.50 0

Postcode

ITweek: contact enhancer £ 16.95 0
IBooks Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's
• paperback, our own reference book £ 14.95 E
I
High Performance Loudspeakers
;4th cd: Martin Colloms
£33.95 D

.

Dividers: packs of 25, all at £ 11.25:
LP E CD LI SingleD
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 D
Harmonic( CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95 U.
Recommended LP & CD titles:
CI I

large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 12.95
Ringmat: 2mm £27.50 2 2.4mm £30.00 El
3mm MkII £40.00 D
Sovtek Valves:

.

ELS4 £2.60 EJ GZ34 £ 10.60 Ii 6L6 £4.50
6550 £ 15.40 D KT66 equivalent £6.70;
EL84M £6.50 El 6SN7GT £2.60 D.
EF86 £3.60 D ECC88 £ 5.35 O

Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 FE

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

• 5M clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p D
Slim Double: 5for £ 5.45
;Kontak cleaning kit. new formula: £ 14.95 L1

.

£16.95 each D
£19.95 D

Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 D
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95

i12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5 100, £9 500, £40 D

idouble jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75 D

.

Address
Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

(pounds sterling) made payable to HFN/RR

Accessories Club
Please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amee
My card number is

111111111111111
Expiry date

Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non-EEC sales are VAT-free. Accessories Club
Tel (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Please delete as necessary.
E6t0E
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SHOP

TELEPHONE.-

0181

318

5755

THE CHOICE IS TRULY YOURS

Specialists

We carry the finest range of HiFi in London, you can also be sure that
any of the products you see advertised here are on display and available
for audition. Our helpful experienced staff are always on hand to help
explore the possibilities open to you. This month we are featuring the
new Pioneer PDR-05 the affordable recordable CD player, at last you can
make your own CD compilations - Interest Free, call and find out how!

CD PLAYERS

TUNERS

Arcam CD Players- Full range?
YES!
Arcam Alpha One ( F/L)
£ 299.00
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus ( F/L)
£479.00
Arcam Alpha 6 ( F/L)
Arcam Delta 270 ( F/L)
Arcam Delta 250 Transport
Arcam Black Box 50
Arcam Black Box 500
Denon DCD 825

£ 599.00
£799.00
£ 799.00
£479.00
£ 745.00
£ 269 00

(FM= FREE CHORD COMPANY
INTERCONNECT WORTH £25.00
_inn Mimik CD Player
(»Inn CD Players - Full range?

Arcam Alpha 5 Tuner Plus

248 LEE HIGH RD ,LONDON ,SE13 5PL
0181-318 5755/852 1321 FAX- 318 0909
Email : sales@billyvee.demon.co.uk
OPEN: 10AM - 6.30PM M ON - SAT CLOSED THuRs

£875.00
YES!

CASSETTE

Marantz CD63/2
£269.00
Marantz CD63se
£349.00
Marantz CD63 Sig ( F/L)
£499.00
NAD 501 ( New)
£199.00
NAD 512 ( F/L)
£249.00
Nalm CD3 ( F/L)
£977.00
Nairn CD2
£ 1997.00
Nalm CD Players - Full range?
YES!
Quad 77 CD Player £595.00
Ratel RCD 930AX
£ 199.00
Rotel RCD 970BX ( F/L)
£349.00

Denon DRM 550 ( F/T)
Denon DRS 640 (F/T)

Recordat-it;-:
NOW

TURNTABLES
P.anar 3 available in choice of 6 colours

Umn LP12 LJngo•

£1750.00
-

AMPLIFIERS
£499.00
£399.00
£650.00
£ 750.00
£650.00

Marantz PM55se/2
NAD 310 Amplifier
NAD 312 Amplifier

£249.00
£99.00
£ 199.00

NAIM Nait 3 Integrated

Nam
Naira
Na m
Maim
Naira
Nam

LInn Full range stocked & on Dem? YES!
Mission 7311
£129.00
(Mission 751 ( Free C.T.3)
£299.00
(Mission 752 ( Free C.T.3)
£499.00
Mission 753 ( Free C.T Blwire) £699.00
ProAc Response One
£999.00
ProAc Tablette 50
£599.00
Quad ELS63 on Demonstration? YES!
Rega Kyte ( Blk or Wal)
£198.00
Rega Ela ( Black)
£498.00
Tannoy 631se Speakers
£.169.00
Tannoy 632 ( Free C.T.3)
£199.00
Tannoy 633
£299.00

£239.00
£349.00

A•cam Delta 290
Arcam Delta 290P
Lan Majik ( line)
bon Wakonda (line)
Lon LK100 P/Amp

£ 549.00

MULTI MEDIA

NAC 92 Preamp
£447.00
NAP 90/3 Power Amp £427.00
FlatCap Supply
£ 326.00
72 Preamp
£690.00
140 Power Amp
£ 722.00
180 Power Amp
11016 00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT - 0% A.P.R.
YOU CHOOSE THE DEPOSIT & PERIOD
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILI
Qu 3c1
Intergated
Rega Brio Amplifier
£229.00
Rega Eles Amplifier
£398.00
Rote' RA 930AX/2 (
New)
£ 149.00
Rote! RA 930BX
£ 199.00
Rctel RA 970BX

tegi

£ 299.00

elf

IF YOU DON'T WANT 0% APR

Denon DRM 650s(NEW)
Denon DRM 740 ( F/T)
£269.00
Denon DRW 580 ( Double)
£199.00
NAD 613 ( New)
£229.00
Nakamichl DR3 ( Was 399) .... £449.00
Nakamichl DR2 ( F/L x2)
£749.00
Nakamichl Dragon
£2350.00
Yamaha KX390 (
NEW)
£149.00
Yamaha KX580(F/L)
£249.00
Yamaha KX W482
£249.00

(FREE C.T.3) = FREE CABLETALK 3.
B&W 302 ( NEW)
£129.00
B&W 601
£199.00
B&W 602
£ 299.00
B&W CDM2
£400.00
B&W P4
£675.00
Heybrook HB1 ( E/D)
£139.00
KEF Coda 7
£129.00
KEF Coda 9
£299.00

Cartridges? Yes - A T- Denon Lion & Rega

Arcam Alpha 5 Plus
Arcam Alpha 6 Plus

£159.00
£209.00
£229.00

LOUDSPEAKERS

P.Dga Planar 2 Inc RB250* .... £198.00
elaga Planar 3 Inc RB300' £260
Unn LP12 / Basle£
£1056:
ejlet..4,."121,
1galletiort for the ab

£219.00

Arcam Delta 280 Tuner ( F/L) £399.00
Denon Tu 260L Tuner
£119.00
Linn Kudos ( New)
£ 775.00
NAD 412 Tuner
£ 179.00
Marantz ST55 Tuner (
few only) £79.00
Nalm NAT 03 Tuner ( F/L)
£566.00
Maim NATO2 Tuner
£ 1028.00
Quad FM4 Tuner (
F/L)
£429.00
Quad 66FM Tuner(F/L)
£529.00
Rega Radio AM/FM Tuner (
F/L) £229.00
Ratel RT 940AX ( Remote)
£ 199.00
Rote! RT 950BX ( F/L)
£ 249.00

CALI: FOR OE
GOODS PRICE

f1000

GOODS PRICE £ 2500

GOODS PRICE

DEPOSIT

f100

DEPOSIT

£ 500

DEPOSIT

BALANCE

£1400

£900

BALANCE

£ 2000

12 MTHS @

BALANCE

£3600

£75

20 MTHS @ £ 100

24 MTHS @

£150

£5000

(
FIL) = FREE CHORD CHRYSALIS INTERCONNECT LEAD ( 0.75 MTR)
(FREE(C.T.3) = FREE 5MTR CABLETALK LEAD - ( PK) = TERMINATED
(
FIT) = FREE TDK SA OR SAX90 ( MIN 5TAPES) CALL FOR DETAILS

A/V AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Xeta One
f999.00
Arcam Xeta Two
£649.00
Yamaha DSP580
£449.00
RECORDABLE CD & DAT PLAYERS
Pioneer PDR-05 Rec/CD
£ 1299.00
Pioneer D-05 DAT Recorder £899.00
PROJECTION TV
Pioneer SD- T5000 ( E/Dem) . £ 1999.00
SURROUND- SPEAKER SYSTEMS
B&W CC6 Centre ( NEW)
£199.00
r(EF 90 ( Centre)
f259.00
KEF 100 ( Centre)
£359.00
KIF 30B - 80C - 60S Systems £999.00
Aitssion 73C ( Centre)
£149.00
Mission 73S ( Surround)
£99.00
Pioneer V201 Sat/Sub System £249.00
Tannoy 622 (Centre)
£ 179.00
Tannoy 628 Surround
£ 149.00
ICA s CORI«. AI ItAlt OF Punis E&OE

For Fast 'n Free 24 hour Mail Order Contact: 0181 852 1321

WI •scrip

NORIS

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
TELEPHONE: 01454 620070

Back issues
Missing avital
back number?
Our Back Issues
Service can
help!
We can also
photocopy
articles for you

THREE
CDs IF YOU
SUBSCRIBEstai„Wkià

W

ecan supply single copies of most issues from
1992 to 1996; simply cut out or photocopy the coupon,
or write to:- Back Issues Dept, Hi-Fi News & Record Review,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance (sterling cheque or
postal order/international bank draft) is payable to LINK HOUSE
MAGAZINES LTD. We welcome and CAN take credit card orders
by telephone.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
We can supply photocopies of any HFNIRR article. The charge is
£2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To avoid delay
when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author and
title as accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders will help you look
after your copies cf Hi-Fi News & Record Review. Each holds 12
issues. Binders cost just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas £9.00) from
our Back Issues department.

ORDER FORM

HWI

NE,WS

Please send me the following back issues/photocopies*:
IgT.breetEVIE.
The following issues are NOT available:
1991: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Nov, Dec; 1992: Jan, Feb, Apr,
—

.

Nov, Dec;. 1993: Mar, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1994: Jan. * Tick as appropriate
Issues:

Subscribe now and receive free:
Test Disc III. Normally retailing for £12.95, 74
tracks that will tzke your system to the
limit.
any two of HFNIRR's
unique compilation CDs,
originally availatle only as special
gifts with the magazine, featuring
over an hour of music each:
Ace All Time Greats (July 1994)
featuring 'Shaft and 21 original R&B
Classics from Sam Cooke to
John Lee Hooker
Hyperion 'sC; .
ris (April
1994) 15 classical Hyperion
selections, from RiniskyKorsakov to Pur:ell.
Meridian (April 1992) 7
tracks recorded using the Meridian
607 AID convener; including Elgar's Overture 'Cockaigne'
Virgin Classics Collection (April 1991), over 72 minutes of music
featuring MacDozeell's Hexentanz Op.12
Chandos Best of British (October 1991) including Britten 'sPeter
Grimes 'Storm' Ynterlude conducted by Vernon Handley
Be sure to include three alternative choices to avoid disappointment.
*CD Offer available to UK subscribers ONLY. Offer ends 5July 1996
Subscription rates:

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows. Please tick
postal service required.
Photocopies are £2.50 j £4.00 (airmail) per article j
UNITED KINGDOM

£4.00 per copy [I

EUROPE AIRMAIL

£5.60 per copy

OVERSEAS SURFACE

£5.60 per copy [j

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£6.20 per copy j

Please send me

binder(s)

£33.00 UK
£42.60 Europe Airmail
£40.00 Overseas Surface
£58.60 Airmail

.. USA $ b5.00

Canada $ 75.00

111 (
USA and Canadian subscribers return to:
HiFi News & Record Review Magazine,
n PO Box 3000, Denville NJ 07834)

Ienclose acheque/postal order/international bank draft payable to
Link House Magazines Ltd. Or debit my credit card,

E

Visa

E

Access

E

Diners

E

Mastercard

Credit Card No.
Expiry Date

£. 50 or £9.00 (overseas)

Mr/Mrs/MissiMs

Date

Signature

Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address

Postcode
•

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners /Amex*
Card No

Postcode
(pounds sterling)

Discs (Please number from 1-5 in order of preference)
Ace All time Greats LI Hyperion's Curls
Meridian E

Expires

Signature

Date:

this foms are acceptable. D.da protection occasionally we may make rames and addresses available to carefully
arnicas

by mail that we helm,: may ne of interest tissu, readers. If you would

E&OE

prefer not to receive such mailings please tick th shon.
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Virgin Classics Collection

E

Chandos Best of British

All orders wil he dispatched promptly hut some surface mail delivenes may take longer than 28 days. Photocopies of
vetted companies who sell goods and

Country

Tel No.

When completed please send this form to:
Hi-Fi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions, Pear Tree
Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 OBQ.
Tel 01454 620070. Fax 01454 620080.
HI 607
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here
99

specialist guide
BERKSHIRE
Air Tangent Audit ,Alcherny And. ,Resranh ( -lasse top:and Ihnulson

REIN

Roth Dense Fnlightened Antin , IhsLos jadis Kot tu. Kora
Knoll Martin Logan Mirage l'S Audio 1smus rhot., Targe
Sillech & Iransparent ( ables 150F

AUIDUO
ULLUWON

às

Opening Hours:
10.00am-8.00pm Mon-Sat ( By Appointment

1,111 .V

WeRnmn

am.
RE.11)1.11;
Hi »Fi

Shahinian...Dynavector...Mission...Marantz
Nakamichi...Celestion...Denon...Micromega

Settle j4T

ln...

11)

I

GREATER LONDON

then contact:
ALCHEMIST AURA

"The Cartridge Man"

ARION DENON DPA

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

C)

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers

MICROMEGA MOTH
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL

NAKAMICHI NEAT PPOAC ROSE

SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS
W, CABLE TALK CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS, HARBETH,
HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,
ROYO RUARK TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.
B &

ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

and Nottingham Analogue,

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

plus cartridge re-tipping service

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1BA

0181-688 6565

PHONE: 01296 28790

I \ I, In

CHESHIRE

.Aurc,ica—oda

•

MUSIC

MATTERS

88/90 Boughton,
Chester CH3 5AQ
(01244) 345576

ACOUSTICA
=

the difference...

g‘i•it

01244 344227
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dudio e cellence
WHERE

(at the end ol the Hie Street)

Tuesday- Saturday 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursday)

Front End Problems?

NORTH WOOD
ij

(trea( MUMPS Raban)
14 Stockport Rd ( 0161 428 7887)

CHEADLE

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

A

a..,

14 Shaw Rd (0161 6332602)

OLDHAM

READING' HI-FI
CENTRE•
4QUEENSIA.ALK:
BROAD STREET MALL
READING ROI 7QF .
TEL: (01734) 585463

CENTRE

Tosin raithirs

HI-FI SPECIAUSTS

At calo Aucliol
ci li,‘
Celext ion. I:: xposIrc
Mendiai' s1ichcII Ntikamichi.
Quad. Rets'
Ri ' tel. Itin d Sennhowr. SAM
Sons Stax • Voirkilia

111

All den11-rohllard ,A, erhsl

AUDIO COUNSEL

QUALITY HI-FI
ATITSVERYBEST

CENTRE

International Distributors and • Free Installalh
Retailers for Hi-End Audio Equipment * txxtii,o,d Meung Rten1
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY, * ilome the , ne Appeernent
BERKSHIRE, SU 8NB
• Mail Orle sers It
(Near Slough: 2mins. from Junc.5
Tel: (01753) 542761/(0860) 665662 *
Fax: W17531 772 532
•

GREATER MANCHESTER

sha
well t

• Arcam

dynavector
am

Music to your Ears

ENGLISH

ruan
pered
royd

m

audio

rega

echnolo

• • " CYRUS CENTRE****
's I
the best systems deserve the bes. xxlvicv

CLONE V'

sound advice
01509 218254

Xudiolab.

B&W, L'asile,

Duni,. Exposure, Kef, Marante, Mich).
MnIsinicga. Mission. Musical Technology. N.A.D..
Sak.inuchi, Pink Triangle, Pioneer. Rel. Roiel. Ruark.
John Sheal nu. SME. Stax. Sysieindek. T.D.L.. Yamaha
hee Installation: (* redit Incilities; Service Dept.

Ion-Sat 9.3) — 5.30

duke street, loughborough„ tell led

s OO Miss Isis, Rica'. I
lei dlin

1014. 121

1" ,IF,

I

30 years of Excellence

studio
55 Main Street,
Blackrodc, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

.
,
n/perb .., mind and shyie. front:
SIA:DEN

Open: TuesSat 10am to 6pm
ThurFri 10am to 9prn

•

•Classé

•

Meridian • 1111

OLIO

DENSEN

UNISON

TUBE TECHNOLM:i
PROA(' OPEIL-1
KESWICK AUDIO

8

HI-FI 81 TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Hens AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022
Bang 8. Olutsen Centre

HARPENDEN VI)

ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, 880, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION.
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIN!.
NAKAMICHI, QUAD, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO, TDL, ETC

JULY 1996
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ONKV 5 AVPI
Ale14.1i0« 1011

NORTH LONDON

LONDON

GREATER MANCHESTER

IDEntACTIII IONDNIONIIMION

studio

total juletacy

A
Dir in or
Am, Am., • Aude ',ohm), • Audemnem • Aedo Synrheo, • Rouldef
•Burrneoer • Cuba. • ( roil • LA R • Fullen • Gamma il‘orox, • Gael
•Klipsch • Magnum. Mork Monson • Hothnphorn Anekque • Orelde
•Ortolon • Prue • Pentohent • OFD • Stu • Mot • inone• huh.> dRanh
•Segue.. • Totem • YRA end odors • Custom-mode stench and , upped%
warble, sold bolo old I
Orerre,• free sidsiery/instolirrese • Pon eschorge"Qiin
monstronons by arrangenent in Standish 027 of the M6) or in your
owelorne without obligation

LONDON VISITORS
7-rfPX GUIDE I
994

Grahams HiFi

01257 473175

ACOUSTIC

evenmg calls welcome

.- Grahams b the beat place to buy qualit)
hl11 equIpenent to London (te £.500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality oit service is superior.

ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

BANG 8OLJFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEf
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAN AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROM

HUMBERSIDE

SONUS

FABER YAMAHA

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"

BADA BONDED DEALER
ARCAM
01)010)
A.111.10
AUD1ON

A

I

81 FAIRFAX ROAD Ss. , 1SS COT -TAU:1 ONDI IN `,.: M. ), 11/1
TEL 0171 1124 AFF55
IAV o: - 1t.2-1

PROBABLY

BAN.
BOSTON
cAEILL 1ALK
1111 Gen'

THE

iF
F/P
illo

BEST

CANSEN
LINON
EAR
EMS
1".POSUH ,
.EYBROC ,

SELECTION
1

OF
QUALITY
ON
THE
COAST'

35 GEORGE STREET
HULL
TEL 01482 587397

The Old School

u

Tel: 101508) 570829

Arcam. Audio Alchemy, Nakamichi,
Naim, Denon, Creek, Epos, AudioLab.

TDL, Heybrook. Rotel. Soundstyle.
Micromega, Royd, Chord Co. Cable Talk
and others

SCOTLAND

Music Mill

Now in our second fruitful year

1.,

0171-924 2040

Ll.1.11,..

Lii.1
MICR OMEGA

ABSOLUTE

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

,
MONITOR
SOUND

Near Norwich, Norldk

Basically Sound of Norfolk

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE

LANCASHIRE

l

"1 IT

Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.

ZEN AUDIO

NORFOLK

School Road. Bracon Ash

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.

EAST

AND MANY 4 •

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

HI Fl

FAft
MICHIJA
MICRONEf,A
Ml1SKAI TE(HNO.1.1,1
MrRrnAO SYSTINS
NAD
UNIX
1105118
ROE
ROYAL
HOYO
RUARR
SHEAFINE AU))))
• SUGUEN
SPENDOH
SONIC
TEAC
1DL
TUBE ILO-1MA,

Grahema HI-FI Ltd. Canonbury Yard
190e New Nonh Road London N1 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620
EMAIL 00570 350
on ,"

GRAHAMS HI-FI
IBM&

SOUNDS

DPA • AVI• NIARANTZ
DNINIALCHENIIST

sHplireitAuer

72

Newhaven

Road

EdInburgh Ent,

5()L,

0131 - 555 3963

Anafog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)
849 Iligh Road. London

II TECHNICS U SONY U PIONEER

SOUTH COAST

SALE NOW ON

I AIWA U CASTLE a QUAD II B&W

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL,1AMHA -.
‘ND 11M?

• MARANTZ U SPENDOR U THORENS U ARCAM U ROTEL
▪ WHARFEDALE 111 DENON II YAMAHA II

N12

Tel: 0181445 3267

Ill PANASONIC II KENWOOD U DUAL

TANNOY

I/

full range of speakers and
elec tronu , luí all major manufacturers.
phone for details.
1,1 of

• PHILIPS COI CELESTION U ROGERS U MORDAUNT SHORT
▪ MONITOR AUDIO U JPW U TOI II AND MANY MORE
BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

MERSEYSIDE/WIRRAL

CHORLEY (01257) 271935
54 Chapel Street, Chorley

BETTER HI-FI
E•sence

audio excellence
Wht_FiL

HE MUdir, Mrd

131, Friagate, Preston
Lancashire PR1 2EE

Finance

Naim Rega
Arcam Kef
Linn Royd
Micromega
Audiolab

REAL

I)

plus many more

-Sal 94,1,.

il
M

AL
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C
is COOK STREET
LJVERPOOL L29RF

(0772) 253057
ea

f\j -E7-17
• -
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e

01 51 227 5037

We se!) grtei Hr FI
err eexcelleni coned

Our aim is your
!, ,tal sarisf
-a:non -

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
_
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
HI FI

night Wednesday - ROO pm • Closed Mondays • Free Parki lo/

specialist guide
SUFFOLK

ee

WLST SUSSEX

WORTHING AUDIO

*

tzeg

20 TEVILLE GATE PRECINCT, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BNI1 RUA
Telephone: ( 0903) 212133
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH

signals

• FRIENDLY ADVICE • THREE YEAR GUARANTEES
• EASY PARKING • OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY, 10am to 6pm
• LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, 7.30pm

41
. _hi-fi for grown-ups
tel /

fax

ipswich

mobile

in, hide Arcanr, Audio Tedium:a, Clear Audio, Creek. Exposure.

622866
1 763 1 9

01473

0802

Kiustitw Eleetronies. Marantz, Nairn Audio, () retie, Origin Live. Restek. Roar k.
Sennheiser. Target. MI.. Thine'', Tripod and manx more.

SURREY

SOUTH WEST & WALES

SPALDINGS

audio e cellence

Tiff SOUTH LAST Stt ADM, HI Fl COMPANY

3 DEM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK

WHERE

MON TO SAT 900 to 6 00. TUE 900 to 8 00
SERVICE DEPT

THE

MUSIC

ARUM, ATE, AUDIOOUEST, AUDIO TEEHRIEA, All, ROER, CABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, ( RD ( VALVE), DENON, DUAL, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, NAKANO),
ORTOFON, BED, QUAD, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, TDK, IDI, THORENS, TRIOLOGY ( VALVE) etc., Keith Monks

Record (leaning Machine.

FIVE WAYS HI-FIDELITY LTD (Est.

1972)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDG1ASTON, BIRMINGHAM 11S 1LD.

MATTERS

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Park Street
Bristol BSI 5PB

134,6 Crays Road
Cardiff CF24NR

(01179) 264975

352-354 LOWER ADD1SCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON. SURLY CRO 7AF

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:

0121 -455 0667

ICOSED MONDAYS)

( 01222) 228565

Telephone 0181 054 1231/2040 Facsirmle: 0181 655 3922

Gloucester
WEST MIDLANDS

Swansea

58 Bristui Road

9High Street

Gloucester GL I5SE/

Swansea SA11LE

,01452i 300046

101792) 474608

ef4e poWweiceerfi
BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

MUSIC
MATTERS

;r

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rote), ATC,

t

Marantz and other fine equipment.

STEVE

HANNAH

AUDIO

LATEST ARRIVALS

neat

CHORD SPA3200 & SPM1200B PRE- POWER, MERIDIAN
DSP6000 SPEAKER SYSTEM, 565AC-3 SURROUND

PROCES-

SOR, 557 POWER AMP, 518 DIGITAL PROCESSOR AND 566 20
BIT DAC,
ALCHEMIST MAXIM, NEMESIS AND FORSETI AMPLIFIERS,
DYNAUDIO RANGE OF SPEAKERS, EPOS E522, SPENDOR
PRO AC SPEAKERS, ROYD SQUIRE & DOUBLET
QUAD 77 RANGE

AND

sugden
ukd-opera
unison research
slate audio

m lab

WALSALL

01922 640300

WORCESTERSHIRE

AVAILABLE.
1011 55 .

On permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North
East of England—ATC: SCM10, SCIA20, SCIA20 Tower, SCHWA and
SC14100A, ATC, AV International, Bryston Amplifiers, Castle York. Chester &
Howard, Concordant, Chameleon Amps, Chord SPM Power Amplifiers,
Equinox. Herbal Acoustics, JPW, Sequence Loudspeakers, liarantz, Sumo
Gyrodec, Mech. Ortofon premier range, SME, Spendor. Target, TEAC.
Townshend Seism cSink, 0 ED. van den Hut. The First & The Second Cables.
Demonstrasons by arrangement in LEEDS, or in your own home without
obligation For further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (0113) 2528850 ( evening calls welcome)
Generous Pan Exchange and Second Hand Equipment available

OUR VERY SUCCESSFUL SALE NOW
MEANS WE HAVE A NEW LIST
PLEASE SEND AN S.A.E. FOR AN UPDATE
OF THE NEW BARGAINS

\ ii

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY

SPEAKERS,

HAND SALE

‘.. 1, 5 \

YORKSHIRE

stemfoort

CLEARANCE & SECOND

It

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

A thpin.

I, 1"EN
Exclusive MallanBd
A
sRANudTatG y
En
E
thNesis Consultants
The Fabulous ' Electrocomparver Range
Aar.' Audio • Full range iru Audio Physic speakets
L. FD. Arnphficatton - DACS - Cables Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wax Speakers
Audio Alchemy. Proceed Polk. Van- den- hut
Stands Unique 8Tripos stands
Specialtst Engineerog Dept Upgrades
Consultancy C.rstorn Design
Telephone: 01527 - 673766 Daytime
Telefax, 0121 - 445 - 5057 Eves

TEAC®

spendor

Perfectly Balenced Sound

)

qè

•

A

•CHORDié)

/
ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS

"

Ith

"" AnC'
ee

e

YORKSHIRE

I 111 NR,111 1111 R511 51 111.1 7pni

llranches at:

IN Birmingham : 363 Ilagley Road.
k4h.p.ion. Tel: 0121 429 2811
• Solihull : 93-95 Ilobs Moat Road.
'lei: 1112I 742 0254
• Stourbridge : 156/157 Lower
High Street, Tel: 01384 444184
--Demoustrumm.s
102

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage. Chord Company Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD. Exposure. Vera . Harbeth, Myryad. D.P.A.,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link & many Others.

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstartion Facilities Home Demonstrations & Free Installatton
By Appointment Tel Barnsley ( 01226) 382530. ( Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

W

ould

you

like to hear more. )
•

12.051
4 4..cei.c
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specialist guide
WEST MIDLANDS

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Tel: 01922 493499/473499

Wiaring the ASDA Carpark
with ample free parking.
Off nigh S
Nr. Walsall. West Midlands

ARCAM
AUDIO LAB
CELESTION
OPA
EPOS
°LIAO ROKSAN
ROGERS

CHORD
NAIM
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH
ALSO.APOLLO
A.T.
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO QUEST
136W
HOSE
REVER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE REF REFERENCE
KENWOOD MARANTZ
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
HOTEL
SENNHEISER SONY
SUIAIKO SYSTEMDEK
TARGET
TOC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
VAN DEN HOC YAMAHA

WEST LONDON

Open 6 Days, 9ans • Arnes [N1
me n.ght FrIday

Summer Sale!

-- - -27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
tnt 0181-567 8703
AUDIO IAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON,
CASTLE, CHORD CO , DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONE, ONKYO,
QUAD, REL, REVOLVER, RCGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

Save money on classified ads
PLACING YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is £8.00 (inc. VAT) for 30 words (private), one insertion per Issue.
Each additional word is 50p. For two issues: £ 14.00 inc. VAT; three issues £ 17.00. Box numbers £3.00 extra. Addrc,ed to: The Classified
Advertisement Manager, HiFi IVera & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
Please include your name and address. Cheques should be made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
ADVERTISEMENT COPY must be printed in block capitals, preferably type-written; illegible copy will be returned.
Classified advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone.
REPLIES TO BOX NUMBERS should be addressed to: The Classified Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box number quoted on the outside of the envelope.

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Michell 150(mm) £ 275; Michell 150/Hera

Monitor Audio Studio fifty speakers, ebony

Cadence Monoblocks 100w per channel, new

(MC) £385; Audiolab 8000A £250; Acoustic

piano lacquer finish, six months old, £ 3,250

groove tubes, valves fitted £ 1,200ono; Finestra

Energy Aegis Ispeakers £ 250; Slate Audio

(£4,950); Target B5 Equipment Rack £ 100

E.0 Audio Preamp £650, excellent condition

(£175) Tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex)

Tel: 01462 732559 (H0059)

from our R&D department, Tel: Slate Audio

(H0027)

Nairn Audio IBL loudspeakers, current spec

01525 384174 (H0096) (T)

AVI S2000 pre/monobloc 120WPC/remote,

£350; ION Systems Obelisk 300 pre and power

Two sets of Four Harmonix RFS65 Tuning

mint, boxed, light use, £ 1,100; Dynaudio Kraft

amps 150 WPC, superb condition, £350 Tel:

Feet (small) £ 150 each set, list £390; Two Sets

speakers/stands,

01829 733756 (H0061)

RFS66 (large) £ 200 each set, list £495; Tel:

exceptional product £ 1,200 (Cherrywood) Tel:

0171 437 1988 day or 0171 702 4984 eves

Paul, 01423 862117 daytime (H0034)

(H0126)

Audionote

Mission Cyrus one integrated amplifier and

phonostage; Roksan TMS Record player;

Cyrus one tuner, little used and in excellent

Marantz 10B; Onix BWDI Tuners; Revox G36

condition, £ 350ono

Tape deck; Sonus Faber Electa speakers; Audio

customised stands £ 150; all in mint condition

Tel:

01932

788483

boxed,

ONGAKU

mint,

light

Amplifier,

use,

immaculate E2250 ( E600) Master Audio
M7

(Surrey) (H0050)

Innovations 1000 Transformer; Beam Echo

Lumley Reference 120 monoblocks triode

Amplifier 1950's; Tel: 01992 620 905 serious

switched as new £ 1,500; F&S single ended

enquiries only please (H0038)

monoblocks £450; Quad Valve amps £ 350;

Martin

Part exchange welcome, equipment bought for

Fidelity A1000 amplifier as new £950; Arcam

cash, Tel: Elmdon Audio, 0121 784 8765

Delta 270 CD player, mint £600; Tel: 01386

(H0010)

792268 (H0052)

Chord SPM1200 amplifier mint, only £ 1,500;

DNM 3 Twin Preamp and PA1 Poweramp,

Meridian Argent one bookshelf speakers, vgc,

very high resolution, Swiss Quality, complete

£500 Tel: 01925 232706 ( day) or 01925

with DNM interconnects to CD, arm etc. £600

Colloms

Michaelsons Chronos valve power amps,

Recommended Musical

Monitor One speakers (Chinese) in Rosewood
E450, may p/ex Tel: 01386 446756 (H0066)
Audio

Synthesis Ultra Analog Dax with

AT&T input £950; Transcend CD Transport
£400; Pro Passion all Vishay Passive £ 200;
L.F.D PA2 75 watts £ 550 Tel: 01480 406295
(H0067)
Improve your speakers with speaker notes
£4.95; A new spiking system with 10.5mm
spike and damping ring set of eight £ 39.95;
Silver plated mains leads from £ 34.95 Tel:
01670 354726 (H0071)
Musical
condition,

Fidelity F15

power amp, mint

boxed £ 975;

Also

Kef

104/2

speakers, walnut, mint condition £700ono Tel:

268852 (eves) (H0011)

lot Tel: 01332 862210 eves and weekends (East

01752 775887 after 6pm (H0083)

Apogee Scintilla Panel speakers, anthracite,

Midlands) (H0056)

Audio Research Classic 30 Triode mode valve

excellent condition, boxed; Krell KMA100inkII,

Theta Data II (Pal) transport; Theta DSPro

power amplifier, excellent condition, first class

monoblock amplifiers, also boxed, £3,200 both

Generation

sound quality, new output valves, reluctant sale

Tel: 0181 579 1091 ( eves) or 0973 323169

Research LS5MK2 preamp, black £ 3,000; all

£1,500 Tel: Martin, 0171 727 3690 (H0084)

(H0018)

boxed,

Audio Research LS 1 pre amp £ 850; Stax

III

Converter £4,500; Audio

manuals,

immaculate

Tel:

01243

Radford T90 Tristar Speakers, Teak finish,

584728 (Bognor Regis) (H0057)

Lambda SRM TI headphones £ 750; Deltec

excellent condition, £ 150; Arcam Alpha 5+ CD

Naim NAC52 £2,950; Naim NAP250 £795;

one S2 DAC £350; Teac TI Transport £300;

player, bought Oct ' 95, £ 350; Cambridge

Naim Natoi Tuner £ 950; New style, Linn

Meridian 203 DAC £ 225; AAD Solstice

Dacmagic DAC, bought Oct '95, £ 110; Ariston

Isobarik DMS £675; Linn ARKIV £250; All

speakers £ 550; NVA Sound tubes 3 £70; tel:

RD80/LVX/G900IGC, £ 125,

good condition and boxed Tel: 01453 885032

days,

(H0058)

(H0087)

Tel:

01706

345418 (H0024)
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Mail Order Suppliers Of Quality Hi-fi Accessories

L11E11131111 111111111

Tel/Fax 0151 348 1988
AUDIO CABLES:
Van Den Hul. Soniclink. Dnm Reson. Chord Company. XLO
AudioQuest. Kimber. Nordost. QED. Ixos. Kontak. LAT International

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS

INTERLINK

Lyra. Sumiko. Dnm. VDH. Ortofon. Goldring. Moth. SME

HEADPHONES:
Stax. Sennheiser. Beyer. Jecklin. Grado

EQUIPMENT & I
SOLATION SUPPORT

VAN D EN H UL FIRST AND SECOND

Black Diamond Racing. Target. Soundstyle. Townshend. Stand Unique

These wonderful carbon interconnects are available for home trial

AND M ANY M ORE I
NC:
Audio Alchemy. Cardas. Shun Mook. Kontak. Ixos. WBT

THE B LACK D IAMOND R ACING
S HELF A ND

Mobile Fidelity. Bedini. QED. Michell

let C ONES

This unique isolation platform is
constructed using aultra dense

WE OFFER A HOME TRIAL SERVICE

weave of carbon fibre and is one

ON A SELECTED RANGE OF CABLES

of the most exciting products that I
have personally encountered.

AND ACCESSORIES

Place under any main source
component for ahuge sonic

Major credit cards accepted.
Please telephone or fax for our full product and price list
Mon- Fri 9.30am to 8.00pm ( Sat to 1.00pm)
52 Green Lane, Great Sutton, South Wirral, Cheshire, L66 41E
e-mail. sounconnec@aol.com.

Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Jadis JA 80 monoblocks
Krell KMA 100 monoblocks Mk11
Audio Research D125 ( balanced)
Unison Research Smart 845
Merrdran 605 monoblocks
Exposure VIII
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Electro Companiet AW 100
Audio Research D115 MU
Musical Fidelity P170 Mk11
Gryphon 5100
Copeland CTA 501
Boulder 500 AE
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Exposure XVIII/XIX pre/pwr
Krell ESA 2500
NestarovIc Alpha 1150w rnonoblocks
LCD PA1/LS1 pre/pwr
Gamma Acoustics Space Reference 3000
Aucholab 8000A MI
AJcho Innovations S 500
Pnrnare 928 pre/monoblocks
Copeland CSA 14 Mkt!
Goldmund Minims 3
Audio Research 0200
Jadis JP 80 mc
Cat SU
Naim NAC 82
Audio Research SPI5 Mkt' ( black)
Tube Technology Prophet
Gryphon Bel Canto
Mc Cormack Aid- 1line/photo
Mc Cormack micro
Audio Research SP8
Exposure XIV • IX
Hay Brook Signature
Ccruad Johnson prem 7B
Audio Synthesis Passion
Burmester 808 line/phono

mint sir
mint s/r
mint s/r
mint sir
as new
rnint s/r
mint s/r
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mInt sir
mint sir
mint sir
new
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
miro sir
fleVI

mint s/r
mrn: sir
mint s/r
mint sir
mint s/r
mint sir
mint s/r
mint s/r
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
as new
as new
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir

£4995
£4995
£1895
£1995
£2195
£1395
£250
£249
£129
f99
£295
£349
£995
£P0A
£899
£995
£325
£149
£895
£P0A
£350
£525
£449
£795
£225
£199
£5995
£2495
£1495

Exposure XI • XII
Tesserac Tala line
Chronos pre-amp
Gamma Acoustics Gemini
Tesserac Tap- A line/phono Ref pre
Musical Fidelity MVX
Mc Cormack TLC- 1
Audio Research BL- 1
Martin Logan CLS II Z/Arccici Stds
Ihnergetic SW 800 sub- woofer
Gallo Accoushes Reference System
Castle Chester
Castle Durhams
Alun Mkt'
Alan
Soundlab A3
Sonos Faber Amator
Meridian A500
Epos ES 14 • Stds
Wilson Watt 3 Puppy 2. Paws
KEF 103.4
Sonos Faber Extreme • stds
Neat Critique
Pink Triangle Vertical
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Seintrla
Thiel CS 1.2
Alon 0.5
Aloe 1

£2795
£795
£2495
£1495
£395
£795
£1495
£395
£650
£350
£179

Sonos Faber Minima Amator
Sunus Faber Guameri
Quad ESL 63
Linn Helix LS 150
Meridian MI
Bose Acoustiams V
Alun II
Theta Data/Gen Ill
Denon BASI/Gen Ill
Micromega Stage 3
EAD T 7000tDSP7000 tranp/dac

MINT SM - Secondhand, as good an example as you'l find anywhere
AS NEW -

Typically less than 4 months old in new condition.

XCEM -

Typically as new.

VC,
C -

Slightly less than mint, may have minor marks.

T E L;

0 18 1 -

392

1959

TEL:

0 18 1 -

392

1963

FAX:
104

0181 -

392

1994

improvement.
Please tel for more information.
The shelf and cones are available
on our home trial service.

mint sir
met sir
mint sir
new
x-dem
mint s/r
as new
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir

£ 795
£ 795
£ 149
£ P0A
£3995
£ 995
£895
£550
£2995
£2995
£2750
£495
£ 195

as new
&OA
x-dew
£ 3250
mint sir £3750
as new
£225
mint s/r £495
mint sir £450
mint sir £650
mint e
£695
mint si,
£4395
mint s/r £250
as new
£595
mint sir £4995
mint sir £895
mint sir £ 1195
mint s/r £750
mint sir £995
mint sir £ 995
mint sir £4495
mint sir £ 1795
mint sir £ 195
mint sir £695
mint sir £395
mint sir . £ 1495
mint er
f4995
mint sir £9950
mint s/r £650
mint sir £2250

PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

I
"
CHOICE'

Accuphase DP80
Wadia 22/26 Tramop/dae
Wadia 12 Sac
AVI 2000 dac
Orelle DA180 dac
P.S. Audio Ultralink
Denon DCD SI
Mc Cormack Sac- 1
Kenwood DP X9010 transport
Micromega Micro dhveidac
Nam CDI
Wadia 32 AT•T
Mark Evinson 30.5/31
Goldmund Reference/73F arm
mandake cable
Michell Gyro Dec
Rockport series 6000 ai- beanng arm
VPI TNT MkIll
SME 20 ,2A ( with arm)
Transfiguration Supreme
Denon DL 304
Quicksilver Head amp
VP1 TNT Mkt' Triplanar III
Piero Lurne JI/SL5
Tesserac TAHA phono stage mm/mc
Jadis JPP200 Head amp
Day Sequent FM Studio tuner
Lynx Tuner
Creek T40 Tuner
Stax SR Gamma • SRD Headphones

mint sir
as new
as new
mint sir
mint sir
mint s/r
mint s/r
as new
mint sir
mint sir
inInt s/r
mint sir
mint s/r

£2495
£3650
£1195
£295
£295
£895
£2995
£795
£395
£995
£1195
£795
£13995

mint s/r
mint sir

£10950
£395
£P0A
£P0A
EPOA
£995
£145
£150
£2750
£2495
f895
£2495
£2995
£295
£145
£295

as new
as new
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
xitem
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir
mint sir

Desperately Seeking
Top Quality
Hi Fi
Due to the success of the HiFi Exchange
we have clients looking to purchase your
equipment

Equipment bought or part exchanged.

CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES

Full demonstration facility - by appointmerg.

0181 392 1963

Major credit cards accepted. Open 7days 9.30am - 8.00pm
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classified
HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT

-11-11 '11r2

EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
AUDIO NOTE DAC3

£995

STUDER 0807 Pro tape recorder MINT

£
3750

AUDIO RESEARCH D200 (£3248) offered for

£2495

OFITOFON MC15 Super 11 cartridge

£65

SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands

£650

TRIO KR 8010 Receiver (ex cond)

£195

TRIO K01030 cassette deck (3head)
AUDIO RESEARCH Litzlink interconnect

£95
from £200

AUDIO RESEARCH D400 Mk11 P/amp (ex demo) £4950
DAM Primus Pre-Amp with PSU
PIONEER 4Chan. receiver OX 949A

£150
£395

GRACE F-9 cartridge

£50

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15' st.

pair £ 1595

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect Imtr

pair £ 1295

GENESIS model 111 speakers. MINT

£2495
£3695

LINN LK 100 power amps x2

amp

STEREO KT88 40 watt valve

BRAUN Al mt amp/T1 tuner

NAKAMICHI 003 cassette deck

f795
£750
£250
£195

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 200 power amp ...........

APOGEE Centaur minor speakers. . £ 750

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 30 amplifier..

£1695

REGA RB 250 (silver wired) toscans

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1 ....................... .......

£1295

RE VOX 0700 Tape Recorder (semi pro)

£650

ORACLE Alexandria turntable ................

£750

MAF heavy turntable stand

£
250

SME IV tonearm

£595

8 & 0CD 50 Beogram CD player

£250

MICROMEGA DUO BS 2DAC

£49

ADC Phase 1Phono cartridge (new)

£45

LINN Karma MC cartridge

£ 195

FIDELITY Research FR- 101 SE cartridge

£40

£495

McINTOSH Mac 40 amps/C22 pre-amp ( original).

except in avery few esoteric elite designs with extorsionote price tags attached.
Presenting aflawless performance, awesome dynamic resolution and tonal accuracy. It

£275

promises to thrill and enrapture its listener passionately. Avery simple sonic

OUAO 33/303/FM3 (excellent cond.)

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A

comparision allows the listener to discover for him/herself the obvious superiority over

MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE.

conventional and alternative amplifier designs, astatement not to be left unchallenged.

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
email 10154245ftcompuservecom
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288 AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234

Aft

THE AUDIO ECLAT
FOR PEOPLE WITH EARS
Valve amplifier sonic upgrades, cost effective critical components
only or total rebuilds utilising your component preferences.
Alternatively, Ican select components to meet your patricular
sonic requirements. Most amplifiers are suitable subjects, both
vintage and contemporary. Ihave musically enhanced amplifiers
from the 1940's to Audio Research Inc. latest designs.
With regard to component choices Ihave them from Hovland
music, I.A.R., Kimber, M.I.T., Wima, Sprague, Audio Note,
Vishay, Allen Bradley, Sternice, Noble, Solen and MANY MORE.
All work is carried out using I.A.R. Wonder Solder.
POWER SUPPLIES
State of the art power supplies are available for most solid
state and valve equipment, also turntables; including Naim
pre- amps, Audio Alchemy products i.e. DAC in the Box, QED
Digit, Oracle Delphi, Rivelin Eclipse, Linn Sondek. PLEASE
NOTE:- Ican supply "one off" designs without acost penalty
and also modify equipment with built in power supplies, so
please ASK! A good power supply is afundamental requirement. You will be amazed at the improvement it brings.
CABLES
Interconnects, speaker cables, mains cables, digital connections,
high purity silver or copper, Teflon or other dielectrics. All hand
made e.g. 1metre pair all silver, Teflon wonder soldered, £75.
Tonearms rewired with silver or cardas wire. Valve pre- amps
and power amps custom built. Passive pre-amps from budget to
state-of-the-art ( for less than the price of second best)
SPEAKER FEAT: SUPPORT PLINTHS THAT WORK!
CUSTOM MANUFACTURED FOR YOUR SPEAKERS £49.95 PAIR

PHONE 01642 559543
FAX 01642 535655
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

It offers astaggering sonic level of excellence t4) till now completely unobtainable,

£2495

RARE OPPORTUNITY
McINTOSH MAC 40 MONOBLOCKS ( PAIR) PLUS McINTOSH C22 PRE-AMPLIFIER 0.1.81.0. 8.2500
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS AND PRICE

VISA

linear Single Ended Watts per channel in azero feedback, D(,211 Triode design.

£450

AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre-amp ( f14650).. ......... . £5995

£3995

211, phono integrated volve amplifier. Designed for the 90's, offering 18 pure class A

each £350

LINN Isobanks with stands. (active)

CLEARAU010 turntable/arm/cartridge ( demo) £2795

ADC Phase 2Phono cartridge ( new)

AMPLIFIER

Gamma Acoustics are proud to bring you another unique first. With the launch of our baby

£695

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT
LINN Any Xover + DIRAK psu

ACUPHASE DP80/81L transport and DAC

INTEGRATED

Noe

£395

ACCUPHASE E203 Integrated Amp

£250

£
95

LINE

11

IN1
Ace-

TRANSPARENT Ultra hi-wire sp. cable 12' set £2195
TRANSPARENT Phono cable 2.5 mtrs.

£295

£495

£45

CAMBRIDGE P50 integrated amp

MARANTZ Ouadradial 4receiver

£995

£95

GRADO G-1 cartridge

THORENS TD 126 Mk 3turntable
McINTOSH £
28 Pre-amp MINT

£25

NAD 9200 cartridge

4-11
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Only £2499.00

Tel: 017535 26939 Fax: 01753 532262
DISTRIBUTOR/DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
GAMMA ACOUSTICS IVY LODGE 81 SUSSEX PLACE
SLOUGH ROYAL BERKSHIRE SU INN ENGLAND

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SC26 ( line remote FET preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SA400 power amplifier (2x220 W)
Conrad-Johnson PF1L (line FET preamp)ifier)
Conrad-Johnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson MV100 (2x100W valve power amplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Motif MC10 Special FET line preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Motif MP11 Special FET phono preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Motif MP11 FET phono preamplifier
Fourier Sans Pareil Mk3+ (200W OIL monoblocx preamplifier - pair)
Muse Model 2d/a converter (AES/EBU, AT&T - silver)
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee loudspeakers (ribbon mahogany) - pair
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers
Power Wedge PW212p line conditioner ( 2pcs)
Wheaton Triplanar IV tonearm ( new!)
Shun Mook Spatial Audio Quartet resonance tuning system
Benz-Micro moving coil cartridges ( selectionl
Cardas interconnect, digital and loudspeaker cables (selection)

£995 £695
£1395 £ 1000
£1495 £850
£995 £850
£1295 £ 1000
£3000 £ 1600
£3500 £2000
£3500 £2000
£2500 £ 1400
£4950 £2000
£2250 £ 1450
£1795 £895
£3500 £2000
£499 £300
£3000 £2400
£2200 £ 1400
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

AUIDII0FREAKS

Distributors of fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

Don't let your LISTENING ROOM
spoil his performance.
With the help of

()Z
OOM

SI; CS deritices

you can achieve near concert
hall realism, in harmony with
your home decor.
Full details, reviews etc. of our computerised postal
Hi Fi room acoustics consultancy available from:ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside, ON18 6AJ.
Tel: ( 01652) 635523
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Pau01 please rearm. Mal 1wa, MICRO 11010. who SITIe Ro It the usud1 mast, npe about continual progress nt000f tn,0 recnnorogy to me anennon of press
yak and gene, audro mash, alte nor because awould 1010 aack buo to the purse at because 've turnly Oleo Mal rl Is asupenor way of enplaymp any musd
anal and Meta', deserve, to be resurrected as the pa. technology tor anyone who wall me on.. aesretros . Maul/ ot Mal nrusir aria101 in a, nor.
Now Mat we anet on the naneary re as the brave -new ale o, 1920 ' nay we note wan rarest the nat., ur manulacaer, who have manure-clad vail, amp ,
ars re wall vas but wno only now nave danyered the value of the severed./ stage and who rn Me past have been the strongest er.anls
rhe 0090 baoner
Mph quality valve amploher watch them as they now for cornmeal gam embrace the world of an loudspeaker enerency ana songle ended tale amplificatron and then
egy your own conclusions .
000! Men sincere, and competence In overall knowedge ol lIe rtanology of Avelm AUDIO NOTE were 1,101 me ' awns Ils ust word m
onalay it you permute mov pradY rePauTed
expected ad added tr, the above paragraphsr we are now seerng ahood of sale- ended amplifiers appeanng on ' he coder sae are go. many are nor' tr rs mpor•
lent to remernat ta the hardest 10114 I
IdChieve m sank,10 man is acompata hemp tost look al out lax system' vr ane save World war Two we have been Solo
belae ta Tomplahon pup tech.., not pue pen001 nol in 1110011 reproductron epurement here simany 040l0lleUl0,lloe Sale ended amplohcalmn rouges
all ... Mane. II Me netessay I
I, simplay Mat ro very rage another
common lallacy
that the SE owe , supply need, ro have very large capacrtame or slope also not correct you vat a, last and responswe an SE -power sueery as 'a can
get so asman ag. POP Sm. 5..6 muon oper man abig vow one we've rartata is amot cnmes are good al not maw., dcast 110015000m a all.
remstor wove Il oo most Impale? to remember mat on anu f.back sera melee ametarer
crar 1 and PO. , sueee
nave Me..
Kona , h,Sr.."
correctS so smote and small's beautateli
Another rnteresta aspect of the. revabon rs the anera to traroorate tenets of current aralogrcal dogma a. beliefs 1610 Me SE P...ala ...Me we am
aloe. seeng low rfistortron SE. self cancelling SE anus., SE soon to be toned by Oigh current SE• ard Mph power ST don't be duped by these slogans Owns that
you can pet 55 wains SE Class AItem one o 4C.21 Iare uner nonsense hkeense 15 watts 11016100191, 3009 Mese kinds or power ,pecarcabons are 0 good unless they
are accompanied by àestortion ' gum at a rated power To pwe you an dustratron 11 Mrs al 55 watts Class A SE a211 nas about 50% harmonic dostorhon one has.
eaten Me so. goa ca. ugnal al Mar distortion level It only t. maganne spent as muCame and merge On noosing the charlatans whose operable clams are
pressed on an umuspectong pumic as 111, an thone to explarn the 'tenets ol KC and whatever other new nonsense technology is Ong pressed into nernce as an,
caner we «mad nave acleaner and more mst market wnere . 160 correct and truthful wad nol he amarketing chsadvanrage
Rack to the sot,' meter on tres ram a.ut wshce and correctness would be vanny anot . kee) by ache so In order ro enhance yen , abr.
dagn and nIanuteare
poor own seal version It any or the saIe ended coots beep dtseussed rather old or new we veal controà. to expand on Wren already Me most edensive range or
ultra nigh party component, mat the acme.19 no yours. valve emote, eras. on use to constr.:, any single ended or ' shame on ow ,Ipush pull'mother
whether triode or pentode Ali ol these parts are used in vahous rnodefs e the manutaclul,0 one of the MOO NOTE ampléhers These components ext. mostly soma,
made dems oke <venue valve bases wart either saver or gord pared eons paper on oot atumonrum har. Kral WM.. , 0000e , & 5,10,1 1. 010,41 0100111010 & lac k 6 ale
graphote metrorytic capita,. M., om0sève Iree star sea copper ane sar weed ambo output translormets non magneto rantaturn reala non magnetic RCA and
speaker termnals ralves and many oar oar Ots and aces., upgoadonp old or conslrochlO9 new vahee ampler.,
Ad pares are excluding UK Vat al t750 % whéch
0. leve mes Ole EEC UK Vat well beaded to your purchase alter the addrhon of postage and pad,. costs
WelmallIMAANDirsmt. Amp, ONess, inlAmes.. to pay Mrs way ye wet need your address Ka no van slart and empty earn you can also pay thy Orders dun
furo cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bark account
Delnery os name, Maul 14 days horn mead al dewed funds Sul please allow up to 60 days tor some derns dnol stock at. ha Cl order
aa of you read.. thrs have passesvon or a, books ern ,: oritaon rarmatron relevant to t. sup«, ol Audio Design and .0 would be irselul lo share .tn others
PkaSe kt on Ono. Meter by la. 01 telepnone there is an pard off 20 00 ( payable in val. or other eds. 00011011 lo anybody who sends us abook 'Ma warns lake
rolonaron about phe am.,
theory
Likeynse Iamt./. lor aamber 54 old vahes to ', mermen, von so if vou nave any PK4 5PX25 s DA30 s SDI s or any or the old trio. lv. Se happy lo burr or swap
at pod pae 14,000100010, at you know where to al a Duero lapeimuraers STUDER 1FLEOUNKEN or AMPERE Xor the
read pap. paw, processong or
pressing equipment or have hooks or rnloornabon
Wading arohones recordeng technique LP manufacture hen a .11011 be gratefully raped AUDIO NOTE has
the ententoon over the next 2 3years to set up recordrng and urea manulachue and whrlst we armed' have 0111, al. ca ' Mannar." much more os needed
CIRCUITS. VALYEDATO
WIC TECHNICAL INFININATKHI
yee would roke some suggeshons *Mon lo base afuture pr.. around lh,ln000a001l000vlopl000e0000000l,loo,l Oack Pontamong 0000 1IlU0rl0Il0, ONGA0U
OISON KASSA, NE 115/ 6.401 ON Ous seven' ather power ampiarer ocurts and the 1.11 1uhre ore-ampar which is a hest pre-amplarer Dart 0 have come across
Just sent' astamped verr addressed 44 sae ervetope together war' 600 pounds in small &mammalian ult stamps oo ayou
outsede the UM US$ 15 00 in $ bals Ann an
bream do not se. Bankers Malls rn USS Internahonal Response Coupons or Internal:0a money orders as Ma cost more to cast Man ther la.
We have alarge nurra , ol recasts for Me coots ot
AU010 NOTE uc.rnase arnplarers Ide OTO PMeno SE M1 Phono ME1SHU SORD etc and save we al14, the
marrty 01 our talented compd.'s' do nol nave any 0001001 Mrs depelment and are oly loo pease lo help erlend lee envelope of knowledge In Iles much rnalsne0
Ire we sheathe happy to Send you or any misrong nr prospective compettor one or rnorececuot dograms they cost C500 each or you. ay tor example al1 ohona
integrated arnehers for 030 00 ' S50 COI or alo vine integrated arnodrers for I25 00 all preramelifers tor E20 03 1 35 001 or sen. acomplete oat pack tor 50 00
iS 80 00) Ail can be pad erne by credo, card "se hankers Oral1 or cheque drawn on aU0 bank the cost encaes postage
We can also supply a a It data sheers lor the most commonly u. valves ECC132 ECC88/6922 12007.0720 7025' t2M7WAECC113 65117 30313 211 VIOC 845
013/60•17 2A3 054 5514G 0,234 5.4 Elf. 6805 6V6GT 61.66 5881.6s6W6C 0T66 Aga soda...el sett .res.1 04 envelope together OM 590010111111
denonnatron vamps or 4hade the UK another 055 15 00 mIt suffice
ace notrung really exists which oyes areamae ber kgroond to ' he sutat
',Moe amp. , oat 'Ina Goy Adams a. Ihave written and assembled anumber o1
wholes and evIracIs nron old books erna ow some background. Me sulhect do not ere.. to become an instant expert but n will sea as uselul reference lot a
beonner as well 46 tne are ... mod we 1111e eanted th's into pack lo include even more uselul 'Morallls so dyou have already bought the ord pack mst send 200
or USS 500 Ior Me
ock small Oarge
mooed thls hme / 00 rn small denonmation amps wan astamped sen addressed envelope or outs. Me UK pease
send US$ 25 00
We do accept Ullc no.< wham,. dran irr Poona Sterling riir me aye cages as well el convert lne USE amounts lo Stereng at 61 70 to a Pone, 01101 you have
rounded up to 1001001 00 00
NUM PRACTICES
If you are soap interested In Me sae.. " Pe oplar eleven *Ma the usual '
Jr Kramer,. notas of what rs • pnod - amplrfier design and lee,. IIhs tradaion
al .w ach has tenuott us Me Pat100 ra me trans.101 anat. has ... may 011000111100 '
loll purte monument., lee SOUND PRACTICES olo, mega.., II
read here you wilt fin,1 artews atonr lever hammer, 0o , irmtes 'or amparen and speaker, revo, of new ana old rn other WOW SIne very sularects la none of Me

reel as SOUND PRACTICES rss. 10 wal be HERE so Mrs should le. you on Me street over t. ned Coupe of weekene Buy aco. 1. 05 00 Pmtalie
,'I0006 order 1160011, on the 001 canton Me felowmp adra CES 001301 .10 aOnst. tion your table Mow turntable motors two wales on
chllh rs output transtormer coulee . State or Ad t935 , *00106 Lowther horn 1.1111. prop! To Pe or Nor to & Linear Tom Hocloson on a.
•ovactrons try Herb Retched anol men more. Much 0.1 and rnIcrmat,so memo as usual aparn 15(XI an AI wee seenned . 1addressed envelope a
•• J.10 00 and asett addressed enyMope Il vou lIst ahroxd
I
2.1.1 IUSE 901.150
.00 have never heard ol Ihrs one before but amonstrala Me strength e tI revreal rn everpung that has 000 van, valves whether song, ended pushoun or
tr'or goeod Vacuum Tube Vaney 15 aquark, hogh mat, mom and read each issue focuses on aUS bland or yesler year on me correct ossue'Issue 2Volume Omer
iv ere
Clean with pew., Mere 'se ag ann. by Ea Barad about the 0004 I., à/Douro. Cl rovo any longer but avery paw valve nonetheres, aIdaI
etereshng oennew of avera. and AnIape Roes the A.ro Test Bench las at tor Is and equipment for DIV ampldrabon Mekong very meeker and or.tol CaMode das
VV529 and bow. arid tubelae rn genera Tube pang tvalve 'neap to us Barr and much more It is nrce to see amagaRne Mat
agmat wale about now to Oas
takes anano' perseeCtro W. we. aread avarlarne from us ar r650 aCopy or drrectry rrnm Vri 1095.E Duane Ave Suite 106 Sunnyvale., 94086 USA S35 00 tor
lorea subsarbers
POSITIVE FEEDIACS
14 . A one Dee oraeback Mat no are nor enideN against' Pow. Feedback is Ms vlob magazine tor the Oregon hone Society well, aserratas
greatness not
oat the greal underground mega,. of the 19706 It Is aduarlerh pubecaten of any controversial commentary by in house .ters members as . 11 as venous
mast, aeons on the sub.'s ...JO
tecnnology and Me pal tor m5aw undue. 1tor one In150 ais an violent thaa and provides agoal allernabve 'new
to most or the mkt... press wan le. to neve Me *ode in the conted of what lew products. avertable.. now. ynthout goned rnen perspecnve backwards We
have several back Roes narg. ed Pow'. feedback and the ',test Issue os iust orta pops and all are available at 700 per iss. OIU?lllullllal,çulil lonlllootOlil
PF .at .ner reaon to ascribe/

LISTENER MAGOON
Here Is areview based musir a. nei mapone tar rolv enpy
together wan Fr ano AudeAdventuterr the rase revre. are amongst the very Pest rn the bor
nest the ...en, reviews not la , band T. is wort.. and pap alerhoe to the avertable op.. on mare and equipment and at only I100 per copy agoal
Investment The Ostener is apocket sued parterN pubhonon 00050101?,001?45*4?II11l,0010
COMPLETE KITS
et lee morent moment the 1011Prng kas am under development.. should be evadable amp 1994 Me seance ol Introduchon /nay be drnerenr ham t. num., we
have tne KI THREE evadable tor samen1 now
XII TWO 6550 songle•enael ' 5watts Class A on astereo chassrs expected ost t599 00 rml Val Delivery currentry unkno,vn aue lo unavelabnay nt Sovtek 6550W*. we
can otter a*MI., valves lo; 25/0 00
KIT THREE 3008 parallel seplere.ed mono caws 16 17 vans CD. A cost 146100 incl Vat
Kit FOUR 806 push pull ' Owes Class A Memo Fassis ex.. cost 199.00 1nel WI delhery Oahe! 1995
fIVE211 sonme ended 15 watts Class A mono CUSS, mitecled cost f2.250 00 ocl All dew, rho 1995 We holve .
101 SIX 3008 songle-ended /I Watts Class A stereo chasms ppeoled cost I199 00 orcluding valves and Vat 16,6 will be our entry.51 or gateway - to sompe ended trade Moss or rock ano re av. prefer Expected au...January 1996
II you are In loubt as to whether aka pro.' is arable to you we supers, yor. spar 0I10 00 no buying the mstructronslor the 11IT ONE single 3008 eroded, as ell ghee
you ag00(1.a whether aket protect Is tor,. 1you decree to buy akit Ihen the I11 30 wal be relunded against the ,ost
kot As Me Oar kits twome avertable their
rnveuctron manuals enit also . availabe ar 510 00 each We nave the. One onstruchens evadable rn EngIrsh a. Itartan
AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
We are In Me poce,, at burlap up tour separate ranges of Aom Note output trangamers in order to oner the best oosw51
into four categories

outputs at Parent papas they .1tall

A IEconomy range where the ranceroualery 1.00,100 os caret, calculated
audro party rn acompact package malty we a ay be oherrng 3sale ended
001001 Vanstomen in a , range 011, 0. 0 .001 , are under
but do not eepecl to see an. on Mrs MOP s
1 44011 1995
8, % dove range wan are the output tranSMInderS already on otter we nave made acouple at .nons to Ihrs range stnce a last PI
g 1/11011 Owl.", tee Mr, w.11 be aramp ol dou. C- core outputs tor songleended oars marvel,' ... pull outputs . 1 . one. unlps demand mores a
Agarn otlertnps inmaIN
rSee. High DO. age ighwar ered oats 0, the he. Dorsal' gold, when Isay beet possible. do not mean to say Mat these saver outputs veal be as good as
the saver oulput transtorrnershandwound by Audio Note on Japan. they won't but then neon they do nor carry Me once tad feller'
Om patty creena for grow Aare 20Hz
2010/1 Ito - 1140 they are IE comil.th sewn sal tam... and are supped veln frames and soar lags "Pa. go
30. sae' polity al the cost Me ma'n cosl saving bag the use of asmaller core soot..101 pact power ever required rather than oyerspecohnne by 50 or 100% as
clo on Group 13 the windong quaky add CoPPeo We is Me sad
GrOUP a heicath 20147to 400H/ minus 1SdB 1E cored war, high gualitv sarcon gee rannawons wound wan oxygen tree Fop,' vnre am' POP. wan erther enve.
or frames always wan nag le.
Cap C am No. 121/ to 7001. anus 15015. saw°. Mate Cares en. Iron a .1eadable wficon sree1 larmahon these outputs wal compare more Man
10004,4516 Oh the best avertable type, torn days gone by and from other current sounces hke Partridge Tango Tamura elc
Group D use Audro Note sayer wire need tme mee.
Weak..
PP Push Pull PPP - Parallel P9511- Pull SE cSeg. ended PSE Smote end«, Paler US sera. 43% ultralinear taps a, gene, rule we do nor condone Me use ol
UI 1400 dS 0, cons.? these derma to sound pop • • Dynaco reptacernent
All emery imoeences are ClICIalted foe Class A opetation. ea Me marn console.. oven Iomax.. dyne'. paw Pan., Pete a. moan, MS10111011 rather
than mearogless ideady state smer or spore.. conclarons
An a single pee:104M translormers are apapped and le roapnum a.55 current allowed belote salutation is shown in column 5
All our output transtormers are Maleg 10 insulation levels of memo, 3000 voles. all 2 1845 outputs are InStad100 lo 5150 tlash every ansloorner IS lead lo Mrs noel ol
'mutation
We genera, overspecify
transtormers by 50, power 'I PuOrPull iron/h neans laat atransformer stet. as 25 vas * Wallow abed 35 38 wan peaks our sale
ended outputs are generaIN over specifed by 100% whoch means thal they 11,111111Stan1aloeDualy 1000 peaks of tat. the own mamma power through dncnse01100. Ihis
necessary due 10 the heat clamp 1.113100111 rank pngk ended stage
We do not give any 10114/ lechndal Memnon on our output transtormers às xe do not wish r take part on technrce cornotarons our products are .vg. to ornena
woo are and dell De understood once they are Irstened tor
In add.. la the 0061? ',Inhume's offered below we otter adesedn sennce 'Pere we can suproN almost any movement for wIdeband 'unarmllo whether tor micro
phone rnowng col cartridges Me onput phase sploneo onlersrages drover or power alp, we dew , and manulacture volotypes raouse 11100001. the paper clean 11
200 00 prototype cost os Saladdled on aper case Pap, We aan also produce productron gamey
Sizes am oven as W01111/Heighblleom where depth Is the depth ol the cool Mkt aed 05015 es lhe Vag. II the core

serfservng adverbs,. red 'mean, mess «I
II touch as rhea do not enhance the hipness of ... tonal adeernsees You can Poy SOUND PRACTICES ha us Al25 00 per
COPY lam am 1011,0010 Ms, r••• valel or hy subsopon from SOUND PRACTICES P 0 Bo 180562 11116101 50 78718 USA
regular modern worla Warn a.
Mere are macho., none of th '
o/ola, Witn enougn subscript.. support SOUND PRACTICES may 'or tog about the 504110 praarcts mat the ruf ondustry has
abandoned.aso Mo; So get
,• n" Our therm Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and MC. so onveoence is al nand al long lest. Call Joe on 512 339 6220 velh
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AUDIO 11010 AUDIO 0000115 OUTPUT 1RANSFORMERS
Group A

We also have amainstranslormer choke but lor the WOO? poyer ampIto., as shown in Sound Practre0. this
combined with our sale ended Outeot transformers wan 3150011 primary renpedance .1make avery fine
meta ot this class, amplifier total cost 420 40 per set

gorrele end. Outputs
Asenew1e1Y.
3008 243 6E1g;
8010V562- 845
301632430846

% OAF.«
15 watts
20 watts
20 wens

00.0*8.
205 41 Ohms
60 - 48 Ohms
1025 • 4,8 Ohms

WM*
805674,8nm

IMO reres
20 watts
25 vans
30 watts
30'pa
30 watts
30 wan s
50 wans
50.ns
50.115
75 watts
20 wans
25 wads
30 watts

AMIN 1111
206 r48 Ohms
205 « Ohms
055 PT Ohms
1025 48Onms
201 r141 Ohms
100 418 Oas
100 11 Ohms
1025 r11 Ohms
21(5 • 4,8Ohms
55 48Ohms
3K 4/8 Ohms
205 - 4406 Onms
30 48Onms

SWAN*
117.8090mm
117498090mm
115 .980951,1??
98.82595mm
115498e95mm
117.984100mm
112.1160155mm
135.1154125mm
36,1 141130011m
137.115•145mm
117598.92rmn
'17098090mm
11 5.98.95mm

WC.«
9.4 ST
1001,0 SE
15.14 PSE

AMR NW
11 50
73 50
84 50

We now also IdU, lOot lamlity to matte any mhos transformer to your specotrallon as long as yotà order
monomer 2pcs they can be sugared w. soldettags Mpg learlS trames It bell ends Ask for got,
On aare general note 11 rs ',man, lo understand the speotalosed nature of ene dean and manufacture
ot ' rename, lor pee

rn mosf industriat apelKahon5 the rotain crnena are cost werght or

longevity an audoo maws transformer also have 10 nave good regulatron under Mad 1051 tun cool and
DAM

mormaw

F1.341[1.86 6V6
3008/243/6846
EL34/6C47
2416846
5881.166
221,04C
221 %let 845
3008
845
211.14C
R.316550,0188
300012034546
656G
NEIV SE Prod«,
05500188
60 wans
0.0800 Pule.P.1101reetle
EL11.566 5881
25 wens
2030080513008
30 wags
00886550
50 wens
ELY, X5664881
50 wan,
845
K188'6550
60 wan,
61800054
100 wens
Om. CMesle.Emled
300R/2A/684G
? Swans
21160110 C 845
50 00111
3008
50 wens
018.6550
100 . M0
liegem 0 Pere 11194. WOI.d OeleMe
3008 243 681,
25 vans
2110/14 C845
50 watts

la OM
/10rna PSI
90m4 SE
180mA PSE
130mA PSE
1400. PSE
r5OrnA SE
50.0 PST
180.1 PSE
180mA PSE
24OrnA PSE
130rnA SE
90mA SE
140mA SE

eto6

hub
87 00
9100
113 00
113 00
106 00
11/ 00
12403
151 00
11100
237 00
104 00
102 00
107 00

a dd, de do,01.fidi
s ma' ,
, •,, Ora specialty made Paper el caps have atae colour lack o
harshness and evenness or dyne ,. ...or across the 1reguency tang! which is guaranteed to Paten
up your day. Recommended as replacements In old and no valve amplifiers alike land pen In the od
arator arnertien and essential tor DIY protects In .0verth erpronmental Meares
AulN0 you
paper In arl oeactlors contain onN nonrIpmc biodegradable vegetable or the paper es a spectalk, treat!
and ',leg/1MM by amethod Mal enhances tongevay and sound oually to ensure apron, performance

59
63
73
74
114
111
114

00
00
00
00
130
00
00

paper In oil capacdors at nolrl on common von' the CDPPer and s'ive , 1001 tyPes There are several new yalr
ues unavaolable includIng the 12rni '
50 von cap male tor speaker crossove's and the 056mf -200 mg
suotapte tor sold stale amp, we nave also added so. values suitabe tor RIAA equaloarng network, and

2K5 4416 Ohrns
100 41:16 Onms
1025 4416 Ohms
21(1 4'8116 Ohm

056 1198 0100 0111
165.1105138mm
150.147.118mm

360
410
396
134

00
00
00
00

205
100

117.98•90nm
1'2.134050ra

48Ohms
08 Ohms

90m4 St
150mA SE

1645 00
1975 00

INDICATORS

Valle
05144001114
11/100m4
311/250mA tor ONGA011Cu
.150mA
511•40Orna
101025rnA
1011,?03m4
/501Aa

63.14.16mm
98.65.83rnm
80,50051001,

Price Es US Val
500
14 00
24 00
2.10
3, 00
26 00
3300
21 00

Other values can . soot ,. lo order a..? Iva
AUDIO NOTE MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
Ilus range relate, lo our ash. products ran, transformers are notonously artlan rtems to otter aS the
number of orendahons of HT and Healer 'apes are almosl endkss We nave added mains transformers
or making replas of Me KASSA1 and ONGAKU as there has been conmderable call tor these. lawns, roe
re preparing mains translormers for the WE91 descrobed on Sound Necroses Issue T.. shat1 continue to
expand the range as opportunitoe, and our experrence wah your mourrements mprove
PrImery Vann
Ov/1 000.110,20,
Ovi220v/230,2400
120,0100/100W0v
001000 110,/1205
120.110.10Pa
1000100200

Secordery HT Windless
00 2. al 350inek

Ov/100010020v
out00,11(N t200
Oa 100,110,170v
0.00w110W120y
12001111:6 100vra
00a.110020v
1200110W100ea
001100,110e 11.
120.110,100va
100'01002PN

00

230v at 04Amp
Ov

t,

.201101 to any of the plastic or other paper types we has
vitaleence that apatty good papeal capa.100 On make 111

123 00

110mA PSE

eansive as you wood area, from awns that 104e upwards loom 1011 hours each 10 nuke
tor example Al cedar ', manner tor all ONGAKU 00,1sf 18.50000

300v

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS

88.73.80mm
88.75.80mm
108.91.10rnm
9042e8.3mni
108.91490.nm
125.100.113rnm
150114751118men

203 r

4 .440 ,1 ^
41 IV

Ov

As a gerkelal Pile we do not recommend polled translormers as all Irstemng tests have shown these to
sound MSS clear than un.ned paged's ,

80 48Ohms
51,
Ohms
616 0/8 Ohms
30 4,8Dents
6101 4'8 Ohms
403 44'16 Ohrns
202 41316 ar.

the 1111010 NOTE silver wrred outwits aled here are desooned and made in 1. UK we can Supply Me
00010 NOTE Japan manufactured outputs for the 01060011 KAGEKI. 6850ON or the KT GON. but ene, ar

AUDIO NOTE CHORES

genale n01110C1lagICal nose or vibrateon. produce no excessls, shay magnetr holds Mc .00 , 0pretty tall
order when one consIdes that ON cost 0160 has 10 be reasonable So no matter where y. order 0001
marls toanslorrner remember Inat a should conform to a above eiterg 50 PON thrS When le. ed.

360v at 001114

290v al 10 Amp

3100 2440 - 2440
310v al 320mA
Ov 920v at 1601115
5000 150v al 50m0
390y Ov 390 at200m0
170v ar 50m4
425v Ov 4250 at 220rnA

120..10v/1000h
100,110,120v

3905

Ov

39044.
90nre

t2Ovot tOvit0DiorDe
t1:13010v,120v

3800

Os 3. Il 200.

Secondary Healer Medina
O.
and,
15v Ov 315 014 Arne
Ov
60 at IA
315y 315,04 Amp
12 60 Oval 150
630 Ov at 6013.

12 60 a at 54
Ov • 53v at 300mA
315v Ov 315v al 4Sao
12 6y al 5Amp
0 10v at 4Amp Mr 63v a
15A Ch 5v al 2SA
315v Ov 315y at I2Amp 7v
at 3A 74 at 34 Ss at 24
315v 00 315v at 25A
70vrOval2A / OvrOyat 24
0G. - Os at 30
315v Ov 315v 111 24
110 Ov al 50m4 7Oy Over
34 70 Ou at 34 Sy
2A
315v Ov 3155 al 124
1500 Goal 150001 104 Ov
325A 10v De al 325A
50 Ov at 3A. 5v goat 3A
by - % at 30 50 515 at 3A
630 063v all 25A

Price Er UK Vet
34 00
41 00
16 00
10r DTI.
Preamp earn 1050
Ode oat 1.0
26 00
72 50
98 00
86 70
9560
/01 KIT ONE 8 011
THREE MONO channel

roune As you veto see

are slowry incorporate, so. 99 99°. dure saner leadouts on this range o

the odd leedback loop?
Vela.
2 2.
0Imo
056.
00010
00028.115
003820111
001.
0015.
0022rtri
0033.
0047.
0082.
01.
0 12m1
015nd
018rn,
022.
033mf
033m,
047mf
068mf
Ine
1Ir.
00301.1
00004m0
000082.
00015.
00047re
0012mF
0015,15
0022mf
0033r.
0039mf
0047rnf
0056mf
0058mf
0060mf
0065nd
0071m1
0072mf
0073.
0074.
0075.
0078mi
0082m5
0 1m5
015rn5
0la.
022.
022.
021m1
013.
036.
039.
047.
068.
trni
0018.
022.
039m5
068nd
t2114
g22.
0018.
01.

IICIINIese
50 von
200.1
2001.
400 volt silver leelatvore,
400 von saver leadoutwo,
400 volt sner I....,
400 von Oyer leanourwrre,
400 vet
400 von Mal leadout.tes
400 volt saver .d.t.res
400 volt saver lowleuares
400 volt
400 von wherl..tverres
400 von
400 von saver leadoutwee,
400 von silver lereoutwires
400 vet sayer kadoutwores
400 volt
400 von saver leadouhkres
400 von saver leadoutwees
400 volt srfver badoinvenes
400 v. Over leadouarres
400 5011
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 von
630 volt
630 von war leadouteeres
630 on
630 von
630 volt
630 von
630 von
630 von
630 yon
630 volt
630 volt
630 / 011
630 volt
630 vol1
630 voll
630 voll
630 vort
6301.11.er leadoutveres
630 000
Mon
610 volt saver leOcireyeres
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 yon
630 vollsilverleada.es
630 von wher leadoutwores
630 voll silver leadoorwires
1000 von
IWO von
1000 0.1
1000volt
1000 aolt
1600 ell
2000 voll
4000 ell

NI AUDIO NOTE paper in ,Il venal °mentors are avai ty. We are preparing a range 01 very Small pro'mad valuepaper Ill 04 capacnOrs at the moment 11 addlhon to the abOve The range of AUDIO NOTE paper
II ml . 00+1caftemlors Ts OW,11mane', so ask tor value, that you do a

see

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OK COPPER 6 SILVER FOIL SIONAL CAPACITORS
We are currently developng a two turther ranges ot toper - n . 1Caeacrtors where 1101,00 ot ustng
luminium loa as rn ' he above paper caps rn rhe Ins, range we use an oxygen free copper foil with 99 99%
me sand saver wad out rorea these copped cool paper Ka. , cat, 00tars

11 e consoderablV

hener than IS,

1110010 eerings SeT0n015II •adie - fa Pr 0eluaktY gap between the more standard paper'oIl caps
nd Me Japanese handmarla Stover too sognal gewgaws. we will be offenng our own 99 99q. pure saver loll
'gnat capacorors svho.5 are preni
onvality even a have to say this aselt the sPer Ina caps
Iso have so. siNer lead•cu/ »
ores To starter. there W41 Pe
we shaVeigkod as last as we cmn to cover all Ihe popular values
Value
0001m1
O0028mr
00082.
0Olm5
0022.
0047tn5
0 1m5
0 15.
022.
03300
O4/enf
Imf

DC Ifelleee
630 volt
630 on
530 con
630 vyl
130 ver
030 1,
630 0tIl
630 von
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 vmt

tevv values/voltages ol each avertable and

Mae
230011m
2309mm
00.011m
200010m
30.9mm
25 100m
33 0220016
35,2rnm
56.25mm
3003000
65•41men
1500410m

Price ea. UK VII.
11 55
11 55
11 55
12 15
13 75
15 35
t6 65
18 15
22 45
26 65
31 05
50 15

1441010 NOTE COPPER FOIL PAPER IN 011 CAPACITORS
sin
21045m
32,11ra
25•36rnm
21.9rou
21.9mm
2159mm
21.9mm
21500,0
35.10ra

Ptice Es US Ili
11 65
265
515
5/5
545
545
545
325
545
595
32511mm
615
33514mm
425
03.140m
625
33,140.1
475
34.16mm
500
32.16rnm
515
35.18mm
585
43.18mm
635
43x18mm
795
36.25rnm
895
11 15
53.24non
12 65
70024mm
11 95
1109m 51
195
00,450
295
20.9mm
295
17.9mm
295
20.905m
295
21xlImm
345
tmm
345
20.10.
545
32.1mm
375
32.11mrn
395
33.14mm
685
335 1005m
425
03, Ilmen
425
03010 mm
425
33.16mm
425
33,5 Homo
135
13.16mm
135
33.16mrn
435
33x16mm
435
33.16rnrn
435
33.16mrn
135
3311501m
155
34•16mm
665
42.16mm
775
43.18mm
515
52.19mm
725
50.101m
945
53.22mm
615
52.22mm
725
43.25mm
745
52.26mm
795
52.26non
985
12 45
10030161m
15 15
3201151m
455
56.26mm
695
61.26mm
11 65
52.32nun
t3135
7200Ornrn
16 75
60.26mm
965
70.29mm
11 55
Sgore Carl .10 porcelarn
28 15
insulators 45x45a108mm high

0047.
0
0 15mF
022mf
047re
1/
1
11

630 von
030 volt
v,3n 1,1
630 von
630,a/

t4.46mm
16046nm
22.36mm
19.46arm
25.16mm
38.46mon

41
74
101
135
196
486

00
00
00
00
00
65

AUDIO NOTE SILVER FOIL SIIPIAL CAPACITORS.
Best signal c.c., aortae gualrry really speaks tor tall. used'n amplaos Me ONGAKU 006011,
600.011 and M7 Tube Silve• handmade rn very landed ... motes at Audro Notes lacolory on Tokyo Japan
These capatotors use alone 111101 111m dralectric and are manutactured usong consoderable tension on the
foil and dralectdOtO gew Me test possible mechanwal contact and the least scope for Internal resonance
Velar
01.
002rof
0050f
01naf
0

DC VeRese
SCO ool•
5C0 SOI?
Sag 0011
Sag 0010

Price Es 500005
177 TM
211 75
346 / 5
645 75
995 75

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL 111-50130016 CAPACITORS

Mee
2mF
2.
2,11
2.
arni
lOmo
12.
12.
12.

00 Voltage

1000 vot
1600 volt
1000 / A
von
IWO von
1060 v.
1600 vat
2000 v.

2se

30540.55.
35o/502mm
45,45472mm
00.12070155
45x455120mm
10. 70,0200551
10.100,14115
705100;120ra
10001000120mm
1.1000220mm

Price ex 000.8
26 75
33 65
41 75
45 95
49 95
265 75
96 75
10995
13S 75
159 75

AUDIO NOTE 66104 CHLORIDE FINE SILVER SOLDER
The best soar we have Peen able to la does not contamale the tunchon whrch over re. Incoeases
'unction rewire. used In an our amplifiers from OM ro the GAI(UrON

n20'70,7'.',',Ier.U.':'`' 16m ''''"°'

1900
210 65

AUDIO NOTE CARES £ WIRES.
We are pad lo ofler

AUD'a 0501E range al hugh ',gay tarnp,l Old solver Toa• 50004,1 100 .. nnd

0100, which &pending on thr ratan ero of Me 000.1..11 00 nashce 10 any 1611, system. regardless Of
MICe
S0110 99 99% Pure 04/010 MOTE Sr. Van
0050nrn
0la,
035"nrn
06rnm
08mm
1mm

Polyurethane
Petverernane
00
MI
ML
nIl

16
22
24
21
31
36

/5
75
95
95
75
15

The above sotod WW1 MI01 are ortable for low lever ' Menke transtormers ontent transtormers Power
supply chokes. rnduclors for speaker crossovers. Sobo actrve and passive or tor onternal wrong In tonearms
amploters etc A ender rançe of gauges os stocked so enquire &CO mowed gauge
Sen., trade doscounts available on arm quantal.

may wee be stock

green and black We .11 sell as linle as 25cm of taon colour so dry aMlle and see il dmakes adellerence
in your ampli.. agood place ro start is on Me Phono or CO input
Cos, per running meter £22 50

Please note our 30013s are manufactured in China by Gold DragoeSeguang but aie teste Inhouse
under real workeng condrhons to parameters sommeat more stringeml Iban es °Mens. done No they do
not sound mute as good as onowl WE 30011s or STC 430030 s. nor do Ifiey carry Ore same premium arrKe.
please consede, the lollweeng unless you have absolutely tons of money or you lumen to 1.e them rn
your ale, do not conseder augural 301313S. es in most cases far bend rlo Invest the money nmore permeent lealures of 1M amer., prorel tike Semer output transformes Semer signal caps or resestors or he

11.1010 MOTE %mut Tee.. Silvet
The uernate wire or rewiring your tonearm. made Irom 3enevidually insulated strands of 005mm Aude
NOle 99 %% selve were, Mis es not pst Inn best sounding interner wire iris also nie mas? tremble, so vehy

le. valves *Par et, bette , gens passrve components last A per ot angine WE 3098S cos, al least 1
1.200 00. on agood day trek in lelms rd an overall once compromese. you can gel some tablera sounding passwes for the thtlereee en coet between apair ot Chinese 30013's and the original WE's and In many
cases the improvement in sound (pole os greater than Me WE 30013s will contribute. MD the contributen

010010 NOTE 15 Strand 0Ocenm 99 99v. Selve, M'one Win
erse e Inn . reno ',yen reoded me
5eroweeed ropuegm rei cers, the same eue o use in ne AN Vinterconnect and as signal wiring vole en all Mr Rondos ampfifiers and preampfiles avariasse in red whde.

to sound is permanent, consider that othen you plan your peored

not upgrade the soneperlormance of your tonearrn ...My*. arevenez
Audio Note AN Al per meter (34 00
01/010 NOTE Cae Ndereemel tables.
Comble«
sym.ncal 66 coder ktz toar
semence OfHC couper le coax
semer. 9999% ever 1M ose,
semence 99 99, ... cou
syrnmence 99 99% dive le cou

TYPeelew cade
Pepe.
MG red
AN 5ligne grey rob, yeew writing
1141-ei.er grey
%Me Mye grey

We have made some very con..ble purchases of vahres at ne US- government auctions and types fike
heelleee %MD Ill eal
15 32
29 79
54 25
152 35
382 98

AUDIO NOM Spolier PMI Cibles
Tm/tel. ce%
MT/green or red
AN 11 due wee olrring
4/1-t Moe black efing
A)0-SO bluer
NI Ste

Pealreellen
hW prime PYM Mie
single conductor 66 caper Weeler mrin9
6.85
r211
double strand ...nad% speaker onee
double share screened 611 le coppa speaker *Ire
25 11
segle com 15 strand 99 99% Irt/ serve, speake, vede
1% 38
dher single core 21 strand 99 99% Me sonder speaker vore
362 98

PTFE leseleted Meer Pâle. Coppet Mires.
We car also prowde iess expenseve wereng yores to, nard wereng circuits these PTEE ensuleed stIve plate
copper wires are 19 strand ol 015 mm wire and come en brown Pack Plue perse mil green orange vin.
let whrte and reeNeree they cost C160 per meter en any colour
AUDIO NOTE 111011 %PSITT SIEPPED ATTENENUATORS d MUGES
These nandmade a..irs and welches are .nutactured by a' rend of Mr Konya of Mdle NOTE and
represent nie best avelable volume conlzols and swelches you can use in your pre•ampleter, nre alterne.,
e 48 steps and verth selverernorleurte slated contacIstrushes made we an army ol tentalum film melon
The switches nature selve, dated conlacts and sell cleaneng achon
Type
%ma Potentenereetternator
Shen PotenhometereAnenuator
Stereo Potenhometecanenuator
Stereo PorentionmeriAllenuato,
hieles Polennometereeknenetor
2C.. mecs
4Chan. merlon

Cisne
1060nms
501(Ohms
10060funs
2501(Ohms
NEW
50360hms
NEW e
6 way eustable
6 way aduslable

Mue P. OU Ifea.
221 75
221 75
237 75
262 55
267 45
98 75
124 75

AUDIO NOTE NION OUO.L116 CERAMIC VALVE SASES.
All or ou, valve bases ale ol the lehest possible qualdy made rom steatite and avenu the best metal pan
alloys «mon redue men epreng rensen around the valve pin sr longer The, are recommended a
upgrades lO most old vahre arneters and should be an essential part of any DIY douci
lype
4pen U114 fo, 300152A3/11014
4.'5,1E014 for 3030.24.19014
4-Pen 504 MC. Is? 300872A3/8014
4leo 004 WE tyPe vom baya. monee
pen J11m504 for Zr le1ff4C/1345
45.pm 005 lor 801
7on 87 loe 6X4. 042
87 for 604 OU
7ryn 117 for 6X4 012
7.. 87 for 6X4 002
11 pon U8X tee ECU. 6550. 5016.
GZ3a. 6L6G. etc
8pen 118X tor EL34 6550 5040
G234. 6L6G. elc
9pen (19 Iv? ECC83 ECC88 5687 6350 etc
Voie B9101 E66133 OCCIS 5687 6350 etc
gon BIA for ( CM. ECC138.
5687. 6350 etc etc
9.on Me 10? ( CC% ECC8,
3
5687 63% etc. etc
9- on DIA for 1CC83 ECC38
5687. 6350. etc etc
9-pén 894 tor ECC83 ECO%
5687 6350 etc etc
TOMAPs
Tope.

11.11.1
Chasses
CWsses
Chassis
Chassis
Chassie ven bayonet
Chasses
PCB
090
Chases hom above
Chassie hom aboye

Plates
Mule MW.
Gold
825
Nec.
725
Silser
14 15
Saur
48 95
SelvereCnrorne
59 95
Goe
975
Sneer
615
Gel
785
Se.
675
Gord
795

Chassés

Selo,

565

Chaws
PBC
PBC

Gcld
Wer
Weed

865
385
575

driver valves made

RieSiMere
We endeavour to stock the enfire ( 12 range of 111 tne etterent makes of resistors Mat ne stock, except the
very lowest ohme values erch are °larme& [ose& as aree we do not stock values berne 10 Ohms or
above 3143 Vends, we always try to have every single 012 value in stock Ms cannot be geranteed. delm
ery especially on te Marcos and tanlalum hiles resistors can be only long indeed, bowever suce most are
used en out producten of firehed products Mme .11genealhy be stock available votre 4weeks
Sembla,
We offer Mree quality levels oh les,slol orale all are 1 'CO sterling es the Geyser% mate film ench
are slightly magnete las are the vast men& ot Mer .les of melal dm resistors) but nonetheless very
good soundeng as used in au oui UK- made ample, eers up lo end rncludeng quality Level 3 the
MEISHLUP3/Pel 0026 neeedback Mode annelles
Eleyschlag 1wan 1rei, mie'o,s up ro 500110hrn I011 above 503KOhm 1013 eae
MOLLO
Held sound duale can be achieved el the H2. 1sen, 1 % non•magnele melon, whoch we regard as
ISA best enustreal grade' metadelm resestors avelable They have one small drawback as they are Ourle
luge. and ,equere careful handling do not bend the legs too close to the bey. they may become noley
HOLCO resestors type H2 5011PM cost.C3.06 each trom IRO lo 5130.1 089 each Irom 341ro 1959. I036
each from 2001m to 230KOhm 1041 men nom 21160. to 1001m 1102 each trom IMI to 2140 E
I24 each ! rom 2111110 4140. and I221 «ch trom 41.11 to 5140.
PUNK% Tuteur FI% Resoles.
The es delendely he best soundeng resesto,s aveable forger the VISHAY Wren may be ole in higo leedbek
transes., ampleters, but en. opinion qude uncomplimentary to he quelles o? meal Aude AmateleaTen
Ile fluet& heated node amollies running feedback Ile In singleended Class A) Mn is where you enl ,
need the lantalum 111m resistor for the best results
The 112 wan Slunkoh tantalum resistors age non-rwgnefic and cost(2 26 eaCh
Some values are avaerabee in Ican Irom Shenkoh at Cd 60 eacn lest ol stock avadable

they will be avallable by the terne you read nus In I% fdloynng values .105. 12R. ISO 185 225. 2711. 335.
3911. 475, 500 68R. 825. 910 1000 120R. 1500. 1805. 22e. 2700. 3300. 3900. 4700 560R. 6005.
6805 8205. 910R. 160, 11(1. 162. 1124. 1633. 165 168. 250. 21(2. 267. 361 369 467 51(6. Ut 801
961. 106. I
2K 151C 186. 221( 276, 330. 396 476. 566. 62K 686 7511. 826 91K. 10011 1201 1501(
1786. 1806. 182K 22%. 250K 2701( 3300. 3901( 1705. 5106. 5606 6206.6806,15201C
The 112 wan Aude Note lantalum resistors 0051E1 99 each
AUDIO NOTE 1WATT TAIITALUM RESISTORS.
Up 10 now the lantalum InIm resestors have been extreneely diffecurt to ger howeve, aller men persuaser
and awenet amini morn quanfiry guarantee Hom Aude Note UK the manufactures have agreed Is verse
the range of 112 watt and renlroduce the 1 «an rane M'eh becomes an excludve range 101 AUPOMOTE,
we conseder this to be nue breakthrough SuSie vothoul areasonable range of vales at the 1omet rahng
mely cerce lo get Me very bes1 out ot the Des' cerces The 1won Aude Note tantalum le mentor:
are available in the same values as Me IC2 watt we Me addition el. IMO

Chemin from above

Over

445

The 6111310 NOTE 1wan 1k lantalum reselor values are £370 each
We shall now be «mena on germa 2and 3Wan tanialum resistors made avadable as well and «ho knows

Ged

675

perhaps we will be able to bled amphi,ets in ayear
circuit

C.see hem below

Sever

495

Chasse from above

Gerid

715

cke

975

You may earl lo steel your mers yen less overall cost and ter lIns Purese we can offer the %Men
Industriar grade cerame valve basis
'Meta. Ull Val.
145
185

Chasse with bracket
Chasse 01111 shroud

lime Mat have all tantalum resislors in all parts ol

based on an old 0. 1e1. 1 like lei examle
WE91 or another circe of semdar ventage We shall he stockeng
values Sueble for prorects leke the WE9I in 1/2 and 1watt values, lese redstors are made especally 1-or
us by amers manufacturer
C3 30 each

1wan (485 °acte

2wa1 Lff 89 each

ALLEN IRADLET 1Watt 5% Cerkellbe ResiMen.
Due to popular demand and ageneral lack ot orner sources we have slarted sloclung arange Il Allen
Bradleys carton,,nm resestors many experanced 01Yers fike my tend Herb Rechert conside , Mese the
very besl sounding tor many applcabons
Avadade en the 012 range Dl 1alues Me 1wan cost Di 43 each

AUDIO MOTE CERAMIC STAND-OFF0.
ln mou hardered valve power anehhers il is frequentry deffecult lo gel the HT ana neater rails PmerlY sys pended and separated safely and neally rom the chasses. Mn espersally apples 'Men buildeng ampliliere
useng the realry high vonage eiders& healed brodes like 211 1
,14-C. 845. 1149 30411 00100 etc Wren
planning design 100.1501110 important to incorporale seable layout nom the dari and Me AUDIO NOTE
stand-Ofts shoed be more or less mandatory 11118 conter, They are screvren
ewill steatite Insulator
and ode awmp-round turned -head' on Me single way version or separate solder sials on the muniway
verseons
Type*.
AN-421
M-422
AN423
AN424 NEW'
MI425 NEW.
AN426 NEW.
AN-427 NEW.
AN-452
AN 453
AN-454 NEW'
AN•45.5
AN-450
Ah-460 •
AN 412 NEW.
AN 423 NEW.
AN 415 NEW.
AN476
AN 479
Mell NEP

M. el lep
25 Smm
174mm
22 6mm
21 amen
12mm
23 arnm

O

Adiusrable
17rnm
17rom
Muera. 24mm
Meade 31.
bers. 32mm
Adiustabee Sien
Adiustade 72mm
fuma Ilinm
Mea One
Ilenm
25mmia5mm
25.66mm
food rem

PM Mendie
Maotend
Wrapround
Sol..
Wrap round
Wrapround
Wrapround
Wrapround
Solder Mets
Solde, slots
Sardes dots
Solder dots
Solder septs
Solde? stars
Solder des
Solder dots
Solder s'ors
Solder Pots
Saider dots
Solder slots

Mat be.
Screwm bon
Screw in bon
Smeen
Screwen
Solee- ir
Screiv5n be
Serf.. Soie
Due bon wrenre
D. Soil ornein
Dual be screw.
Dual ben screwIn
Dual ben screw en
Due te serrer.
Dula sane-le
Due screwm
Dual sue.
Screw en bels
Scree en bons
D. suer,.

FM 6.101h1
141
141
I41
I51
1 /I
166
171
242
305
413
491
579
731
307
339
491
535
753
921

105082 NOTE SELFCTED AUDIO VALVES.
Dur valves are selected Hom the bell avadable sources and ale tested to the urne stnnent standards Ihat
we apply in the producten ol our own amphi. dey tan inlo two calegones standard prodelen items
and rare mode), NOS ( New Old Stocke valves encre are no longer in product. We have campled asee sial let ot the NOS Items. whan is avelable apeurer agamet° sen addressed envelope it you five out.
Me UK. send USS 2DO You should be aware mal the valves on Mes list are 1101 cheap but we have slock
ot °terne GE. RCA and Unned (lettones 211, bots standard m'egos and runtorced anode rype tor I%
US ertorce 845 Westinghouse. 0125/10/103'. VT62/8016. W(300(1 STC4300A. Mulled G234/%1377
Tondue 504G Ibest sounding 5U40 1have me heard' r. Chalham 5R4WGY and many others
Mmeded Sied Mme
Type
EMCG12/017150.7025
E83Cc Superet2AXIINI3
(63CC01/12467WXT
607241124Y7
EMICC/6922/50J1.4/7308
F1%626712729
ECC82/124u7S814a
6947G1 Ruwan
66117WGIA Seyante
651.7GT
6150WA
56/17.1 Sylve. USA
(182507504
G.ral flache USA
ECL82,68618
EL8, 6005
ELIMIN6BOSWA
00601
606G
5881/1(766/6L6WGC
581.61
6CAPELM fat Bull'
(1.346
3006
89711
AN.645
6623
60674080
2A3 4ore oe 8on Me..
Aude Innovahons Second
Aude Ample.
5U4G Rumen
51361 Rusdan
50361 Sem.
50401
0134/5454 Russean
GIM/0/477 Meard
623100110 UK made
5R4WGEI Ceon USA
601
605

Tee
munee mode
ho,' gram super low 'ruse
super love noise ew meraphony auto version of WA
double tee ion grain ECC83 type excepte.
sounding used in 011646U. Meula %ver 666011
probably test sou.% ECCA3
double noon
pentode
... nede ma spec
double moere 080 base
eude brode ononal US- made low mempborry
super sou.%
doue Irede U8X base
debie mode
double Mode. poweerful Orner used in
%Ce. 665011 elc
doue Pode el Dowerlul dente
oneurva. Il 568 /WB
mode pent.
unau po«, pent.
small power pentode mil spec versean
small power tety.
modem povre, penlode
menon powe tetr.
rnedurn power &tram sta.re hase
power 'anode
power penuode
power mode Aueo Yole brande and
reste la out meute.
power Mode Aude Note branded and
teste to our .citembou
power th. Aude NOte branche tesled and nad
Power reçuealor douer& heated Mode
strong feulalor indredly heated Mode
derectry heated smalt pmver Mode
nlrnnshei
HT merl.
HT-recbber
e met.
ter-r.hee
HE receler
esserent Io G732/34 but bene ,soiesho9
puy panne eiT.recteer. 2.500 volt alla*.
hilePer very pod for pre•ampkbers 1pen hem
e receler tor pre-arnweers and power use..
Iront-ends PM

Prise Ea. Il« 8.1
295
3%
285
045
395
645
595
275

HIGH WATTAGE WIREWOWID RESMTORS.
As ane« Item we Shall stay ° Meng arange of 2 - 15 wan enme000ld resestors, we snail be stareg 0164
small range and expareeng et as we go along al the marner,' the Wilaya% e available ale Mese resistors are
5% tolerance and pied

9wan
9rad

265
r55
451
245
275
451
555
885
645
56 45
29 45
33 45
24 65
645
17 95
325
OS
395
225
875
44 65
955
24 55
265
265

50,

5%
5%
5,
5%
Is,

PeladO., 611 Val.
056
0FG
016
066
0Pb
112
112
1el
1ra
124

More veres Will be added clef the net 6mon., togelrel eh some noneduane werewounds1
OLACIf GATE ELECTRON TRANSFER, Migh Perlermems. Grephile COI sapeten
Ide, would leke to calegorecal& state that any normes about Black Gate capacdors beeng unayelable or
deconnnued are rode& megencled maleeris and Incorrect AUDIG NOM Is currently the sole se. en
Europe lhat holds any sonelwnt range ot values in dock we use filerai& 1000's in produclen as we ere
the del company to realise the tremendous benets Thar Glack Gala caparstors onec and nt are to dale the
only high-Old audio company m the world lo incorpora. Black eate caparstors consolent& in our finithed
Iffeeducts
There age very lew audio pads Mat promu aguaranteed emprovemenl «fun replacing practwely any rMer
part, but the es vehal the BLACK GATE cap.,cls actuel& do Exchanging any electrolyte capacdor anywhere in the cerce ol an ample., or en the crossover of aspeaker will urne& implose sound qualely We
are «Meng on some greehnes as lo whert haver and winch types or Bled Oates Io use in differene cercuits. the first such techneal godeine is ay.bie now and e called " Improving your CIPPlayer" ano can
be obtened by sending astamped addressed envelope to us requestng Mes leahel All AUDIO MOTE Lowe 2
Signature prodees use
Gale Elefflead Tmedder en creva spnauppener suppry tunctene
Ir e very emportant to note ha? all BLACK GATE careacelors take time to charge- up or stadde, when let
pu? in cereet IlePendeng 01 ree and applwfion the '.1ureng' tee ralbe beween 100 and 300 hue
Black Gale call thes Ihe "Odleng preess "see enclosed list ol available values We tell nowever. tha Uns

SIO-Type
Sw-Type
1.7•Type
WWType
WWType
WWType
1•11(2Type
VIt-Type

350von
50000

22mf
100nrf
220e
220.10
1101

6lerolt
63vde
Free
63von
( Type
63vdt
( Type
16volt
f(TYPe

100mf

eve

fll-Type

22Ornf

16.

fle-Tes

VICType
fType

25von
25volt
%von
5.11
35000
63von
lageoll
50volt

ne-lype
10- Type
16 Type
in Tee
fnType
10.1.
lb- Type
C- Type

4Nd

Savoet

C-Tyce

6Irni

dryon

Berryer

mee
22e
47mf
541m1
220111
10.11
470re
470.0
1e
4zmf
lOmf
47mf
199111
1000mf
2200mf

50000
50ron
evoll
50.
63vdt
16.0
Bron
35.11
50.1
50.
SOvel
500011
%ver
50volt
100.1

Mode
Bode
Berrour
13G N. type
% Ne Tee
KR lype
86-N Type
01G-6 type
EIG-11 Type
13GN Type
5GN Type
80•N Type
BG -NIve
8G N Type
EiGN Type

PSU Mer cap«.
PSU fine captedo
PSU Mer mec.
PSU lare capete
PSU filter cape%
PSU Aller Cape.
PSU Mer Carme,
Deepling o,
lifter Meute
PSU lev capella
Laes ESR,Loivempedance
use anywhere
As abom
As above
As atone
As aboya
U. low 056 men
comparable lo lelm ePe
Ultra. ( SR version.
camp.slw ro letmwe
/ ora Io* ESII versean.
comparable to lem caps
As aboya
As abc.
As above
As adeve use an..
As above use ahreewe
As ab. use anyeere
As above use arme...
0m tauds voth DC
polenta, ellerence
Foe cetera. enth DC
porenhal cedrece
loi krespeake,
crosse:mer neworks
As ateve
As above
As above
0or PSU decouplee
for suce los nom PSUs
For den %ynone PSUs
As above
As about
As arme
As New
As above
As a.e
As above
As above
As above

92 65
75 35
195 35
le 85
tee 65
151 74
18195
18 95
41 13
1Ir
122
156
211
476
715
13 71
19 95
14 28
21 43
15 71
58 71
55 71
101 43
32 15
2.07
335
12 65
16 85
23%
36 95
12 35
11 85
24 65
28 95
21045
545
665
755
13 75
20 35
99%
425 IS

OIS Laer, w. sen sienin'ana. Ob rnore rnnde ,tho Oreced components, SIbil good qualety bur more indus'
11,11 grade deu Me
%RARE« Pm.. Comme E &chalet Cepecelors
We have at long lad secured roue source for Ile ou fene pOever .1
1% mer car... , am,re In any
single-ended ormet ot NOTE , We .11 del with Iwo values. al 350 and 500 volt 100 • 1001111 each a
Mese tom Beli Gares where the deces loe the BG sare proheetwe We have encreased 1he range o
Ceenes we dock quite recently and %ongle/ recommend all IW Ceahnes as ata, superior replacemen
or subst.& for ordinary %d'orenos and at the press ofte..1 should be welhnn most budgets
Velue
100 .199110
100 • 100e
2200e NEW ,
o700mf 11(VP
100re NEW ,
10Ornf %VO
22.0 NEWI
220mf 56We
470re NEIM
22mf NEW.

Memel% llet
Free. sup. feell,
P.o, supe ,orr,r,e
Power sup. M.%
•
leatee dur,
(Mass anywhere
Bypass anywhem
Byess anywnere
moans an.here
Anywhere
Anywhere

vIn
350.
500100
100ron
6Ire
100001
0001
100.0
50.1
%son
50en

Pige P. UR MT
995
29%
34%
295
195
II 95
295
895
115

We Shan contenue to expand the range 01 Cerene elecnorees over the met lew months so keep an eye on
he spacei

Best avadable from sound ouate - once °mener made by feblen Men hego euely condereve plaste
him
Vehme Cewleele
Imprime
loodOhm Mette
Slereo

Camemellee
frame WH PCB manda
Encapsulaled type PCB mounted

Pd« El. UMM.
495
19 65

Abene, alternatloe e the KO78 volume cerne erch are used en preamehers hke the PA7Tobe. MILine,
1,0 en amono version on the input on Me NE150 KASSAI 1(EGON and GAKMON Mese are very good
0.61.9 Pots by any s'and.
Nepedweee
1001(Ohm Mme
1001(01m Mono
100605m Memo

Ceembeellea
Encapsealed
Large ...s.l../
Large encapsedated

nque&

32 25
70 65
107 45

Pl.«. Calmis.
tOONOlee %ma
10d(Ohm Stem
▪

Ham lyce PCB mente
Encapsulated type PCB mounted

545
19 25

also makes avery good quality 1001(1)m balance corne seelar to the emapsulated 190X001 Ihe

costs (32 25
STANDARD TYPO SWITGIIES.
This switch nsadluslable 2 6- way dhas gord pleed coMacts and agreniers steel WII for best possible
corrode protersen and contacl once ex UK Vat (560
Agen KO- ON oners avery nice quality sealed swelch 6way 2chan. at£90 65 each
STANDARD ELECTROITTIC CAPACITORS.
Good q..IHy Modane hedealeal typos.
vide
1011e
10de
220mf
220nd
10001
470.0
2201e
lOmf
22mf
22mf
47mf
56e
61.1
100e
220e
22de
2212100
470e

glee
18x6rnm anal 11.7mree medal
15x6mm anal
1txamm reffe
1001011m rade
1301011m rade
38e18111m rade
35xlmm rade 41.16mm eue
15x1Ornm radar
25.12mm ,
ade
41.16mm aman
25.21. radial
3041. rade
3042. radui
0002501m radial
52.30mrn rade can
40-53Mem 15010 can
11245mm rade sc. rennes
5045mm rade can

Pnom Es. UR VIN.
023
029
031
042
001
082
087
055
145
199
245
267
2%
376
545
505
27 65
556

amuse tales longer ho hum ,
We are abord lo stock the enbre range ot values on Me enclosed lest, so aseparate preelel nl ahorro lo
the fist of Black Gale program avadable Ask us to send you thes let as ,1es loo long for an adverlisemeM or
to Incorporera m our standard component let. wheelore Il 0 not Included en full Age0. as always oe
apprecate astamped self addressed envelope, dgreathe intlenes the expedency the end
lye non vonage poyler SulelY Calersrore type SKI have been replaced by an .41 bene eree% the PAQ Type, unforlunately the puce has Increased substanhalke as welt we have purchased alarge Werve stock
0, tW Ser s ( en fact most ot eat Black Gate In Japan nad 'en en dock .)so Iam Ne. the Stry-Tym on
ne predel Und we mn out of slorst ot each SK/ item Kleanterne we have entroduced Me Carafe% Men voltage capacnors as acheape ,arternareve
IMPORTAIT #41IGLI
PLEASE NOTE. THE PRICE LIST fOR MACK GATE CAPACITORS 15 AGUIDELINE ONLY, DUE TO THE CONTINUOUS STRENGTHENING on THE JAPANESE YEN. 11 IS IMPOSSIBLE TO POINT UP- 10-041( PRICES

595
325
675
13 75
14 75

Telenwee
5%

Velue
470
MOR
470R
1KO
202
156
7%
10OR
1K5
168

6raft
%van
6wan
6van
6wan
6wall
6wan

150nd
047m0

199111
220,50
150111
1000mf
22011e
22012110
10.1
22rnf

400y su.
4004 urge
55. sur%
500e surge
550v surge
400v stage
4000 surge

POTENTIOMETERS .

AUDIO NOTE PRECISION CP1011E1111 RESISTEMS,
in assener to Me non • magnefic tantalum met.. we are gang to stock arange ot 01..1 gedplated
Carbontilm resestors m many cases the carbon?ilm mentor
prelerable if you am doldeng an ample.

They cos, for the Ii2svel

350volt •
levoll 500. •
500000
500.11 050000
350. •
350008

nour camp/men? le you «dl lind alefing ol all avarabh (lack Gate values logethe, the sues bel usage

AUDIO NOTE 1E2 WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS.
MM our enhouse usage 01 tantalum reselors increasing all the lime. and Shinkoh becoming His and less
able ro supphy we have round d necessary ro semendemerce he no wan value in addetion to Ihe 1wan
already °lierre. the AN•Tant aie non-magnelec and share all other aspecls of the Shenkoh. cachet Me colout.

Chasses from above

Fo, 807 penrede

Typa
Mon for EL34 6550 6166 61.66
0-pm1m ECCA3 ( CC% 5687 6350

the ESN7INGTA. 60720. 5687 and 7044 ale probably Me best soundeng small sonal
Me mees are nol unduly 1591 at Ine moment so now rs the Inme lo

22oraa . 220nd
10006 • ICOnd
100. 100mf
47 • 47mf
100e
100 • 10.1
220 • 22Orn0
22mf

MONTHLY, SO ASK FOR PNICE WHEN YOU OROER

47mf
33mf
047mf
Imf
2 ?nef
33mf
47m0
lOrnf
22m0
22rni
33mf
47m0
330e
ICemf
47rnf
100mf
100mf
220e
lOrnf
22e
47mi
15000
220.01
1000mf
1000mf
220mf
110,10
2200110
IO 000e
47110mf
47mf • 47mf
ICIamf • 1COmf
100mi

%lape
25vel
35.
50roil
50voll
%von
evel
50yoll
50101
50101
Ifevolt
1600
lever
16yet
50ve
SCNott
159011
%von
50vdt
199500
loam.
000(Nt
I *Ne
101001
layon
%von
5500
rayer
Il(001
16000
50Woll 550v sure
90001 550y sure
%Mou 550v doge

813•Tve
Pv
Pl
PIS
PK
Px
PK
PK
Ple
Ph
Semant
Slandard
Standard
Sta.rd
Sta.rd
Standard
Stanerd
Sta.rd
Stand.
Standard
Standa,d
Stand.
Sta.rd
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
560-n roe
Sw
567- Type

SeeoPee Me
Anywhem
Arrywhere
Anyeere
Anywhere
Anrythere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anwhere
Anywhere
Anyerheye
Aure.
Anywhere
Anyeeee
Anywhere
Anyréhere
Anywhen
Areheem
My..
Anywhere
Arrhes.
Any.ere
Anyimem
Anywhere
Anywhere
Amen.
Anyweere
PSU smoothere
Anywhere
PSU Me capacitor
PSU fine rague.
PSU te. capacitor

PrIee Ex. Uel Val
165
115
105
I12
123
138
168
187
268
282
342
411
666
297
441
473
547
10 41
371
631
85.
775
22 18
822
24 S5
435
635
13 45
234 65
14 25
65 85
lot 95
72 75

RCA, BNC, BANANA, PL UGS. OCA SOCKETS SPEAKER 8 GROUND TE RMINALS & LOUDSPEAKER
SPADES
RCA Plies.
55
365
5t
2551

Standard God plug
ARC gord plug
AN GP 60100 NOTO geld ofiro
ARP AUPO NOM Seo le, tenon inseffed non-magnete

RCA Webb.
Tope
RCA socke omuel lleco
OCA socket gold ',taled
AN-CS/A/010 NOIE nonrsagnee, tenon enserrer
socle, go. piale

Idemeeg
Chasses mounted
Musse monte
Crusse moere

Pr. % AMI%
041
065
365

NRC Plep I Seakets.
Type
(iNC pre
Blet Seroel daled sockel cnasds manger,

FM*6.11611*
345

Imam Phis, Lemlapealer Gide Soles. Chasse leedspeaker hume
Type
AUDIO NOTE Banana phio. gold plaint Mong eaded 01010,
40010 NOTE loudspaaleer Cade spade see, Oued mornagnens
AUDIO NOTE ANST Someer Tenuioa chasse mounts muid mien red Of teck
AUDIO NOTE AN-ST/G Speaker Imm.. 54.. eolo, Sled Plared Md d blerse
40010 NOTE AN STR Speaker Termonal Masses mounts tully Cold Ouled
non- men. red ce black
Geound termenal chassis n'aune and nekel eled

Man. MC PM.
245
465
85
275
475
145

Our range of components es constantly mandeg. as ive fend new or bene, stipulais so ear 9to.e, by
reading our advens
World and HM News
FERRITE RINGS.
In many systems, especully ones useng ends., based arelefecaton. there IS rem aprobe'', ol Incoming
Al male into The teedback loop, especial& trom connected CD-Playees clamPng aterre mes around Me
cabre berymen Ile CD-transport and ne DAC DI 1h, 0111001 of th. DAC eu CO 11/0011 m
input yards surpreseng ressens
Asel °liserer.. ',nos code£8 50

classifiet
•
•axx

.

•- ,xx

g

9hanstormers and since we already

' cone , tr

Demeter sale Common to all of these small

sxgnal transformers Is that they come In a murnetat Screening can wah athreaded Spindle wan a . 1E
M
moumrng

Colour ask Pernoregeeenderry Imeederuouldein Ola

re !
..
68,

77688
77689
77690
7769t

Mcwx
Reo
Orange
yellow
Oteen

77692

ewe

77693
77694
77695
77696

Vroter
WINN
Saver
Black

Ian Harrison Hifi

TeL 01283 702875
9ani-911110

Nee Coale UK W.

3 , 20nrn 100000.0 comer wred MC'neon./
15 600hm 100A00m copper wa. MC metcbrog
150 6600hm 265 P 101031n, copper edged fine rnatch.ng
000000m Idkonm copper wired irne matching
IS & 6001,01
rn centre taped
copper wred 11,11 Query MC ,matorng
150 S 60005m 265 I106011m copper eared
Mgh Ouamy kne !eaten
25 6 10000rn 285 mope, sired High Guam, lase matcn.ng
150 815005e, COPP« lei ,. Hes 0.410e kne mech.°
150 6 15001w, wNer ere mgh Ouatity Ime mailing
090000* 2146 000Per toed mg , OueitY xne mekmng

51
51
51
78
78

50
50
50
20
20

78 20
78
101
378
378

20
50
60
60

*I.ariridges * To inearms * Turntables * Cl) Player, * 1,51
* , asseue l)ecks * Miniclisc * IHX: * Amplifiers * Tuner,
* I
Icadplg me. * Nli, ri phi ines * Ilifi Furniture * Cables
* Iransfiirmers * FM & TV Aerials * Blank Tape.
* less Cassettes M CD,'
* I.
trno elk,

*

Mini Systems * Video Re, ord..

EHI, Hr in, Alluie / Techruca. I /cry rn. Shure. (ii,ldring.
The 010,9 ,

matchmg transformers dry 0101161e tor ex moving cod cart, does the low impedance ver.

wens Are Siritable tor cerhulges 1,4e the Audro hole MIN mosl better [Morons

he Goldbug Krsekr's and

Van LISIO IIn (; Eel>. Riiksan. I., mull in ( De" aI.
Transfiguration. Aticlk >quest. Art am. Quad. Som. Pioneer.

clone Noes., s the high se,ons ore meant lor Noon, Erowas most Dews Clearaudos Van See Hol
anriages, In, Ikeda and atel hpher Dupe Koetsus

Technics, " FeaC.

,e 0, matchrno transformers can be used . n anumber of ePOliceen , mter -ComOonent sole., and

Sennheiser. lieyer. Spencliir. Akti. Neumann, Lumley

NtlfaT11%..

Pall:1St/Ilk. Tawl'at11. NakallliCili.

matchrng ( as we recommend between CO Player and pre- amplifiers to separate earth planes and RF trans', as Ote arnIffiri ,r ' lent tr OUtPUI translOrrners or whatever eise pop cyo
pf

Reference, Stratosphere. Cignergent

We snet expand th.s range to mc.ude more types as we go

(iraham, Moth, Socolor. Sonic Link. Silversounds. (,) 11),

AUDIO NOIE Clem Seto
We have deryded to otter for sale the two standard chassis
^,T, sap, Dec •,•,,,x

that we use for prodochon Cl the

60,0 Nori. products Chess's

are odorously difficult to get on a

one•oft Paws Ou more you ate We wdl only sell the chess's hat we have 'emoted tor produchon clue lo
mmor ! alums m Me brush mey 01,1: la, allhont but are lot stnelly Ot aflaw ess Inshed product qualify

tepe

File

Chassis 1 ',lemma,
Chass.s 2Alunumum
Chassis 1Cooper
WI ONEDDI THREE Chesslo med sleet grey pent
K.' ONE XII THREE Chess's moo oleo pottered x...worne

rot, tlefeiBre 437.196.129nre
294.396.125mm
437.396.125rnm
294.396,25mm
400.300.50mm
400.300.50rnm

Nee Ex. UN Wet
81 50
69 50
198 50
165 00
78 90
116 70

You nave lc specrty when you older. whether 000 stall lee, Oto, pre-metier or power amplifier use.

Akai, Philips, Ferguson. Apollo. Sound Organisation. Sound

,ou'Mend to refaush the onesIs anyNvay

y00

Careless
your

Factory Tripod. Project, Sinindstyle, xn,

cable

excellent

Cocripany

choices
system.

database,

can

strangle

The

based

Cable

on

feed-

* All goods are brand new with lull I h L;11.11.011, ,
Nci ex-dem equipment >al grey impi ins Please phone 1,1
details. ft,VieWN. advice. Ion glum,. Si wry. no price list..
please plg me to confirm price M maiLibility prior to
,irdering, ( ii owls are not s, eld on . roprr eral.

trials, can tell you what cables will work

Alai/ r "Wei* Ji'oni; Ian Harrison nth. 7 Mill Hill.

• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 50.

Repton. Derby, I)E65 (sGQ.

no Ore -amPlitrer has inputs en the sloe of the top cover the power amt.', has many more ventdahon

back from thousands of US home cable

best

in

Oat have one ot these for

M/1/00F

. teveloptog arange of complete Ills to give thOM Of yOu vd10 have ' he apar-

,d/hr/Araffariafpfilefer

t, bid do not nave the Sr, to develop aprotect from the ground. so to speak Inorder to be able tO one,
hm best . Ssble 000.0 - once reationshrp the Ids week, wilt be good bawd cacuits WInS no•frills power
suppires and tw,Onerds 810 1.10 nave ' new volume control to allow use of aSingle source. loue
er direet in

your

system.

III 48 brands, 238 cable products.

Tel: 01283 702875

' wght you should 'mow. so ergo, if this os of awes,

,

lin, 1159V.

TDK .Nlaxull, liASE 35t. Eiiii. Scoit h. JVC .Ampex. konit a.

hoes top and urde It you went a PCB earth the Input sockets mcluded earth ne pre-amplder cover, add
£19 75 to the cost ol the chases and remember to spectty f10,5 when you order Please note that no COPP«
ore- emote , , scurrently evade. It, Chass.s 2
rr,r, hr..
yx w It have more damaged or scratched chess's's. dyou are not bothered about Me

.

AMIN X Tct

Maxview. Labgear, Antiferent e. Disc, asher. CI
igan llall,

IR FREE of all US taxes.

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 ',ENFOLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE HOLMIO
GREEN. BUCKS HP15 608
(01494) 1140500 FAX

The 0.11010 11010 101 ONE
,

,

•

•

1000 Orrectty heated trode we we thrs 511 as t, rntroducton lo real Aurho
.•
me iinpartaril aspects et ,s,gn recesSary Songle-Ended, No•Feedback. Class
t- • •:- • 1.,orne amember of tars excluswe club ot acne.,

IIIII ..., has

0006 ver creme running at 420 0111, we, 75mA current gwrng 9,10 wens or the clean-

est power you 5111,o,t hear the ,nootstage cons's!: ot M 6917GT wrth a5687 dOuble Mode dryer stage
.unnrng
poyfersitppiy is aoapacdoricnplieicapacdor wrtn a504G HI redder the healers are
AC heated Comport., (wetly is sander to our Level 2Insned prOducts 00010 NOTE PeDer on or , .9,,
wpacttors Beyscrlag 1wall 15‘metal-1m res.stors good (perry electroly1,120110 NO Black Gates, and
awmple anfactrve stereo chassis at grey pamtwork Prolecteng cover Is extra We have several upgrade Pas
tviitable for Ka One ask for deld.iS
price £ 19B Monet Vat, whiCh mcludes all varves lye, also lne 2 3008 merle) but not POStageXpaclong
which to UK customers rs 012 OD 'weaver rs E93 00extra All 0, rs also evadable yeah apoIrshed
pl.'s. and chromed transtorrnef bell- ends Mrs makes Me Kit One areal -stunrer , Add C200 00. to total
0999 00 The Ka One /5dude,. now
'le Kit One has retell ,.Cie. awarded the trIle
Olsher

xx.....

The Greatest Audo (brown ut the Twentieth Century" by

rem...,on the Internet, no badr

Ise AUDIO NOTE III IWO

sr two Natures asx.»x
tetmcle running . rt Single4nded /10de ylelding some 17.M 0, pure Class
A salve redder, 01 lor Ire pop,' stage stereo chess's and 6514701 rape and 5814LECC82 SRPP drover

CANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceprronal TRANSIENT RESPONSE
• Any one loudspeaker covers lords of musIcal spec teen
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF. • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC 47p STAMP

stage componentry and chess's as Krt One KIT Two IS currently only evadable wdhout valves for £570 00
xo UK Vat Il used v.dr Chinese 6550 sno clean, lu. fangs 01 powersupPlY Or 011 0010 aosrormers wtll be
accepted..
Pr , eC599 00 mr Vol . ncyidés valves Out not posNgepa,ing cover rs extra at f99 00 WM pole«
• Oro hr...., , r
,
o -yyt bewends IO the banstorners. £ 799 00
1le AUDIO N011 101 111051
•

•
,

.

prerinel rpooing . nsee ended parallel welding 16 ,17 wens rn pure Class
eV+ mve rented 111 supphes no stone, feedback. It uses a656701

=JD"( )
ILLUS1()N

two chassw -Instead of nne
The 101 THREE costs El 550 00 and . sava,able now ..• over rs f99 00 extra Per Chas, tE ' 98 CO tor two)

040000.ra

Several Lograde kits are avertable

1Ile AUER() NOIE X11 FOUR
• ,
ts ualceamplrllnokrtbu,Idrng cacud and power supPN mounted on
.rIn olIr3re primed crrrux coed earth two 010 Noe posNpull output transformers all mounted rn asmall

The KIT FOUR costs C249 00 as ot Men 1 1996

the AUDIO NOTE Ihe•AmplItIor NU
Aut loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE

NEW RIBBON
TECHNOLOGY
(AC- 3 Ready)

Cabe ACCEPTED
MAIL OROFIC FACILITIES
IIAND IARGAINS

PI SE type chassis coverrog everyth ,n9 so nobody and be able to see that you have succumb to the lure of
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Trebie...ext'emely smooth, transparent, quick and clean.'
.soundstage illusion is near state-of-the-art, period.'
Bob Bottman, Bound For Sound, 4A 1994
'beautifully clear midrange and an uncanny tonal balance.
make these speakers exceptional '... high end ( not high price)..'
Ernie Fisher, The Inner Ear, Vol 6, 42

mgheSt gaiety al 0299 00 . nCluSnee Ill UK Vat at If 51,
Verwons offer., Ill0It

speakers and subs at
Mock,. 5
'Cover nol shown)

Internationally acclaimed by experts who say:

I ',pier.

Fhirla. Pre le Rey,
'trey Me us> Ann ' Ilan,
sietrunt Steyr fists, ' try
elan., ... Live,

Mid and

high modules, custom Ribbon

£2 'PER COPY
SPECIALIST COMPONES/TS
AT REALISTIC PRICES
7FAIRMONT CRESCENT SCUNTHOR1,1
NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE 1:5N16 ¡ EL

'Seldom nave Iencountered speakers that do as well as
the R13-15 at crafting alarge soundspace or at filling that
space witn Images placed with specificity and focus.'
Aaron 3hotzman, The Absolute Sound. #102
'The clarity o' the ribbons was immediately noticeable... '
' imaged superbly, both with audio and video sources...«
Tim Parker, The Sensible Sound, Summer 1995
' great openness and immense dynamics..."...with no
coloration whatsoever.
Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide, Fall 1995
For complete details and expert reviews, call or write

NEWFORM RESEARCH
P.O. Box 475, Midland, Ontario L4R 4L3 Canada

(705) 835-9000 • Fax (705) 835-0081
http://www.barint.on.carnewform/
Sold factory di•ect wgth 30 day trial. money back guaranty.
5year manufacturers warranty.

TEL/FAX 01724-870432
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classified
PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Bose Top of the range Lifestyle 12 system,

Counterpoint

Hybrid

Mark Levinson No 28 pre- amp (£4,000)

brand new, still boxed, £ 1,300 r.r.p £ 2,300,

valve/transistor power amplifiers ( 2) black,

£1,795; Tannoy D700 loudspeakers (£2,300)

genuine reason for sale at this price, Tel:

superb sound excellent control, little used since

£1,495; Perreaux E220 200W power amplifier

Rachel, 0171 467 9896 daytime or 0181 675

factory service, £925ono each, Tel: 0171 266

(£1,500) £895; Revox A77III HIS 2T £400;

6192 eves, no offers (H0121)

2552 (H0119)

World Audio KLS-3 Speakers (£ 1,500) £750

Acoustic Series 3312 monitors: 150 watts,

Krell

33hz to 22 khz, 95 DB per watt sensitivity; 12"

demonstrator, absolutely mint, all packaging,

Woofers, 5" Midrange, 3" tweeters; portective

owner's manual etc, warranty.

metal grills, retail £800 each, as new, all offers

mono

again,

absolutely mint,

considered, e-mail ram20@hermes.cam.ac.uk

complete with packaging.

On original tubes

(H0120)

and sounding gorgeous.

Please telephone

Cello P201 line input digital processor module
for Suite. sell or part exchange, P101 MC
Phono, P100 MM Phono or P200 tape, Tel:
01235 833181 (H0123)
Nairn CDI Immaculate condition, boxed with
remote control and interconnects £ 1,225ovno;
Nairn NAC32.5 Naim NAP160 and Naim IBC
speakers £600 Tel: 0181 558 5942 (H0114)
Quad 44 pre-amp and FM4 tuner, both in
mint condition with original boxed, leads etc.
one owner from new, upgrading to 66, may
consider splitting, £ 600 Tel: 01371 873837
(Essex) (H0118)
Stax Lambda signature headphones with SRM-

220A

KSA-100s:

amplifiers:

Stereo

Pinewood

Pinewood Music for pices:

Music's

Tel: 01403 251587 or 0831 418619 (H0108)
Conrad Johnson 4Tower speakers ash £2,200;

Jadis JA- 80

Aragon 241 PS pre-amp £695; Counterpoint
SA3000 valve pre-amp £750; Restek Challenger
Int Amp £ 650; all boxed, mint Tel: 01438
716149 eves

01460 54322

(
H0107)

Wharfedale Linton 3xp speakers £ 75 pair;

(H0115) (T)
Copland CD288, few weeks old, £ 1,350;

Wharfedale Denton 2xp speakers £55 pair; both

Levinson No 27, £ 1,750, both mint, boxed;

pairs in Teak cabinets, very good condition and

Seismic Sink, £ 110; XL0 600/Pro cable, 12

in fully operational condition Tel: 01756

foot

799494 (North Yorkshire) (H0109)

pair, £ 110;

Kimber

PBJ

balanced

1/connect, 1 metre £ 60 TE!: 01442 877853

Revox B77 half track tape recorder, 15+ 7.5

(H0113)

I.P.S light use only, very good condition, with

Quad ESL original pair black £ 275; DPA

cover, manual and many tapes, N.A.B adaptors,

Renaissance int amp, mint £400; Arcam Alpha

£400 Tel: 0181 581 6625 (H0124)

C.D player, mint £ 150 will sell as set £ 750

Basset 16 Subwoofers two 110 litre enclosures

Tel: 01283 840466 ( Burton on trent area)

with Rogers 30cm drivers, active filters for use

(H0111)
Audio

Synthesis

DSM-X ( 2-box

with L53/5A's and original articles from HiFi

Dax)

News £ 50 Tel: 0973 123223 (Mid Essex)

'Superbly detailed sound' £ 675; Technics

1MK2 pro energiser, list over £ 1,300, boxed

SLP2000 CD (£ 1,100) £ 550; Woodside WS2

with manuals and cables, as new, £ 590; Also

CD (Trichord 2) musical plyaer (£ 1,100)

Stax SR-3headphones £40 Tel: 01604 832862

£385; Neat Critique speakers £225 Tel: 01707

(H0117)

(H0125)

WANTED

321878 (Herts) (H0112)

Amplifiers wanted, AVi, Audio Lab, Exposure,

horns,

Micromega Trio MK11 C.D player, seperate

Unison, audion, DPA, Conrad-Johnson, Naim,

incredible dynamics from these fill scale, classic

transport, Dac and power supplier, boxed and

Parasound, Quad, in exchange for Spendor-

speakers, PM2C drive units, cabinets Teak and

in excellent condition, can demonstrate, cost

SP1/2 speakers & M.A.F stands, or sell for

Black, a bargain at £ 750ovno, buyer collects

new £4,200 sell £2,395ono Tel: 01530 415317

£900 Tel: 0181

Tel: 01736 798393 (H0116)

(H0110)

(H0091)

Lowther ' London'

TP1

corner

531

5979 mint and box

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

Rates: £. 00 (incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each (per insertion). Box numbers £. 00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word [cg Pioneer A400 = two words].

RuMeriel,IMfflurig PPORIPROLIPERPRo

"1U

Lai&
Please publish the above advertisement for
D FOR SALE

nsertions under the heading:

C WANTED

Box number required

C yes

Address

El no.

Cheque/postal order enclosed for ,C

(pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines plc.

OR Please charge my Access IVisa/Diners lAmex'Card Number

Expires (date)

1
.»

'Please indicate which

Name

Signature
No reimbursements will be due for,eancellation of subsequent insertions

Daytime telephone number
Cut out your advertisement ( or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, HiFi News BY
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

AUDIOPHILE
International-Ltd.
To Order Call: 01276 855578
Or: 01276 855530
Fax 24 Hours: 01276 855580

XL0 REFERENCE RECORDINGS
TEST & BURN- IN 24kt GDLD CD.
Just playing this CD will make your system sound better!
It's true! The all new XLO/Reference Recording Test & Burn- In
CD really will make the difference.
XL0 technical tracks will burn- in new stereo and home
theater/AV components and demagnetize existing ones, to
ensure peak performance and freedom from electronic glare.
Detailed liner notes and the actual voices of XL0's Roger Skoff
and Reference Recordings guru Keith Johnson will guide you in
quickly and easily getting the most from your system and your
acoustical environment - including verifiable proof that you have got it
right! Once your system is dialed- in, six sensational Reference
Recordings music tracks will put your system through its paces so
you can experience the amazing realism of your system.

The UKs Largest Selection

This State-of-the-art audiophile 24kt gold pressing is also HDCD and
surround-sound compatible. and is an essential tool for as long as
you have your system.
Recommended Retail £29.95, Audiophile International Price £25

Audiophile International

180gm Virgin Vinyl LPs & 24kt Gold CDs

Buy two or more of any £28 title for £25 each.
1817
1831
1901
1934
2077
2150
2183
2185
2222
2225
2234
2285
2288
2323
2430

OFFENBACH - Gaite Parisienne
£28
BRAHMS - Piano Concerto No.1 £28
TCHAIKOVSKY - Symphony No.6 £28
BARTOK - Concerto For Orchestra £28
STRAUSS • Till Eulenspiegel
£28
STRAVINSKY - Lt. Kije ( Reiner, CSO) £28
THE REINER SOUND
£28
RACHMANINOFF - Symphony No.3 £28
DEBUSSY - Iberia ( Reiner) £28
WITCHES BREW ( Gibson) £28
SAINT-SAENS - Piano Concerto No.2 £28
WALTON - Facade
£28
PROKOFIEFF - Symphony No.7 £28
TCHAIKOVSKY - Capriccio Italien
£28
RACHMANINOFF - Theme' Paganini £28

Verve Jazz 180gm HQ LPs
BILLIE HOLIDAY - Songs For Distingue Lovers
ELLA FITZGERALD - Let No Man Write My...
SONNY STITT - Blowing The Blues
JOHNNY HODGES - Blues A Plenty

£25
£25
£25
£25

RCA 180gm HQ LPs
HARRY BELAFONTE - At Carnegie Hall 2LP
BOB & RAY - Throw A Stereo Spectacular
DICK SCHORY - Bang Baa-room & Harp
SONNY ROLLINS - The Bridge
HARRY BELAFONTE - Sings The Blues

£37
£25
£25
£25
£25

CBS Jazz 180gm HQ LPs
DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out
DUKE ELLINGTON - Blues In Orbit

asmall selection

DCC Compact Classics

Classic Records HQ LPs
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC
LSC

Present -

£25
£25

RAY CHARLES AND BETTY CARTER
THE BEACH BOYS - Pet Sounds
LIGHTNIN HOPKINS - Blues Hoot
SONNY ROLLINS - Saxophone Colossus
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK ( Deluxe 2LP)
ROD STEWART - Never A Dull Moment
STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD - Jazz Samba
RAY CHARLES - Greatest Country & Western
ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits Vol. 1
ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits Vol. 2 ( LP Only)
WES MONTGOMERY - Goin' Out Of My Head
CREAM - Fresh Cream
CREAM - Wheels Of Fire (2LP/CD Set)
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Willy & The Poor
OSCAR PETERSON - West Side Story

£25
£25
£25
£25
£35
£25
£25
£26
£25
£25
£25
£25
£35
£25
£25

CD Only Titles
BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 Revisited
£25
THE EAGLES - Hotel California
£25
THE EAGLES - Greatest Hits
£25
MILES DAVIS - Cookin'
£25
MILES DAVIS - Relaxin'
£25
MILES DAVIS - Steamin'
£25
MILES DAVIS - Workin'
£25
GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI- Fl
£25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Willy & The Poor.. £25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Cosmos Factory £25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Bayou Country £25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Green River £25
THE BAND - Stage Fright
£25
BILL EVANS - Portrait In Jazz
£25
THE BEACH BOYS - Endless Summer
£25
LEON RUSSELL - Leon Russell
£25
HEART - Dreamboat Annie
£25
STEVE MILLER BAND - Book Of Dreams
£25
STEVE MILLER BAND - Fly Like An Eagle
£25
LINDA RONSTADT - Greatest Hits
£25
£25
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA - Eldorado
JIM CROCE - Gold In A Bottle
£25
WES MONTGOMERY - So Much Guitar! £25
ELLA FITZGERALD - Sings Cole Porter Songbook £35
JOHN COLTRANE & PAUL QUINICHETTE £25
SONNY ROLLINS - Tenor Madness
£25
BADFINGER - Straight Up
£25
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY - Know What IMean? £25
FRANK SINATRA - Duets Volume 1 & 2 (2CD) £35
SONNY ROLLINS - SONNY ROLLINS £25

NEW - Mobile Fidelity
This month we have the following stunning new 24kt
Gold CD's from Mobile Fidelity available exclusively
through Audiophile International Ltd.
DEREK & THE DOMINOS - In Concert (2CD)
JOHN MAYALL - The Blues Alone
SONIC YOUTH - Goo
NIRVANA - Nevermind
B.B.KING - Lucille
THE SEARCHERS - Its The Searchers ( 2on1)
ALEXIS KORNERS - R&B From The Marquee
COUNTING CROWS - August & Everything After
QUEEN - A Day At The Races
TRAFFIC - Shoot Out At The Fantasy Factory
BING CROSBY - Bing Sings Whilst Bregman
ERIC CLAPTON - Backless

£35
£25
£25
£25
£25
£27
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

AND ON SUPER HO 200GM VIRGIN VINYL...
(Buy 2 MFSL LPs @ £22 each!)
BOSTON - Boston
£25
THE MOODY BLUES - To Our Children's Children £25
NIRVANA - Nevermind
£25
SONIC YOUTH - Goo
£25
QUEEN - A Day At The Races
£25
BERNARD HERRMANN - The 4 Faces Of Jazz
£25
JOAN BAEZ - Diamonds & Rust
£25
TOTO - IV
£25
ELLA FITZGERALD & LOUIS ARMSTRONG (2)
£35
MUDDY WATERS - Folk Singer
£25
BOB MARLEY - Exodus
£25

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL!

Look What's New At :
Classic Go Gold !

Good Buy Records 180gm LPs

;l4kt Gold CDs

Exclusively distributed by Audiophile. Mastered from the
original master tape. Pressed on 180gm HQ Virgin Vinyl.

1,PreiNG ; STEREO -D:

witebeg'llitovv-

Classic Records
famous for their
•
excellent LP reissues
have now launched
• I
whole heartedley into
24kt gold CD
production Again
mastered from the
original master tapes
by Bernie Grundman
and Tony Hawkins
Their first two titles boast excellent
production and soJnd quality.

emwsnu

tallmo

,

c.;SCD 6006 ESPANA!
)ne of the most highly treasured
and sought after albums £25
LSCD 2225 WITCHES BREW
Probably the best of the British
RCA's no collection should be
without.
£25

!SPECIAL OFFER!
For this month only Audiophile International is offering
the following OCC Compact Classics CDs for only £80
for 4. if bought as aset, asaving of £20!

SET ONE -

4 Gold CDs For £80

In 1956 Miles Davis Quintet recorded a series of five
LPs for Prestige. These quickly established a major
following. Although initially un favoured by critics these
five albums are now regarded as some of the most
famous documents of how jazz stood in the mid 1950s. To date DCC Compact Classics have reissued
four of these classics on HO 24kt Gold CD.
MILES DAVIS - Cookin'
The best smal, combo in the history of modern jazz.
Featured artists include; John Coltrane, Red Garland,
Paul Chambers and Philly Joe Jones. Tracks include;
My Funny Valentine, Blues By Five, Tune Up, and
more. Mastered from the Original 1956 mono session
tapes.
MILES DAVIS - Relaxin'.
A joyous selection of straight- ahead swinging and
melodic improvisation, this is a near- perfect album that
was recorded at their peak in 1956. Contains; If IWere
A Bell, It Could Happen To You, ICould Write A Book,
and several cthers. Mastered from the original mono
session tapes_
MILES DAVIS - Workin'
Volume three of the legendary Miles Davis Quintet
sessions recorded for Prestige, again featured artists
include John Coltrane, Red Garland. Paul Chambers
and Philly Joe Jones who are considered to be the
greatest quintet in the history of modern jazz. Tracks
include; ff Never Entered My Mind, In Your Own Sweet
Way, Ahmad's Blues and several more.
MILES DAVIS - Steamin'
This is the final volume of the landmark 1950s
recordings that jazz experts now call the greatest small
jazz sessions of all time. Features the now familuar
quintet. Includes: Salt Peanuts, Diane, When IFall In
Love, and other legendary tracks.

SET TWO - 4Gold CDs

For £80

Four Gold CDs from a group who's music is as fresh
today as it was 25 years ago.These four albums cover
such classics as'Hello, ILove You', 'Light My Fire',
'People Are Strange', ' Break On Through', ' Riders On
The Storm' and many other classics.
THE
THE
THE
THE

DOORS
DOORS
DOORS
DOORS

-

The Doors
Strange Days
L.A. Woman
Waiting For The Sun

Audiophile International Ltd.

CASSANDRA WILSON: Blue Light 'Til Dawn.
If you own the Blue Note CD of this ' 93 release,
discard it immediately, one listen to this reissue and
you will realise what you have been missing. Classed
as ' modern jazz', this album is soulful with undertones
of blues; " Hellhound On My Trail" gospel; " Sankofa"
and rich percussion; " Estrellas". The recording is solid
and full of detail. There is just so much mood and air, it
is shocking. Next month her latest release! £25
MILES DAVIS: The Birth Of Cool.
This is a must own for any collection. Miles led the Birth
Of Cool Band for only two weeks of live shows, but
these later recordings capture a flowing and
contemptative sound quite different from bop's frenetic
style. Lee Konitz's fragile alto sound and Gerry
Mulligan's velvety baritone are crucial to it, as is Gil
Evan's use of unusual instrumentation. £25
ARMSTRONG & ELLINGTON - Complete Sessions.
Although these sessions have never been highly
regarded for Ellington's imput, they are considered
some of Armstrong's finest. With all the material
composed by Duke Ellington, Louis stamps his mark on
it from the opening tracks, the results are both moving
and quietly eloquent. Louis shines. £25
RICKIE LEE JONES: Girl At Her Volcano ( 10")
Rickie Lee Jones has recorded many albums in her
career, but in my opinion there are only two real stand
out classics. One being her first album, ' Rickie Lee
Jones' and the second the 10" EP 'Girl At Her Volcano',
where Rickie Lee covers such classics as; " Lush Life",
Hey, Bub", " Under The Boardwalk", " My Funny
Valentine" and my all time favourite "Walk Away Rene".
This is a wonderful 10" that tnever tire of hear, Iwas so
pleased to hear of this Virgin Vinyl reissue, it well
deserves true audiophile recognition. (
Not 180gmj £20
HERBIE HANCOCK: Cantaloupe Island.
By 1963 herbie Hancock was a regular Blue Note side
man as well as recording artist in his own right.
"Cantaloupe Island" catalogues Hancock's greatest cuts
from this period. From "Cantaloupe Island" ( a classic
track from which this album is named) and " Maiden
Voyage" masterpieces from the ' Empyrean Isles' album
to " Watermelon Man" a bona fide hit single! This is
essential Hancock not to be missed. £25

NEW - RCA 24kt Gold CDs

New - Books & Magazines
We now have in stock the following U.S. Imported
Magazines.

the absolute sound
Although many believe that TAS is no
longer with us we have in stock the
following exciting new issues.
TAS 100 For Information call £8
TAS 101 For Information call £8
TAS 102 Analogue Issue £8
TAS 103 Special Recordings £8
TAS 104 Quo Vadis High- End £8

the tracking angle
he tracking angle is an exciting new
magazine written by Micheal Fremer. Following the
success of his column in TAS Micheal has launched his
own music review magazine.
TA 001 The First Issue
£5
TA 002 What Makes A Classic Record £5
TA 003 Zen And The Art Of Record Cleaning £5
TA 004 The Rolling Stones LPs & CDs Survey £5
TA 005 Double Issue which includes;
Hendrix LP & CD survey, Interviews with engineers
Eddie Kramer & Shawn Murphy. Sill only £ 5

Fl
Another new magazine distributed
exclusively by Audiophile
International. Fl is astunning new
U.S. publication written by such
talents as Wayne Garcia, Ken
Kessler, Jonathan Valin, Dick
Olsher, Skip Rudolph and many
others. Issues 2 8 3now in
stock £5.75 including P&P
Fi 02 Interviews Brian Wilson + Music + Audio
Plinius, Audio Research, Altis, Sound Lab, VAC.
Fi 03 Sinatra Generation Man + Music + Audio:
Well Tempered, Gallo Nucleus, Thiel CS 1.5...

Recommended CDs & LPs
TORI AMOS - Boys For Pele ( US import)
Stunning new album. Two LP Clear Virgin Vinyl set £ 15
CRANBERRIES - Everybody Else is Doing it so.. £ 12
CRANBERRIES - No Need To Argue

£ 10

CRANBERRIES - To The Faithful Departed
Limited edition yellow virgin vinyl with 9panel full colour

The RCA Records Label is moving in on the 24kt Gold
CD market. Working from the first generation session
and multi- track tapes, no expense has been spared to
make these 24kt releases not only sonically stunning
but historically accurate. Each CD features deluxe
packaging, original artwork, liner notes, lyrics and
credits as they first appeared on the first vinyl releases.

fold out poster. ( limited quantity)

BEATLES - Anthology Volume 1 (2LP set)

£22

ELVIS PRESLEY: Elvis Presley.
The album changed the course of popular music
forever. Although it only features one top 20 hit " Blue
Suede Shoes" this album also features renowned songs
like " Blue Moon" and " Money Money". £25
JOSE FELICIANO: Feliciano!
Soulful vocals accompanied by a laid back sparse
acoustic with woodwind arrangements, best
remembered, best describe Feliciano's style. This
album may be best remembered for Jose Feliciano
reviving the Doors 1967 million-seller hit " Light My Fire",
which pushed ' Feliciano!' to No.2 in the Billboard chart.
£25
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Surrealistic Pillow. £25
LOU REED: TRANSFORMER.
'Transformer', co- produced by David Bowie, portrays
Reed as a hermaphrodite glam rocker. Considered
Reeds best and most commercially successful album
'Transformer' brought him worldwide acclaim. It is a
classic album that features the hit single "Walk On The
Wild Side".
£25

BEATLES - Anthology Volume 2 (2LP set)

£22

EAGLES - Hell Freezes Over (2LP set)

£ 10

£ 17.75

k.d.LANG - All You Can Eat ( US import LP)

£ 12

BRIAN ENO - Passengers ( US import LP)

£ 12

TERRY EVANS - Putting It Down ( HQ 180gm LP) £ 17
HO CD

£ 15

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS - Out In LA ( US import)
An album that captures the best of this group's talents.
19 unreleased cuts, rare versions and club mixes.

£10

STING - Mercury Falling ( LP)

£ 12

PULP - Different Class ( LP)

£ 10

DIRE STRAIGHTS - Live At The BBC ( LP)

£9

TINA TURNER - Wildest Dreams
RADIOHEAD - The Bends

£ 10
£ 10

BRYAN FERRY & ROXY MUSIC - More Than This £ 10
TRAINSPOTTING - Move Soundtrack
THE THE - Dusk

P.O. Box 303, Chobham, Surrey, GU24 8YP.

If you really like music and want a better selection of the latest releases on standard vinyl, gold CD and audiophile vinyl as well as
the reassurance that your order will reach you safely you ought to join our world wide data base. Send £3 in postage stamps for
our huge gloss catalogue ( includes £3 refundable coupon) which contains the UKs largest selection of audiophile recordings. Then
every month receive free of charge ' update' catalogues containing new releases and used mint condition LPs. To order call one of
our numbers, your order will be handled that same day. First LP £3 additional 75p. First CD £2 additional 25p. Orders sent First
Class Recorded. For large orders we offer Parcel Force Next Day fixed Price ( any weight) £6.75.

'

£ 10

£9

classified
SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2 per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

Analogue
Productions.
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound: Mobile
Fidelity, Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab.
Chesky. Proprius; East Wind.
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP, Delos,
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K,
Bainbridge. Telarc. Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion,
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings.
Opus 3, Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Cardas. DCC.
Clarity: Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy: Hearts Of Space:
Mercury Living Presence: OJC: Steeplechase; Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator.
ENS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan; ECM; Elektra; EMI.
EPIC. Harmonia Mundi. In & Out; Island; London; Linn.
Lynta, Mapleshade; MCA. North Star Records, Polygram.
Polydor: Gemini; Quartet; GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo,
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound: Blind Pig. Minor: Gecko: Gift Horse.
Catalogue $ 5
Kane. Rhino .Rounder
Information/ Order
(913) 825-8609
Fax: ( 913) 825-0156

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 4s

Box 2043, Salina, KS 61 ,102-2043 U SA

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
et

REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Furntable service of all makes, special expertise on
Mantra, Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock,
AR, Rega, Oracle, Revolver, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and
valve, special expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst,
Incatech, Mission, Musical Fidelity, Sony,
Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437
Acess, Visa, Matercard taken.
MAV Shareholders Ltd, 35 Saffron Road,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

1
Audio- Research LS5 mark II
Fully balanced line amplifier
Ex our MD's Music Room
Boxed as new £2,950
SME Ltd Steyning Sussex 13N-14 3GY
l'hone 01903 814321

Fax 01903 814269

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Nrunds iltrarrhist on)unLitirs

an noix t. pan

modify tir ri -align any high end i•Litirrinenr 1he ran
undertake rebuilds t, ith sciccted
components ,ind
ills), idler a siiia)
matching sets

peel ollte.the best

WANTED & FOR SALE
EARLY VINTAGENALVE HIFI

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD, !
1
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIÇ SME ETC. ;

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
-Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:

Lintone Audio
Selected used equipment
Audio Technica ATH9(8/0 Headphones ( ex demi
Arcam Delta 110 Pre- amp inc DAC len demi
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier ( ex dent)
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands
Acoustic Energy Aegis 2Loudspeaker ( ex dem i
Creek CAS4040/2 Amplifrer
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
Deltec Little Bit DAC Convertor
Grant P100/G1OOMC/G1OOPV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit K Loudspeakers inc Stands ( white)
Krell KST I
00 Power Amplifier
Linn Kan Loudspeakers/Stands
Linn Sara Speakers/Stands
Lumley Ref. 3.5 Loudspeakers ( ex demi
Lumley Ref LV IPre Amplifier les demi
Lumley Ref PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier ( ex den))
Lumley Ref ST40 Power Amplifier lev demi
Lumley Ref ST70 Power Amplifier ( ex dern)
Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier
Meridian 605 Mimo Power Amplifiers
Meridian 200/203 Transpon/DAC
Meridian 506 CD Player ex demi
Maranu PM75 Amplifier
Marantz MA22 Mono Power Amplifiers ( pair ex demi
Micromega Stage One CD Player ( ex dem )
Micromega Stage Two CD Player ( ex demi
Micromega Stage Three CD Player ( ex demi
Nakamichi DR3 Cassette Deck ( ex dem)
Naim NAC 82 Pre Amplifier
Nairn SBL Loudspeakers
Nairn 32/90 Pre- power Amplifier
Quantum Minstel Amplifier ( ex demi
Quad 34 Pre Amplifier ( ex demi
Quad FM4 Tuner ( ex demi
Quad 306 Power Amplifier ( ex demi

700.00
749.00
250.00
999.00
449.00
549.00
699.00
3691KI
1500.00
12(8100
450.00
699.00
319.00
329.00
279.00

7-11 l'ark Lane. Catehead
Tyne & Wear NE8 3.1W
- 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

r TDL

Owners!

Are You Getting The Most Front
Your Speakers?
TDL recommend Ultraflex as the best
cable to use with all '!'DL loudspeakers.
The prices range from only £24.95 per set
up to avery reasonable £64.95 per set.
Available by MAIL ORDER

MULLARD, OSRUst GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER LE2 8QE TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821
•
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

150.00
299.00
699.00
700.00
599.00
150.00
120.00
170.00
700.00
450.00
1700.00
195.00
350.00
600.00
600.00
200.00
600.00
1500.00
475.00
1300.00

EXCLUSIVELY 13Y:-

For more details call...
0

1608 644954

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts
Audio Arts
Audio Consultants
Audio Freaks
Audio Illusion
Audiophile mt. Ltd
Audio Masters
Audio Note
Audio Synthesis
Alema UK
Billy Vee
Cambridge Systems
C.R. Developments

II2

6,62
52
70
88
84
48
110,1 11
52
8
82
113
98
20
58

Connections 90
48
Definitive Audio
88
Heatherdale Audio Ltd
90
Harbeth Acoustics
58
Hi Fi Confidential
62
Linn
OBC
Lorricraft Audio
90
Midland Radio Supplies
92
Musical Images
14,15
Oxford Audio Consultants 68
Ortofon
82,88,90
Path Group
I
FC
Pinewood Music
72
PM Components
90

Radlett Audio
46
Ringmat Dey
72
Riverside Hi Fi
10
Rogers International (UK) Ltd. 16
Ron Smith Aerials
52
Sound Image
70
Sound Organisation
48
Studio One
72
Spectra Dynamics
92
The Listening Rooms
84
The Sound Organisations 48
Trilogy Audio
70
Wilson Benesch
IBC
Zouch Audio
68
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Gold MEdAl WINNERS do iT AGAIN!!!

e

SINGLE ENDED AND POWER ?
A SINGLE ENDED AMPLIFIER
WITH POWER AND
AFFORDABLE

30 WATTS R.M.S. PURE CLASS "A"

ONLY £ 1495 PER PAIR
A NEW EXTENDED TRIODE SINGLE- ENDED "CLASS A" AMPLIFIER
UNBELIEVABLE BUT TRUE!

THE NEW STERLING " P.E.T.S.E". MONOBLOCK.
30 WATTS 20-20K + ldB
LOW DISTORTION
GOLD ROD KT90 TUBES
OPTIMUM TRANSFER TRANSFORMER
SILVER WIRED OUTPUT
AUDION GOLD " POWERLITE" CAPS
AUDION "MAX" SIGNAL TRANSFER
ALPS POTENTIOMETER
COMPLETE WITH AUDION'S FAMOUS "A" RATED GOLD MEDAL WINNING SOUND

AUDION COMMISSIONED EL34M MULLARD REPLICA
CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR OR SHOP FOR MORE INFO
LONDON
K J LEISURE
0171 4868 262/3

ABERDEEN
ASTRAL
01224 582825

HERFORD
ENGUSH AUDIO
01432 355081

SURREY
FARNHAM AUDIO
0370 435952

NOUS

CHANTRY AUDIO
01777 870372

HUMBERSIDE
ZEN AUDIO
01482 587397

SUSSEX
JEFFRIES
01273 609431

NORFOLK
AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
01379 740227

HARROGATE
SOUNDS ADDICTIVE
01423 536256

HEATHROW
AUDIOCRAFT
01895 253340

KENT
PROGRESSIVE AUDIO
01634 389004

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
SWEDEN
JAPAN
AUSTRIA
ITALY
CANADA
HOLLAND
SINGAPORE
PHIWPINES
GERMANY
ALEMA
SI INTERNATIONAL
LOVING SOUND
ART Of MUSK
CANORUS INC
AUDIOVORM
LANDMARK AUDIO
UPSCALE
MARVEL HEISS
446-8-7701957 + 81-3-34057177 +43-316-82281044 + 39-51-231172 + 1-416-972-0320 . 31-23-322774 +65-3383867 +632-741567 +49-234-37430
GREECE
EXCWSIVE
+30-1823622655

SLOVENIA
K.A.T
06443391

AUSTRALIA
HONG KONG
PORTUGAL
TAIWAN
SPAIN
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
KEDKORP Frf
ELITE AUDIO
WIESOM
FOCUS AUDIO
MULTIMEDIA
MAOAVOX
MAR ELECTRONIC
+61-2-708-4388 + 852-530-1567 + 351-2-9532235 + 886 28481193 + 34-77-240794 + 33-59321134 +41-1463-81-05

AMERICAN CUSTOMERS CONTACT CANORUS +416 972 0320

AUDION AMPLIFIERS UNITED KINGDOM
FACT NOT FICTION
ALEMA UK FAX 01273 722250

finale
Johnny
Guitar
Watson's
classic
albums are
available
again

wore a yellow baby's hat!). This
time, Guitar remembered to credit
McNabb and Paramount, and
apologised for leaving the credits off
AM't That a Bitch: the Hollywood
hi-fi chain Record Shack had been
using the record to demonstrate
equipment.
Initially a pianist, Johnny Guitar
Watson is adept at electronic
keyboards, percussion and bass, as
well as his distinctive ' speaking'
hen engineer Kerry R&B guitar. When his bassist asked
McNabb wired up his for too high a fee, he sacked him
state-of-the-art analogue
and played the bass lines himself.
equipment for Paramount Studios
'A Real Mother' had a ` moog bass'
in Hollywood in the early 1970s, he that made the whole dance floor
no doubt hoped he was making seemed to shift. The record makes
history. In 1972 he recorded
a fascinating companion to its
WakalJawaka and The Grand predecessor, because it repeats its
Wazoo, two rare studio- only format — a protest song, a long
creations by Frank Zappa. McNabb blues (« IWant to Ta-Ta You baby'
was remix engineer for the next few, becomes ' IWanna Thank You'), a
too, helping to realise Zappa's more novelty — but introduces new
habitual splice of live and multi- sonics that dramatise the resonant
studio recordings. This brush with
fidelity of McNabb's recording.
one of the few unabashed technoCast as rock's authentic ancestor,
perfectionists in rock did his scant attention is usually paid to
reputation no harm. However, it was how the blues is recorded. What
his work with one of Zappa's original matters is the bluesman's iconic
inspirations, recorded and mixed credibility. However, as so many
exclusively at Paramount, that lacklustre live records of blues
resulted in a stone classic that still legends at European festivals attest,
challenges modern digital recording players do not necessarily carry the
for clarity and punch: Johnny Guitar aura of their classic recordings with
Watson's Ain't That A Bitch.
them. Highly critical of other
The digital issue of Ain't That A bluesmen's inability to keep abreast
Bitch [
Sequel NEMCD774] has of the times, Guitar Watson
been eagerly awaited by aficionados.
managed to inject each level of the
PolyGram Germany put out a CD multi- track with his infectious
two years ago, but it was hard to
swagger. In interviews, he talks of
obtain. Sequel Records has issued all
`getting the attitude right on all the
seven of the records Guitar Watson instruments', and this is whit is
recorded for Dick James Music in special about his Paramount
the late 1970s, and flew the man records. Every ingredient — glitzy
over for appearances in Europe.
electric piano solos, syncopated bass
Johnny Guitar Watson is a roots lines, percussion motifs that almost
bluesman from Houston, Texas,
literally put punctuation marks to
but he's been in Hollywood for his risqué asides — is given a
decades, and he is a virtuoso, a discrete nudge by the Johnny Guitar
stylistic compendium. Motown attitude. Overdubs create an
strings, playboy cocktail, ghetto
'impossible' band, but there is none
funk — all contribute to aseamless,
of the click- track anonymity that
pushy, commercial sound that
can make production-line soul so
would be merely slick if each note dull and impersonal.
didn't have his zest and unique
The third album, Funk Beyond
sense of humour ( this is the
The
Call
of
Duty
consummate lounge balladeer who
[NEMCD776)
from
could sing ' Polka Dots and
Moonbeams' and register an
improvised 'whoops!' after the line
'I felt abump...'). The music has a
hard- edged, gleaming sense of
direction that is so modern it is
surreal: alucid dreamer's vision of
achromium sputnik.
The title of the next, A Real
Mother For Ya [NEMCD775], was
designed to slip a ghetto expletive
past airwave censorship. The cover
showed his mother Wilma pushing
him in a car- pram with ` JGW'
numberplates (his guitar, Freddie,

W

Three of the seven Johnny
Guitar Watson titles now
issued on CD by Sequel, with
(below right) the back cover
of Funk Beyond the

1977, showed no sign of fatigue.
On the cover, Guitar Watson is
awarded a medal by a foxy lady
showing a lot of leg; the army jeep
behind them sported, at Watson's
instigation, four Cadillac hub-caps
— in chrome, naturally. On the
reverse, the tank's gun- shaft is
positioned to suggest Guitar's
unusual prowess. This facetious wit
is a visual equivalent to the way
Guitar's boudoir vocals are played
for laughs. The music is bolted
together so decisively, with such a
feel for musical abstraction, that his
macho- man schtick becomes
mannerist and amusing. ' Barn
Door', a little sermon on treating
your woman right, has a creakyhinge sound effect that is both
absurd and ear-alerting. The downfrom-Texas moralism of the words
bounce on a musical bed that is
sheer indulgence, Hollywood
hedonism: a 1970s update of the
extraordinary meld Nat King Cole
achieved between down-home blues
and Tinseltown sophistication.
The first three albums are
indispensable, but be warned,
you'll
be
hooked.
Giant
[NEMCD777] has irresistible disco
bass lines and some great
reworkings of Watson's R&B
numbers, ` Gangster of Love' and
'You Can Stay Son But The Noise
Must Go'. What The Hell Is This?
[NEMCD778] is acommentary on
the oil crisis, with a ' micro moog
bass' that seems to squirt oily
innuendo in the ear. The horn
charts — improvised with a pencil
in the recording studio — have the
combination of flash and grunge
the Brecker Brothers would give
their eye-teeth for. I'd always
thought Love Jones [
NEMCD779]
was the weakest of the bunch, but
digital exposure reveals treasures:
the unstoppable groove of ' Booty
Ooty', and the tear-soaked countrysoul of ' Children of the Universe'
(unusually soft guitar- thumbing
precisely catches the sound a
Muscle Shoals sessioneer might
provide for Clarence Carter).
Johnny Guitar Watson & the
Family
Clone
[
NEMCD780]
concludes the set by spotlighting
Guitar's overdub methodology: the
cover shows awhole band of slicksuited Watsons. A grinning Guitar
holds up a laboratory atomic
model. ' Ain't Movin" defies you
not to dance, a slyly swinging
monster.
Guitar Watson is
currently a sample source for the
likes of Snoop Doggy Dogg and
Doctor Dre: these seven discs show
why. As asong has it, on AM't That
aBitch: T̀he Real Deal'.
No foolie
Ben Watson
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Who Knows Best
How A Linn Hi Fi
Sounds?
"..the timing was spot

of

on and the whole
acoustic imparted with

"Not for

sterile portrayal

whole

excellent musicality

musical detail in a
detached intellectual

without much sign of

manner.

hi-fi artifice."

midband was used to
good effect, detailing

"Percussion took on a

"..it covers its tracks so

performance touches in

more

well, that you concentrate on what's being
played, not how it's

a way that brought
excitement and emotional reaction to the

challenging presence
than most players

being produced."

music."

What HiFi? June 1995

HiFi News, June 1995

effect

is

of

Linn

the

"..fed by the Mimik and
driving the Tukans, the

The

open

a sense of precision
and grip."

speedy

and

manage."

HiFi World, April 1995

Once you have read the reviews, visit aspecialist hi-fi retailer
to form your own opinion. It's the one that matters.

LINN HI-FI
music for life'

For the name of your nearest Linn Hi Fi Retailer, call 0500 888909
Linn maintains the right of all customers to receive abalanced view by making all of its products available for review
to all the magazines. Linn operates an open and honest policy towards the press. All the magazines agree that you
need ademonstration to be sure you know how well aproduct performs.

